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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>Ablative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adverbial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>Auditive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>Causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CND</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>Complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Copula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>Complex Verb Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>Definite (Marker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMON</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDER</td>
<td>Endearment Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIS</td>
<td>Existential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>Genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>Gerundive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>Grammatical Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMvb</td>
<td>Verbal Grammatical Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>Habitual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hd</td>
<td>Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPFV</td>
<td>Imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEF</td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIC</td>
<td>Indicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Infinitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEN</td>
<td>Intentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTER</td>
<td>Interrogative Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTR</td>
<td>Intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZA</td>
<td>Izafet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lit.T.</td>
<td>Literary Tajik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN V</td>
<td>Main Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Main Verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>Necessitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NnC</td>
<td>Noncommittal (Mood)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NnP</td>
<td>Nonpast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Noun Phrase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLITERATION

The symbols used in this investigation are rather straightforward. Some peculiarities:

Transcription

\[ A = [\text{a}] \] and similar low front vowels in Uzbek, Tajik, Qashqay, and other Turkic languages

\[ \varepsilon = [\text{e}] \] and similar low back rounded vowels in Uzbek, Tajik, Qashqay, and (Modern) Persian

\[ a = [\text{a}] \] and similar low central vowels in Russian and Turkic languages other than Uzbek, Qashqay, and Bashkir (in case of ambiguity, the symbol \( a \) will be used for \( \varepsilon \))

\[ \check{a} = [\text{a}] \] in Classical Persian-Tajik (as opposed to \( \check{a} \); otherwise vowel length will be marked by \( " \))

\[ g = [\gamma] \]

\[ j = [\text{j}] \]

\[ i = [\text{i}] \] or similar back unrounded high/high-mid vowels

Transliteration of Orthographies

The transliteration system adheres to the transcription conventions adopted here; thus Russian \( W \) is \( i \). However, as distinct from the transcription system, Cyrillic \( W, U, X \), etc., are written as diagraphs, \( sh, ch, kh \), etc. Cyrillic \( z \) (except after a consonant) \( W, A \) will also be written as diagraphs, \( ye, yu, ya \). Russian loans in Uzbek and Tajik are transliterated in accordance with Russian conventions, ex., Uzbek материаллардан is materialлард\( a \).
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Loan Syntax in Turkic and Iranian: The Verb Systems of Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay

by

John David Soper
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
University of California, Los Angeles, 1987
Professor George D. Bedell, Chair

Although cross-language influence has taken place throughout the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region, an Iranian language spoken in Central Asia, Tajik, and a Turkic language spoken in southern Iran, Qashqay, represent two polar cases in this respect -- the former having been extensively influenced by a Turkic language, Uzbek, and the latter by an Iranian language, Persian. The changes that have occurred in the verb systems of these two languages are quite comparable in their impact: Tajik has acquired virtually the entire Uzbek simplex verb paradigm and the Uzbek mechanism of verb serialization, while Qashqay has adopted the major distinctions of the Persian verb paradigm and lost virtually all of its Turkic verb
serialization mechanism.

In an attempt to demonstrate that these changes have taken place as the result of cross-language influence, certain revisions are introduced into the traditional treatments of the Turkic and Iranian verb systems -- namely, the concept of the Noncommittal mood, the categories "Verbal", "subordinate", "head", and "Grammatical Marker," as well as the ordering relationships Structure-Initial, Structure-Final, Structure-Second, and Structure-Medial.

Several general conclusions regarding the nature of cross-language influence and loan syntax emerge from the evidence. (i) Since cross-language influence has occurred in both directions, it appears that any language could serve in theory as a donor language for another. (ii) Linguistic structures of great complexity, such as a verb paradigm or a verb serialization mechanism, may be acquired as the result of cross-language influence. (iii) Influence of this type may also lead to the complete loss of an original grammatical distinction or mechanism, apparently due to the absence of a counterpart in the donor language. (iv) The changes brought about by cross-language influence on this scale are systematic, leading to a syntactic convergence between the two languages involved and a reduction in their structural differences.
This investigation also raises certain questions about the status of abstract linguistic concepts like the "verb system," "verb serialization," and "verb paradigm" in a formal grammar of a language.
INTRODUCTION

Turkic and Iranian are spoken in a broad section of contiguous territory in the middle of the Asian continent, sandwiched in between large areas where languages of other groups are spoken, namely, Slavic, Semitic, and Indian languages. Not surprisingly, the long history of contact between Turkic and Iranian in this region has resulted in a modest amount of mutual influence among the member languages of the two groups. As with all cross-language influence, lexical borrowings are especially conspicuous, but the changes brought about by this contact have certainly not been restricted to the lexicon. The diffusion of certain grammatical elements has also taken place. Of course, contact of this nature is not unusual, nor are the changes that have resulted from it extraordinary, at least not within the main portion of the languages spoken in this wide area. But in certain parts of the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region, a slightly different picture emerges. A condition of long-term, societal bilingualism has developed there and has led to striking grammatical changes.

Again, it may not be all that exceptional for such conditions to arise, particularly at the periphery of a linguistic area, but it is the intention of the present study to take advantage of a more unusual circumstance, access to data from two polar cases in the spectrum, that is, data from a language in family X that has undergone considerable influence from a language in family Y and data from a language in Y that has been influenced by one in X. The Iranian language Tajik and the Turkic language Qashqay
represent such polar cases in the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region and will be the focus of the inquiry here. Basically, the grammar of Tajik (or more precisely, Colloquial Northern Tajik) reflects substantial influence from the Turkic language Uzbek and the grammar of Qashqay, influence from the Iranian language Persian. So that certain points can be illustrated by way of contrast, data from Uzbek will also be examined in the course of the discussion.

While cross-language influence has had an impact upon all the components in the grammars of Tajik and Qashqay, this investigation will concentrate on only one of the areas most heavily influenced by external conditions, the syntactic component. It will be maintained here that this influence has not been random, but rather, highly systematic, perhaps in clear contrast to lexical borrowing. In order to demonstrate the systematic nature of loan syntax, at least as it is seen in Tajik and Qashqay, only a particular subsection of the syntactic component, the section that will be called here the "verb system," will be the focus of concern. Of course, an investigation on a much broader scale, encompassing the entire syntactic component, would be desirable in order to provide insights into the extent to which cross-language influence can affect the syntax of a language, but a focus on the verb system can, it is hoped, make certain specific points about the process of cross-language influence that can be regarded as relevant to the syntactic component as a whole.
Although it is generally acknowledged by scholars that the influence of the Turkic and Iranian languages upon one another has been substantial, research on the issue has been rather limited. Thus, for instance, the Turkologist Doerfer, in a brief survey of work on the topic, states, "Generally speaking, there is no systematic description of the mutual correlations of Iranian (Persian and Afghan) and Altaic (Turkish and Mongolian) languages" [Doerfer 1970:223]. He makes this assessment in spite of the fact that he himself has made a monumental contribution to the study of such problems with his work on Altaic loans in Persian, Doerfer 1963-1975. What he seems to be suggesting is that there has been a lack of research into determining in a precise way the extent of cross-language influence in these languages. There have been occasional studies on this topic since his comments were published, for example, Stilo 1981, which explores correspondences in the Noun Phrase among the Iranian and Turkic languages of northwestern Iran, and Reichl 1983, which deals with Iranian-pattern relative clauses, purpose clauses, and sentential complements in Afghan Uzbek. However, little attention has been devoted to a comprehensive examination of the subject. Some Russian and Soviet scholars have identified cross-languages as the process that has brought about certain traits in individual languages (see many of the references in Chapter 2), but again, there has been little attempt to focus specifically on the topic and to determine the exact extent of the influence. This lack of
research is particularly noticeable in the case of cross-language influence in the syntactic component.

Certainly, there is clear evidence that extensive syntactic change has been brought about by cross-language influence in other linguistic areas. For instance, in the Balkans, the loss of the use of the infinitive as a marker of sentential subordination and its replacement by clauses containing finite verb forms, the use of a postnominal article, etc., have been convincingly attributed to cross-language diffusion [Sandfeld 1930, especially pp. 7-9, 163-216]. In Ethiopia, many elements in the Semitic languages of the region have undergone influence from the Cushitic languages. In particular, constituent ordering consistent with verb-final syntax, i.e., the placement of the verb at the end of the sentence, of nominal modifiers in prenominal position, etc., can be ascribed to such influence [Leslau 1945, especially pp. 73-78 and Little 1974]. Likewise, Antilla reports that certain Finno-Ugric languages have undergone considerable syntactic change under the influence of neighboring languages [Antilla 1970:169-170, see also his remarks pp. 154-177]. India is another well-known region where shared properties have been diffused [see several of the articles in Emeneau 1980, including his "India as a Linguistic Area," pp. 105-125, originally published in 1956]. In some places in India, such as the village of Kupwar, there appears to be "a single syntactic surface structure" with a possible "morph to morph substitution" among the speech varieties of the community [Gumperz, Wilson 1971:155]. Moreover, Masica 1976
contains speculations on the distribution of common linguistic features over a much broader area on the Asian continent. And of course, there is Weinreich’s classic study on cross-language influence, Weinreich 1953/1968. These investigations confirm that under certain circumstances, namely long-term bilingualism, radical changes can take place in languages as the result of cross-language influence, and they also point to what may be expected under similar circumstances. Thus they indirectly support the contention that what appears to have occurred in some Turkic and Iranian languages as the result of cross-language influence can be plausibly attributed to that influence.

It is not the intention of the present investigation to take as a starting point the work of these scholars on cross-language influence outside of the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region and then to address the issues raised by them. Rather, the aim is of a more limited scope, to describe the syntactic changes in the verb systems of certain Turkic and Iranian languages that appear to have resulted from cross-language influence and to derive conclusions specifically from that set of data. These conclusions will be of both a sociolinguistic and purely linguistic nature, and it is expected that they will be applicable more generally to other linguistic areas.

But simply to describe the data is not as straightforward an aim as it might appear. In order to characterize adequately the changes in the verb systems of Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay and to demonstrate cross-language influence as the causal factor, it will
be necessary to make significant revisions in the ways in which the data have been treated in previous investigations. These revisions will include offering an alternative method for the representation of constituent order and defining what is meant by the term "verb system." Once established, these concepts will be applied to the Turkic and Iranian language families as a means of constructing in typological terms what might have constituted the proto-system. Then it will be shown how Tajik and Qashqay have deviated from this "proto-system" as the likely result of cross-language influence. This approach is necessitated by the lack of solid historical evidence about the actual proto-languages prior to the contact with speakers of the other language group. As will be discussed below, literary records are only of limited use in the determination of the proto-system. Basically, the evidence to be utilized in this investigation will be synchronic and comparative, although there will be several references to the historical data as well.

Chapter 1 will be devoted to the necessary revisions and to a characterization of the relevant typological features in the Turkic and Iranian languages. In Chapter 2, further revisions of previous work will be found; the traditional approaches to the tense/aspect/mood paradigms of these languages will be discarded in favor of another approach. A major excursus in this chapter, Section 2.2.2., will examine the structure of the Turkic Subordinate Sentence as reflected in contemporary Uzbek. But the main goal of the chapter is to describe the changes that have
taken place in the Tajik verb system as the result of Uzbek influence. Chapter 3 is concerned with cross-language influence in the opposite direction, that is, with Iranian influence on the Turkic languages Uzbek and Qashqay. Chapter 4 will present the conclusions drawn from this inquiry.

Conventions Adopted. This investigation will not be concerned with the terminological issues connected with the description of the changes brought about by external influence. Generally, "cross-language influence" will be used for this phenomenon, but other terms, in particular, "borrowing", will not be avoided, even though they may be less precise as characterizations of the process involved. It should be noted that one term advocated by Weinreich, "interference", will not be used here, since it focuses attention on cross-language influence as a "deviation from the norms" of the language affected [Weinreich 1953/1968:1]. "Interference" refers more to a disruption in the prior state of affairs than to the consequences of the change. External influence need not be regarded primarily as a "deviation" or "departure" from a proto-system; in fact, the resulting structures may be just as systematic and coherent as the original system. It will be argued here that external influence on the verb systems of Tajik and Qashqay has led to a remarkable degree of convergence between the grammatical structures of the two languages involved. It would therefore seem odd to say that a process of "interference" (as opposed to "influence") has resulted in "convergence". In keeping with the practice elsewhere, the terms
"donor language" and "source language" will be used to designate the language from which a structure has been adopted. Actually, the term "model language," that is, "a language serving as a model," would be more apt as a description of the role the language seems to play, but the term would be infelicitous because of the use of "model" in constructions in which it means "exemplary" ("model family") or "model of" ("model airplane"). The language that has undergone cross-language influence will be referred to as the "recipient language."

In addition to the standard rules of capitalization, a few other conventions will be adopted here. Grammatical (nonlexical) labels in the glosses of examples and feature labels will be capitalized throughout, except in a few cases. The initial letter of the label for a formal grammatical category, whether it refers to a distinction in the verb paradigm or to a syntactic node in a constituent-structure representation, will be capitalized. But when a term does not refer to such a category, i.e., when it refers to a traditional designation, a semantic concept, etc., its initial letter will not be capitalized. Capitalization will also be used for the name of a language that can be thought of as distinct from another speech variety in accordance with well-defined linguistic criteria; thus "Colonial Uzbek" exhibits linguistic properties (as well as others) distinct from "Literary Uzbek," but "urban Uzbek" is a group of dialects which does not share a set of linguistic features distinct from "rural Uzbek."
Note on Phonological Representation. Many of the Tajik and Uzbek examples cited below are drawn from the work of other scholars, and it was not possible to verify phonological accuracy. Moreover, the transcriptions in this published material were frequently based on the Cyrillic alphabet, a situation that required some interpretation when converted to a Latin-based transcription. Nevertheless, it is not expected that there are serious deficiencies in the present phonological representations of these languages.

The Qashqay examples are derived from informant work and should, in theory, be free of the problems just noted in the case of the Tajik and Uzbek examples. However, the Qashqay phonological system is quite complicated, as can be seen from the following remarks on certain aspects of it.

(i) There is a considerable amount of acceptable variation in the pronunciation of certain items.

(ii) There are some "intermediate" vowels in phonetic terms; for example, in the word бутун 'entire' the second у is lower than the first, and thus the phonetic representation of the word could be [бутун] or [бутун].

(iii) The reflex of the high vowel archiphoneme ı around the velars y and x is often acoustically similar to о, ex., yağış 'rain'. Thus, Qashqay permits a violation of the general Turkic constraint against о in the noninitial syllables. However, this sound can also be pronounced more like ı, as can be seen from the fact that a speaker of Qashqay, writing down a folk tale in his
native language, sometimes transcribes the word meaning 'boy' as oğol and at other times as oğil [Gorguinpour 1972, pp. 115-117 of the texts].

(iv) Perhaps what complicates Qashqay phonology the most is the loss of the vowel í as a phoneme. In the initial syllable, the only syllable in which all vowels are phonemically distinct, because of vowel harmony constraints in other syllables, í has merged with other vowels, namely /i/, ex., il 'year', cf., Modern Turkish yıl and sin-mâg 'to break (INTR)', cf., Azerbaijani sin-maq; or /e/, around the velars q, x, and ʁ, ex., gez 'girl; daughter', cf., Modern Turkish kız, and ʁex-mâq 'to go out', cf., Modern Turkisi ʁık-mak. Note that the lowering of í to o in initial syllables parallels its lowering to o in noninitial syllables (see (iii) above).

But in noninitial syllables í is retained as the reflex of the archiphoneme İ in words containing back vowels, ex., at 'horse' atí 'his horse'; gol 'arm', goli, 'his arm'. Furthermore, it occurs in one other environment in these syllables, before r, even in words containing front vowels. In addition, it does not affect vowel harmony in the syllables following it—ex., the causative of the verb sin-mâq 'to break (INTR)', cited above, is sin-nir-mâq 'to break (TR)'. Apparently, the use of í before r has a functional role; it enhances the phonetic difference between the syllable İr and the marker of the present progressive iːr. Although there are reasons to represent
the latter as /iyr/ and the former as /ir/ in strictly phonemic terms, such a phonemic representation for /ir/ will not be given in the examples presented in Chapter 3. The phonetic value ı is so acoustically clear and so consistently maintained that it might be misleading not to record it. Hence ı will be reflected in the Qashqay examples in Chapter 3.

Because of the phonetic complexities involved, some of the examples cited may need refinements upon further investigation.

Stress in Qashqay will be indicated only in a few cases, occasionally in those environments where it is not predictable. The sporadic vowel length that occurs in Qashqay will also not be indicated, since it does not appear to be phonemic. No minimal pairs with vowel length as the distinctive characteristic were recorded.
CHAPTER 1
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TURKIC AND IRANIAN LANGUAGES

1.1 Typological Characteristics

In order to demonstrate where cross-language influence has taken place in a recipient language, it would be necessary to make a comparison of the language families involved and indicate those points where they systematically differ. For the purposes here, the "Turkic languages" referred to will consist of the better-known languages spoken in areas where they might have been in contact with Iranian languages, that is, those Turkic languages currently spoken in Central Asia, Afghanistan, Iran, the Caucasus area, and Turkey. Ideally, in reference to "Iranian languages," the Southwestern languages as a group, including Tat, the dialects of the Luri and Bakhtiari tribes of Iran, the dialects of Fars Province, etc., as well as Persian, Tajik, and Dari, should be treated, but since information on the syntax of Standard Persian is much more accessible than is data on the other languages, Persian will represent here the typology of Southwestern Iranian as it appears to be in the absence of Turkic influence. While it cannot be claimed that Standard Persian is entirely free of syntactic influence from the Turkic languages, whatever influence there may have been is certainly less than that observed in Tajik or Tat. The typological statements to be made will not necessarily be applicable to Iranian languages outside of the Southwestern group, such as Kurdish or Ossetian. The following
tables should give some indication of the genetic relationships in the Turkic and Iranian language families, but they are not intended to provide a comprehensive view of these relationships or to introduce any new element into the standard classifications.
TABLE 1: Classification of the Modern Turkic Languages

1. Bolgar Group
   Chuvash

2. Oghuz (Southwest) Group
   a. Modern Turkish
      Balkan Turkic
      Gagauz
      South Crimean
      Azerbijani
      Qashqay
   b. Turkmen
      Trukhmen
      Oghuz Khorazmi (Uzbek)

3. Kipchak (Northwest) Group
   a. Karaim
      Karachay, Balkar
      Kumik
      Crimean Tatar
   b. Tatar
      various Ural dialects
      Bashkir
   c. Kazak
      Karakalpak
      Kipchak Uzbek
      Nogay

4. Karluk (Southeast) Group
   Uzbek
   Uighur

5. "Siberian" Group [languages of uncertain genetic relationships]
   a. Yakut
   Dolgan
   b. [Others:]
      Kirghiz
      Altay (Oyrot)
      Tuva
      Tofalar
      Khakas
      Shor
      Sari Uighur, etc.

[Based on Jyrkänkallio 1950, Benzing and Menges 1959, and Baskakov 1969]

[The proper classification of the Turkic languages is a matter of considerable dispute. The genetic relationships presented in the first four groups above are generally accepted by Turkologists, although the connections between the groups themselves are unclear. The fifth group, given the geographic name "Siberian", is a collection of languages with uncertain genetic relationships; the member languages may or may not be related to one another. The status of Khalaj is not considered. Thus this classification remains highly tentative.]
TABLE 2: Classification of the Modern Iranian Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WESTERN</th>
<th>EASTERN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Northwestern</td>
<td>I. Northeastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurdish</td>
<td>Ossetian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talish</td>
<td>Yaghnabi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazanderan</td>
<td>II. Southeastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certain other dialects</td>
<td>Pashto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Iran</td>
<td>Munji, Yighda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baluchi</td>
<td>Pamir languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parachi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormuri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Southwestern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Persian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakhtiar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumzari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialects of Fars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Source: Oranskiy 1979]

[This classification is highly tentative, like the classification of the Modern Turkic languages in Table 1. Many of the problems associated with a detailed classification are overlooked here.]
Perhaps the most obvious syntactic difference between the Turkic and Iranian languages involves the order of constituents and grammatical elements in sentences. A list of the differences can readily be compiled:

1. **Turkic Languages**
   - (a) prenominal adjectives
   - (b) prenominal genitives
   - (c) prenominal relative clauses
   - (d) suffixing case markers
   - (e) postpositions, no prepositions
   - (f) subordinate "clauses" marked at end of construction
   - (g) auxiliaries follow main verb
   - (h) interrogative particle occurs at end of sentence
   - (i) paired conjunction particles (like 'both...and') occur after paired elements

2. **Iranian Languages**
   - postnominal adjectives
   - postnominal genitives
   - postnominal relative clauses
   - no genuine case markers
   - prepositions, except for one postposition, ra
   - subordinate clauses introduced by complementizers, subordinate conjunctions
   - some auxiliaries precede main verb, others follow it
   - interrogative particle, if used, occurs at beginning of sentence
   - paired conjunctions occur before paired elements

But such a listing hardly provides a generalization about the syntactic differences between the two language families. To do so, it is possible to rely upon the results of more than 20 years of linguistic research on ordering typologies.

In a seminal article on the significance of ordering relationships among constituents and grammatical items, Joseph Greenberg established that ordering was not haphazard, that
certain specific patterns prevailed in the overwhelming majority of the world's languages, and that there exist syntactic correlations among the ordering patterns [Greenberg 1963/1966]. Since the appearance of that article, numerous linguists have attempted to elaborate upon Greenberg's original observations—refining the generalizations, devising explanations for the phenomena, and applying the insights to the study of historical development [see, for instance, Hawkins 1983 and the textbook Comrie 1981a]. Despite these efforts, a single, overall framework accounting for the ordering relationships observed has not been widely accepted among linguists. In what follows, some of the observations made in the literature on this topic have been adopted into a new framework devised specifically for the narrow purposes of making a comparison between the Turkic and Iranian languages possible, but the approach has been formulated more generally, so as to be applicable to other languages as well.

The positioning of constituents or grammatical items in sentences and words seems to be defined most commonly in two respects, in relation to the limits (boundaries) of a structure or in relation to a particular element in a structure. In the latter case, position is often specified in terms of adjacency, such as '(immediately) in front of Verb', '(immediately) following the Noun stem', 'after Verb stem', etc. In the case of ordering with respect to the limits of a structure, three major positions appear to be utilized:

1) Structure-Initial (abbreviated as "Str-I")
2) Structure-Second (Str-Sec) or Structure-Medial (Str-Med)

3) Structure-Final (Str-F)

Individual languages define what is meant by "first", "second", "medial", and "final" position in distinctive ways. For instance, in English the Verb (plus any auxiliaries) in Unmarked declarative sentences is in Str-Sec position (where Str = the Sentence), but adverbials and parentheticals do not "count" in the determination of what is "second" position. However, in German the auxiliary or the finite Verb in nonsubordinate Sentences is Str-Sec in a much stricter sense than in English; items like adverbials do "count" in that regard.

It would also prove useful for the purposes of a comparison between the Turkic and Iranian languages to establish a category encompassing certain types of grammatical elements, which will be designated "Grammatical Markers" or GM's. Among the items included among the GM's are the following:

In Nominal Constituents:

--case markers

--prepositions or postpositions

In Verbal Constituents:

--tense/aspect/mood markers

--directionals

In Sentential Constituents:

--participial/gerundive/verbal noun markers
--subordinate conjunctions, complementizers, relative pronouns
--interrogative markers

Also: Coordinating Conjunctions

These GM's are frequently ordered in relation to the limits of a structure. For instance, consider interrogative particles. The Turkic particle *mi* occurs at the end of an S, that is, it is Str-F, while the Persian interrogative *aya* is Str-I and the Russian *li* Str-Sec. Prepositions are obviously Str-I (where Str = the Noun Phrase), and postpositions Str-F. Much less frequently are adpositions used in Str-Sec or Str-Med position, but such constructions do occur (ex., the stylistic inversion of monosyllabic prepositions in Latin, as in *nūllā in rē* 'in no thing'). However, GM's may also be positioned in relation to particular items in a constituent. Case marking, for example, is frequently used after noun stems. Tense/aspect/mood markers are often placed after the verb stem, but in parallel with the situation of case markers and adpositions, when tense/aspect/mood markers can occur as free-standing items, that is, as auxiliaries, they are often placed at the limit of the Verbal constituent.

As for other items that have traditionally been considered "grammatical", it is less clear whether they are ordered in relation to the limits of a construction. Some "grammatical elements," such as personal pronouns, occur in the same slots as lexical items, while others, such as plural, person/number, and agreement markers, appear to be ordered in relation to an adjacent
position with a particular constituent. Thus person/number suffixes are frequently placed adjacent to tense/aspect/mood markers, but not specifically at one limit or another of the Verbal constituent, regardless of what follows or precedes. There are, however, some less clear cases, such as negation markers and interrogative pronouns. In English, for instance, interrogative pronouns are placed in a limit position, Str-I, while in Turkic and in Persian they are not. In any case, for the purposes of the discussion here, GM's will be restricted to those items listed in the previous paragraph.

With these preliminaries, it is possible to develop the concept of "consistency" in ordering relationships for those languages in which ordering is a significant means of indicating syntactic structure. In a consistent language, there exists a parallelism in the position of the Verb in an S, of the Head Noun in a nominal constituent, and of the GM in a structure. This parallelism in the position of the Verb in an S, of the Head Noun in a nominal constituent, and of the GM in a structure. This parallelism is fairly straightforward in the case of consistent Verb-final languages (or in Greenberg's terms, SOV languages, where S is Subject, O Object, and V Verb). In such languages the Unmarked position of the Verb is the end of an S, the Head Noun occurs last in an NP, following all modifiers, including the genitive, and the GM's are also Str-F. While it may not be obvious that the position of GM's is independent of the placement of other constituents, there are languages in which that is
clearly the case. In the Verb-final Sino-Tibetan language Lahu, for instance, nominal constituents such as adjectives, genitives, and relative clauses may occur on either side of the Head Noun, although there may be a preference for the prenominal position for Unmarked constructions. Since the particles that mark case relations in a Lahu sentence can follow either a Head Noun or one of its modifiers (whichever comes last), these GM’s are still Str-F in the NP and are therefore parallel with the final position of the Verb in an S’ [Matisoff 1973]. The converse ordering relationship would obtain in a consistent Verb-initial (VSO or VOS) language; the Verb, Head Noun, and the GM’s would all be Str-I.

As for Verb-second (or SVO) languages, the determination of consistency is somewhat more complex. Frequently in such languages the placement of the Head Noun parallels that of the Verb; it occurs in a Str-Med position in an NP, whereby modifiers may occur on both sides. In English, for instance, numerals, demonstratives, most adjectives, some genitives, and some participles are placed before the Head Noun while relative clauses, complex adjectives, some genitives, and some participles are placed before the Head Noun while relative clauses, complex adjectives, some genitives, modifying prepositional phrases, etc., are post-nominal. However, GM’s are rarely Str-Sec or Str-Med and therefore are not parallel with the position of the Verb. It appears from the data of Greenberg and others that GM’s in Verb-Second languages, if they are placed in relation to the
boundaries of a structure, can occur in either a Str-I or Str-F position, with perhaps a preference in favor of the Str-I position (as in English and many other Indo-European languages). In effect then, either Str-I or Str-F ordering for GM’s is consistent with Verb-Second placement.

From this standpoint, the Turkic languages are highly consistent Verb-final languages; the Verb occurs at the end of the S, the Head Noun at the end of the NP, with all modifiers prenominal, and GM’s in Str-F position, cf., the following examples from the Tashkent dialect of Uzbek.

(2) Verb Placement

teri-ʃ pisir-is-ʃ biz-ɐ-gå at-ɐ - buwå - dûn
hide-OBJ ripen-Vbn we-PL-DAT father-grandfather-ABL
ancestors

qa - qăn - ə [<qak-]
remain-PRF-3SG

'Treating hides has come down to us from (our) ancestors.'
[Ghulamov 1968:155]

(3) Head Noun Placement

(a) GEN & ADJ: bwu - m - mi kattå qiz - lärî
grandmother-my-GEN older daughter-3PL POSS[=POL]

'my grandmother's older daughter' [Ibid., p. 54] [The Genative/Accusative marker in the Tashkent dialect is formed by the gemination of the final consonant or by -ni after vowels.]

(b) Embedded Genitive and Complement NP:

mal - li tezå-g - i - ni ekiŋ-gå paydå-si
cattle-GEN dung-POSS-GEN crop-DAT use-POSS

'the use of cattle (literally: cattle's) dung for crops' [Ibid., p. 55]

(c) Relative Clause:
mêngül — biz-∅ kitap-∅ ber-∅ adam
voice we-NOM book-OBJ give-PRT person
RELATIVE CLAUSE HEAD NOUN

'Here's the person we gave a book (books) to' [field notes]

(4) GM Placement

(a) [See Sentence (2) and (3b) for Case Markers]

(b) Posposition:

    o:n-u Collective yil-dam year abl biri since pensa al - ∅ - mân take-NnP-1SG
    10-3 POSTPOSITION (requiring Ablative)

'For (literally: Since) 13 years I have received a pension.'
[Ghulamov 1968:157]

(c) Tense/Aspect Placement (are as an Auxiliary):

    buwâ - m xawli-di-gi yard-LOC-ADJ tak - kâ , gul - lâ - gâ
    grandfather-my grape(plant)-DAT flower-PL-DAT

    gârül - b yur - ∅ - lâ [yuradilâr] look after-GER
    go [=PROG]-NnP-3POL MAIN VERB
    AUXILIARY

'My grandfather is looking after (tending) the grapes and flowers in the yard.' [Ibid., p. 155-156]

Case markers and postpositions in the Turkic languages can occur only after an noun (or an item, such as an adjective, which substitutes for a noun), and thus all nominal modifiers are placed before the Head Noun. Actually, the Str-F placement of nominal GM's is more strictly observed than Verb positioning, since the placement of a constituent after the Verb is not an uncommon feature in the Turkic languages, particularly in colloquial speech. But essentially, the placement of the Verb, Head Noun, and GM's in Str-F position is maintained except in Marked stylistic contexts.
In contrast, the Iranian languages are characterized by a definite inconsistency in ordering patterns. The Verb in Persian generally occurs at the end of an S, in Str-F position, although the placement of other items after the Verb is not especially rare, particularly in the colloquial language [Lazard 1957a:201]. But in all other respects, the ordering patterns are consistent with a Verb-second placement, similar to many other Indo-European languages. The Head Noun occurs in a medial position in an NP; demonstratives, (cardinal) numerals, classifiers, and the quantifiers *keyli* and *besyar* 'many' precede the noun, while adjectives, genitives, participles, and relative clauses follow it. GM's can be found in both Str-I and Str-F position, although there is a definite preference for the Str-I position. There are numerous prepositions, but only one postposition, *ra*, and subordinate Sentences are marked by Str-I GM's like *ke* 'that'. From this standpoint, the "izafet" marker -e (abbreviated in examples as IZA) is considered a Str-I GM since it indicates the relationship of a modifier or complement to the modified noun. Auxiliaries formed from the copula or the verbs *budān* 'be' and *sodān* 'become' follow the Main Verb, in Str-F position, but other auxiliaries, such as *xastān* 'want', used to form the Future, and *daštān* 'have', used to form the Progressive, precede the Main Verb. Tense/aspect markers on the Verb occur either before or after the verb stem, or in both places. Some examples of ordering in Persian:

(5) Verb, Adjective, Genitive Placement; Preposition, Postposition:
'With much care and caution, they lifted up the stone slab of the coffin lid.' [Lazard 1957a:201]

(6) Placement of Head Noun in NP

(a) Numerical-Classifier-Head Noun-Genitive; Demonstr. - Head Noun:

paŋj hezar tān kargār-an-e an Šahr
5 1,000 body worker-PL-IZA that city
CLASSIFIER HEAD NOUN GENITIVE

'the five thousand workers of that city' [Ibid., p. 92]

(b) Head Noun-Adjective-Relative Clause:

doxtār-e kuček-i ke piš-e Šoma bud ki bud?
girl-IZA small-DEF that with you was who was
HEAD NOUN ADJ RELATIVE CLAUSE SUBJECT MAIN V

'Who was the small girl that was with you?' [Lambton 1953:75]

(7) Complementizer, Subordinate Conjunction Placement

(a) tāsmin gereftānd ke berāvānd
decision take+PST+3PL that go+SBJ+3PL
COMP

'They decided to go.' [Ibid., p. 151]

(b) āgār ketab-ra gom kārde baš-id ...
if book-ACC lost make+PRT SBJ-2PLL
SUBORD CONJ

'if you have lost the book...' [Ibid., p. 66]

(8) Tense/Aspect/Mood Marking on Verbs

(a) xārid-e bud-ām
Verb Stem AUX

'I had bought'
(b) xārid-e  yod
   VbST   AUX

'it was bought'

(c) mi-xārid-ām
   VbST

'I was buying, I used to buy'

(d) dar-ām  mi-nevis-ām
   AUX   VbST

'I am writing'

The difference between the Turkic and Iranian languages with
respect to ordering consistency make it probable that if syntactic
borrowing were to take place between the two language groups, the
influence could be readily demonstrated. This, however, cannot be
said of at least one possible area of syntactic influence, namely,
the position of the Verb in Iranian. It is possible that external
influence could have prevented the appearance of a Verb-second
pattern in Persian, but it would not be easy to establish that
such influence was the determining factor. Old Persian was
primarily a Verb-final language, although some nominal complements
could occur after the Verb [Meillet 1931:239-242]. In the period
of Iranian known as "Younger Avestan", during the fifth and fourth
centuries B.C., the placement of the Verb in final position was
already inconsistent with the ordering of many other elements in
the sentence, and it has been proposed that influence from
Akkadian at the time could have resulted in the retention of final
positioning for the Verb [Friedrich 1975:46]. Subsequently,
influence from the Turkic languages could have reinforced the Verb
placement in Persian. But in any case, it would be difficult to argue that Verb-second ordering would have developed in Iranian in the absence of external influence. It would be mistaken to assume that languages must develop towards greater ordering consistency, since languages appear to tolerate inconsistency for considerable periods of time. In areas other than Verb placement, however, the possible influence of Iranian and Turkic languages upon one another can be more readily established.
1.2 The Verb System.

It is not just in the ordering of constituents and grammatical elements that the Turkic and Iranian languages differ from one another in important respects. Clear differences can also be observed in the section of a grammar that might best be called the "verb system". This section includes those elements traditionally associated with the verbal constituent--any Main Verb or any adverbial, particle, or auxiliary modifiers of it, as well as the morphological and syntactic mechanisms used to convey tense, aspect, or modal distinctions. As is the case with ordering, it is possible to list the major differences between the Turkic and Iranian languages in this area of syntax as well:

(9) Turkic Languages

(a) Verb serialization

(b) Nonfinite verbal coordination

(c) Major mood distinctions: Indicative vs. "Noncomittal" vs. Conditional

(d) No Imperfective/Perfective aspectual opposition

Iranian Languages

No verb serialization ("specialized" items like gerunds, auxiliaries, directionals, particles, and prefixes serve similar functions)

Finite verbal coordination

Major mood distinction: Indicative vs. Subjunctive

Major aspectual distinction: Imperfective vs. Perfective

Again, as in the case of ordering patterns, a list like this fails to indicate where the systematic differences between the Turkic and Iranian languages lie. For that purpose it would be worthwhile to posit a node VB (for "Verbal") as the basic
constituent in the verb system. Each VB would contain only one Verb or verb-like element, but a consideration of whether it would also contain nominal complements like the direct object and therefore be equivalent to the VP of much generative grammar would only lead the present discussion far afield. That is, it would not be feasible here to treat the issue of whether nominal complements in a predicate should properly be under a VP-like node or under an S node, or both, or even whether VP is necessary at all. Suffice it to say that VB will be considered here without regard to the relationship of nominal constituents to it.

A VB which modifies another VB, that is, an auxiliary, adverbial, or particle, will be marked with the subscript "sb" (for "subordinate"), while a nonmodifying VB that stands as the head ("hd") of its constituent will be marked "VB_{hd}". Of course, constituents other than VB's can be classified as "subordinate" or "head", and in later sections subordinate Sentences will be discussed in detail. For the time being the focus will be on the VB. In the following remarks, VB constituents in relationship to one another are limited to two in number for the sake of simplicity, but obviously hierarchically arranged or iterated constituents of more than two are common in natural language. It is assumed that the generalizations to be made would not be substantially different in the case of more than two constituents.

Verb serialization is characteristic of the Turkic languages, although it is found in a reduced capacity in Modern Turkish and other Oghuz languages. As with serialization in other languages,
there seems to be "subordination continuum" with regard to the two Verbs linked by serialization. This continuum can be expressed as follows (where a Verb-Final is represented):

(10) Verb¹ Verb²
    Vₐb    V₈d    where an adverbial (Verb¹) modifies a Main Verb
    V₈d    V₈d    where the two VB's stand in an equivalent relationship, that is, they are conjoined or make up a lexicalized compound
    V₈d    Vₐb    where V² is comparable to an auxiliary or a directional

In the Turkic languages there is a morphological uniformity throughout this continuum; V¹ is marked by (I)p (sometimes spelled with a "b" as well). Another gerundive, in which the verb is marked by -ã after consonant stems and -y after vowel stems (henceforth written as "-ã/y"), is also used, but it does not differ in a consistent semantic way from the (I)p gerundive. It is used for the negative gerundive, in reduplicated form for a repetitive connotation, and in certain Main Verb-Auxiliary constructions. Some examples of verb serialization from Literary Uzbek:

(11) Vₐ₁ - V₈₂

(a) bärçä student-lär xalqära ähval hagidä-gi
    all student-PL international situation about-ADJ
    lektsiya-ni diqqät qil - ib tïnlä - di - lär
    lecture-ACC attention do/make-GER listen to-PST-3PL

Vₐb  V₈d 30
'All the students listened attentively to the lecture on the international situation.' [Ubayeva 1971:100-101]

[digqat qil- forms a verb meaning 'pay attention, be attentive'; digqat qilib could be replaced by digqat bilan, literally, 'with attention'.]

(b) ertam-l-b savuq bol-di-y
    early-VbF-GER cold be-PST-3SG
\[V\_sb^h \quad V\_fd^h\]

'it was cold in the morning' [Borovkov 1959:558]

[ertam-b consists of the Verb formative marker -l-b plus the gerundive marker -b. It is considered a lexicalized adverb, since there exists no verb ertam-b]

(c) Yegorov vaziyat - ni quyur organ-ib stab - g
    [NAME] situation-ACC deep study-GER headquarters-DAT
xabbar ber-di-y
    news give-PST-3SG
\[V\_hd\]

'Having deeply studied the situation, Yegorov reported (on it) to headquarters.' [Ubayeva 1971:96]

[This sentence need not be translated with an adverbial; it could also mean, 'Yegorov studied the situation deeply and reported (on it) to headquarters.' In such a case, the two verbs would be in a \( Vb\_hd^1 - Vb\_hd^2 \) relationship. Ambiguity as to subordination status is not uncommon in Turkic verb serialization.]

(12) \( Vb\_hd^1 - Vb\_hd^2 \)

(a) hazir hamma yaq sarp-sariq bol-gan-i-dan \( \xi ol \)
    now every side very-yellow be-VbN-POSS-ABL desert
qäyer-dän basłän-ib \(\text{where-ABL} \begin{array}{c} \text{begin-GER} \end{array}\) qäyer-qä \(\text{where-DAT}\) tutšū - iš - i - ni \(\text{border-Vbn-POSS-ACC}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) bil-ib \(\text{know-GER}\) bol - mäsdi - ø \(\text{be possible-PST HAB-3SG}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{sb}}\) [=Main Verb + AUX]

'Because it was now very yellow everywhere, it was impossible to know where the desert began and what it bordered on.' [Kollektiv 1975:512]

(b) qazi-nîx xatin-i ol-ib \(\text{judge-GEN wife-POSS die-GER}\) \(\text{he alone be left-PST-3SG}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) 'the qazi’s wife died, and he was left alone’ [Kononov 1960:241]

[Sometimes, as here, the subjects of the two clauses linked by the (I)p gerundive are different. Semantically this sentence could be equated with an English translation containing a Str-I GM, such as ‘when, after, because’, but the explicit relationship between the two events is not signaled in Uzbek.]

(c)-balâ-1hr sükra-š-ib oynâ-maqdâ-1hr \(\text{child-PL jump-PL-GER play-NnP PROG-PL}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) 'The children are jumping (around) and playing.’ [Ibid., p. 265]

[This is an example of simultaneous actions linked by the use of the (I)p gerundive.]

(13) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{sb}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{sb}}\)

(a) men bu hikayâ-ni oqi-b \(\text{I this story-ACC read-GER AUX-PST-1SG}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{hd}}\) \(\text{V}_{\text{sb}}\) 'I read this story (all the way through)’ [Ibid., p. 265]

(b) Egämbërdi aṭâ qorşan - dän qoy-1hr-ni
father walled farmyard-ABL sheep-PL-ACC
hāydā-b ĸiq-ib ... V₁hd V₂Sb

'Egamberdi-ata drove the sheep out of the farmyard and ...' [from a story in Shārq yulduzi]

[The verb ĸiq-, which means 'go/come out' is a Main Verb, can also be used as an auxiliary, to indicate completive aspect or direction outwards, as in these two sentences.]

(See also Kollektiv 1975:515-518 for a similar tripartite division of the functions of the (i)b form in Literary Uzbek.)

The Iranian languages, like other Indo-European languages (except for the contemporary languages of India), lack verb serialization. Thus in Iranian there is not a genuine subordination continuum (10) with a uniform morphological marking on VB₁. There is, however, a form in Perisan that superficially resembles Turkic (I)p closely, the so-called "past participle" formed from the past stem + e, ex., rāfte from rāftān 'to go', kārde from kārdān 'to do, make', etc. It can be used in Literary Persian as a gerundive, as a VB₁Sb, to indicate anterior or logically prior activity:

(14) vared-e otaq yode goft-e arriving-IZA room becom=PST PRT say=PST-3SG

'Entering (Having entered) the room, he said,...' [Lazard 1957a:161] [The combination of vared and šādān means 'to enter, arrive.']
It can even be found with the conjunction vā 'and' in a coordinate VB construction:

(15) movāfīqāy ūd - ām (ke) be doxtār-e Estalin successful become-PST-1SG that to daughter-IZA [NAME]

dārs-i lesson-INDEF dade vā dār nātije be kax - e give+PST PRT and in result to palace-IZA

Kremlin rah peda kon - ām
Kremlin way manifest make+SBJ-1SG

'I was successful in giving some lessons to Stalin’s daughter and in finding, as a result, a way into the palace of the Kremlin.' [Ibid., p. 210]

Furthermore, it combines with auxiliaries to form a number of complex verb forms, ex. rāfte-ām 'I have gone' (-ām is the 1st singular person/number suffix of the copula), rāfte budām 'I had gone', xāride mišod 'it was bought, it used to be bought', etc. However, despite these similarities, there are very significant differences between the Turkic (I)p and the Persian rāfte. The gerundive use of the latter belongs chiefly to the literary language; it is rarely, if ever, used in Colloquial Persian [Lazard 1957b:162]. Moreover, the concept of anteriority seems to be an essential element in its meaning [Perry 1979:450-451]. It thus does not cover the variety of semantic relationships exhibited by the (I)p form in Turkic, cf., examples (11a) and (12c). As for the coordinate construction using rāfte vā, Windfuhr claims, "it appears to be a stylistic feature of pseudo-literature to insert wrongly a vā 'and' after a subordinate participle." In addition, this usage is criticized on stylistic and linguistic grounds by native Persian intellectuals [Windfuhr...
1979:75]. In fact, Windfuhr suggests that Turkic influence could have encouraged the use of rāfte constructions. But as he himself points out, they appear to be quite old and are known in early Persian [Ibid.]. And as Perry points out, the gerundive use of nonfinite verb forms is to be found in other Indo-European languages--ex., English glancing back, having said, French étant entré, Russian xod′a 'going', prošitav 'having read', etc. [Perry 1979:449]. But in these Indo-European languages, the gerundive-plus-conjunction, comparable to rāfte vā, does not exist as a VB conjunction mechanism. Hence it appears that in Indo-European languages a nonfinite gerundive form can indicate a \( VB^1_{SD} - VB^2_{hd} \) relationship, but not a coordinate \( VB^1_{hd} - VB^2_{hd} \) relationship. A gerundive \( VB^1_{SD} - VB^2_{hd} \) construction type may be marginal in Indo-European, but because of the widespread reflexes of it in the present-day languages, it seems unlikely that the construction is due to influence from outside of the Indo-European family. If this is also the case for Persian, then a VB subordination system (but not continuum) could be represented as follows (here, constructions in which the Auxiliary precedes the Main Verb are disregarded):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(16)</th>
<th>VERB(^1) - Morphological Marking</th>
<th>VERB(^2) - Morphological Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) SUBORD - nonfinite</td>
<td>HEAD - finite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) HEAD - finite</td>
<td>HEAD - finite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) HEAD - nonfinite</td>
<td>SUBORD - finite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[where (i) = Gerundive + Main Verb (marginal), (ii) = Main Verb + Main Verb, (iii) = Main Verb + Auxiliary]

Basically, the difference between the Turkic languages and Persian lies in the fact that VB\textsuperscript{1} in a coordinate construction in the former is typically nonfinite, while in Persian it is finite. In Persian, a VB\textsubscript{sb}, whether in VB\textsuperscript{1} or VB\textsuperscript{2} position, is morphologically distinct from VB\textsubscript{hd}, but a VB\textsubscript{1} in a coordinate construction with another VB\textsubscript{hd} is morphologically similar to that VB\textsubscript{2}hd. Thus, the difference between the verb systems in the two language groups lies not merely in the presence or absence of verb serialization, but also in the morphological structure of coordination as opposed to subordination.

Of course, Persian has other mechanisms for indicating subordination besides the gerundive räfte form. There are equivalents to the English after going and after he went (the latter with a finite Verb) in Persian, just as the räfte form corresponds to the nonfinite having gone, going. Such constructions in Persian contain Str-I Gm’s, which correspond to certain Turkic Str-F GM’s distinct from the (I)p gerundive. Hence, despite a semantic similarity in some contexts, there is a definite structural difference between subordination with Str-I GM’s in Persian and verb serialization in Turkic.

As might be expected of even genetically related languages, let alone unrelated languages, the tense/aspect/mood system of the two language groups under investigation here is quite distinct. Some of the differences are mentioned in (9), but a much fuller
discussion of this system will be needed in order to highlight the differences. That is the aim of Sections 2.2. and 3.2.2.

Thus, with discernible differences between the Turkic and Iranian languages in the ordering of constituents and grammatical elements and in the verb system, there is a firm basis to expect that if syntactic borrowing has taken place between individual languages in the two groups, that influence can be demonstrated. Hence, the issue becomes, what precisely has taken place during the history of contact between the individual languages? In Chapter 2, evidence is presented that influence from a Turkic language, Uzbek, has led to considerable changes in the verb system of an Iranian language, Tajik, and in Chapter 3, evidence is presented of influence in the opposite direction as well, from Iranian to Turkic.
CHAPTER 2
TURKIC INFLUENCE ON THE TAJIK VERB SYSTEM

2.1. Social and Historical Context

In Central Asia (a region that will be defined here as coterminous with the present-day Soviet republics of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kirghizia, Turkmenistan, as well as Kazakhstan), the indigenous population is overwhelmingly Turkic. At the present time, some 86-89% of the indigenous peoples identify themselves as belonging to one of the Turkic-speaking nationalities, the Uzbeks, Kazaks, Turkmen, Kirghiz, Tatars, Karakalpaks, Uighurs, and Bashkirs. Over half of this Turkic group considers itself Uzbek in nationality. Given the preponderance of Turkic speakers, some Central Asians maintain that the indigenous population actually forms a single natural grouping, which they call the "Turkistani" people. In support of this contention, they point to the high degree of mutual intelligibility among the Turkic languages, the common elements in the population's way of life, its Islamic tradition, and the region's geographical and cultural distinctness vis-à-vis the adjacent territories of China, Siberia, European Russia, Iran, and India. But a focus on the shared characteristics tends to obscure the very real diversity that exists in Central Asia, a diversity that prevailed even before the influx of large numbers of Europeans in the last one hundred years or so. Traditional Central Asian society was characterized by profound social divisions of various sorts—between the nomadic
and settled populations, between the political entities 
established by the sedentary peoples, between the Turkic speakers 
and the Iranian speakers, between the speakers of the major Turkic 
language branches represented in the region, between the numerous 
tribes, etc. These historical divisions are not easily glossed 
over by labeling the entire indigenous population "Turkistani".

One of the fundamental cleavages in the region's population 
is the one between the Turkic-speaking peoples and the Iranian 
speakers. The latter are chiefly made up of a people now called 
the Tajiks, although there are also a small number of speakers of 
other Iranian languages, Kurds, Persians, and Baluchis. At the 
time of the most recent census in 1979, 2,875,432 inhabitants of 
Central Asia identified themselves as Tajiks, or in other words, 
about 10-11% of the indigenous population [Vestnik statistiki, No. 
11, 1980, p. 66]. Given the role of language in defining ethnic 
group affiliation, it would hardly seem justified to subsume the 
Tajiks under the common designation of Turkistani and thereby deny 
their existence as a distinct ethnic group. But proponents of a 
unified people argue that many Tajiks are bilingual, capable of 
speaking and understanding a Turkic language, generally Uzbek. 
They also point out that the "Turkification" of the 
Iranian-speaking population is a manifest historical process that 
has advanced quite far in the region. In the mid 1920’s, when a 
delimitation of the Central Asian population into nationalities 
took place, some Central Asians objected to the creation of a
separate language for the Tajiks. The newspaper Turkistan, for instance, stated in its January 2, 1924 issue:

the desire to use that language [i.e., Tajik] means, in the first place, the striving to detach oneself from life, because life and the course of history are against it; secondly, the fact of accepting it means the acceptance not of a useful language, but of a useless and superfluous one, and therefore the Tajiks must simply switch to the Uzbek (that is, the Turkic) language immediately, and not hang on to a separate Tajik language...Their fate has already been decided by the course of social progress. [Quoted in Vakhabov 1980:89-90]

A former first secretary of the Tajik Communist Party even claimed in an important speech that "on the eve of the October Revolution our people, as is well known, were on the point of dying out, in fact the Tadzhik nation as such did not exist" [Kommunist Tadzhikistana, July 17, 1959: quoted in Central Asian Review, Vol. 7, No. 4, 1959, p. 343]. Assessments such as these, biased though they may be, suggest nonetheless that in the early part of this century it was a commonly held belief that the Tajik language was fated for extinction in the not very distant future. But this has not happened; Soviet efforts in developing a literary language for the Tajiks and in encouraging its use have succeeded in fostering a tenacious retention of the language among the Tajiks.
As of the 1979 census, 97.8% of those claiming to be Tajiks considered Tajik as their mother tongue [Vestnik statistiki, No. 2, 1980, p. 24].

Despite the questionable conclusions drawn by proponents of a unified Turkistani people, their claims about widespread bilingualism among the Tajiks and a trend towards Turkification are based upon undeniably valid observations. Unfortunately, the issue of bilingualism and Turkification among the Tajiks has not yet been the subject of a thorough, systematic investigation, and it is therefore difficult to measure the extent of these phenomena with any precision. It is possible, though, to confirm the existence of widespread bilingualism and Turkification by various means, in particular, through census data, local field studies, and historical investigations.

Recent census data provide evidence on the degree of bilingualism among the Tajiks, but the value of the data is diminished by the incompleteness of the information available and to a certain extent by its unreliability. According to the 1979 census, 33.77% of the Tajiks living in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic claim Uzbek either as their native language or as a second language they speak fluently, while among the Tajiks living in the Tajik SSR, only 5.44% claim native or fluent knowledge of a language other than Tajik or Russian [Vestnik statistiki, No. 9, 1980, p. 61 and No. 11, 1980, p. 60]. There are, however, grounds for assuming that these figures understate the actual degree of Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism among those who claim to be Tajik in
nationality. The main interest of the Soviet census-takers in asking about knowledge of a second language seems to be to gauge the level of Russian-language proficiency among the non-Russian peoples. Apparently, the census questionnaires used in 1979 permitted only one response to the question about second-language proficiency [Isupov, Shvartser 1984:9, 12-13, 226], and thus Tajiks may have felt it is preferable to declare Russian as a second language rather than Uzbek, even if their command of Uzbek equaled or surpassed their knowledge of Russian. Furthermore, in the published census results, figures on Tajik proficiency in Uzbek were provided only for those Tajiks living in Uzbekistan, or in other words only 20.5% of all the Tajiks in the Soviet Union [Vestnik statistiki, No. 11, 1980, p. 66]. Overall, 10.6% of the Tajiks claimed fluency in a language other than Tajik or Russian. Among those individuals professing knowledge of a language other than Russian or the language associated with their own nationality, the Tajik figure represents a rather high percentage, both in comparison to other large minorities in the Soviet Union and in comparison to the average of all the peoples of the country, which is 4.7% [Vestnik statistiki, No. 2, 1980, p. 24].

Certain ethnographic field studies of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan provide information on the local patterns of bilingualism, information which serves to supplement the quantitative data of the censuses. For instance, in an ethnographic investigation of the southern portion of Uzbekistan and the adjacent area in Tajikistan, on both sides of the Surkhandarya River, Karmisheva describes the distribution of the
local Tajiks and Uzbeks. At the turn of the century, the mountainous parts of the region were inhabited chiefly by Tajiks and the river valleys and low hills by seminomadic Uzbeks, but in many other places the two peoples lived side by side [Karmişheva 1976:3]. Thus, the first investigator of one part of this region, the Hisar district, Kuznetsov wrote in 1879 that the town population there was mixed, ..."the Uzbeks have so intermingled with the Tajiks that it is absolutely impossible to draw any sort of demarcating line" [Ibid., p. 119]. Under such circumstances it is not surprising that shifts in language have taken place, even within the memory of the present-day inhabitants. One of Karmişheva's informants from the small village of Khauz, Suvan Mukhammedov (born in 1921), told her that his family used to be Uzbek-speaking. His father still speaks with his own children in Uzbek, but with his grandchildren in Tajik [Ibid., p. 134, cf. also p.76]. There are likewise cases of language shift in the opposite direction, from Tajik to Uzbek [Ibid., p. 57, 141]. Nevertheless, sizable groups of Tajiks and Uzbeks at the turn of the century were in the stage of partial or full bilingualism, particularly among the male population [Ibid., p. 263-264]. Karmişheva summarizes the situation as follows:

Thus, at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th in Eastern Bukhara, the settled populations of the large and small oases under cultivation were called Chagatays. A characteristic feature of them was bilingualism. Moreover, the bilingualism arose not as a
result of the simple influence of the surrounding Uzbek population on the local Tajiks, but as a result of the merging [sliyaniye] of these two peoples; that is, not only the Tajiks, but also the Uzbeks (principally the earlier tribes) became bilingual. Depending upon the specific conditions in certain places, the complete loss of Uzbek or Tajik did occur. In the basins of the Karatagdarya, Surkhan[darya], and Sherabaddarya, where there was a large block of Uzbeks from the earlier and later tribes, bilingualism was particularly well developed in the oases and foothills, but in places there was also a transition to just Uzbek speech. To the east of the city of Karatagh, on the southern slopes of the Hisar ridge, and also further to the east and southeast, in Baljuan and Kolab, where Tajiks lived in a continuous mass in the mountains and foothills, the process of a complete conversion to the Uzbeks to Tajik speech prevailed. [Ibid., p. 146]

Census data confirm that a high degree of bilingualism exists even today in the region which Karimacheva investigated. In the portion of the area now located in the Uzbek SSR, Surkhandarya Oblast, some 40% of the Tajiks claim native or fluent knowledge of Uzbek, while in the portion located in Tajikistan, Kolab Oblast, 44% of the Uzbeks claim such a knowledge of Tajik [Vestnik statistiki, No. 9, 1980, p. 63; No. 11, 1980, p. 60]. Unfortunately, the data on Surkhandarya Oblast also underscores
the unreliability of the census results in this regard. According to the 1970 census, 32.43% of the Tajiks in the oblast claimed native or fluent knowledge of Uzbek. Thus, in nine years the number of Tajiks declaring such competency rose by 7.8% or so, an increase that contrasts sharply with the overall decrease in the percentage of Tajiks claiming similar fluency in Uzbekistan as a whole (from 34.94% in 1970 to 33.77% in 1979). This discrepancy is paralleled by an extraordinary 265.77% increase in the number of Tajiks in Surkhandarya Oblast claiming native proficiency in Uzbek (from 2,688 individuals in 1970 to 9,805 in 1979) [Kollektiv 1973:202, 216; Vestnik statistiki, No. 9, 1980, p. 61, 63]. One possible explanation for this steep rise in native Uzbek-speaking Tajiks could be that some Uzbeks were reclassified as Tajiks, but such a shift in nationality would be odd for Uzbeks living in Uzbekistan. Perhaps some resettlement or minor boundary adjustment took place in the intervening nine years, but whatever the cause, it remains clear that census data must be used with great caution in any attempt to determine general trends in language use in Central Asia [cf., also the remarks in Note 2 of this chapter].

In the two traditional centers of Tajik culture Samarkand and Bukhara, bilingualism is also well attested. According to Rastorguyeva et al., the Tajik-speaking inhabitants of Bukhara all understand Uzbek and can speak it to a greater or lesser degree. Generally the older generation knows Uzbek less well than the younger generation, and among the older generations, the ones who
have an active knowledge of Uzbek are mainly those men with trade and business contacts with Uzbeks. Older women speak Uzbek with difficulty, though they understand it well [Rastorguyeva et al., 1970:717]. But the social situation in Bukhara illustrates one essential point about ethnic designations among the traditionally settled population of Central Asia, namely their fluidity. According to one ethnographic study, the inhabitants of 193 quarters (māhālā, guzār) out of a total of 220 in the city are predominantly Tajik-speaking; yet, in a survey of 102 quarters, the inhabitants of 88 called themselves Uzbeks [Sukhareva 1966:124]. During the first census of the city in 1926, 27,823 people out of an indigenous population of 41,839 called themselves Uzbeks, while only 8,646 identified themselves as Tajiks, despite the fact that the overwhelming majority was Tajik-speaking. The ethnographer attributed this phenomenon to the belief of many Bukharans that the terms "Tajik" and "Uzbek" referred to inhabitants of Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, respectively. (Bukhara is located in the Uzbek SSR). Furthermore, some Bukharans applied the term "Tajik" to the Shiite minority, also called "Farsis" or "Iranis". Thus in response to questions of nationality affiliation in the 1920's, some Bukharans stated, "Earlier we were Tajiks, but now we've become Uzbeks." In fact, in one family, an older brother, aged 36, considered himself a Tajik, while his younger brother, aged 26, classified himself as an Uzbek [Ibid., p. 121-123]. Although exceptional, this case of cross-nationality affiliation within a single family demonstrates
the ease with which Bukharans can identify with either ethnic designation, given their proficiency in both languages. It also suggests that the distinction between Uzbek and Tajik is blurred in a large number of cases and that self-identification does not serve as a consistent measure of ethnicity. Some Bukharans can trace their origins to particular Turkic tribes, but having moved to the city long ago, they have become assimilated with the Tajiks there and have acquired the Tajik language [see, for instance, Sukhareva 1976:224]. Now, however, because Bukhara is a part of the Uzbek SSR and it may be perceived that a knowledge of Uzbek would assist in social advancement, such Bukharans may "return" to a preference for the Uzbek language. Whatever the future of the language development in Bukhara may be, it is clear that today most Bukharans prefer to speak Tajik in the family and in domestic and economic activities, while they switch to Uzbek chiefly for cultural and social activities, or in the presence of Uzbeks who do not know Tajik well [Rastorguyeva et al., 1970:717]. In the city of Samarkand, to the east of Bukhara, similar circumstances exist. The linguist Polivanov, writing in the 1920's, describes the linguistic situation among the "indisputable majority of the indigenous Muslim population" as an example of "societal bilingualism" as opposed to individual bilingualism [Polivanov 1928:306; cf., Polivanov 1933:11, where he speaks of "collective and "universal" bilingualism with respect to Samarkand].

In the scattered Tajik settlements of the Ferghana Valley, the level of Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism may even be higher than in
Bukhara and Samarkand. Rastorguyeva et al., describe this level as an "overall, absolute bilingualism," as opposed to the "extensive, but not total bilingualism" in Bukhara. They state, All Tajiks living in Kassansay, Chust, and Rishtan know from childhood equally well two languages, Tajik and Uzbek. They easily switch from one language to another. The workers of district organizations, mostly Tajiks, speak with Tajiks and Uzbeks in their respective languages and use both languages in official correspondence. At the meetings held in collective farms and government institutions one may hear speeches made both in Tajik and Uzbek. When at home, Tajiks would speak Tajik but they use Uzbek when they have an Uzbek as a guest. There are both Tajik and Uzbek schools and not a few mixed Tajik-Uzbek families [Rastorguyeva et al., 1970:717 (in English); similar remarks can be found in Rastorguyeva 1952:10-11]

However, this pattern of language use is not the only one prevailing in the Ferghana Valley. In the course of her study of the Tajik dialect of Kasansay, Rastorguyeva had the opportunity "not infrequently to observe even cases in which, during the conversation of a Tajik woman with an Uzbek woman, each would speak in her own native language, and both would understand each other perfectly well" [Rastorguyeva 1952b:226]. It is significant that Rastorguyeva is describing the conversations of women, since,
at least theoretically, they would be less likely to need the ability to communicate with those outside the family circle, given the social restrictions placed on women in a traditionally Muslim environment. Thus if even the women are highly proficient in a second language, that is clear evidence of a very high degree of bilingualism in the community. In other regions of the Ferghana Valley, more to the south, in Leninabad (formerly Khojand), Kanibadam, and Isfara, the level of bilingualism among the Tajiks is not quite as high. Nearly all the Tajiks there can speak Uzbek or at any rate understand it, but they switch to Uzbek only when their interlocutors include an Uzbek who does not know Tajik [Rastorguyeva 1956:10 and 1964a:13]. According to the 1979 census, 46.5% of the Tajiks in the three oblast of the Ferghana Valley incorporated into the Uzbek SSR claim to have a native or fluent knowledge of Uzbek [Vestnik statistiki, No. 9, 1980, pp. 62–64].

Based on his ethnographic and linguistic observations in Central Asia at the turn of the century, Kuznetsov maintained that the "Turkification" of the Tajiks in the Tashkent district was more striking than that in the Namangan region, a part of the Ferghana Valley that he also investigated [Kuznetsov 1915b:23]. According to him, the Tashkent district Tajiks had as good a command of Uzbek (which, in accordance with the usage of the time, he called "Sart") as they did of their own language. He claimed that even in private life, Sart tended more or less to supplant Tajik, and he predicted that in the near future these Tajiks would
forget their own language and become absolutely assimilated with the Sarts. He cited several cases in which villages had shifted entirely to Uzbek [Kuznetsov 1912:218-219]. The social relationship, in his view, was in favor of Uzbek. Whether a Tajik man married an Uzbek woman or vice versa, Uzbek became the language of the home, and the children no longer even learned Tajik [Ibid., p. 222]. If even one Sart sat down among ten Tajiks, the conversation would switch without fail to Sart [Kuznetsov 1915b:24]. Even allowing for a certain exaggeration on Kuznetsov's part, a picture of wide-spread bilingualism among the Tajiks of the Tashkent district nonetheless emerges, a picture that is consistent with the linguistic situation in other parts of Central Asia heavily populated by Turks.

In short, the settled population of Central Asia exhibits a high degree of Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism, particularly among those whose mother tongue is Tajik, but the precise extent of this phenomenon is impossible to determine at present. While field studies and census data can provide evidence about the synchronic state of affairs in the region, and while the Central Asian language situation could be classified as one or another type of bilingualism, in accordance with some theory of language contact (assuming such a theory could be constructed), only an investigation into the historical development of the contact between Uzbek and Tajik can account for the specific features observed in Central Asia. It turns out that the history of this contact is not just a straightforward chronicle of one ethnic
group dominating another, but rather involves distinct types of language diffusion.

**Language Contact in Central Asia.** Language use in Central Asia during prehistoric periods is apparently still a matter of some dispute among scholars [Gafurov, Litvinskiy 1963:127-133; Kollektiv 1962:131]. But there is much more agreement on the type of languages—"Eastern" Iranian—which were spoken by the region's population at the time of its first contact with peoples who have left behind historical records on the subject [Kollektiv 1962:47, 131; Mandel'shtam 1954:68-73]. A fundamental division of the Iranian language family into a Western and Eastern branch has been widely accepted by Iranists, even if there is disagreement over other genetic relationships among the languages of the family [Oranskiy 1979:119-121, 128-146; Livshits 1962:131-133; Henning 1958:89-92, etc.]. The geographical designation of these branches refers not to the current distribution of the modern Iranian languages, but rather to the general location of Iranian speakers at the approximate time when substantial differences between the two groups could be observed in the historical records, about the middle of the first millennium B.C. Dialects forming the basis of the Western languages were located in the western portion of the Iranian plateau, separated by the Dasht-e Kavīr and Dasht-e Lūt deserts from the Eastern Iranian dialects. In the period traditionally known as the Middle Iranian period, lasting more or less from the fall of the Achaemenids up to the Arab conquests of the mid 7th century A.D., Western Iranian was represented by
Middle Persian and Parthian, and Eastern Iranian by Sogdian, Khorazmian, Khotan-Saka, and Bactrian. The latter languages were spoken in Central Asia and neighboring regions.

However, from the linguistic evidence it is quite clear that the major Iranian language of Central Asia today, Tajik, belongs to the Western Iranian languages and that, in fact, it resembles another Western Iranian language, Modern Persian, quite closely. Since, in all probability, Modern Persian is a continuation of the language used as a basis for the written Middle Persian language, which in turn derives from the Ancient Persian spoken in the southwestern portion of Iran, Fars province, a natural question arises, how did a Western Iranian language come to be spoken in Central Asia? Moreover, how did it supplant in large measure the Eastern Iranian languages once dominant there? In attempting to answer these questions, Iranists have apparently not been able to rely upon historical accounts of the processes involved, but have had to make conjectures about them. A history of the Tajik people published in the Soviet Union in 1964 and intended as an authoritative reference work simply state that two opinions exist among scholars of the contemporary Tajik language—that Tajik is just New Persian brought to Central Asia and Northern Afghanistan by immigrants from Persia or that Tajik arose on this same territory in the era before the Arab conquest and then spread gradually from there westward into Persia [Gafurov, Belenistskiy 1964:452]. This particular reference history of the Tajiks does not favor either of the two conflicting views, merely stating that
the place and time of the origin of the Tajik language remain unclear [Ibid., p. 221]. Nonetheless, the former hypothesis, according to which Persian spread into Central Asia, is the one preferred by many prominent Iranists, including Soviet Iranists (see, for instance, Livshits 1962:132, 146-147 and Oranskiy 1979:82-87). Even so, it is acknowledged by these scholars that the actual processes involved in the diffusion of New Persian, presumably gradual and prolonged, are not well understood at the present [Oranskiy 1979:83-84]. One investigator, Livshits, emphasizes a particular aspect of this process: the speakers of Eastern Iranian languages did not resettle anywhere else; rather they remained in their original locales for the most part.

Furthermore, no large-scale migration of conquerors, either Arabs or Persians, took place [Livshits 1962:133]. Yet the diffusion of the Persian-Tajik language in Central Asia was so thorough that today only a few isolated Eastern Iranian speech communities are to be found. In addition, despite the many centuries since the spread of Persian into Central Asia, and despite the great distances involved, linguistic differentiation within the range of dialects is remarkably small, so much so that Oranskiy is obliged to state,

It is scarcely possible to draw a sharp linguistic boundary between the Persian and Tajik dialects, and delineating out of this expanse the Persian dialects in present-day Iran proper from the Tajik dialects in Central Asia proper, and also from the "Afghan-Persian"
(or "Afghan-Tajik") dialects in contemporary Afghanistan is achieved not so much by the linguistic features of these dialects, as for reasons of a social-historical and cultural-historical character--by the specific history of the speakers of these dialects, their national consciousness, the political boundaries, and the presence of independent literary languages (Persian, Tajik, and now also the Dari language in Afghanistan, respectively), around which the corresponding dialects are oriented and under the influence of which the corresponding dialects are developing. Accordingly, the issue of attributing this or that Persian-Tajik dialect to the zones where the Persian and Tajik languages are distributed can hardly receive a linguistically based resolution at the present time. [Oranskiy 1979:120]

One prominent statement of the opposing position, i.e., that the Tajik language essentially developed in Central Asia, is Bertel's 1950. He questions the validity of certain points in the above position and offers his alternative as a solution to these objections, but he does not sketch a scenario for the historical development of Tajik prior to its purported emergence in Central Asia or for its spread southward and westward into Persia. It should be borne in mind that this article appeared in a political context in which it was important to emphasize the distinctness of Tajik vis-à-vis Persian [Rakowska-Harmstone 1970:235, 242]. This point of view seems to have stemmed from a concern that too close
an affinity with Persian would undermine the validity of the
Soviet policy according to which the Tajiks constitute a separate
nationality. However, the need to justify the distinctness of the
Tajiks in linguistic terms seems to have waned over time, and
little effort has been made recently to argue for the position of
Bertel's. It should be noted that the Arab conquest of Central
Asia would represent the kind of historical development that would
drastically alter the linguistic composition of a region, while it
would be difficult to find a historical event that would have led
to a diffusion in the opposite direction.

Assuming that Persian did spread from the southwest into
Central Asia and that it was given strong impetus by the Arab
conquest of the region in the first part of the 8th century, the
language shift from Eastern Iranian to Persian-Tajik bears the
familiar characteristics of a change from a lower-status language
to a higher-status one. Although Arabic was the official
administrative language in Central Asia, it did not displace the
local languages, as it had in other parts of the caliphate, in
particular, in the Nile Valley, North Africa, Mesopotamia, and
Syria. This was apparently because vast numbers of
Arabic-speaking peoples did not migrate to Central Asia. Due in
part to a deterioration in the links with the central Islamic
lands, the New Persian language acquired a status as a rival to
Arabic and turned out to be the eventual beneficiary of the Arab
conquest of Central Asia. Connected with Islam, Perisan enjoyed a
patently higher status than the Eastern Iranian languages, such as
Sogdian, then spoken in Central Asia. Iranists, in describing the spread of Persian, stress that the shift took place initially in urban centers and only later in rural areas. Apparently, by the 9th-10th centuries, the main portion of the population in the largest cities of Central Asia, in particular, Samarkand and Bukhara, had shifted to Persian-Tajik. But elsewhere, such as along the upper reaches of the Zarafrshan River and its tributaries, Sogdian dialects lasted throughout the Middle Ages. In fact, one Sogdian dialect has survived in the Yaghnab Valley up to the present [Oranskiy 1960:234 and 1979:85; Livshits 1962:137, 147]. Iranists also maintain that the displacement of Sogdian, Bactrian, etc., by Persian-Tajik took place via an intermediate stage of bilingualism [Oranskiy 1963a:84, 101; 1963b:461; and 1979:91]. This is a highly plausible hypothesis, since bilingualism is a virtual prerequisite for language shift, but the main point here is that the displacement of the Eastern Iranian languages by Persian was a case of urban-centered language diffusion, whereby the new language spread from urban areas into the countryside, a quite typical diffusion pattern (at least typical from a European perspective).

On the other hand, the diffusion of the Turkic languages occurred in a noticeably different manner. It is not known exactly when Turkic tribes first appeared in Central Asia, perhaps around the beginning of the Christian era, but the earliest major influx of Turks seems to have taken place in the 6th century [Gafurov 1972:542-544; Oranskiy 1960:235-236]. Subsequently,
Turkic in-migration varied in intensity depending upon outside conditions. A number of political entities headed, but not always dominated, by Turks arose on the territory of Central Asia up to the socialist revolution in 1917. Basically, the Turkic tribes coming into the region led a nomadic existence, and if they had maintained that way of life, it is likely that the contact between Tajik and Uzbek would have been less pronounced than it turned out to be. However, a certain portion of the nomads abandoned their pastoral pursuits and became assimilated into the sedentary society, which was dominated by Iranian speakers. Apparently, through sheer numbers, the settlement of the Turks led to the total extinction of the Eastern Iranian languages spoken in the territories more or less on the periphery of Central Asia, that is, Eastern Turkistan, Semirechie, and Khorazm [Oranskiy 1960:236-238 and 1963b:462-463; Gafurov 1972:545; Livshits 1962:138-141]. The Turkic languages, particularly the language now called Uzbek, also tended to displace Tajik in the more central areas of Central Asia. In the Middle Ages, Persian-Tajik was considerably more wide-spread than it is at the present time, specifically in the Ferghana region, the basin of the Chirchik River (in the Tashkent area), the valleys of the Zarafshan, Kashkadarya, and Surkhandarya, and in many other regions [Oranskiy 1960:238]. Uzbek diffusion seems to have taken place in the following manner:

The process of the displacement of Iranian languages by Turkic ones went more rapidly in rural areas where the
Turkic tribes settled first, but more slowly in the towns, as a result of which urban centers and large population points often represent islands of Tajik-speaking inhabitants, around which the population in the rural areas is nearly entirely Uzbek-speaking. Such, for instance, were Bukhara, Samarkand, Leninabad, Kanibadam, Oratepa, Chust, Pap, etc., right up to the beginning of the 20th century (and to a certain extent even now). [Ibid., p. 239; Kuzentsov 1912:221 described Tajik villages as "paltry (chétife) islands lost in the midst of the Turkic population."

Thus the "Turkification" of the Iranian-speaking population of Central Asia could be characterized as rural-centered language diffusion, in contrast to the way in which Persian displaced Sogdian and other Eastern Iranian languages. Eventually, Uzbek speakers prevailed even in the cities, apparently because of political dominance and an overwhelming numerical advantage over Tajik speakers. Furthermore, as with the shift from Eastern Iranian to Persian, the displacement of Persian-Tajik by Uzbek took place through an intermediate stage of bilingualism [Oranskiy 1960:238 and 1979:89]. But perhaps unlike the relationship between Eastern Iranian and Persian, Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism has lasted for a considerable period of time, for several centuries. One reason for this stability may be the importance of the Tajik-speaking urban centers for the economy of the region; another reason may be the prestige of the classical Persian language as a medium of science, literature, religion, and administration.
Both Tajik and Uzbek exhibit cross-language influence as a result of the contact between the two, but it seems that the rural-centered diffusion pattern of Uzbek has had a significant bearing upon the type of influence manifested in each language. This can be seen most clearly in the different types of influence exhibited in the lexicons of the two languages. In Uzbek, the lexical borrowings from Persian-Tajik (often from Arabic through Persian-Tajik) include terms for items of a more technical nature and for abstract concepts in philosophy, religion, science, culture, etc. But in Tajik, the lexical borrowings from Uzbek are of a more everyday nature—kinship terms, body parts, bird and animal names, domestic items, agricultural products, tools, and even pronouns and numerals. Often Uzbek terms do not replace their indigenous Tajik counterparts, but rather coexist with them [Rastorguyeva 1964a:152-154]. Although the Tajik borrowings in Uzbek may be more conspicuous, particularly to the elites who create literature and engage in language planning, the Uzbek borrowings in Coloquial Tajik are indicative of a more pervasive influence, inasmuch as the terms involved belong to the lexical "core", in some intuitive sense. Such patterns of lexical influence would be consistent with the consequences expected of a rural-centered diffusion. But it is not just in the lexical component of a grammar where differing types of cross-language influence can be observed. In the syntax of Uzbek (at least in most dialects), the influence of Tajik is rather superficial, basically confined to the introduction of Structure-Initial GM's
for Subordinate S's (like $\&\&r$ and $k_i$), coordinating conjunctions, quantifiers, and sentential adverbs, but the Uzbek influence on Colloquial Tajik syntax is quite extensive, reaching even into the internal structure of the NP and into the verb system. It may be that a pattern of rural-centered diffusion is not a prerequisite for such extensive syntactic influence, but at the very least it would permit the kind of lengthy and substantial contact that may be a prerequisite for a change of this magnitude. The point is that not all language contact is the same. The type of cross-language influence observed at any one time may have been conditioned by the particular historical circumstances of the language contact, and an investigation into that contact may prove fruitful in accounting for the existing type of influence.3

The diffusion of Turkic-speaking groups in this manner has resulted in a major division in the Tajik spoken in Central Asia, basically between those varieties that have undergone extensive influence from Uzbek and those that have not. Tajiks themselves seem to have recognized this division; in the 1920's the Iranist Andreyev recorded that Tajiks in Ferghana and the Khojand area did not consider themselves true Tajiks, even though they spoke the language; for such people, the genuine Tajik was the mountain-dweller of Mastchah and Darvaz [cited in Karmlisheva 1976:147]. For the most part, Tajiks speaking dialects influenced by Uzbek inhabit scattered cities and villages of the northern and western boundaries of the Tajik linguistic area, while dialects not influenced by Uzbek very much, if at all, are spoken in the
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higher river valleys and the mountainous regions of the southern and eastern part of the linguistic area. Kuznetsov divided the language into two dialects, that of the "plains Tajiks," including the Ferghana and Tashkent areas, and that of the "mountain Tajiks," from Karategin, Darvaz, Rushan, Shughnan, etc., that is, in the upper Amudarya [Kuznetsov 1912:305; some of the dialects he regarded as Tajik are now considered Pamir languages, distinct from Tajik]. But he also recognized that there were dialect differences even among the "plains Tajiks," with Tashkent Tajik exhibiting more of a "Turkic mixture" than Bukhara-Samarkand Tajik [Ibid.]. The Iranist Andreyev also delineated two types of Colloquial Tajik, although he designated them as "Northern" (or more precisely, "Northwestern") and "Southern" ("Southeastern") [Andreyev 1945:59-62]. Melekh also included a transitional dialect group, the "Central" group for the Varzab, Hisar, and Ramit dialects [Melekh 1960].

Rastorguyeva in her classification of the Tajik dialects identifies four large dialect groups--the Northern, Central (or Upper Zarafshan), Southern, and Southeastern (Darvaz) groups, with four small transitional groups displaying some of the defining characteristics of two groups. She also specifies a number of subgroupings for each of the four major categories. For instance, she divides Northern Tajik into ten subgroups--the Samarkand-Bukharan, Judeo-Samarkand, Western Ferghana, Eastern Ferghana, Oratepa, urban Panjikent, rural Panjikent, Varzab-Hisar, Baysun, and Darband dialects [Rastorguyeva 1964a:155-162; see also
pp. 102-114]. While Rastorguyeva's classification certainly represents a considerable refinement over the categories offered by Kuznetsov, Andreyev, and Melekh, it is less clear whether it obscures the degree of divergence among the four large groups. That is, does Northern Tajik deviate more from the other three types than they do among themselves, as is suggested by the earlier classifications? If would seem reasonable to suppose that Tajik dialects exhibiting a high degree of syntactic influence from Uzbek, which significantly changes the order of certain syntactic constituents and some key elements of the verb system, would diverge from those not exhibiting such influence more than the latter would among themselves. There is also a question about the degree of Uzbek influence among the Northern dialects; the Tashkent-area and Ferghana Valley dialects have been affected more extensively by Uzbek than the Samarkand-Burkharan dialects, and the latter more than the Varzab-Hisar dialects. While these issues would be of interest in a detailed linguistic geography of Tajik, it is important here only to bear in mind that not every dialect encompassed by the name Tajik displays Uzbek influence, or Uzbek influence to the same degree. Since the discussion here concerns Uzbek influence, only the Northern dialects of Tajik will be treated, and the terms "Colloquial Tajik" or just "Tajik" will henceforth be restricted in reference to those particular dialects, unless the context is explicitly made broader. The descriptions of Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism presented at the start of this chapter refer to the four major areas in which Northern Tajik
is spoken—in the Tashkent area, in the Ferghana Valley, in the
oases along the Zarafshan river valley (including Bukhara), and in
the Surkhandarya River area. However, because material pertaining
to the dialects in the Surkhandarya region has not been available,
the examples cited in the following sections are drawn only from
the first three regions. In addition, the differences among the
dialects with regard to the degree of Uzbek influence will be
overlooked, except in connection with the extent to which Complex
Verb Constructions are used in the dialects (Section 2.3).

**Literary Languages in Central Asia.** After the Arab conquest of
Central Asia in the first part of the 8th century, Arabic was
officially established as the written language of administration,
literature, science, and religion, and for about two centuries no
other literary medium enjoyed official support. Middle Persian,
associated in Iran with Zoroastrianism, was effectively wiped out
as a literary language as a consequence of the Islamic movement,
but its successor, Classical Persian, also called New Persian,
experienced a renaissance in both Iran and central Asia during the
10th-15th centuries. In its new shape, the literary Persian
language was characterized by a strong influence from Arabic. It
acquired considerable prestige throughout the Islamic world as the
idiom of many notable scholars, theologians, and writers. A third
Central Asian literary language, Chagatay (or Central Asian
Turkic, or Old Uzbek), developed under the Timurid dynasty
(1405-1505) and reached its classical form with the writings of
Alisher Navaï (1441-1501). It was based on Turkic phonological
and grammatical structures which most closely resemble those of Uzbek and Uighur among the contemporary Turkic languages, but it too was characterized by extensive cross-language influence, in this case from Classical Persian. All three of these literary languages continued to be used in the region up to the 1917 socialist revolution in Russia, although the contexts in which each was used had changed over time. Arabic remained the language of religious activities and was taught as a subject in the higher religious schools. With the establishment of a powerful Shiite state in Iran under the Safavids in the 16th century, the cultural ties between that Persian-speaking community and the Sunni one in Central Asia were disrupted, and the once-common intellectual exchanges were curtailed. According to Spuler, "there is certainly justification for seeing this as largely responsible for the subsequent marked decline of the Persian language" in Central Asia [Spuler 1970:468]. Persian was still held in high regard, and it was retained as the language of official correspondence after this period, for instance, in the second half of the 18th century in the Bukharan and Kokand Khanates [Iskandarov, Mukhtarov 1964:68]. But Chagatay continued to make inroads into domains formerly dominated by Persian, although less so in Bukhara. In the second half of the 18th century and the first half of the 19th, in the Bukharan and Kokand Khanates literature was produced in both Persian-Tajik and Chagatay, while in Khiva only in Chagatay [Ibid., p. 115]. Kuznetsov reported that Chagatay (Sart) was increasingly being used as an official language in the early
part of the 20th century when all of Central Asia was effectively under Russian rule [Kuznetsov 1912:222].

However close the relationship of Literary Persian and Chagatay was to the corresponding colloquial varieties at the time when they were initially developed (apart from the cross-language influence and the adopted literary conventions), it was obvious that there was considerable divergence between the literary and colloquial languages at the start of the 20th century. In the 1920's and 1930's, major efforts were made to produce modernized literary languages for the peoples in Central Asia, but there were definite disagreements over how to accomplish the task. Language planners had to determine which criteria should be applied in making crucial choices among possible orthographies, dialect bases, etc. Some planners advocated that dialects unadulterated by cross-language influence be selected as the basis for the literary language. For instance, the Samarkand newspaper Avaz-i tajik in the 1920's urged that the "purest" form among the mountain dialects be chosen for the Tajik literary language, one that had undergone neither Turkic influence, as opposed to the plains Tajik dialects, nor Arabic influence, in contrast to Modern Persian [cited in Oranskiy 1975:29]. The Uzbek linguist Fitrat maintained, with respect to a Turkic literary language for Central Asia, "Pan-Turkism is our ideal; we can demonstrate that everywhere. If we cast out the three dialects--Tatar, Turkish, and Chagatay--foreign, Arabic, Persian, and Russian words, then we will undoubtedly attain the ideal of Pan-Turkism" [quoted in
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Borovkov 1934:80; see also Allworth 1964 and Fierman 1978 on this issue. Some language planners put a priority on creating a literary language that would facilitate access to the literary achievements of the past. That is, they wanted the modern literary languages to resemble Persian and Chagatay in orthography, lexicon, and grammar. They bolstered such a position for Literary Tajik with a political argument; the creation of such a language would enable Persian speakers outside of the Soviet Union to read material produced in Tajikistan [Asimova 1982:25-26].

As it turned out, certain decisions in language planning were made on the basis of whether they reinforced political decisions made by the new Soviet state with regard to its nationality policy. In the nationality delimitation of Central Asia in the early 1920's, the peoples of the region were for the first time organized into "nationalities". Thus, the Tajiks were declared to be a nationality distinct from the Uzbeks, and also from their linguistic relatives, the Persians of Iran [Rakowska-Harmstone 1970:234-250]. The Uzbeks were constituted as a nationality distinct from the rest of the Turkic-speaking peoples of Central Asia. Membership in a particular nationality was ordinarily based upon the native language of the individual, according to the guiding principle that speakers of language X make up the members of nationality X. Thus, the problem in implementing this policy became one of determining whether language/dialect X spoken by one community was distinct from language/dialect Y spoken by another
community. Many of the nationality decisions with respect to the Central Asian peoples seem to have been made on sound linguistic grounds, but other decisions are more questionable on those same grounds. For instance, the Turks of Khorazm were classified as "Uzbek" in nationality. But the dialects spoken by the inhabitants of that oasis resemble the languages of the Oghuz and Kipchak branches of the Turkic language family much more than they resemble the rest of the Uzbek dialects (i.e., mainstream or Karluk Uzbek). In fact, in 1922, before the nationality delimitation of Central Asia, the Soviet Turkologist Samoylovich classified Oghuz Khorazmi and Kipchak Khorazmi as distinct from Karluk Uzbek [Samoylovich 1922:6, 13]. So that the decision to include the Khorazmi Turks into the Uzbek nationality could be kept consistent with the guiding principle of nationality determination, it was claimed that the Oghuz and Kipchak ethnic groups merely constituted two of the three major components of the single Uzbek nationality and that the Oghuz and Kipchak dialects made up two of the three major dialect groups within the single Uzbek language [see Polivanov 1933, especially pp. 4, 40-41, for remarks on this issue]. Then, so that the literary language could be considered representative of all the Uzbek dialects, certain features from the Khorazmi dialects were selected for incorporation into the literary language (see Section 2.2.). To this extent, Literary Uzbek exhibits "Khorazmi influence."

Similarly, the use of -niq for the Genitive GM distinct from the Accusative GM -ni in Literary Uzbek results not from its presence
in the colloquial language, since there is no formal
differentiation between the Genitive and Accusative markers in the
mainstream, Karluk dialects, but rather from the literary
tradition [cf., Polivanov 1926:1:66]. In this sense, then, it
could be said that Literary Uzbek has undergone influence from
Chagatay. Of course, such deliberate borrowings are highly
artificial.

In the case of Literary Tajik, one of the questions facing
language planners was how many of the Turkic-influence structures
found in Northern Tajik to accept into the literary language. The
more such structures are included, the more the literary language
would be distinct from Modern Persian. But it would also diverge
from the language of the Persian-Tajik literary classics to that
same extent, something that was not considered desirable.
Planners ended up responding to this dilemma by selecting only
certain of the Turkic-inspired innovations. Thus, new verb forms
and Complex Verb Constructions were introduced into Literary
Tajik, but not the postpositions common in the Northern Tajik
dialects. The traditional Persian noun-noun order in the genitive
construction, that is, POSSESSED+IZAFET MARKER - POSSESSOR, was
retained in Literary Tajik, even though the Turkic pattern,
POSSESSOR+GM - POSSESSED+PERSONAL PRONOUN, is wide-spread among
the Northern Tajik dialects, in the Upper Chirchik, Bukhara,
Samarkand, Zarafshan Valley, Ferghana Valley, and Surkhandarya
Valley dialects [Rastorguyeva 1964a 143-144]. Language planners
were also concerned about what structures from the classical
Persian-Tajik language should be incorporated into Literary Tajik, even if they were not found in the colloquial language. They decided, for instance, to include a specific future form with the auxiliary xastãn (present stem: xah-), ex., xahãm xand 'I will read', xahi xand 'you (familiar) will read', xahãd xand 'he will read', etc. It is not just the presence or absence of this verb form that differentiates the literary language from the colloquial, but also the fact that in Northern Tajik there are no verbal constructions in which the auxiliary precedes the main verb, as in this case. Thus the syntactic rules of the two Tajik varieties are divergent as well.

To a certain extent, creative works produced in Literary Tajik have been highly accommodating towards various cross-language influences. Rastorguyeva 1964b:257 identifies three distinct "styles" in Literary Tajik: (1) the language of poetry (high style) containing lexical and grammatical archaisms; (2) prose style, in which the standard literary norms are adhered to, with a minimum of archaisms and dialect forms; and (3) the language of drama and dialogue in fiction, which is characterized by colloquial forms. From the point of view of cross-language influence, clearly, the high style would exhibit more features of Classical Persian-Tajik, while "the language of drama and dialogue" would exhibit more of the structures influenced by Uzbek. The diversity in cross-language influence as represented in the various styles of Literary Tajik could no doubt be the subject of an interesting investigation, as would the diversity of
such influences in Literary Uzbek. But the results may turn out to be little more than a list of the borrowed structures observed in various writings and a classification of the types. To the extent that the borrowings are made on the basis of conscious decisions by writers, a study of this cross-language influence observed in Colloquial (Northern) Tajik is not arbitrary, but rather systematic. That is, the long-term interaction between the Tajik protosystem and the Uzbek donor system has led to a new, coherent grammatical system for Northern Tajik. Ideally in an investigation of this cross-language influence, it would not be necessary to deal with Literary Tajik at all (or with Literary Uzbek), but chiefly because more information is readily available on the literary languages than on the colloquial varieties, the investigation here must occasionally rely upon data pertaining to the literary languages. This circumstance also means that some of the discussion must be devoted to a determination of what grammatical features observed in the literary languages do not properly belong to the colloquial languages (this is particularly applicable to Literary and Colloquial Uzbek).

There have been other investigations of Uzbek influence on Tajik published by Western scholars—Birnbaum 1950:60-73, 158-176; Cejpek 1956:171-182; Lazard 1957:117-186; Lorenz 1964:133-139; Doerfer 1976, particularly pp. 52-63; Perry 1979:448-461. These scholars, like some of their Soviet counterparts, particularly Rastorguyeva, have been able to demonstrate that cross-language influence from Uzbek does account for certain changes that have
taken place in Colloquial Tajik in recent centuries. However, to
go a step further and determine more precisely the extent of this
influence, a revision of the traditional approaches to the grammar
of Tajik and, more importantly, to the grammar of Uzbek, will be
required. That is the aim of the next two sections.
2.2 The Northern Tajik verb system.

It is clear from a survey of the data on the Tajik dialects that Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system, whatever its actual extent, does not involve the borrowing of any specific Turkic grammatical marker. The only notable exception to this generalization, -miš, has not been integrated into the verb system, but for the most part is used as a derivational suffix. The marker -miš is of interest in this discussion because in modern Uzbek, whether literary or colloquial, this morpheme occurs very infrequently, in a highly restricted set of environments. It serves as a nonproductive nominalizing suffix for a few verbs, turmuš 'life', otmiš 'the past', etc. It can also result from the contraction of the rather uncommon copula form imiš with certain verb forms—a feature more pronounced in some Uzbek dialects than in others. Or finally, it can, very rarely, substitute for the marker -găn as a participial or finite verb formative [Eshandadayev 1967:63, Knonov 1960:238, 272, 276]. Yet in the Tajik dialects in which -miš is used, for example, in some dialects of the Ferghana Valley, it is a rather productive means of creating the nominal constituent of a compound verb. The stem of an Uzbek verb, either an indigenous stem or a Tajik, Arabic, or Russian root converted into an Uzbek verbal stem, is combined with -miš and the verb kădăn (from kărdăn) 'to do, make': quwmiš kădăn 'to chase' from the Uzbek verb of the same meaning guw-; xaxlamiš kădăn 'to want' from the Iranian root xax- plus the Uzbek verb formative -lă; maśinališmiš kădăn 'to be mechanized' from the
Russian masina; etc. [Borovkov 1952:176, Eshandadayev 1967:63; for other examples see Rastorguyeva 1952e:210-212, 221 and 1961:51, 93-94]. A verb of this kind can undergo other processes; for instance, it can be causativized. The Uzbek causative suffix may occur before the -miš as in tušuntirmiš kädnän 'to make understood, explain' from tušun- 'understand', or a Tajik causative suffix -an may be added to the verbal constituent, tušunmiš kunandän, or in some cases both may occur together [Eshandadayev 1967:64]. While the function of -miš as a derivational suffix may be rather productive in certain dialects, its use as a marker in the verb system itself has also been reported. Eshandadayev 1967:63-64 notes that it can be used to form a verbal noun, qiziqmišam 'my being interested' from the Uzbek verb qiziq- 'be interested', and equivalent to the Uzbek verbal noun qiziqišim. It can also serve as the equivalent of (i)miš in combination with other verbs, biräftämisiš from räftän 'to go'. These occurrences of -miš appear to be less common than its use as a derivational suffix; they will be passed over here because they seem to be limited in distribution and represent merely a more extensive borrowing from Uzbek. But what cannot be so easily overlooked is the comparative frequency of -miš as a derivational suffix in certain Tajik dialects and its comparative scarcity in Modern Uzbek. A likely explanation for this discrepancy would be that the suffix was borrowed through another Turkic language or from an earlier stage of Uzbek. In fact, there is evidence from earlier Central Asian Turkic texts that the morpheme -miš was frequently used as a
nominalizer. Borovkov 1952:183-184 maintains also that the marker 
-liter was not an infrequent borrowing as a derivational suffix in
the works of Tajik writers in the 14th-15th centuries, a fact
which, he claims, demonstrates that "a certain number of Uzbek
borrowings penetrated into the Tajik dialects in the 11th-15th
century period." The main point here is that -liter appears to have
been borrowed into Tajik at some time in the rather distant past,
before it had become rare in Modern Uzbek.

Since Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system does not
involve the borrowing of any identifiable grammatical marker, the
task of investigating that influence and determining its limits
becomes a matter of establishing equivalency correspondences
between the two systems and demonstrating for each feature
examined whether it would have been expected to arise in the
recipient language in the absence of external influence. In his
classic study of cross-language influence, Weinreich speaks of the
existence of "replica functions for equivalent morphemes," whereby
a bilingual individual or a linguistic community in a bilingual
context establishes an "interlingual equivalence of the morphemes
or categories" of the two languages involved and then applies
Such a characterization assumes that equivalency correspondences
are made on the basis of "morphemes" or "categories", but it is
conceivable that correspondences of other types could exist
between two languages. For instance, in theory at least, the
paradigm of the recipient language could be modified so as to
replicate the entire paradigm of the source language without the borrowing of a single source-language morpheme or without an absolute one-to-one correspondence between morphemes. It is also conceivable that phrase-structure rules generating certain elements of the verb system could be "borrowed". However, identifying such abstract relationships between two languages and substantiating their existence with supporting evidence is of course more difficult than finding correspondences between morphemes. A claim about such an abstract relationship is much more exposed to criticism on the grounds that the structures in the recipient language could have developed as the result of internal mechanisms, though perhaps "catalyzed" by the structures of another language.

While the identification of abstract relationships between two languages formed through "borrowing" is difficult to make in theory, the task is even more complicated in the case of the Tajik verb system because of the circumstances affecting the investigation. For instance, the confusion resulting from the existence of the normalized literary language was referred to in Section 2.1. But probably what complicates a study of Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system the most are inadequacies observed in the grammatical descriptions of the source language, Uzbek. Published studies on Colloquial Uzbek are frequently incomplete, and the traditional grammatical treatments of either Colloquial or Literary Uzbek tend to obscure the actual relationship between the Uzbek and Tajik verb systems. Such
difficulties can occur at precisely the point at which a comparison between the two verb systems would be crucial to a demonstration of the extent of borrowing. For instance, an Uzbek verb form containing the marker - ámbigan (-ydigan after vowels, with slight phonetic variations in the different dialects), generally referred to as the "future participle", can be used as a finite verb form in Colloquial Uzbek. Its use in Literary Uzbek in such a capacity is rather rare. For reasons that are unclear, published descriptions of its meaning as a finite verb form are very confusing. The major reference grammar of Literary Uzbek, Kononov 1960, designates the form as simply "Modal'nost' na - a + digan (modality in - ámb + digáan). No examples of the form in a sentence are presented, and the only translations are those given as glosses to the paradigm, 'ya xoču/mne nado (na)pisat' ('I want to/have to write') [p. 280]. Sjoberg 1963:102-103 calls the form "the future tense, obligatory mode", with the gloss 'I am to come, must come' (also: 'I will be coming, want to come'). Kámal 1957:408-409, designating the term as keláši záman dävam fe"li ("future continuous" or perhaps "future constant"), maintains that it functions in two different ways—to express a "constant characteristic of the subject", one not limited to any concrete period of time, or sometimes to express intention or goal. Scholarly work on the Uzbek dialects have designated the form as "future continuous" (Rájëmov 1958; Tulyakhov 1965:41; Áliyev 1974:135; Shañbdurúmmanov 1976:72), "future intentional" (Ibrahimov 1967:214), or "future suppositional (hypothetical)"
(Ghulamov 1963:218). One Uzbek linguist who surveyed the terminology used in scholarly literature to label various Uzbek "future tense" verb forms, A. Hajiýev, notes that in yet another work, the form is called a "future necessitative" [Hajiýev 1968:29]. He himself maintains that the -ädîgân form can express intention (goal) or necessity but that it does not specify any exact temporal relationship with the speech act. Thus he contends, it is impossible to designate this from as a future indicative [Ibid., p.30]. As will be shown in Section 2.2.3., it would be useful for the sake of demonstrating a systematic correspondence between Uzbek and Tajik to establish an equivalency relationship between this form and one in Northern Tajik, meräftägist in the 3rd person singular of the verb räftän 'to go'. But the lack of consistent information in Uzbek grammatical studies weakens the case for a correspondence between these two forms.

Another example shows that even apparently categorical statements made in Uzbek grammatical studies can be belied by other data. The reference grammar Ozbek tili grammatikasi [Kollektiv 1975:427] states in a quite straightforward manner that the auxiliary ekän in Uzbek can be used with any verb form other than the gerundives in -(i)p, -ũ/ũ, or -gäũ. Nonetheless, a published collection of Uzbek folk tales transcribed with the original colloquial forms contains examples of the -(i)p gerundive with ekän in the Karshi dialect: xüçišuwkän from xüçišip ekän and aytuwkän from aytip ekän [Reshetov, Shaabdurãhmanov 1962:274].
The Classical Persian Verb System. In order to establish correspondences between the Uzbek and Tajik verb systems, it would be useful to examine the protosystem of the recipient language and identify those innovations that suspiciously resemble features of the donor language. The texts of the early classical period of the (Neo-)Persian language (from the 9th to 12th century) and of the later classical period (from the 13th to 16th century) provide evidence on the proto-verb system that gave rise to the contemporary Northern Tajik system, although the usual caveats about the linguistic features of traditional written sources reflecting actual, historical colloquial patterns apply in this case as well. The verb system of the early classical period contained the following features of relevance to the discussion here (taken from Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:150-154 and Edel'man 1975:386-390):

1. Unprefixed morphological forms:
   (a) Simple: a present-future ravaḏ 'he goes/will go'; an imperative rav 'go!'; an archaic optative ravāḏ 'let him go'; a simple past raft 'he went'.
   (b) Complex, i.e., with auxiliary: a perfect rafta ast, raftast, rafta bāšaḏ, or rafta buvaḏ 'he has gone'; a pluperfect rafta būḏ 'he had left'; a future xʷaḥaḏ raft(an) 'he will go', and the passive forms.

2. Grammatical markers permitting various other grammatical distinctions to be made in the verbal paradigm:
preverbal *hamē* and *mē*; the prefix *bi*; and the postverbal *-ē(8).*

3. Three moods: an indicative, an imperative, and a relic optative.

According to Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:170-171, the increasing use of the unprefixed present-future and a form with the prefix *bi*- to express "various sorts of modal connotations of a nonindicative character, such as possibility, permission, assumption, desire, goal, and so on" during the later classical era prepared the bases for the emergence of a new mood, the subjunctive, in the modern-day languages of Persian, Tajik, and Afghan Dari some time after the 16th century. It might be pointed out here that the subjunctive was an established mood in Old Iranian.

Of special interest to the discussion here is the meaning of the perfect in Classical Persian. In a recent reference work on Iranian it was maintained with regard to the simple perfect,

The perfect form is used on two planes. On the one hand, it indicates activity in the past having a result in the present; in this plane it emerges as a purely indicative temporal-aspectual form. On the other hand, it can designate unobserved, out-of-sight [zaglazniy] activity in the past which the speaker finds out about from its consequencés or from someone else's remarks; in this plane one can speak of a nonindicative, hearsay modal sense of the perfect [Edel'man 1975:388].
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Another recent Soviet publication, a reference work on the (Neo-)Persian languages, provides some examples of this purported meaning. In early Classical Persian-Tajik, the perfect, in a fixed context, that is, in a sentence with the words gō-ē 'as if, apparently', magar 'really?', perhaps', zann 'opinion, assumption, suspicion', or after the verbs guftan 'say' and pandāştan 'think, suppose', could be used to express logical inference, the communication of others' words, or an inference: ex., gō-ē bar ānjā kas-ē rafta ast 'apparently someone went (has/had gone) there' [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:162]. In later Classical Persian, the perfect with the prefix me- was used "particularly frequently" to convey the words of someone else, in what is called an "auditive" sense: pas bar īn taqārīr ma'lūm ūd ki pēš az islām īč'i r-i fārsī nīz mequlta and 'thus from this account it became known that before Islam they had also composed Persian poetry' [Ibid., p. 172]. It is maintained by these scholars that later, in Tajik, this secondary function of the perfect to express an unobserved, hearsay, or inferential action became its primary function and the determining factor in the emergence of a complete, new mood in the verbal paradigm [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:178-180; Rastorguyeva, Kermiova 1964:73-75; Edel'man 1975:393, 440-442]. In none of these accounts is it acknowledged that the differentiation between the "indicative" and the modal "hearsay" function of the perfect could have arisen as the result of borrowing from the Turkic languages; the semantic change is treated as an internal development,
although external influence is not explicitly ruled out. However, it would be legitimate to ask whether the attribution of a "hearsay" meaning to certain instances of the perfect in classical texts is an *ex post facto* interpretation of the data, based on what can be observed in the dialects of Northern Tajik today. The presence in a classical text of a perfect form referring to an action which the speaker could not have observed or experience first-hand because of the linguistic or extralinguistic context would not be sufficient in itself to demonstrate that the perfect had lent that meaning to the sentence unless the perfect would not have been expected there otherwise. In the examples cited in Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:162, 172, a translation into English with the perfect, or perhaps the past perfect, would be quite acceptable, but the use of the perfect would not convey a sense of unobserved, hearsay activity directly. It should also be noted that in an earlier work, Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:73, it is stated, "the basic perfect form [i.e., the "present perfect"] was used originally to express resultativeness, and it belonged to the indicative mood system. It is only in this meaning that we meet it in the language of the classical period." The case for a "hearsay", inferential sense for the perfect in Classical Persian could be bolstered considerably if evidence of such a function could be found in a present-day Iranian dialect which could not realistically have been influenced by a Turkic language. If Tajik has in fact developed an opposition "indicative" vs. "hearsay/inferential" in the absence of Turkic influence, it would
be an unusual historical change among the Indo-European languages worth special investigation.

Innovations in the Northern Tajik Verb System. The Soviet scholar who has conducted extensive and very valuable research on the Tajik dialects and whose work will be referred to here repeatedly, Vera Rastorguyeva, identifies 11 basic innovations that have occurred in the verb system of the dialects as compared to the protosystem of the Classical Persian-Tajik language [Rastorguyeva 1964:88-102, 107-114]. These innovations are summarized as follows:

1. A pluperfect progressive form, either full as in meråftå
   bud 'he had been going' or contracted as in meråftud.
2. Forms derived from the verb istadån 'stand', originally in combination with the past gerundive of the main verb (råftå ista-), but now usually contracted into one of numerous forms that serve as suffixes marking progressive aspect: -sad, -ast, -sas, -sa, -så, -sak, -sek, -est, -is, -s, etc.
3. Forms derived from the verb xaråftån (Literary Tajik xåb råftån) 'lie down, sleep', also possibly contracted as a suffix, -sat, -axt, -xt. These are interchangeable with the forms in istadån.
4. New forms of the perfect, created by using the suffix me- and the other a marker from istadån/xaråftån, or both.
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5. Two new forms of the subjunctive, one using the prefix \textit{me-} and the other a marker from \textit{istadān/xarāftān}.

6. The suppositional (hypothetical) mood, formed from participles in \textit{-gi} plus a contraction of the copula, \textit{rāftāgīst}, \textit{merāftāgīst}, \textit{rāfsadāgīst}.

7. Participles in \textit{-gi}, also used as verbal nouns.

8. Future participle in \textit{-āni}, \textit{rāftāni}.

9. The present gerundive with \textit{istadān}, \textit{rāftā istadā} (or with \textit{xarāftān}).

10. Complex verb constructions (hereafter abbreviated as CVC’s), consisting of a main verb in the past gerundive and a following auxiliary.

11. Paired verbs, similar to CVC’s, except that both verbs are identical in morphological form, ex., with both in the past tense, \textit{murd rāft ‘he died’} or \textit{murd-u rāft} with the conjunction \textit{-u}.

Not only did the shift of meaning to a hearsay, inferential sense take place in the simple perfect form (i.e., what is called in other languages the "present perfect"), but also a number of new forms were created, analogous to forms in the indicative but sharing the inferential semantic distinction with the simple perfect. A new set of forms based on the participles in \textit{-gi} plus the copula, all similar in meaning, also developed in the Tajik dialects. Thus it is possible to claim, as Rastorguyeva does, that two new moods, which will be called here the "hearsay" and
"suppositional" moods for the time being, have been created in the verb system of the Northern Tajik dialects.

By combining some of the types of innovations noted by Rastorguyeva on the basis of similarities, it seems possible to simplify her list. Since the verb forms generated by the combination of istadān/xarāftān and a main verb constitute a special case of the CVC's, it would be possible to subsume the innovations numbered (2), (3), and (9) above into number (10), which could also include (11). As mentioned above, the new forms, and meanings, of the perfect (4), constitute a new mood, like the suppositional (6); thus the apparent innovation here can be represented as the creation of new moods. The term "analogical expansion" of the verbal paradigm covers innovations (1) and some of the new forms in (5). With the new participles in (7) and (8) combined, the list of innovations now becomes:

1. The analogical expansion of the paradigm
2. CVC's
3. Two new moods
4. The participles in -gi and -āni

It will be argued in the sections below that all the changes in the Tajik verb system represented by these four types manifest the influence of Uzbek, except for the changes characterized as "analogical expansion" of the paradigm (1).

Rastorguyeva, when discussing the extent of Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system, does not make any claim comparable in
generality to the previous sentence. In her assessment of the Uzbek influence, she points out certain similarities between Uzbek and Tajik structures and then categorizes them as to the degree to which Uzbek appears to have effected the state observed in the Tajik data. In a 1952 article, she identifies two types of changes that have taken place in the Tajik grammatical system under the influence of Uzbek:

1. "changes in the meaning and syntactic use of pre-existing forms in the direction of a functional drawing nearer [funktsonal’noye sblizheniye] to the corresponding forms in Uzbek;

2. the emergence of new, missing forms analogous in meaning to those that exist in Uzbek" [Rastorguyeva 1952b:230].

As instances of the first type she cites the change of the future participle in -miş to correspond to the Uzbek form in -maxći, expressing intention or desire, and some changes in the Tajik perfect. The shift in meaning of the perfect to express logical inference, someone else’s remarks, etc., was brought about by an adaptation of the form to the "meanings which are expressed in contemporary Uzbek by means of the forms in ekän and emiš" [Ibid., p. 231]. She cites the example hümı roz amădäs (from the Kasansay dialect) ‘it seems, he came today’ and compares it to the Uzbek bugün kelgän ekän (kel’come). She also points out that the form is used in folk tales where Uzbek ekän is also to be found, ex., budäs, nă-budäs ‘once upon a time’, literally ‘(maybe) there was,
(maybe) there wasn’t’, *cf.*, Uzbek *bar ekān, yoq ekān*. Her final example is the sentence *pāga meamādās* 'it seems, he will come tomorrow’; *cf.*, Uzbek *ertāgā kelār ekān* [Ibid., pp. 231-232]. As examples of the second type of change in Tajik, Rastorguyeva cites (i) the present and (ii) the past progressive forms based upon the verbs *istadān/xorāftān*, (iii) CVC’s, and (iv) participles in -gi which have taken on the functions of Uzbek participles in -gān [Ibid., pp. 232-234].

However, irrespective of objections that some of the changes on this list of Rastorguyeva’s could have taken place in the absence of external influence, her presentation of the correspondences between Tajik and Uzbek is not always very convincing. A glance at a grammar of Uzbek, for instance, would reveal that the marker used to designate the progressive throughout the Uzbek paradigm is derived from the verb *yat*- ‘lie, lie down’, not from the verb *tur*- ‘stand’. But in the Tajik dialects, the progressive aspect marker derived from *istadān* is clearly dominant over the use of a *xorāftān* form in the same capacity. A marker derived from *xorāftān* can be found only in the dialects with the most pervasive influence from Uzbek. The verb *tur*- in combination with a main verb in the "past" gerundive can serve in the -(i)j form to designate present (or past) progressive, and such cases are cited by Rastorguyeva as the Uzbek correlates of Tajik forms in *istadān* [Rastorguyeva 1964:132-133]. But such forms with *tur*- are likewise found with *otur*- ‘sit’ and *yur*- ‘walk, go’. Thus if Tajik were to borrow a progressive
marker from Uzbek, would it not have been expected that that marker would have been from xaräftän and not istadän?

Another problem arises when Rastorguyeva attributes the shift in meaning of the perfect to the influence of the Uzbek auxiliary ekän (or the less common emiš). She establishes a correspondence between two Tajik "perfect" forms, räftäs and meräftäs, and two Uzbek forms combined with the auxiliary ekän, bargän ekän and barår ekän, respectively. While ekän as a copula clearly lends a hearsay, inferential meaning to an equational or existential sentence and while barår ekän corresponds very closely to meräftäs, it is not so clear that räftäs and bargän ekän correspond to one another as well. Kononov 1960:274, for example, maintains that -gän ekän "conveys the same meaning as the pluperfect, but complicated by the nuances characteristic of ekän." Another reference grammar maintains that -gän ekän can be quite similar in meaning to the past tense form in -(i)p, which in turn can be equivalent to the -gän finite form without ekän [Kollektiv 1975:431, 480]. The confusing state of grammars of the Uzbek language referred to above weakens Rastorguyeva's claim that the perfect in Tajik corresponds to -gän ekän. It should also be noted that the Tajik verb forms in -gi are linked by Rastorguyeva to the participle -gan. She compares räftägist, derived from the participle räftägi and the copula ñst, the Tajik simple suppositional form, to the Uzbek bargändir. That is, according to her, the Tajik verb system has been adjusted to correspond to two
of three forms containing -ğän, but not to the -ğän finite verb form itself:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UZBEK</th>
<th>bar-ğän</th>
<th>bar-ğän-ekän</th>
<th>bar-ğän-dir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAJIK</td>
<td>........</td>
<td>räftäs</td>
<td>räftägist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet in grammatical treatments of Uzbek, the -ğän form is clearly presented as the primary one, with the two others as secondary formations. Uzbek dialect studies echo this treatment and often ignore the -ğändir form altogether. The question then arises of why Tajik would develop two new moods on the basis of Uzbek forms that are considered secondary in grammars of Uzbek.

It may have been considerations such as these (as well as criticisms questioning the validity of positing external influence as a motivating factor in general) that prompted Rastorguyeva to revise her description of Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system, when she produced a synthesis of her dialect work in a 1964 monograph, Opit sravnitel'nogo izucheniya tadzhikskikh govorov. In that book she categorizes the similarities between Uzbek and Tajik verb forms as follows:

1. "Forms whose meanings took shape long ago and, before the close contact between the two languages, coincided accidentally or by virtue of some general linguistic regularities."

2. "Forms that can be considered calques from Uzbek."
3. "Forms which cannot be considered calques" but in whose "development or sentential functioning the influence of the Uzbek language was felt to a varying degree" [Rastorguyeva 1964:137].

Under the category of "calques" or loan translations from Uzbek she includes, among verbal forms, (i) markers derived from the verb xarōftūn; (ii) markers derived from the verb istadūn, even though she acknowledges that the issue here is controversial in the light of claims that such an auxiliary could have arisen as the result of internal development; (iii) CVC's, the origin of which is also called controversial; and (iv) the past tense form of the suppositional mood, which corresponds to the Uzbek -gāndir [Ibid., pp. 130-136]. Those forms influenced by Uzbek but not considered true calques are represented by the functions of the participle in -gi as a nonfinite form or as a finite form not in the suppositional mood and by the use of the future participle in -ını [Ibid., pp.137-139]. But she does not discuss the shift of the perfect to a hearsay, inferential meaning and the subsequent information of a new, hearsay mood under any of these categories. It may have been that she could not find a convincing correspondence between the Tajik forms of the perfect and Uzbek forms. In other work in collaboration with other Iranists, Rastorguyeva has not alluded to Uzbek influence on the formation of the hearsay mood in Tajik, although, to be sure, this may stem from a general tendency in these articles to avoid any mention of Uzbek influence whatsoever [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964; Yefimov,
Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982). It seems as if it has been decided that the hearsay mood in Northern Tajik based on the old perfect form has developed without a decisive influence from Uzbek.

The dramatic changes in the Tajik verb system, the resulting, unmistakable similarity between the Tajik and Uzbek verb systems, and the pervasive influence of Uzbek elsewhere in the grammar of Northern Tajik all argue persuasively for an explanation of the Tajik data as resulting from the influence of Uzbek. But the most systematic attempt to describe the extent of Uzbek influence, Rastorguyeva 1964, does not satisfactorily address a number of problems. It may be unjustified to attribute this failure to account for Uzbek influence merely to a subjective reluctance on the part of some Iranists to acknowledge the extent of Uzbek influence. It appears that a very serious obstacle to the investigation of this influence has been the traditional grammatical treatment of the source language Uzbek; simply stated, the Uzbek verb system, according to this treatment, does not look like the present-day Tajik verb system. In Uzbek grammars, for instance, there is no hearsay/inferential or suppositional mood. It will be argued here that once some of the shortcomings in the treatment of the Uzbek dialect data are overcome, a definite pattern of borrowing will emerge. It will be claimed that, aside from the subjunctive and the imperative/optative forms, the Tajik verb system has been modified so as to replicate nearly the entire Uzbek verb system. In effect, the Tajik "folk grammarians", that is, the generations of bilingual Tajiks who interpreted the Uzbek
data within the framework of their own native language, perceived the morphological and semantic structure of the Uzbek verb system differently from the scholars who wrote grammatical descriptions of that verb system.
2.2.1. Simplex Verb Forms

Details of the Northern Tajik Verb Paradigm. Rastorguyeva 1964:107-114 presents a summary of the specific forms that she classifies as members of the Northern Tajik verb paradigm. As is the practice of Soviet Turkologists, she treats Complex Verb Constructions separately from the rest of the verb system, a practice that will be followed here. The term "simplex" referred to in the heading of this section will be used to designate those finite verb forms that do not belong to the class of CVC’s. Several of these verb forms are not "simple" since they include a contracted or full form of the copula or the verb budän ‘be’, but in morphological structure they differ systematically from CVC’s.

According to the conventions adopted in Chapter 1, simplex verbs would be those with the structure VB + GM_{vb}, where GM_{vb} could be any verbal inflectional marking, including the copula or budän. However, in keeping with the traditional treatment of the Tajik verb system, the forms of the Progressive marked by istadän/xarșftän or a suffix derived from them will be included here among the simplex verbs, subject to a later revision on their status within the verb system. The negative and the passive of the simplex verbs are generally not pertinent to the discussion here and will be overlooked except when peculiarities of Uzbek negation are reflected in Tajik.

Rastorguyeva 1964:108-109 presents a simplified "basic" paradigm that includes those verb forms common to most of the Northern Tajik dialects. Table 3 is adapted after her
presentation; all forms cited are the 3rd singular forms of the verb räftän 'to go' (present stem: ḫy-; past stem: ḫf(t)-), and the terms are hers.

**TABLE 3: Northern Tajik Simplex Verbs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. INDICATIVE MOOD</th>
<th>III. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present-Future</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ōrōvdīd</td>
<td>ōrōvdīd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he goes/will go/is going'</td>
<td>'it seems, he is going'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫft</td>
<td>ḫft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he went'</td>
<td>'he went/has gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merēft</td>
<td>Merēft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he would/used to go'</td>
<td>'it seems, he went/has gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd 'he had gone'</td>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd 'he had gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Progressive</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd 'he had gone'</td>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd 'he had gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he was going'</td>
<td>'he was going'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫftūt &lt;ṛuftūst 'it seems, he went/has gone'</td>
<td>ḫftūt &lt;ṛuftūst 'it seems, he went/has gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous (Timeless)</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merēftūd &lt;ṛuftūst 'it seems, he went/has gone/ will go'</td>
<td>Merēftūd &lt;ṛuftūst 'it seems, he went/has gone/ will go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluperfect</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd &lt;ṛuftū budu, ḫftūd &lt;ṛuftū budu 'it seems, he he had gone'</td>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūbud &lt;ṛuftū budu 'it seems, he he had gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
<td>Present-Past Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūd &lt;ṛuftū budu 'it seems, he he had gone'</td>
<td>ḫftū bud, ḫftūbud &lt;ṛuftū budu 'it seems, he he had gone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'it seems, he is/ was going'</td>
<td>'it seems, he is/ was going'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. SUPPOSITIONAL MOOD**

| Present-Future       | Present-Future       |
| ḫftūhīst              | ḫftūhīst              |
| 'probably, he went'  | 'probably, he went'  |
| Present-Future       | Present-Future       |
| Merēftūhīst            | Merēftūhīst            |
| 'probably he goes/will go' | 'probably he goes/will go' |
| Present Progressive   | Present Progressive   |
| ḫftūhīst <ṛuftūhīst 'it seems, he is going' | ḫftūhīst <ṛuftūhīst 'it seems, he is going' |

**V. IMPERATIVE MOOD** (present stem without the prefix bi-)

[Source: Rastorguyeva 1964:108-109]
[Rastorguyeva gives ḫftūṭu <ṛuftū istadī budu as the uncontracted form of the Past Progressive Indicative, but as Rast. 1952c:118 shows, this is an error.]
It should be noted that these "basic" forms are simplified; they actually vary from dialect to dialect in phonological shape and in number. The above paradigm has been established by researchers as existing in the Bukharan, Oratepa (Ura-Tyube), Shahristan, Rishtan, Sokh, Baysun, and Darband dialects. Other dialects exhibit other forms. Samarkand Tajik, for instance, uses a "continuous pluperfect" meräftud (<meräftä bud) in the indicative, and in the auditive mood a continuous pluperfect meräftudäs (<meräftä budäst), a present progressive meräfsadäs (<meräftä istadäst), and a "continuous past progressive" meräfsadudäs (<meräftä istadä budäst) [Rastorguyeva 1964:110]. These forms appear to be simply analogical extensions of the paradigm and not to have resulted from Uzbek influence. Another type of divergence from the "basic" forms presented in the Table, however, does result from Uzbek influence. In the Upper Chirchiq River, Kanibadam, Leninabad, Chust, and Kasansay dialects, progressive verb forms can also be marked by the verb xaräftän, as well as by the verb istadän [Rastorguyeva 1964:111-113].

Despite the seeming comprehensiveness of Rastorguyeva's presentation, there exist certain other forms that should be included among the simplex verbs. Consistent with other treatments of the Tajik verb system, Rastorguyeva speaks of a "predicate function" for the participles in Northern Tajik—that is, the past participle räftägi, the present-future participle meräftägi, the present progressive participle räfsadägi (<räftä istadägi), and the future participle (me)räftäni [Rastorguyeva
1964:109, 98-100]. Unfortunately, in her 1964 survey of dialect research, Rastorguyeva does not provide a thorough description of what morphological configurations these participles occur in in their function as "predicates" [Rastorguyeva 1964:97-99]. There are, however, numerous examples of their use in the dialect source material--Rastorguyeva 1952c, Borovkov 1952, Rastorguyeva 1956, Kerimova 1959, Begbudi, 1961, Rastorguyeva 1961. Although the evidence is fragmentary, it is clear that these verb forms appear in various configurations. The following general patterns for the past participle (räftägil) emerge from the available data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE</th>
<th>NEGATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ( \text{NOUN} ) ( \text{PRS-PRO} )</td>
<td>... ( V + ägi + β )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>( V + ägi \text{PRS-PRO} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>( V + ägi + \text{PRO-CL} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>( V + ägi \text{häy} + \text{PRS/NUM} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[where PRS-PRO=personal pronoun, PRO-CL-the pronominal clitic, \( V + ägi \) is the past participial form, PRS/NUM=person/number copula suffixes, häy is a copula form as well as the existential, ne is its negative, nä is the negative morpheme usually used to negate a verb, and where the PRS/NUM and PRS-PRO can be \( β \) in the 3rd person.]

**EXAMPLES:** [where PRT=participle, here exclusively the past part.]

**POSITIVE:**
(1) mān ... kālan kārd-āgi + Ž 
I big make-PRT

'I raised (him)' (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:265]

(2) kitab-i tā:rix xand-āgi mān 
book-IZA history read-PRT I

'I read a history book' (Asht dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:281]

(3) mān hāmun amd-āg-em 
I that very come-PRT-1SG

'I only then arrived' (Bukharan dialect) [Kerimova 1959:134]

(4) tūlkā asabā did-āgi hāy-ām 
only [NAME] see-PRT COP-1SG

'I only saw Ashaba' (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:265]

NEGATIVE:

(5) ätmetkā nā-mand-āgi ūyama 
mark not-put-PRT you

'you haven’t put a mark (down)' (Oratepa dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1961:162]

(6) did-āgi ne mān 
see-PRT NEG I

'I haven’t seen (it)' (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:265]

(7) did-āgi-m ne 
see-PRT-1SG NEG

'I haven’t seen (it)' (Asht dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:281]

(8) mān did-āgi né-yām 
I see-PRT NEG-1SG

'I haven’t seen (it)' (Asht dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:280]

In the samples given in the dialect material, these types do not occur with equal frequency; for instance, the types represented by (3) and (5) appear to be less common than, say, (1), (2), or (7), but no conclusive statement can be made about the frequency of
occurrence of these forms. It should be noted that some confusion arises as the result of similarity in suffixes between the participle and the pronominal clitic (type 3) and the suppositional mood forms, which are derived from the participle. For example, according to Kerimova 1959:40, 46, 134, the 1st person singular of both verbs is rūftāgem in the Bukharan dialect. Despite the uncertainty about some of the details, it is worth noting in the use of the participle as a predicate that (i) the personal pronoun can occur after the verb to designate the subject, as in types (2), (6), and at least sometimes (5); (ii) a verb form can occur without person-number agreement, as in (1); and (iii) the negative can be formed in at least three distinctly different ways (types (6) and (8) might be considered variants of one another). As might be expected, these characteristics reflect Uzbek influence, a point which Rastorguyeva has acknowledged [Rastorguyeva 1952c:154, 156; Rastorguyeva 1952b:233; Rastorguyeva 1964:137-139]. Finally, it should be mentioned that the use of the only participle not containing -āgi, the future participle rūftāni, as a predicate exhibits Uzbek influence as well.

In the studies on the participles as predicates, it is always noted that they can also occur in combination with the verbs budān 'be' or yudān 'become'. Precisely which tense/aspect forms of budān and yudān can combine with these participles is not clear, but from the available dialect studies, it seems that every participle can occur with the simple past form, i.e., but or bud in the 3rd singular. The past participle, rūftāgi, may also occur
with the present-future subjunctive (bašā), the past auditive (budās), the past suppositional (budāgīst), and perhaps the past continuous (mebud). The present-future participle, merūftāgi, seems to occur with the present-future subjunctive and the past auditive. The future participle, rūftāni, seems to occur with the present-future subjunctive, as well. In the Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964 investigation of Literary Tajik, this list is supplemented somewhat, but there is little evidence that there are substantially more forms of budān/ṣudān permitted than are found in the colloquial language. However, it was claimed that the future participle rūftāni can occur with ṣudān in "practically any verb form" [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:198-199]. The occurrences of these participles with budān/ṣudān seems to reflect the combination of participles with the verb bol- 'be, become' in Uzbek.

The Semantics of Certain Simplex Verbs. To demonstrate cross-language correspondences in the Uzbek and Tajik verb paradigms, it would not be sufficient to establish the appropriate morphological equivalences, even if the matchings were possible in every case. Since the semantic properties of the verb forms exhibit systematic correspondences, this relationship should be indicated. Although certain details in the semantics of the verb forms are not uncomplicated, the patterns involved are clear enough to permit correspondences to be made.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the perfect in Classical Persian has undergone a shift in primary meaning from one involving
"resultativeness" to one stressing uncertainty over the accuracy of the statement being made. Studies of the Tajik dialects and the literary language document this semantic change rather thoroughly. Perhaps one of the best descriptions of the present-day semantics of the set of verbs formed analogically from the original perfect can be found in a study of the Literary Tajik verb system, Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964:71-72, in a paragraph explaining the use of certain terminology:

We consider it possible to apply the term "nonevident" [neochévidnove], or "auditive", mood to the system of verb forms historically developed from the perfect but adapted in contemporary Tajik to express the specific modal sense of the nonevidentness, or the "out-of-sightness" [zaglaznóst'], of the activity, or in other words, to underscore the circumstance that the speaker does not vouch for the absolute validity [dostovernost'] of the activity, inasmuch as he knows about it not from personal experience, but from the words of others or on the basis of a logical conclusion.

To highlight the distinctive nature of the auditive (hearsay, inferential) mood, they contrast it with the indicative. When using the latter, they contrast it with the indicative. When using the latter, "the speaker communicates about an event to which he was a witness, or if he did not see it himself, then he does not feel it necessary to emphasize this." However, when
using the auditive, "the speaker stresses that the event being described by him became known to him not from personal experience, but indirectly, that is, from the words of others or on the basis of a logical conclusion, from its consequences or results" [Ibid., p. 94]. These scholars also note that in Tajik grammars produced in Tajikistan the terms nāqli and hikayāgi 'narrative' from words meaning 'story, tale' are usually used for these verb forms [Ibid., p. 74; for such a grammar see Niyazmuhmmādov, Niyażī, Tajiyev 1956:137-139]. This usage seems to derive from the frequent occurrence of these forms in folktales and historical narratives [Rastorguyeva 1952b:231]. In dialect studies, the semantic properties of the auditive mood forms are characterized in terms similar to the above, that is, in the terms applied to the literary language [Rastorguyeva 1952c:129-134; Rastorguyeva 1956:67-74; Kerimova 1959:37-38, etc.]. Some examples of the use of the auditive verb forms:

(9) nāmāk-ū kām ändaxt- k-ām
    salt-ACC little put-AUD-1SG

'it seems, I've put too little salt in' [upon tasting something]
(Khishtkhana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:130]

(10) ĵumālik tag-i zāmin-ändu ūh meburāftuš, megon ant(s) bottom-IZA ground-LOC way go+HAB+AUD they say 'they say, ants go underground' (Kanibadam dialect) [Rast.
1956:70]

(11) bud-ūs Nāsriddin ğfandī. vēy yēk gav daşt-ūs. vēy-ū bazar
    (NAME) he one cow have-AUD it-ACC bazaar
    Giran raft-as take - AUD
'(Once) there was Nasriddin Efendi. He had a cow. He took it to the bazaar.' (Chust dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:130]

It should be pointed out that according to the linguistic investigations of the Tajik dialects, some auditive forms do not always have this "modal" sense. The past auditive forms do not always have this "modal" sense. The past auditive form, raftas, the original perfect form, can sometimes be used to convey "resultativeness" without any connotation that the speaker does not vouch for the validity of the action he is discussing [Rastorguyeva 1952c:129-130, Rastorguyeva 1956:67-69, Kerimova 1959:37-38]. That is, the form retains its original semantic function as a perfect in these instances. Apparently, other forms in this mood, in particular, the continuous and present-past progressive, which were created analogically from the past form, cannot be used in this sense [Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964:73].

Unfortunately, the semantic properties of the verb forms in the suppositional (hypothetical) mood are much less clear from the information presented in the available studies on Tajik. These studies merely state that these forms express predpolozheniye 'supposition', an abstract noun from the verb predpolozhit' 'to suppose, assume; conjecture' [Rastorguyeva 1952c:142, Rastorguyeva 1954:559, Rastorguyeva 1956:81, Kerimova 1959:41, Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964:132]. The examples given in the investigations are generally translated into Russian by means of the sentential adverbs, or adverbial phrases, verоятно 'probably, likely', должно быть 'probably, it should be that', or наверно 'probably,
most likely'. But there is no attempt made to explain how this mood differs from the auditive mood semantically. Presumably, the contexts in which the verbs of this mood are used would be similar to those in which the auditive forms would also be appropriate.

Some examples:

(12) Ɣумаq-и män-ɣ girift-ɣɣ-en
     walnut-IZA I-ACC take-SUP-3PL

'they must have taken (probably took) my walnuts' (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:142]

(13) dУкшг-ɣ ꔻм-м тетг-рис-д--ךכית
dughter-my from-snake fear+HAB+SUP+3SG

'my daughter is probably (must be) afraid of snakes' (Khishthana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:143]

(14) ꔻпђ-г kάни? -- nan pux-чd-г-истем
     older sister-your where? bread bake-PROG-SUP-3SG

'Where's your older sister?'--'She must be baking bread' (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:143]

The meaning of the participial form of the verb functioning as a predicate is also not straightforward. In Rastorguyeva 1952c:152, it is stated that the past participle as a predicate "designates the result of the past activity that remains valid up to the present time or the state of the subject which arose as the result of the past activity and which exists at the present time."

Other descriptions of the meaning of this form are similar (ex., Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:184). However, this characterization resembles that of the "perfect", but perhaps because the term "perfect" has traditionally in Iranian studies been applied to another morphological form, the present-day past auditive, scholars dealing with the Tajik verb system have avoided
designating the past participle in predicate function a "perfect" form. The present-future participle (meraftaği) as a predicate, at least in the more northerly dialects, is usually used to express intention or obligation. In less common cases it is also used to express a property that is customarily or persistently characteristic of a person or object [Rastorguyeva 1952c:156-157]. The predicate use of the present progressive participle (rafsadagi) by itself is, apparently, rather rare. Rastorguyeva 1952c:160 merely contends that it expresses activity being carried out at a given moment. Finally, the only participle not containing -aği, the future participle (raftani), is used, at least in some dialects, to express intention [Rastorguyeva 1952c:161, Rastorguyeva 1956:94, Kerimova 1959:48, and for Literary Tajik, Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:196]. Some examples (see also sentences (1-8) above in the section "Details of the Northern Tajik Verb Paradigm" for more examples of the past participle as a predicate):

(15) Past Participle, Positive:

Soma ḥrr-rah-i dur ḥulak ṣud-a amd-aği
you from-road-IZA long tired become-GER come-PRT

'you have come all tired out from a long journey' (Kanibadam dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:89]

(16) Past Participle, Negative:

raʾis-ba ḍad t, man-ba ḍad-aği ne-0
chairman-DAT you gave, I-DAT give-PRT NEG

'you gave (it/one) to the chairman, but you haven't given me (it/one)' (Khīshtkhana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:157]

(17) Present-Future Participle:
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manner. From the numerous examples given in the dialect material of Rastorguyeva, it is obvious that the use of these "participles as predicates" is not a peripheral phenomenon, but rather that they are rather thoroughly integrated into the mechanism of VB expansion in Tajik. Perhaps, the treatment of their correlates in Uzbek (also called "participles") can shed some light on this matter.

Traditional Treatments of Uzbek Simplex Verbs. Traditionally, the paradigm of Uzbek simplex verbs has been presented in one of two ways—either in accordance with the morphological structure of the verb forms involved or in accordance with semantic criteria, in particular, mood. Under the former approach, a verb form was classified according to its use without person/number suffixes, that is, as a verbal noun or gerundive, according to the particular set of person/number suffixes added to it, or according to both of these criteria (see, for example, Wurm 1959, Polivanov 1926, Sjoberg 1963, Wurm 1945, and for the classical Central Asian literary language Chagatay, Eckmann 1966). If the borrowing of the verb system from Uzbek into Tajik had proceeded along the lines of a strict pairing of all morphemes in the verb forms, such a treatment might serve as an adequate starting point for a comparison of the two verb systems. However, the morphological structure of some Tajik verb forms, for example, the original perfect, now designated as the "past auditory", bears no recognizable relationship to the Uzbek verb forms which have served as models for the borrowing. Hence, an approach based upon
the morphological structure of the verb forms alone would fail to provide an adequate framework for a comparison between the Uzbek and Tajik verb systems. On the other hand, a treatment based upon mood, that is, one in which a verb is classified according to a set of moods, holds more promise for such a comparison. A problem would arise, however, if the traditional treatments do not match closely, as is the case with the traditional Uzbek and Tajik paradigms. The situation is even more complicated by the fact that Rastorguyeva and other Tajik scholars have devised a "mixed" paradigm, one containing 5 moods plus a residue of verb forms linked to one another only by morphological structure (the "participles as predicates").

Traditionally, the Uzbek paradigm has been represented as having three moods—the imperative-optative, the indicative, and the conditional (see, for example, Kamăl 1957, Kononov 1960, von Gavain 1963/1982, Mirzăyev et al. 1970; Jorăyeva 1965 presents a summary of proposals on the number and types of moods in Uzbek made by various Soviet scholars). But even this standard tripartite arrangement has been subject to minor variations: Kononov 1960 separates the optative from the imperative, and in von Gabain 1963/1982:151-153, forms designated elsewhere as "indicative" are simply not given a label at all. For the purposes of this discussion it would be worthwhile to outline the Literary Uzbek verbal paradigm, for which the rather comprehensive presentation in the reference grammar Kononov 1960:202-236 will do. In the following table, the 3rd person singular of the verb
bar- 'go', usually $, is used, but when the 3rd singular is non-null, the suffix is put in parentheses. Table 4 includes verb forms containing edi, the simple past of the defective verb e- 'be'). All terminology used is Kononov's, but the imperative and optative have been combined here since nothing of substance in the discussion here hinges on whether the imperative and optative are separate or not. Certain archaic or isolated forms listed in Kononov are omitted.
TABLE 4: Literary Uzbek Simplex Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENSE/ASPECT/MOOD MARKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{various}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. IMPERATIVE-OPTATIVE: bar, bar-ūy, bar-sūn, etc.

II. CONDITIONAL MOOD:
1. Present-Future: bar-sū
2. Past: bar-sū edi
3. Concrete Present: bar-ūyatgūn bolsū
4. Past Perfect: bar-gūn bolsū
5. Conditional with ekūn: bar-sū ekūn

III. INDICATIVE MOOD:
1. Present-Future: bar-ū-(di)
2. Present Concrete (a): bar-yūp-(ti)
   (b): bar-ūyatir
3. Present Continuous: bar-maqdū
4. Past Categorical: bar-di
5. Past Perfect: bar-gūn
6. Past Perfect Modal Form: bar-gūn-dir
7. Past Subjective: bar-ib-(di)
8. Pluperfect: bar-gūn edi
9. Pre-past [Preditproshedshey]: bar-ib edi
10. Indefinite Imperfect: bar-ūr edi
11. Definite Imperfect: bar-ūyatgūn edi
12. Past Continuous (a): bar-maqdū edi
    (b): bar-ūyatir edi
13. Future Suppositional: bar-ūr
14. Future Categorical: bar-ūjūk

[Source: Kononov 1960:202-236]
In a section on word-formation (pp. 272-282), Kononov presents certain "verb forms expressing modal connotations" which by the definition here belong to the set of "simplex verbs".

IV. MODALITY WITH AUXILIARIES:

1. Forms with the auxiliary ekähn: bar-gân ekähn and bar-år ekähn

2. Forms with the auxiliary emiŋ: similar to the forms with ekähn; examples include bar-år emiŋ

3. Forms with the auxiliary bol- 'be, become':
   bar-år boldi (= bar-ûdigân boldi = bar-maqqi boldi)
   bar-gân bol- (examples include gân boldi, boldi(di), bolâr edi, bolsa)

V. MODALITY IN -maqqi:

   bar-maqqi
   bar-maqqi edi [PAST]
   bar-maqqi boldi [PAST] and maqqi bol(di), bolib(di), bolgân
   edi, bolsa

VI. MODALITY IN -û/ûdigân: (-û after consonants, -û after vowels)

   bar-ûdigân
   bar-ûdigân edi [PAST]
   bar-ûdigân boldi [PAST]

Finally, in another section of his grammar (p. 413), Kononov cites three other forms belonging to the conditional:

A form of "conditional modality": bar-år bolsa
Another form of "conditional modality": bar-ûdigân bolsa
A conditional form of "subjective modality": bar-år ekânsa

In another reference grammar of Literary Uzbek, Kollektiv 1975, a few other simplex verb forms can be found:

(i) [p. 476, 491-491] an alternative to bar-maqdn edi and bar-ûyatir edi:

MARKER
12. Past Continuous (c): bar-ẏyatib edī  (ẏ)yatib.edī

(ii) [p. 432-436] other forms with ekān:
bar-ẏyatān ekān
(ẏ)yatān ekān
bar-ādiqān ekān
ā/ydiqān ekān
bar-maqētī ekān
maqētī ekān

(iii) [p.475] a concrete present for maqētī:
bar-maqētī bolyd(t)ī
maqētī bolyd

(iv) [p. 470] a present tense marker for the conditional:
bar-ẏatsū
(ẏ)yatsū

Thus with the additional forms, the conditional mood contains the following:

II. CONDITIONAL MOOD:

1. Present-Future: bar-sū
2. Past: bar-sū edī
3. Concrete Present: bar-ỹyatān bolsa
4. Past Perfect: bar-gūn bolsū
5. Present: bar-ỹatsū
6. Modal in ỹr: bar-ỹr bolsū
7. Modal in ādiqūn: bar-ādiqūn bolsū
8. Modal in maqētī: bar-maqētī bolsū
9. Modal in ekān: bar-sū ekān
10. Subjective: bar-ỹr ekānsū

In other sources it is possible to find even more simplex forms, ex., bar-maqētī bolār edī [Hajiyev 1966:27].

However, the main concern of this investigation is not the verb system of the contemporary literary language used in present-day publications in Uzbekistan, but the system of the colloquial language, which has provided the model for borrowing into Tajik. Unfortunately, none of the available studies of the Uzbek dialects is as thorough as the reference grammars on Literary Uzbek. In addition, dialect studies differ in another respect from the Literary Uzbek paradigm outlined above: they
exclude those forms adopted into the literary language as the result of deliberate language planning. To identify those forms missing from the colloquial language, it will be necessary to compare the paradigm of Literary Uzbek to those of various Uzbek dialects, as in the following table. To simplify the presentation, certain phonetic variations and the imperative-optative forms have been omitted. The order of the dialects from left to right reflects, in a rough manner, the geographical location of the dialects from west to east, with the first dialect listed, Bukhara, being the furthest to the west. It appears that these dialects are representative of those which bilingual Tajiks would have been exposed to over the centuries of contact.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LITERARY UZBEK</th>
<th>BUKHARA</th>
<th>KARNAB</th>
<th>SHAHRISABZ</th>
<th>TASHKENT CITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II 1. səl</td>
<td>səl</td>
<td>səl</td>
<td>səl</td>
<td>səl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. səl edi</td>
<td>səl edi</td>
<td>səl edi</td>
<td>səl</td>
<td>səl(y)i di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. (d)yatglən bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)yatglən bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)yatglən bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)yatglən bolsəl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. gən bolsəl</td>
<td>gən bolsəl</td>
<td>gən bolsəl</td>
<td>gən bolsəl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (d)yaatəsl</td>
<td>(d)yaatəsl</td>
<td>(d)yaatəsl</td>
<td>wassəl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. (d)rl bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)rl bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)rl bolsəl</td>
<td>(d)ytigən bolsəl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. xidilən bolsəl</td>
<td>xidilən bolsəl</td>
<td>xidilən bolsəl</td>
<td>səyəldən</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. maqəli bolsəl</td>
<td>maqəli bolsəl</td>
<td>maqəli bolsəl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. səl ekdi</td>
<td>səl ekdi</td>
<td>səl ekdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. (d)rl ekdi</td>
<td>(d)rl ekdi</td>
<td>(d)rl ekdi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| III 1. H/y    | H/y     | iy/H/y/a | H/y | H/y |
| 2.a. yilp   | (y)ap   |wat/wat(p)| (y)ap/(y)a:top wat |
| b. (d)yatir | [missing] | [not used] | [not used] | [not used] |
| 3. maqəli  | di      | di      | gən |
| 4. gən      | gən     | gən     |
| 5. gəndər   | (i)b    | (i)b/p  | (i)p |
| 7. (i)b     | gəndə  | gənde   | gəndə |
| 8. gən edı  | (i)bəd/(/u)wdi | (i)bəd/(/u)wdi | (u)wdi |
| 9. (i)b edı | (i)bəd/(/u)wdi | (i)bəd/(/u)wdi | (u)wdi |
| 10. (d)rl edı | (d)rl(e)di | (d)rl(e)di | (d)rl(e)di |
| 11. (d)yatglən edı | [not characteristic] | [not characteristic] | |
| 12.a. maqəli edı | [missing] | atuade/atlyde | (d)rl |
| b. (d)yatir edı | [missing] | [missing] | |
| c. (d)yatib edı | [missing] | [missing] | |
| 13. (d)rl    | (d)rl   | (d)rl   |
| 14. (y)jäk  | [rare]  | [rare]  |

| IV 1. gən edı | gən əkdin | gən əkdin/əkdin | gən əkdin |
| 3. (d)rl bəldi | (d)rl bəldi | (d)rl bəldi | gən əkdin |
| 2. xidilən edı | (d)rl edı | (d)rl edı | |

| V 1. maqəli | maqəli | maqəli | maqəli |
| 2. maqəli edı | maqəli edı | maqəli edı | maqəli edı |
| 3. maqəli bol- | maqəli bol- | maqəli bol- | |
| 4. maqəli edin | maqəli edin | maqəli edin | |

| VI 1. xidilən | xidilən | xidilən | xidilən |
| 2. xidilən edı | xidilən edı | xidilən edı | (d)ytigən bolle |
| 3. xidilən bol- | xidilən bol- | xidilən bol- | |
| 4. xidilən edin | xidilən edin | xidilən edin | |
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### TABLE 5: Colloquial Uzbek Simplex Verbs (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tashkent Oblast</th>
<th>Namangan</th>
<th>Kokand</th>
<th>Andijan</th>
<th>Citation Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II 1.</td>
<td>shl</td>
<td>shl</td>
<td>shl</td>
<td>shl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>shl edi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>gan bols</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III 1.</td>
<td>H/y</td>
<td>H/y</td>
<td>H/y</td>
<td>H/y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>yell/wat/etc.</td>
<td>ut(tli)</td>
<td>yell</td>
<td>yell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>gân</td>
<td>gân</td>
<td>gân</td>
<td>gân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>gânur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>gânidî</td>
<td>gen(i)di</td>
<td>gânidî</td>
<td>gân(1)di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>(u)widi</td>
<td>(u)widi</td>
<td>(u)widi</td>
<td>(u)widi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>(li)rdi</td>
<td>eddi</td>
<td>(li)rdi/(li)tî</td>
<td>(li)r(i)di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>wâtkânidî</td>
<td>âtkân(1)di</td>
<td>yâtkân(1)di</td>
<td>yâtkân(1)di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.a.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>(li)r</td>
<td>(li)r</td>
<td>(li)r</td>
<td>(li)r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV 1.</td>
<td>gân likân</td>
<td>gân likân</td>
<td>gân likân</td>
<td>gân likân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wâtkân likân</td>
<td>(li)r likân</td>
<td>(li)r likân</td>
<td>(li)r likân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(li)r likân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 1.</td>
<td>mxxî</td>
<td>mxxî</td>
<td>mxxî</td>
<td>mxxî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>*maqîydî</td>
<td></td>
<td>maqîydî</td>
<td>maqîydî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>*maqî bolî</td>
<td>maqî bolî</td>
<td>maqî bolî</td>
<td>maqî bolî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI 1.</td>
<td>Hâdigan</td>
<td>Hâdigan</td>
<td>Hâdagan/Hâdigan</td>
<td>Hâdigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hâdagan</td>
<td>Hâdigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hâdagan bolî</td>
<td>Hâdigan bolî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hâdagan likân</td>
<td>Hâdigan likân</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Continuation of Table 5]:


Forms marked with an asterisk (*) are from field notes.

**Notes:** The 3rd person suffix -(d)i-(t)i has been omitted throughout the table. Forms with the auxiliary imiš have also been omitted, unless only that form, and not its corresponding item with kän, was cited. The remarks in brackets [missing], etc., indicate the comments made by the investigator about the absence of certain forms in the dialect under study. Many of the less frequent forms were presented only in footnotes or examples, and thus some extrapolation from the material had to be made. It is quite possible that more thorough research would alter the above table in actual detail, but it does not appear that a systematic revision of the data would be necessary.

**Bukaran dialect:** Mirzäyev 1965:36 states that the conditional occurs with edî and ekän, but he provides examples only for the former. A negative form bil-mäš emiš was presented in Mirzäyev 1969, which indicates that an (ä)r ekän form exists in the dialect.

**Karnab dialect:** The past conditional may occur regularly in contracted form, but the only example available gives no indication of what phonological shape that contraction would take.

**Shahrisabz dialect:** The odd form (ä)yäyädi is specifically identified in Joräyev 1964:157 as a substitute for the common
Uzbek (ğı)r(i)di. The marker masdi was reported in Jorayev 1964:165 to be used widely, but no examples were given of its use without an auxiliary. It was cited in combination with bol-atuwde and bol-ı. A negative form for (ğı)r bolidi was given, qəpir-mufs bolle[<bolidi], which indicates that this type of verb can be found in the dialect (p. 170). The conditionals atkän boshi and qam boshi [<qan boliši] were cited in construction with kerak, a structure not treated here, but it appears likely that the two conditionals can occur elsewhere.

Tashkent Oblast dialects [this column represents a selection of the dialects found in the oblast; the data is from Shaabdurahmanov 1976]: The present concrete (2.a.) varies considerably among these dialects, but this variation is not significant here.

Kokand dialect: The forms masdi bol- and Qidigan bol- were given in examples as masdi boluwdi and Qidigan boluwdi.

........

From this point on, a verb form will be given in its colloquial "citation form", as in the last column, unless a specific reference is being made to the version of the form belonging to the literary language. Some arbitrary choices were made in the determination of citation forms.

From an examination of the above table and from the remarks of Uzbek linguists, it is possible to distinguish a certain number
of verb forms that were artificially introduced into Literary Uzbek:

yatir  yatir edi
maqda  maqda edi
(y)ajak

The suffixes yatir, maqda, and (y)ajak were introduced in the 1920's when extensive language-planning efforts were made to develop what was intended to be a modern, standardized literary language [Kolonov 1960:230, Shukurov 1965a:63-64, Hajiyev 1968:30, Abdullayev 1965:47]. The suffixes yatir and (y)ajak occur in the Oghuz dialect spoken in the oasis of Khorazm, Oghuz Khorazmi, which was incorporated into the Uzbek national language, but which, strictly in terms of linguistic structure, is much closer to Turkmen than to standard Colloquial Uzbek. The marker maqda, found in some Oghuz languages like Modern Turkish, is apparently used in some dialects of Uzbek [Hajiyev 1958:75]. Ibrahimov 1967:199 state that it is used in the Andijan dialect (cf., the table), and Aliyev 1974:128 that it is found "very rarely" in the Uychi, Karkidan, and Almas dialects of Namangan Oblast, but it is not absolutely certain that these occurrences have not resulted from borrowing from the literary language. According to one Uzbek linguist, the notion that its use in the classical literary language stemmed from borrowing from other Turkic languages is closer to the truth than the notion that it derived from Colloquial Uzbek [Shukurov 1965b:99 and 1966:47-48]. In any case, it is clear that maqda is not a standard verb form for most Uzbek
dialects. It, like the yatir and (y)ujak forms, will not be considered here as belonging to the Colloquial Uzbek verb paradigm.

However, because Uzbek dialect studies are not comprehensive and contain many gaps in the presentation of the verb paradigm, it is much less easy to determine what infrequently occurring forms are to be found in the colloquial language. An examination of a few folk tales not written in the literary language in a textbook on Uzbek dialectology, Reshetov and Shaabdurahmanov 1962, provides some verb forms inadvertently omitted from the dialect studies. For instance, the following items were found in two folk tales in the Tashkent dialect and could be added to the column labelled Tashkent City in Table 5.

**MARKER**

II.3. kel-watkän bossä [p. 253] (y)atkän bolsä

III.7. [many, many items in (i)p] (i)p

IV.1. ket-watkän äkän [p. 256] (y)atkän äkän

V.3. a-maqçi [=al-maqçi] bol-a-dilä [p. 258] maxçi bol-

V.3. a-maqçi bo-gânidä [p. 258] maxçi bol-


VI.3. kel-ädigan bo-ptri [=bol-ipti] [p. 259] ädigan bol-

[In examples amaqçi bogânidä and ketmaqçi bop turiškändä, the gän/kän morpheme marks a verbal noun]
In addition, the forms ket-ũyässä [p.265] and ket-assä [p.268] confirm the existence of a (y)atsä conditional form in the Andijan and Namangan dialect, respectively. But even with these additional examples, there remain several forms whose status is unclear:

(ä)r bolsä

gän bol-

max̄i bolsä

(ä)r äkänsä

max̄i äkûn

(ä)r boldi

Some observations on these forms:

(ä)r bolsä: This form is regarded as ancient and is retained in most Turkic languages only in a rudimentary way [Yuldashev 1965:243]. In meaning it coincides with the conditional form šä.

(ä)r boldi: Jorjyev 1964:170 state that this form in the shahrisabz dialect has been "pushed aside" by the use of ṣidigan in a similar function, although the negative is used "often" to express negative intention, ket-mäs bolle [ket- 'go, leave'] 'he decided not to go' and gäpir-mäs bolle [gäpir- 'speak'] 'he stopped speaking (with me)'. In Yuldashev 1965:202, it is noted that the distribution of this negative form among the Turkic language is rather wide-spread.

max̄i bolsä: The textbook on Uzbek dialectology mentioned above, Reshetov and Shaabdurähmanov 1962:262, provides an example of this form, uylän-max̄i bolsä, for the Jizzakh dialect, which is not an atypical dialect; it can be therefore supposed that this
conditional form is not an artificial creation of language planners or writers. Yuldashev 1965:219 also cites an analogous form for Bashkir, magz̠al bulga, which suggests that it is not exceptional among the Turkic languages.

g̠an bol-: In a folk tale in the Jizzakh dialect in which the narrative is mainly in the present-future tense, several examples of this form can be found: kiq-g̠an bol-ū-di, bop [boli̱p] qa-g̠an [qal-g̠an] bol-ū-di [Reshetov and Shaabdūrūmanov 1962:262], and qa-g̠an bol-ū-di [p. 263]. Yuldashev 1965:199-201 notes that the use of bol- as an auxiliary belongs not only to the Turkic languages but also to Mongolian and that the construction therefore appears to be of Pre-Turkic origin. It would have been significant to the discussion here to be able to examine the extent of the use of g̠an bol- in Colloquial Uzbek, since a correlate in Tajik, the past participle with budan/budān, is treated thoroughly in Tajik linguistic investigations. A reference grammar on the literary version of the closest language to Uzbek, Uighur, cites such forms as (m) bols (m) bolūd, g̠an bol- [Kollektiv 1966:194-195].

However, nothing can be stated here about the possible use of (m) uy̱ans and maχi uy̱ūn in Colloquial Uzbek. Subject to refinements based upon further research, it will be assumed here that all of the verb forms listed in the last column of Table 5, with the exception of (m) uy̱ans and maχi uy̱ūn, are actually occurring forms in Colloquial Uzbek.
Perhaps the most significant point to be made here is that whatever verb forms properly belong to Colloquial Uzbek, the above paradigm of simplex verb does not resemble the Tajik one as presented by Tajik linguists. In essence, the Uzbek paradigm consists of three moods—the imperative-optative, conditional, and indicative—with a residue of forms containing $\text{mkk}Mn$, max$\text{v}$, $\text{digan}$, etc. The Tajik paradigm consists of five moods—the indicative, auditive, subjunctive, suppositional, and imperative—with a residue of four "participles used as predicates". Some modifications of the Uzbek paradigm have been suggested that might bring the two paradigms more closely in line with one another; for instance, one Uzbek scholar has proposed that the forms containing max$\text{v}$ be considered as constituting an "intentional mood" [Hajiyev 1966:29]. This proposal was accepted in the collective reference grammar of Literary Uzbek produced in 1975–1976, although it must be admitted that Hajiyev himself wrote the section on the Verb in which the system of moods was set forth. This work also claimed that the form (A)r$\text{edi}$, which can often be translated into English by means of the auxiliary 'would' (in the sense of 'used to' or in the apodosis of conditional sentences), makes up another mood. But the forms in max$\text{v}$ correspond to the Tajik future participle r$\text{mft}\text{wini}$ and the (N)r(i)di form to the Tajik mer$\text{mft}$, a circumstance that has a minimal effect on demonstrating the systematic similarities between the two paradigms. Only a more fundamental revision of the traditional paradigms would serve to show these similarities.
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and thereby reveal the extent of borrowing from Uzbek into Tajik within the verb system.

An Alternative to the Traditional Treatment of Uzbek Simplex Verbs. The traditional treatments of the Uzbek verb system sketched above do not differ significantly from the usual approaches to the verb systems of other Turkic languages. Thus, for instance, in an effort to achieve a certain degree of uniformity in presentation, the contributors to the "Gundriss" of the Turkic languages, the Philologiae Turcicae Fundamenta (1959), treated simplex verb forms according to their morphological structure. In most Soviet studies of the Turkic languages, the verb system is divided into moods similar to those selected for Uzbek, but with some adjustments, for example, with the addition of moods such as a necessitative. However, occasionally Turkologists have made observations that suggest more substantive changes in the traditional treatment of simplex verb forms in the Turkic languages. Thus, the well-known Turkologist Baskakov has several times maintained that the basic temporal distinction in the Turkic verb system, irrespective of mood (other than the imperative-optative), is between the present, present-future, and future on the one hand and the past on the other [Baskakov 1968a:13, Baskakov 1971, Baskakov 1979:32, 36]. At a conference devoted to the issue of tense and mood in Turkic, he urged investigators to seek those modal, tense, and aspectual distinctions particular to the Turkic languages and not be bound by the conventions established for Russian or any other
Indo-European language, since "the systems of the modal and
temporal categories in the Turkic languages and in Russian are
completely different" [Baskakov 1968B:218]. Although when
speaking of the special characteristics of the Turkic verb system,
he seemed to have other considerations in mind, his advice appears
to be applicable to his own observations on tense in the Turkic
languages. That is, it might prove fruitful to regard the basic
tense distinctions in Turkic (with the possible exception of the
Oghuz languages) not as past-present-future, or perhaps
pluperfect-past-perfect-present-future, as is possible to do in
Indo-European languages, but rather past-nonpost. The opposition
[+PAST] a.i [-PAST] would therefore be considered the primary one
in temporal reference, and certain other temporal relationships,
such as the "presentness" of the Uzbek bar-y̥p-(ti), would be
regarded as derivative from the aspeuctual properties of the form.
However, such an approach has not been pursued in Soviet
Turkology, even in the work of Prof. Baskakov himself, and
grammars continue to be written in which differentiations in
primary temporal reference are made on the basis of the
past-present-future distinction.

Differentiating between past and nonpast also permits a novel
interpretation of the perfect and pluperfect in the Turkic verb
system, represented here by bar-gän and bar-gän(i)di in Uzbek.
Traditionally, the perfect has been classed as a past tense form;
note, for instance, the use of the term "past perfect" in Kononov
1960 cited in the table on Literary Uzbek Simplex Verbs above.
There has been, however, some unease over this terminology in Turkology, as is indicated by the remarks in Ivanov 1958 concerning the preservation of a state of affairs up to the time of the speech event inherent in the meaning of the gān form. For instance, the perfect can refer to a change of state that results in a present condition, as in the perfect aqri-gān from aqri- 'be ill, hurt [intransitive]' which means 'he fell ill and is (now) ailing', and sev-gūn-mūn 'I fell in love and am (now) in love' from sev- 'love' [Ibid., p. 129]. Compare also the traditional designations for analogous verb forms in English "present perfect" and "past perfect" (i.e., pluperfect), though such a comparison should not be taken to suggest that the use of the perfect in Uzbek and English is identical. It clearly is not, even though Uzbek perfects can often be translated by English perfects. In short, bar-gūn and bar-gūn(i)di can be regarded as adhering to the past-nonpast distinction as well and can be specified as [-PAST, +PERFECT] and [+PAST, +PERFECT], respectively.

Of obvious relevance to the discussion here are alternative proposals to the set of moods traditionally ascribed to the verb systems of the Turkic languages, and there have been several such proposals in the Turkological literature. A study on the moods of Yakut, for instance, lists 10 moods in the language—the indicative, imperative, conditional, affirmative, necessitative, habitual, potential, incomplete (unrealized), subjunctive, and suppositional [Korkina 1970]. Another Turkologist, S. Jūfārov, has suggested linking moods to the morphological structure of the
verb forms in Azerbaijani. Thus the verb system can be divided into the imperative, the indicative (verbs without any auxiliary),
the narrative (verbs containing the auxiliary idî, comparable to the Uzbek idî), the "retelling" mood (pereskazatel'noye) (verbs containing the auxiliary imû, comparable to the Uzbek âkâm/imû),
and finally the conditional mood (verbs containing the auxiliary ısh, similar to the Uzbek bolsû) (Jafarov 1968). While this
treatment is of interest since forms with imû are given separate
status and since, in fact, verb forms containing the same
auxiliary exhibit similar semantic properties, it leads to some
odd consequences, such as the fact that certain basic forms, like
the sä conditional, belong to the "indicative" mood, and not to
the mood containing the corresponding auxiliary, in this case the
"conditional" mood. In some Turkological investigations, the
verb form in (ã)r(i)di in its use in conditional sentences
(translated by 'would' or 'would have' in English) is regarded
as belonging to a separate mood, usually called the subjunctive
(Borovkov 1959:709, Koklyanova 1963:95 for Uzbek, and
Yuldashev 1965:128, 251 for various Turkic languages). In
a reference grammar of Uighur, a suppositional mood was
established for the verb forms ending in (ã)r and ŋandû (the
latter comparable to Uzbek ğândur), and an intentional mood for
the verb form containing maqû/mâyû (Kollektiv 1966:220-221).
Finally, for Uzbek itself, one investigator, stressing the fact
that the verb ending in (ã)r has the "basic" meaning of
suppositional or possible activity and that it frequently occurs with sentimental adverbs bālki 'maybe', ehtimal 'maybe, probably', maintains that it does not properly belong in the indicative mood and that it constitutes a special suppositional mood [Koklyanova 1963:10-13, 60, 63]. In another investigation, one concerned with the stylistics of the Uzbek verb, it is stated that predicates containing the markers (ä)r and dur (among some other expressions) form a suppositional mood in Uzbek [Sadiqova 1975:21]. However, none of these alternative proposals on verbal moods in Turkic, with the exception of the proposed establishment of a separate intentional mood for maxḵi forms, has won general acceptance among Turkologists, or among scholars of Uzbek in particular (see, for example, a recent comprehensive overview of the verb in the Turkic languages, Shcherbak 1981:41-96, especially p. 43 and 67).

Most of these alternative proposals concern only isolated forms—the (ä)r(i)di form in the sense of 'would' constituting a full subjunctive "mood", maxḵi as marking an intentional mood, and (ä)r (and occasionally the rather rare form qändur) as constituting a suppositional. They are relegated to the status of a separate mood on the basis of the fact that their semantics appears to be incompatible with the semantics of the generally accepted indicative forms. Only Jafarov identifies, in the case of Azerbaijani, a whole set of forms, those belonging to the "retelling" mood (or perhaps "quotative"), as distinct from the
set of forms making up the indicative. But as mentioned above, he defines the set on the basis of the type of auxiliary used and not the common semantic properties involved. Yet it appears that the auditive/inferential/hearsay/suppositional distinction observed in the Turkic verb system does not pertain just to isolated forms, but rather that it holds throughout the paradigm. Thus, as one Turkologist, Nasilov, has observed, a "modal type of opposition" holds among the tensed forms of the verb within the indicative mood itself.

It is sufficient to take the tense systems in almost any Turkic language to see that there exists a difference there between forms on a modal plane too: the definite past and the nonevident past, the objective past and the subjective past, the definite, categorical future and the indefinite, suppositional future [Nasilov 1966:101]

In addition, it can readily be seen that the auxiliaries ḳān and/or imiš combine with a number of verb forms to yield a full set of verbs with a similar modal meaning in the Turkic languages. But despite such observations, despite the awareness of the "suppositional" nature of the (ד)ר form in Uzbek, and despite the perception that the past–nonpast distinction runs all through the Turkic paradigm, there has not been an explicit attempt to correlate (ד)ר with a past tense form or with the verb forms containing ḳān/imiš in the available investigations of
Uzbek (or any other similar Turkic language). Yet the semantic characteristics generally attributed to the "subjective past", the form in (i)p, seem to qualify it as the past tense correlate of the nonpast (a)r. In fact, (i)p seems to correspond with (a)r in a past-nonpast pair just as di does with ã/y. It has been noticed that the (a)r form does not differ from the ã/y one in demonstrating the relationship of the activity to the speech event, i.e., in temporal reference [Hajiyev 1968:30, Kollektiv 1975:501]. In addition, it has been maintained that (i)p "comes close" in some cases to the meaning of the form in di [Kollektiv 1975:481 for Literary Uzbek, Shaabduralmanov 1976:61 for colloquial speech]. Furthermore, a linguist who devised a set of features to demonstrate the semantic distinctions between the past tense forms di, (i)b, and gan came up with the following specifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[PERFECTIONNESS]</th>
<th>[DIRECT OBSERVATION]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i)b</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gan</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Zikrilliayev 1977:31]

This table suggests more than just the fact that di and (i)p differ from one another in accordance with different feature values for [DIRECT OBSERVATION] and that they are similar to one another in contrast to the [+PERFECTIONNESS] of gan. It also
suggests that gân forms also exhibit the [DIRECT OBSERVATION] distinction. Zikrillayev intends the notation +/(-) to mean that the gân form can occur either as an indicative (that is, as indicating that the action has been directly observed by the speaker) or, in more limited contexts, as a nonindicative, whereby the action has not been directly observed by the speaker. But in fact, another form containing gân—gân åkân, or the roughly synonymous (?) gân imiś, gândur—explicitly marks the latter type of modal distinction; it is a "perfect suppositional". Thus rather than considering gân as a verb form belonging to two different moods, it should be regarded that åkân (or imiś or -dur) is optional. Under the assumption that the relevant features in the Uzbek verb paradigm are [PAST], [PERFECT], and [PROGRESSIVE], the above relationships can be represented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UNMARKED</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
<th>PROGRESSIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST</td>
<td>Ԁ/y</td>
<td>gân</td>
<td>yäp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>gân(i)di</td>
<td>(y)atkân(i)di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONPAST</td>
<td>(Ԁ)r</td>
<td>gân(åkân/imiś/dur)</td>
<td>(y)atkân åkân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;SUPPOSITIONAL&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
<td>(u)wdi [&lt;(i)p idî]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[This chart has been simplified.]

Or in a feature matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ą/y di gän</th>
<th>gän(i)di</th>
<th>yap</th>
<th>(y)atkän(i)di</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>†(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRESSIVE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(ł)r</th>
<th>(i)p gän</th>
<th>(łkän)</th>
<th>(u)wdi</th>
<th>(y)atkän</th>
<th>(łkän)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERFECT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>†(?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRESSIVE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If in fact the forms (ł)r, (i)p, gän (łkän), etc., constitute a separate mood in Uzbek, it would be legitimate to ask what feature distinguishes them from the rest of the forms in the paradigm. Much has been published in the Turkological literature and in textbooks about the semantic properties of these individual forms and their analogues in other Turkic languages, as well as about their use in particular contexts, but only some of the observations will be mentioned here:

Concerning (ł)r: Kononov 1960:230 maintains that this form in Literary Uzbek has two meanings: (1) "the meaning of future activity the accomplishment of which is thought of as probable (hypothetical) or possible", and (2) the meaning of
present-future time, particularly in set phrases, proverbs, sayings, riddles, songs, etc. Jorayev 1964:143 points out with respect to the Shahrisabz dialect that (a)r also refers to the present habitual with the suppositional sense. In the reference grammar Kollektiv 1975:502, it is maintained that because the form bar-hyagändir (=bar-hyagên ἀkān ?) is used to express supposition for the present tense in Uzbek, the form in (a)r is comparatively rarely found for the meaning of the present tense and is much more commonly used for the future.

Concerning (i)p: Kononov 1960:221 regards the meaning of this form as arising "from four main elements: (1) an element of consequence, (2) an element of doubt, (3) an element of historical narration, and (4) an element of sudden inference." The (i)p form, furthermore, is frequently used in folk tales. Jorayev emphasizes two aspects of the meaning of the (i)p form in the Shahrisabz dialect: (1) it expresses nonexistent activity, which the speaker was not a witness to but which became known to him from other people or from some consequence of it, and (2) it expresses various emotional or subjective connotations towards the result of the activity, in particular, sympathy, joy, surprise, or condolence. In the latter case, the general context, the conditions of speech, and intonation play a not insignificant role [Jorayev 1964:1511]. It might also be mentioned that the (i)p form in Uzbek corresponds to a certain degree (but not entirely) to the better known verb form in Modern Turkish, -miş. However, the latter seems to be useful also in a
"perfect" sense which corresponds more closely to gãn in Uzbek, rather than to (i)p. Turkish miŞ has been translated into English through such words or phrases as 'supposedly, they say, it is said, I'm told, it seems/appears, I guess, I gather', etc.

Concerning the auxiliaries ekân/imiŞ/dur: It is clear from the descriptions about ekân and emiŞ in Kononov 1960:272, 276 that these auxiliaries lend a sense of "logical conclusion," "doubt", or "subjective evaluation" to the activity expressed by the main verb, and there can be little doubt that this meaning is quite similar to that expressed by the (i)p form. However, it is not all clear the degree to which these auxiliaries are different from one another. This differentiation is especially complicated for dur since very little has been written about this form in the available studies on the Uzbek paradigm. It is not even clear which verb forms it can occur with; Kononov 1960:219 gives only gândir among the standard Uzbek forms, and the reference grammar Kollektiv 1975:502 mentions the form (â)yatgândir. Jorayev 1964:146 in a footnote states that it occurs with gân and (y)atkân in the Shahrisabz dialect. Field notes from Namangan reveal a form bar-âddur (from bar-âr+dur) in that dialect at least:

(20) ehtimal u bazar-gâ bar-âd-dur
maybe he bazaar-DAT go-(â)r-SUP

'Maybe he'll go to the market' (Namangan dialect)
However, it is unclear in all these cases in what respects *dur* would have been different from the same verb plus *ükân* or *imiš*. Nasilov 1983 attempts to establish a semantic distinction between literary *ekân* and *emiš* on the basis of the source of information conveyed by the speaker using only the *ekân/emiš* form—*ekân* when the source of information is the 2nd or 3rd person (the "absentive") [Nasilov 1983:181-182]. However, the examples he gives in the article contain instances of the opposite use, and he cites no case where the use of one auxiliary would be ungrammatical in the inappropriate context. He acknowledges a rather free variation in the use of *ekân/emiš* when the source of information is the 3rd person, and he does not suggest which form is to be used when the proposition is merely inferred from some circumstance. It appears that in folk tales the use of *imiš* in contrast to the more frequent *ükân* makes little, if any, difference in meaning; certainly there is no notion that another "source of information" is being implied. All in all, Nasilov's suggestion does not seem that convincing, although he does make what seems to be a sound point in another respect. When *gân* *ükân* and *(â)r* *ükân* are used in [+PAST] contexts, that is, when they correspond in temporal reference to *gân(i)di* and *(â)r(i)di*, respectively, it may be correct that only *ükân* (and not *imiš*) occurs. In such a case, it is unlikely that *ükân* is optional, as it seems to be in the case of [-PAST].

As mentioned above, these forms in Uzbek and the analogous forms in other Turkic languages are generally treated
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individually and as not belonging to a single mood. One
tradition which has presented analogous forms in a single mood
is, of course, that adhered to by Tajik linguists. The
description of the semantics of the forms in the Tajik auditive
mood made by Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964:70-71 and quoted
above in the section "The Semantics of Certain Simplex Verbs" can
provide an adequate starting point from which to establish the
relevant feature distinguishing this mood from others. According
to the Rastorguyeva-Kerimova description, the verb forms in the
auditive mood convey the notions (1) that the speaker does not
vouch for the accuracy of the utterance he is making, (2) that he
does not know about the activity/state he is recounting from
personal experience, (3) that he heard about it from others, or
(4) that he inferred it through indirect means. This description
focuses on two major aspects of the semantics of this mood—(i)
the speaker's attitude towards the information he is conveying
("he does not vouch for it") or (ii) the manner by which he came
about the information  ("he did not personally observe it", "he
learned about it from others", or "he inferred it"). Looking at
the meaning of this mood from the standpoint of the former
aspect, an utterance containing such a verb form conveys the
notion that the speaker does not commit himself to the truth of
the statement he is making; he is hedging on the matter for some
reason. Under the latter interpretation, the speaker wishes to
point out that he did not directly observe the incident/state he
is recounting; the evidence for it is/was indirect, derivative,
second-hand, doubtful, etc. When the Uzbek linguist Zikrillayev
selected the feature [DIRECT OBSERVATION] to distinguish (i)b
from di (see above; of course, a feature [INDIRECT OBSERVATION],
with the opposite feature values, could have been used as well),
he implicitly adhered to the latter approach and focused on the
manner by which the speaker came by the information he conveys.
It seems that this approach is particularly successful in
reference to the past tense form (i)p.

However, again assuming that certain verb forms in Uzbek
constitute a single mood, it would be worthwhile asking whether
this distinction applies as successfully to (а)r (or (а)r
(Хван/ими/дур), especially when these forms refer to future
events. When a Namangan speaker utters (20) ehtimal u bazargå
baråddur 'maybe he'll go to the market' is he indicating that the
evidence he has for making this assertion is indirect,
derivative, doubtful, etc., or is he merely speculating, with no
particular evidence in mind? That is, is he simply less
committed to the truth of the assertion than he would have led
his listener to believe if he had stated the following sentence
instead?

(21) u bazar-gå bar-а-di
     he bazaar-DAT go-INDIC-3SG

'he'll go to the market'

It would seem more plausible that the speaker attitude towards
the likelihood of an event taking place in the future (his
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commitment to the accuracy of his assertion) would be more significant in communication than the notion that the evidence leading to his prediction is indirect, derivative, dubious, etc. Kononov 1960:230 offers this example of the use of (м)р in Literary Uzbek:

(22) (a) sen bugungi mўjlis-gа kel-мр-sмн-м
youSG today's meeting-DAT come-SUP-2SG-eh?
'will you be coming today's meeting?
(b) kel-ar-man
come-SUP-1SG
'I'll probably/possibly come' [frequently in Turkic languages, verbs in the appropriate form occur instead of yes/no in responses]

Here the lack of commitment on the speaker's part is what is conveyed by the marker (м)р, in contrast to ы/y as in kel-ы-mмн 'I will come'.

Consider also the first person singular with other verb forms in this putative mood. In a textbook of Uzbek, a dialogue concerning the visit to an Uzbek home of an American teacher contains the following sentence by the teacher:

(23) keчирмсиз, men juda ertа kel-ip-mмн
excuse me I very/too early come-SUP-1SG [ kemммн or keppмн in colloq. Uzbek]

'excuse me, it seems, I came (by) too early' [Raun 1969:122]

The teacher then explains that he must leave town that day. The important point here seems to be not that the speaker discovered from some circumstance that his arrival was premature (for example, from his host come to the door in pajamas), but that the
speaker wishes to make a less blunt statement than *men jurđa ērtē*
kel-di-m 'I came too/very early' would have been. The speaker seems
to commit himself less firmly to the truth of the proposition.

Another example in Literary Uzbek:

(24) Tursunay Șunday de-b kel-di-yu, lekin nimā gāp-lig-i-ni
[NAME] such/so say-GER come-PAST-and but what word-VbN-POSS-ACC
CVC=keep idiom: what's the deal?
sorē-mē-b-mēn
ask-NEG-SUP-1SG

'Tursunay kept saying that, but I guess I didn't ask (her) what was
up' [Kollektiv 1975:481]

It seems unlikely that the speaker is stating in this sentence that
someone else or some circumstance led him (her) to realize his
negligence, but rather that he wishes to lessen the assertion of his
negligence. Such sentences seem to exemplify the "subjective"
characterization attributed by some investigators to the (i)p form.
Finally, when a speaker recounts an incident in a dream, he would
normally use forms in this mood:

(25) mēn tuwk-um-dā ḥāsān minēm urus-utkān-mūs-mēn
I dream-my-LOC [NAME] with fight-PROG-SUP-1SG

'I dreamed that I was fighting with Hassan' (literally: 'in my dream
I was fighting with Hassan') (Namangan dialect) [field notes]

While it might be contended that the dreams are rather dubious
"evidence" upon which to base an assertion, it would seem more
plausible that a speaker wishes to emphasize that he does not at all
vouch for the validity of such a proposition. That is,
examples (20), (22-25) are more compatible with an interpretation of the semantics of this mood reflecting speaker attitude towards the truth of the proposition than with the manner by which the speaker arrives at a premise.

At this point, assuming that the speaker attitude towards the truth of an assertion is the relevant feature distinguishing the (а)r, (i)p, etc., mood, it is necessary to ask whether it is the indicative mood in which the speaker makes a definite commitment to the truth of the assertion, or whether it is the other mood in which the speaker explicitly refrains from making such a commitment. In other words, which mood is unmarked with respect to the relevant feature, and which is marked? Unfortunately, conclusive evidence for determining this issue is rather meager. As was mentioned in the Rastorguyeva-Kerimova characterization of the indicative mood in Tajik in contrast to the auditive, the speaker implies in using the former either that he was a witness or that "if he did not see it himself, then he does not feel it necessary to emphasize this" [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:94; see above]. With respect to Uzbek, it has been claimed,

In the narration of events known to the narrator not from personal experience but indirectly, the past categorical [i.e., the form in di] can also be used. This can, apparently, be explained by the fact that the past categorical tense on the whole possesses a more
generalized past-tense meaning by comparison to all the other past tenses in Uzbek [Ivanov 1958:137].

While these observations are stated in terms of direct vs. indirect observation, they suggest that it is the indicative form that is neutral with respect to the relevant distinction, rather than the nonindicative. This supposition is supported by the use of the indicative in contexts, ex., in newspapers, on the radio, etc., where the "speaker" could not conceivably vouch for the veracity of his report (or for that matter, observe the event personally). The nonindicative forms in such cases are used only when it is necessary to stress the "speaker's" noncommitment to the truth of the assertion. In addition, it is the presence of the auxiliary ñkân which explicitly marks noncommitment with such a form as the perfect, and much more clearly, in the case of an equational predicate. Hence the feature [NONCOMMITAL] will be used here to designate the mood made up of the forms in (h)r, (i)p, qân (ñkân), etc., and these forms will be given a positive feature value, [+NONCOMMITAL]. As a result, the indicative forms ÿ/y and ñl are specified with a negative value for the verbal features [-NONCOMMITAL, -PERFECT, -PROGRESSIVE]) and can be regarded as the unmarked items in the Uzbek verb paradigm.

One implication of this approach is that if the auxiliaries ñmî/y/dur differ in meaning from ñkân at all, the likely point at which they would differ would be in the degree to which the speaker commits himself to the truth of his utterance. It may be that by using ñmî/y/dur he implies greater doubt than with ñkân.
Thus, the differentiation would not be determined by the person (1st, 2nd, or 3rd) of the source of information, as suggested by Nasilov 1983, or perhaps more plausibly, by the reliability of the evidence.
2.2.2. On the Grammatical Marking of Uzbek Subordinate S's

Initially it would seem to have little consequence for the rest of the syntax of Uzbek whether verbal category [X] was selected over [Y] as a relevant distinction in the verbal paradigm, no matter how elegant the resulting presentation of the data is, but in this case it will be argued that the choice of [+NONCOMMITAL] also permits an important distinction to be made in the system of Uzbek subordinate S Grammatical Markers, abbreviated henceforth as Sbs GM's. Basically, the generalization about Sbs GM's can be formulated as follows: when the speaker commits himself to the truth of the proposition expressed by a Sbs, the GM used is qān, and when he does not do so, it is some other morpheme. This approach is, of course, quite similar to the much more familiar pragmatic notion of presupposition. Thus, since this discussion is limited to Sbs's and since speaker commitment/noncommitment to a truth value and presupposition coincide somewhat in Sbs's, reference will be made to either concept indiscriminately until they are systematically differentiated towards the end of this section. It should also be noted that certain verbal distinctions relevant to finite verbs are not significant in Uzbek Sbs's. The distinction [+PERFECT] does not obtain in nonfinite Sbs's, but the distinction [+PROGRESSIVE] can be made in Sbs's marked by qān, with [+PROGRESSIVE] being expressed by (y)atqān, which contains qān. The phrases marked by qān have traditionally been referred to as relative clauses (or perhaps "participal attributive phrases", since they are nonfinite), adverbials, and sentential complements.
The following examples involving the use of the postposition уқун 'for, for the sake of' and their equivalents in the dative case will serve to illustrate how the distinction of speaker commitment/noncommitment to the truth of a proposition expressed by a SbS is made. Most of the examples to be cited in this section are taken from the dialects of Uzbek spoken in the Ferghana Valley. Only when there is no suitable example from these dialects available is an illustration drawn from Literary Uzbek, which has either been elicited from an Uzbek speaker or extracted from a text (usually folkloric) or from a grammar.  

(26) With the SbS GM (1)包容性:

u bazar-Ӧ almа al-iʃ уқун ket-ti-ʃ
he bazar-DAT apple buy-Sbs in order to go-PST-3SG

'He went to the market (in order) to buy apples' (Andijan dialect)

(27) With the SbS GM қаң:

men yamʃir yaq-қаң-i уқун bazar-Ӧ bar-mə-dim
I rain fall-Sbs-POSS because bazar-DAT go-NEG-PST-1SG

ADVERBIAL SbS

[where yaqқаңi < yaq+қаң+i] 'I didn't go to the market because it rained/was raining' (Andijan dialect)

(28) With the progressive SbS GM (y)атқаң:

men yamʃir yaq-yatқаң-i уқун bazarқаң bar-mi:-мən
fall-PROG SbS-POSS go-NEG+NnP-1SG

'I won't go to the market because it's raining' (Andijan dialect) Or in the dative case: [it should be noted that generally causal clauses like (30) and (31) take the ablative case marker instead]
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(29) u bazargə almə al-iš-kəl ketti. [= (26)]
                      buy-Sbs-DAT

(30) men yamğir yaq-qən-i-gəl bazargə barmədəm [= (27)]
                      fall-Sbs-POSS-DAT

(31) men yamğir yaq- yatkən -i-gəl bazargə barmiə-mən [= (28)]
                      fall-PROG Sbs-POSS-DAT

As can be seen from the above, a purpose clause can be formed by means of the postposition or (or in the Andijan dialect) in combination with the Sbs GM (i)ə, example (26), or by (i)ə in the dative case, (29), while a causal clause can be formed by the same postposition plus the Sbs GM qən, (27) and (28), or qən in the dative case (or more commonly, in the ablative), (30) and (31). In sentences (27), (28), (30), and (31), it is presupposed that the propositions 'it rained' ('it was raining') and 'it is raining' are true. As is standard with presuppositions, these propositions are true whether the main verb in the sentence is negated or not. In a sentence like (27), the proposition about the rain is true whether the main verb is in the negative (barmədəm) or the positive (bardəm). Both 'I went to the market because it was raining' and 'I didn't go to the market because it was raining' presuppose 'it was raining'. But in the case of the purpose clause in (26) and (29), the buying of apples is hypothetical, and the speaker does not commit himself to whether the transaction took place or not. Generally speaking, the propositions expressed by purpose clauses are not presupposed to be true while those of clausal clauses are presupposed. However, this is not a strictly accurate generalization in Uzbek. Consider the following sentence in Literary
Uzbek containing a causal clause with the "quotative" SbS GM \textit{dep}, which is derived from the verb \textit{de}- 'say':

(32) ogl-i Moskva-gə ket-ib, yalgiz qal-gən deb
son-her Moscow-DAT go-GER alone remain-PRF SbS
CASUAL SbS

kämpir-ni kor-gənə uy - i - gə bar-di-k
old woman-ACC see-PURPOSE home-her-DAT go-PST-1PL

'We went to the old woman's house to see her, because her son had gone to Moscow and she was left all alone.' (Literally: 'We went to her house to see the old woman, saying her son has gone to Moscow and she has remained alone.') [Abdurrahmanov 1958:179]

[Remarks: The marker \textit{gən} of \textit{qalgən} should not be confused with the SbS GM \textit{gən}; the former specifies [+PERFECT] in finite verb forms. The two types may be related, see below, but that is not at issue here. The marker \textit{gənə} on the purpose clause \textit{kämpir-ni kor-gənə} is another means of marking purpose in Uzbek. According to Kononov 1960:243, it coincides exactly with a form in \textit{-dəli}, leading to the suspicion that both arise from *-dənəli, but whatever the origin, it functions as a gerundive in Modern Uzbek and as such will not be taken into consideration here.]

Although no Uzbek was consulted on the meaning of this sentence, it seems likely that the sentence does not commit the speaker to the truth of the propositions expressed in the clausal clause, namely 'her son has gone to Moscow' and 'she has remained alone.' This does not at all imply that the propositions are false; there is simply no presupposition in the causal clause. In fact, the SbS GM \textit{dep} is frequently used to form purpose and causal clauses; sentence (33), for instance, is equivalent to sentence (26) and (29).
(33) u bazar-gå álнå al- lá-măn dep ket-ti-Ô
he bazar-DAT apple buy-NnP-1SG SbS go-PST-3SG

'He went to the market to buy apples' (Literally: 'He went to the market saying I will buy apples') (Kokand dialect)

(34) Purpose clause from folk tale in Namangan dialect:

bir jay-gå bor-up Ɣรก-л-п horu-p dår
one place-DAT go-GER be tired-GER be tired-GER rest

ol-iw- al- ây dep utur-går-âr
take-GER-CVC-1SG OPT SbS sit-PRF-NnC

CLAUSE

'[The young man] went to a place, and being all tired out, he sat down to take a rest.' (Literally: '... saying let me take a rest')
[Atamirzayeva 1974:114]

(35) Causal clause:

adam-lå qeri-går-dây-kığın bu kuşat miyye-si
person-PL get old-Sbs-ABL-after this totally brain-their

CASPAL SbS

qa - me -di - Ô dep dåršt-u sâhra-gå čiq - er - ip
remain-NEG-PST-3SG SbS desert plain-DAT go out-CAUS-GER

tâkšlå- Ô - ârkå: -p
throw-PL-PST HAB NnC-3rd

'after people got old, they (generic) used to take (them) out into the desert and abandon (them), because their minds had become totally useless.' (Literally: '... saying their brains have not remained at all') [Ibid.]

The use of the quotative dep is not required solely to permit different subjects for the matrix S and the SbS, as can be seen from sentences (27), (28), and (36).

(36) gunah-im-ni zârrâ¹kå keçir - lâ - ip učun
sin-my-ACC by a particle forgive-SbS-your for

qol-im-ni qan-gå bat- ir - di - m
hand-my-ACC blood-DAT sink-CAUS-PST-1SG
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'I plunged my hand into blood so that you would forgive my sin a bit.' 
(Literary Uzbek) [Kononov 1960:383]

The important point here is that in a presupposed causal clause, the SbS GM qan is used, while in a nonpresupposed causal clause or in any type of purpose clause, another SbS GM—(i)ş or dep—is used. With the postposition üçun, the difference between a causal and a purpose clause lies in the choice of the SbS, GM, qan and (i)ş, respectively.

Examples with the verb yaz- 'write' will serve to illustrate the relevant distinctions in sentential complements. The following two sentences can both be translated in English as 'I wrote him that I had grown a mustache':

(37) men uvqā mọylağ qoy-dim dep yaz-dim m
I he+DAT mustache put-PST-1SG SbS write-PST-1SG

(38) men uvqā mọylağ qoy-q'an-im-dí yazdim (both Andijan
put-SbS-my-ACC dialect)

In sentence (37), the complement contains a finite verb form, qoydim, followed by the complementizer dep, while in sentence (38), qoyganindí is a nonfinite form with a nominal possessive suffix im 'my' and an accusative case marking di (a dissimilation from ni). These sentences are not synonymous; according to the native speaker from whom they were elicited, it may or may not be true that the "speaker" has grown a mustache in the case of (37), but it is a fact in the case of sentence (38). A speaker of the Kokand dialect maintained that the sentence (39) was perfectly acceptable, but that (40) was not.

(39) māñ uvqā mọylağ qoy-dim dip yaz-dim m,
I he+DAT mustache put-PST-1SG SbS write-PST-1SG
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but put-"PRP"-my NEG EXIST

'I wrote him that I had grown a mustache, but I haven't grown (one).'
(Kokand dialect)

(40) *mən ungū myntaxq goy-gən-im-mi yazdim, əmma goygənim yoq put-SbS-my-ACC

In (40), the speaker would be denying in the second part of the conjoined sentence what he presupposes to be true in the first part, hence the anomaly of the sentence. However, in (39) no such commitment is implied in the use of the complementizer dip with yazdim.

Examples (26-40) demonstrate that the crucial difference between the SbS GM's (i)şə, dep and the SbS GM qən is similar to the distinction between the finite verb forms in (ii)r, (i)p, qən xəkən, etc. and the indicative forms in that the former set is used to illustrate an explicit speaker noncommitment to the truth of the statement/proposition being expressed and the latter set is not so used. However, the situation in Uzbek SbS's is more complex than this statement suggests, for aside from the inevitable idiosyncracies involved, the role of tense in the determination of a SbS GM must also be taken into account. Tense in nonfinite SbS's (but not in dep-SbS's) is relative; that is, grammatical marking in these SbS's demonstrates whether the situation conveyed in the SbS is anterior (prior), simultaneous, or posterior (subsequent) to the time conveyed by the verb in the matrix S. In nonfinite SbS's where the situation is subsequent to the time of the matrix verb or where the situation is habitual (a general or characteristic state or even timeless), the SbS
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GM is not qan, whether or not the proposition expressed by the SbS appears to be presupposed. To illustrate the interaction of tense and speaker noncommitment, it will be useful to examine in more detail the distribution of GM's in the three types of structure involved, relative clauses, adverbials, and sentential complements.

In traditional accounts of Uzbek relative clauses (usually designated "participial attributives"), it is maintained that there exists a three-way distinction based on relative time reference expressed by the marker on the participle: qan for the past tense, (y)atkân for the present, and madigan for the (present-)future. However, even traditional grammars of Uzbek acknowledge that this tripartite temporal distinction is misleading (see, for example, the remarks in Kollektiv 1975:510-513). The relative clause marked by qan can express a temporal reference that is either prior to or simultaneous with the time of the verb in the matrix sentence, cf., (41), (42), and (43).

(41) Anterior time relationship (perhaps the most prevalent one with qan):

bu -- biz tušíq awqat qil-gan restoran -Ø
this we noon meal do-SbS restaurant-COP

'This is the restaurant where we ate lunch'. (Literary Uzbek)

(42) Simultaneous time relationship:

mânä bu biz-nip his-lâr-imiz-ni en ýaxxi dârâj-dh voici we-GEN feeling-PL-our-ACC most good degree-LOC

RELATIVE CLAUSE

tâsvirlâ-gan dastan -Ø
describe-SbS dastan/(epic)poem-COP

'This is the dastan that describes our feelings the best (to the best
degree)' (Literary Uzbek)

(43) Simultaneous time relationship:

dokanxană̊-niŋ kax̌ä-gă̊ qärä-găn ... deräzä-si xirä̊
shop-GEN street-DAT look-SbS window-POSS dim

yältürä-b korin - ā - di
shine-GER be seen-NnP-3SG

'The shop's window, which looks out on the street, is seen shining
dimly' (Literary Uzbek)  [Kollektiv 1975:511]

When the relative clause expresses a stative condition, găn is often
the SbS GM [Kollektiv 1975:511], while the GM (y)atkăn can be used in
explicitly progressive contexts.

(44) (a) mä̊: yaz-utgăn xät
I write-PROG SbS letter

(b) or: mänî yazutgăn xät-im
I+GEN letter-my

'the letter I'm writing/have been writing/was writing' (Namangan
dialect)  [(44a) and (44b) are equivalent]

The occurrence of găn and (y)atkăn is not mutually exclusive, since in
some cases (y)atkăn can be substituted for găn with very little
difference in meaning [Kollektiv 1975:512]. In all the examples
(41-44), the propositions expressed by the relative clauses are
presupposed to be true--namely, 'we ate at the restaurant', 'a dastan
describes our feelings best', 'a shop's window looks out on the
street', and 'I am/have been/was writing a letter'. However, when the
relative clause refers to an explicitly future situation, a
hypothetical case (comparable to certain English infinitival
relatives), or a habitual characteristic, a marker other than gan specifies the SbS. Generally this SbS GM is Adigan12, although (u)ñi can be used in the case of a present habitual when the modified head noun is the underlying subject of the relative clause, as in (49).

(45) Future:
(a) mǎ: ett AH kor-Adigan k האם: tomorrow see-SbS person (Namangan dialect)
'the person I will see tomorrow'
(b) *mǎ: ett AH kor-גן k האם: [ungrammatical with גן]
(c) ert AH kel-Adigan adăm sız-ğstä sawstä alib kel- denote_vocative time-3SG extension come-SbS person you-DAT gift bring -NnP-3SG
'The person who will come/The person coming/The person to come tomorrow will bring you a present.' (Literary Uzbek)

(46) Hypothetical:
(a) mân ā ogi-Adigan jay 'there’s the place to study/read' voila read/study-SbS place (Namangan dialect)
(b) ben hålî yaş - mân , hazir uylän-Adigan väqt-im ends I still young-1SG COP now marry-SbS GM time-my NEG COP
'I am still young! now is not the time for me to marry' (folk tale, Literary Uzbek) [Châlpâk yaqğan kun, Tashkent 1969, p. 287]

(47) Past Habitual:

hâr şâmâ bizzik: : kel-Adigan adâm yâqindâ 81-di-Ø every Saturday ours+DAT come-SbS person recently die-PST-3SG
'The person who used to come to our place every Saturday died recently!' (Namangan dialect)

(48) Present Habitual (Generalized Habitual):

sen bilân bix hümâr nârsä-ğstä tuşun-Adigan adâm-lär-miz you with we all thing-DAT understand-SbS person-PL-1PL COP
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'You and I are people who understand everything' (Literary Uzbek) [Kollectiv 1975:513]

(49) Characteristic Habitual (often Agentive):

bu mašnyā yāsa-wi gurruppā
this machine make-SbS group

'The group that makes these machines' (Namangan dialect)

There are numerous types of adverbial SbS's in Uzbek, but for the purposes of this discussion it will be possible to leave out of consideration such structures as the SbS's containing finite verb forms in ʃā (conditionals, temporals, concessives, and wh--ever clauses) and the gerundives, which do not occur with person-number suffixes or with case marking (forms in ʃ/y, (i)p, غو, ɡunʃa, ɡāni/gāli, etc.). The remaining adverbials are primarily purpose or causal clauses (examples 26-36) and temporals. In temporal adverbials when the time of the SbS is anterior to or simultaneous with that of the verb in the matrix S, the GM used is ɡān, cf., the sentences in (50-54). In many such cases the English SbS GM's when and after are used in translations.

(50) (a) mā: ket-gān-im-dā u e:ydā yoğ -idi
I leave-SbS-my-LOC he there NEG EXIST-PST

'When I left, he wasn't there' (Namangan dialect)

(b) [an equivalent to the above sentence is the following, where mā: ketgān is a relative clausue modifying pāyt]:

mā: ket-gān pāyat--im-dā u e:ydā yoğidi. (Namangan dialect)
I leave-SbS time-my-LOC

(51) With main verb in the future:
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(a) biz jonā-p ket-utgān - imiz-dā ungā sawāga ber-ā -miz
we leave -PROG SbS-our-LOC he+DAT gift give-NnP-1PL

'When we leave, we'll give him a present' (Namangan dialect)

(b) *biz jonāp ket-iš-imiz-dā ungā sawāga berāmiz
leave -SbS-our-LOC

[Remarks: It is not clear whether this sentence is unacceptable, as
maintained by the speaker of Namangan Uzbek. It might be acceptable
as a translation of 'upon leaving we give him a present' with a
habitual meaning. While one speaker rejected the above sentence,
another Uzbek, one from Andijan, accepted biz ketišmizdā ungā sawāga
beramiz; he also accepted biz ketkānimizdā ungā sawāga beramiz as
equivalent to (26a). In any case it appears that the most natural
mechanism for marking a temporal adverbial in a sentence with a main
verb in the future involves the use of (y)atkān or gān, but not (iš).]

The SbS GM gān can also be used when referring to habitual situations,
as in the following two sentences.

(52) ikki-tā nan sat-ib al-gān-ā hām āldān - ā -siz-ku
2-COUNT bread buy -SbS-LOC even be tricked-NnP-2PL-PART

'and even when you buy two loaves of bread, you get cheated' (folk
tale, Literary Uzbek) [Chālpāk yaggān kun, Tashkent 1969, p. 274]

(53) sātrānj oynā-yatgān - dā tirağdan - ni musuk-niğ
[GAME] play-PROG SbS-LOC lamp vessel-ACC cat -GEN

baš-i -gā goy-ā -mān
head-its-DAT put-NnP-1SG

'When playing satrānj I put the lamp on the cat's head' [Ibid., p.
274-275]
From the descriptions in Kononov 1960:311-313, 378-379, it appears that only гән, with the ablative case marker дән, occurs in SbS's with the postpositions keyin, соv, 'after', бери, буяң '(temporal) since', and бәшләү, тәrтiб 'starting from, since', that is, when the time of the SbS is prior to that of the matrix S.

(54) yәrim yәl-gә bar-gәn-dәg kegin, тәgәn түлкүдә yәt-иб
bar-ip
half way-DAT go-SbS-ABL after again fox reach-GER
go-GER
"......" de-di- 0
say-PST-3SG

'After (they) had gone halfway, the fox again came up (to them) and said "......"' (Andijan dialect) [Reshetov and Shааbдurаhmanaв 1962:267]

However, when a temporal SbS refers to a situation that is subsequent to the time of the verb in the matrix S (generally equivalent to a before-clause in English), the GM used is (и)л, or its suppletive negative мәс(лил), in the ablative case plus a postposition.

(55) xәt-tи ogи-ь тән ilgәри/ющий взаин, u xәпе-di
letter-ACC read-SbS-ABL before he sad+was

'Before reading the letter, he was sad' ('He was sad before he read the letter') (Andijan dialect)

[Remarks: According to the account in Kononov 1960:310, 379-380, it seems that only (и)л occurs with a postposition meaning 'before', ilgәри, буrун, ыйый, аздән plus the ablative, or алдән, алдән plus the nominative. 'Before' can also be translated by the gerundive гүңәдә/гыйлы. It is unclear how the negative is used in a before-SbS]
in Uzbek, a combination that is ungrammatical in English.] Curiously, with the postposition which expressly specifies a simultaneous temporal relationship between two verbs, bilăn 'with', either gân or (i)§ is permitted, with an apparent preference for (i)§:

(56) arã-dân ikki kun ot-i§-i bilân bulbul
 interval-ABL 2 day pass-SbS-its with nightingale

saçîy-ib ket - ib - di
get well-GER ABRUPT CHANGE-PST NnC-3SG

(Literally:) 'With the passing of two days from then, the nightingale got well.' (folk tale, Literary Uzbek) [Aziz Yaqubov, Guli degân qiz, Tashkent 1971, p. 6]

According to an Uzbek speaker, it would not make much difference in the meaning of this sentence if ot-gân-i were to be used in place of oti§i. Traditional grammars of Uzbek also provide no guidance on the difference between gân and (i)§ with the postposition bilân.
In Uzbek sentential complements there are three complement SbS GM’s ("complementizers" in standard generative terminology): (i)s, gan (and, in the progressive, (y)atkan), and dep. As seen in examples (37) and (39), the quotative dep ends a SbS containing any finite verb form, including an imperative or optative, while the other two SbS GM’s are nonfinite. The GM dep can only occur in constructions that correspond to object complements in other languages, although in terms of its surface grammatical marking marking it is clearly not an object in Uzbek. It is a gerundive and therefore an adverbial modifier of the matrix verb. It would never mark what is a subject complement in another language. The use of these three SbS GM’s with the verb bil-’, usually translated ‘know’, but in fact misleadingly so, will serve to illustrate the differences among them.

(57) With gūn:
ulār hāsān-ni māskvā-gā ket-kān- i -ni bil-ī$’$ a -di they Hasan-GEN Moscow-DAT leave-SbS-his-ACC know-PL-NnP-3rd

'They know that Hasan has gone to (left for) Moscow' (Andigan dialect)

(58) With dep:
ulār hāsān-∅ māskvā-gā ket-kān-∅ dep bil-ī$’$ a -di they Hasan-NOM Moscow-DAT go-PRF-3SG SbS
"know"-PL-NnP-3rd COMPLEMENT SbS Finite Verb COMP

'They think/suppose that Hasan has gone to Moscow' (Andigan dialect)

(59) With (i)$’$, with or without interrogative words:

(a) nimā qil-ī$’$ im-mi bil- mi: - mūn what do-SbS-my-ACC know-NEG+NnP-1SG

'I don’t know what to do' (Literally: 'I don’t know what for me to do') (folk tale, Andigan dialect) [Reshetov, Shaabdurahmanov 1962:265; the text actually gives qilismi, but this seems to be an error.]

(b) vav, vaw men bulbul - ni kim-∅ tužūt-ī$’$i -ni barks I nightingale-ACC who-NOM fix-SbS-his-ACC

bil- ʌ -mūn know-NnP-1SG

'Bow-wow, I know who will cure the nightingale' (FUTURE) (And perhaps also HYPOTHETICAL: 'I know who to cure the nightingale',
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which is ungrammatical in English) (said by a puppy in a folk tale, Literary Uzbek) [Yaqubov, op.cit., p. 6]

(c) u doppi tik-ʃ-ni bil-ʊ -di
he/she skullcap sew-SbS-ACC know-NnP-3SG

'He/She knows how to sew doppis' (Literary Uzbek)

(d) men bunhəqə quʃ-lər-ni dəvala-ʃ-ni bil-mə-yə-mən
I such bird-PL-ACC treat-SbS-ACC know-NEG-NnP-1SG

'I don’t know how to treat (i.e., try to cure) such birds,’ also 'I can’t treat such birds' (folk tale, Literary Uzbek) [Yaqubov, op.cit., p. 4]

Speakers of Uzbek relate that there is more "certainty" to the proposition 'Hasan went to Moscow' in sentence (57) than in (58), which they contend is equivalent to (60) with the verb oylə-

'think' (from oy ‘thought, idea’):

(60) ulər həsən məskvlə-gə ket-kən-ə dep oylə-ʃ - ə -
di Allah Moscow-DAT go-PRF-3SG SbS

'they think that Hasan has gone to Moscow.' (Andijan dialect)

Hence, there is a genuine shift in meaning for the verb bil-
depending upon the complementizer it occurs with: 'know' with the
SbS GM gən and 'think, suppose' with dep. Thus the speaker
commits himself to the truth of the SbS in (57), as is
characteristic of the verb know, but not in (58). Notice that
bil- retains the meaning 'know' with (i)ʃ, which marks a SbS
expressing a hypothetical, habitual, or future situation, of, the
examples in (59). Notice, however, that it is difficult to
establish propositions and truth values with these sentences: in
(59a) perhaps the proposition underlying the SbS is 'I should/can do something', which per se seems almost universally true. What seems to be inferred in this type of construction with subjects other than the first person singular is just as unclear, and thus the difficulty in determining the underlying proposition is not a consequence of the 1st person singular negative for know. Notice that the proposition expressed by the SbS in the future sense of (59b) would have stated right afterwards, "...but only if the bird is covered by the right insurance," in which case he would be casting doubt on the proposition that he seems to be presupposing. Finally, in (59c) the proposition 'he/she sews doppis' seems to be true, but when the matrix verb is negated, 'He/She doesn't know how to sew doppis', it is no longer true, and the standard test for presupposition, constancy under negation, fails. In (59d) the proposition of the SbS is also inferred to be false. All these considerations indicate that while bil- retains the meaning 'know' with the complementizer (i)X, it cannot be assumed that the speaker commits himself to the truth of the proposition expressed by the (i)X-SbS in the same way as he does with the sbS GM gHn.

As demonstrated in sentence (60), the verb oy1H- 'think' takes as a complementizer the quotative dep. This property is completely consistent with the postulated distinction of speaker commitment/noncommitment in SbS's since semantically the verb think represents noncommitment par excellence. It is ungrammatical to use gHn as a complement SbS GM: 13
(61) *u meniŋ qawl-y ib ket-gan-im-ni oylä- y -di
    he I+GEN flee-GER away-SbS-my-ACC think-NnP-3SG

'He thinks I have run away.' (Literary Uzbek)

When the verb oylä- occurs with the SbS GM (i)§, the time of the
embedded SbS is explicitly future:

(62) u meniŋ qawl-y ib ket-i§-im-ni oylä- y -di
    he I+GEN flee-GER away-SbS-my-ACC think-NnP-3SG

'He thinks that I will run away.' (Literary Uzbek) [cf., the
future sense of (59b)]

The following list of examples should indicate how the SbS
GM's qawl, (i)§, and dep are used, examples (63-80).

(63) With (i)§ exclusively—with the predicates keräk 'necessary,
    needed', mumkin 'possible', where the complement SbS is the
    subject of the sentence:

    u bazar-gå bar-i§-i mumkin
    he bazaar-DAT go-SbS-his possible

'Ins possible he's going to the market' (Kokand dialect)

[Remarks: For an example of (i)§ + keräk, see (79). When Uzbeks
were asked to translate a sentence with a perfect tense embedded
in the predicate 'it is possible...', they would give a perfect
noncommittal with the sentential adverb ehtimal (borrowed from
Arabic through Tajik), sentence (64), or a construction with keräk
which is rather idiosyncratic and therefore ignored here, (65).

(64) ehtimal u bazar-gå ket-kändur
    possibly he bazaar-DAT go-PRF NnC
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'It's possible that he has gone to the market', 'he's probably gone to the market' (Namangan dialect)

(65) ehtimal u bazar-gā ket-kān bol-shā-ŋ kerāk  
possibly he bazaar-DAT go-PRF NN+3SG necessary

'It's possible he has gone to the market', 'he's probably gone to the market' (Andijan dialect)

Thus it is clear that kerāk and munkin cannot occur with the gān-complement SbS.]

(66) With (i)ŋ (only ?) on object complement: 'like'

mān suz-iš-ti yāxāi kor - ā -mān [yāxāi kor-
'like']
I swim-SbS-ACC good see-regard-NnP-1SG

'I like to swim/swimming' (Kokand dialect)

(67) With (i)ŋ (only ?): 'want'

(a) biz māskvā-gā bar-iš-ti ha:lā-di-k  
we Moscow-DAT go-SbS-ACC want-PST-1PL

'We wanted to go to Moscow' (Kokand dialect)

(b) u siz-zi išlā - ŋ -i:z-zi ha:lā-y-di  
he you-GEN work-SbS-your-ACC want-NnP-3SC

'He wants you to work' (Kokand dialect)

(68) With (i)ŋ or dep, but not gān:; 'promise'

(a) u ald-im-gā ettēːː  kel-iš-gā vā:dā  bid-di-ŋ  
he front-my-DAT tomorrow come-SbS-DAT promise give-PST-3SG

(where biddi<berdi] 'He promised to come see me tomorrow'
(Namangan dialect)

(b) u aldimgā ettēːː  kel- ā -mān dep vā:dā biddi  
[= (68a)]

come-NnP-1SG SbS  

SbS
(c) u ertägä meniki-gä kel-ä-män deb vä:dä ber-di-g
he tomorrow mine-DAT come-Nnp-1SG SbS promise
give-Pst-3SG

'He promised to come to my place tomorrow' (Literary Uzbek)

(d) With gän:

*u ertägä menikigä kel-gän-gä vä:dä berdi (Literary Uzbek)
he come-SbS-DAT

[Remarks: The "quotative" SbS GM dep does not always close off
direct quotes, as is clear from (68b) and (68c). In the SbS's of
two of these two sentences there are two different referents for the 1st
person singulars—the 'my' of ald-im-ga or meniki-gä refers to the
speaker of the entire sentence, while the 'I' of kelä-män refers
to the subject of the sentence, u 'he'. In the elicitation of
these sentences, there may have been some confusion over whether
the Russian ko mne meant 'to me' or 'to my place' because of the
genuine ambiguity of the phrase, but there can be no doubt that
the speakers intended to use the first person forms rather than
the second person equivalents (ald-im-gä, seniki-gä, in the
familiar form), which presumably would have been in the actual
promise as addressed to the present speaker, 'I'll come see you'
or 'I'll come to your place'. Of course, the time adverbial
'tomorrow' need not have been in the actual statement either.
Only the person/number and tense/mood on the verb appear to be
identical with the original message. This capacity of dep to
permit something other than a verbatim quotation is further
evidence that it is a true complementizer and not just a quotative
grammatical item that would correspond to the English "end quote".
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Other evidence comes from the use of dep with verbs like oyln- 'think' and in purpose/causal clauses, where no message need ever be uttered.]

(69) With qān, but not (i)š or dep (?): 'regret'

(a) padšah-dān rediska al-qān-im učun pušayıman-mān pasha-ABL radish take-SBS-my for regretful-1SG COP

'I regret (I am regretful) that I took a radish from the pasha.'
(Literary Uzbek)

(b) *padšahdān rediska al-iš-im učun pušayımanmān

[=(69a)]

take-SBS-my

[Remarks: It is possible that with future time reference, the Sbs GM could be (i)š, ex., ñadšahdān rediska ališi učun pušayıman bolādi, where bolādi serves as the future copula, 'He'll regret taking a radish from the pasha', but there is no such example available. Notice that if this sentence is grammatical, the speaker does not necessarily commit himself to the truth of the proposition expressed by the Sbs, 'he will take a radish from the pasha'. It would be conceivable that the potential thief could be dissuaded from his aim through warnings of the dire consequences.]

(70) With qān and (i)š, but not dep: 'be good'

(a) saddā bol-qān-i yaxši-š simple be-SBS-his good-COP

'It's good that he's simple (unpretentious)' (Literary Uzbek)
[Kononov 1960:370]

(b) sen bilān qā-plā-š - mā-gān-im yaxši-š you with speak-RECIP-NEG-SBS-my good-COP
'It's good that I didn't speak with you.' (Literary Uzbek) [Kononov 1960:370]

(c) gazeta argāli šu tip māşūlat-lār-niŋ al-ib bar-il-iš-i
newspaper through this type exercise-PL-GEN bring-PASS-Sbs-Poss
judu ḭāxši-∅
very good-COP

'It's very good that these sorts of exercises (studies) are brought up in the newspaper.' (Literary Uzbek) [newspaper Uzbekistan şədəbiyati və sənəd-ñi, 20 April 1984, p. 5]

[Remarks: Sentence (70c) makes a general observation; if gān had been used, the translation would have been 'It's very good that these sorts of exercises have been (were) brought up in the newspaper.' The complementizer dep cannot occur with a subject complement, as required by the adjective Ḫāxši 'good'.]

(71) With gān or (j)iš, but not dep (?): 'be surprised'

(a) mān uni ḥunāqā tez čap-kān-i-gā hāyran qal-di- m
I he+GEN so fast run-Sbs-his-DAT surprised
"be"-PST-1sg

'I was surprised that he ran (had run) so fast.' (Kokand dialect)

(b) mān uni ḥunāqā tez čap-ňūtkān- i-gā hāyran - mān
I he+GEN so fast run-PROG Sbs-his-DAT surprised-1sg COP

'I'm surprised that he's running so fast.' (Kokand dialect)

(c) man uni sunaqā tez cap-is - i -ga hayran - man
I he+GEN so fast run-Sbs-his-DAT surprised-1sg COP

'I'm surprised that he runs so fast' or 'I'm surprised he's such a fast runner' (Kokand dialect)

(d) *men u tez yugur-di-∅ deb hāyran bol-di-m
I he fast run-PST-3SG SbS surprised be-PST-1SG

'I was surprised that he ran fast.' (Literary Uzbek)

[Remarks: The word hāyran can also mean in certain combinations 'be confused/dumbfounded', and it appears that in this case it can occur with dep. A noticeable shift in meaning with different complements does not seem unusual in light of the change observed in the case of bil-, examples (57-59).]

(72) With qān or (i)ḫ, but not dep (?): 'forget'

(a) uni toy-qān bar-qān-i-ni es -im-nān
   he+GEN feast-DAT go-SbS-his-ACC memory-my-ABL
   ğiğ - ār - ip - pān
   go out-CAUS-PST Nnc-1SG
   'I forgot that he had gone to the (wedding) feast' (Literally; 'I let go from my memory his having gone to the feast') (Kokand dialect)

(b) uni it-tān qorq- iḫ - i - ∅ es -im-nān ğiğ - ip
   he/she+GEN dog-ABL fear-SbS-his-NOM memory-my-ABL go out-GER
   qa - p - ti [from galipti]
   CVC-PST Nnc-3SG
   'I forgot that he/she's afraid of dogs' (Literally; 'His/Her being afraid of dogs left my memory') (Kokand dialect)

(c) kitap-ti apkel-iḫ - ti es -im-nān ğiğ - ār - ip -
   book-ACC bring-SbS-ACC memory-my-ABL go out-CAUS-PST
   Nnc-1SG
   'I forgot to bring the book' (Kokand dialect)

(73) With qān, (i)ḫ, or dep: 'ask'

(a) ulā hāsān qāygā ket-ti-y dep surā-ḫ-ti - ∅
   they Hasan where go-PST-3SG SbS ask-PL-PST-3rd
   'They asked where Hasan had gone' (Namangan dialect)

(b) ulā hāsān-ni qāygā ket-gān-i-ni surā-ḫ-ti - ∅
they Hasan-GEN where go-Sbs-his-ACC ask-PL-PST-3rd

'They asked where Hasan had gone' (Namangan dialect)

(c) u mājlis bašlän-gān -- bašlän-mā-gān-i-ni surū-di-$f$
he meeting begin-Sbs begin-NEG-Sbs-POSS-ACC ask-PST-3SG

'He asked whether the meeting had begun (or not)', (Literary Uzbek) [Kollektiv 1976:472]

(d) biz uni qāygū ket-i$w$-i-ni surū-du-k
we he+GEN where go-Sbs-his-ACC ask-PST-1PL

'We asked where he would (will) go' (Namangan dialect)

(74) qān in counterfactual Sbs's: 'pretend'

(a) men oz-im-di uxlā-gān - qā sal-di - m
I self-my-ACC sleep-Sbs-DAT put-PST-1SG

'I pretended to be asleep' (Literally: 'I put myself to sleeping') (Andijan dialect)

(b) men oz-im-di oqi - yātkān - qā sal-di - m
I self-my-ACC read-PROG Sbs-DAT put-PST-1SG

'I pretended to be reading' ('I put myself to being reading')
(Andijan dialect)

[Remarks: In these two sentences, the speaker commits himself to
the falsity, and not the truth, of the propositions 'I was asleep'
and 'I was reading'. The existence of the Sbs GM gan in such
counterfactuals suggests either that the precise distinction
involved in Uzbek Sbs's is to be stated as speaker commitment to a
truth value of a proposition, whether true or false, or that under
certain circumstances speaker commitment to truth is reversed in
truth value.]

(75) Counterfactual Sbs 'as if':

Karātay biraz oylān-ib, baš-i qizi-gān kābi,
[NAME] a little think-GER head-his heat up-Sbs like
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doppi -si - ni kursi-gū al-ib qoy-di - ŋ
skullcap-his-ACC chair-DAT take-GER put-PST-3SG

'Karatay, thinking a little, took and put his doppi on the chair, as if his head was heating up (had heated up).' (Literary Uzbek) [Abdurahmanov 1958:206]

[Remarks: In this case, as in (74), the speaker implies that the proposition expressed by the qān-SbS, 'his head was heating up', is not true. In fact, qān occurs regularly in Uzbek comparison SbS's marked by the suffixes -dāy/dek or the postpositions kābi, singāri 'like, as, as if, such as', whether the proposition expressed by the SbS is assumed to be true or false. In a phrase such as yuqari qāyō qil-qān-imize kābi,...'as we stressed above,...' (Literary Uzbek), it is presupposed to be true that 'we stressed so above', but in other cases, ex., (76), there seems to be no speaker commitment to the proposition underlying the comparison.

(76) čoči - qān - dāy bir zum toxtū-b qal - di - ŋ
be startled-SbS-as if a moment stop-CER SUDDEN-PST-3SG

'He stopped suddenly on a dime as if startled (frightened).' (Literary Uzbek) [Kononov 1960:280]


(77) pul qārz al-ib, ye-b ket-ış, qālbāki hujjāt-lār
money debt take-GER renege -SbS false document-PL
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'He was a master of such foul deeds as (or: of foul deeds like) borrowing money and not paying it back and making false documents.' (Literary Uzbek) [Kollektiv 1975:546]

Since comparison SbS's may be presupposed to be true or false or there may be no real inference involved, they do not shed any light on whether speaker commitment is to the truth of a proposition or to its truth value. They suggest that despite the importance of the [+NONCOMMITAL] distinction for some syntactic structures (some sentential complements, purpose/causal clauses), the SbS GM ғин may be required in a particular type of syntactic structure (comparison SbS's) without strict regard for this distinction. Such "exceptions" do not necessarily invalidate a statement of what is systematic about a linguistic phenomenon, but on the other hand they should not be ignored completely, since they may offer some insight into an alternative interpretation.

Since the overwhelming majority of cases of ғин as a SbS GM involve speaker commitment to the truth of a proposition, the distinction will be treated as such here, with the understanding that a further refinement of the analysis may lead in a different direction.)

(78) With Habitual SbS's: 'stop'

ғин ужгъ xMt yaz -iğ - ti toxtغ t -ti - m
I he+DAT letter write-SbS-ACC stop=CAUS-PST-1SG

'I stopped writing him letters' (Kokand dialect)

(79) With Habitual SbS's: 'quit'
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u papiris yek-i$ - ti thux-$ - i$ ker$n
he cigarette draw-SbS-ACC throw-SbS-his necessary

'He must quit smoking' (Literally: 'It is necessary that he abandon drawing cigarettes') (Kokand dialect)

[Remarks: The complements of verbs like toxt$t-$ 'stop', thux-$ (cf., Literary Uzbek thux$-) 'quit' are classic

"presupposition-triggers", linguistic structures that regularly give rise to presuppositions, and it seems that the propositions underlying the SbS's in (78) and (79), 'I was writing him letters' and 'he smokes', are presupposed to be true. These propositions also remain true when the main S's are negated. But the SbS GM here is not q$hn, the apparent reason being that the situation in the SbS is of necessity habitual, a condition requiring the use of (i)$$. However, habituals in presupposed SbS's exhibit an interesting property; they can be denied in a conjoined sentence without a contradiction arising. For instance, the sentence 'I didn't stop writing him letters' can be followed by 'but when he didn't write me, I wouldn't write him (letters)', whereby the proposition 'I was writing (or: used to write) him letters' contrasts with the assertion 'I wouldn't write him letters'. In addition, the tense relationship of the propositions in positive-negative pairs of habitual SbS's seem to be different. Thus in the pairs 'he quit smoking' and 'he didn't quit smoking', the inference being expressed seem to be 'he used to smoke' [PAST HABITUAL] and 'he smokes' [PRESENT HABITUAL], respectively.
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"Pseudo-Cleft" and Hypothetical Nominalization in Equational S:

\( \text{ylān-īg adām ol-dir - iš bol- sā - ʃ} \)

\( \text{think-SBS-your person die-CAUS-SBS be-NnP CND-3SG} \)

\( \text{REL CL NOMINALIZATION} \)

\( \text{hatām orn - i gū meni ol - dir - ʃ !} \)

[NAME] place-his-DAT I+ACC die-CLAUS-IMP

'If what you're thinking about is to kill someone, kill me instead of Hatam!' (or: 'If what you're contemplating is killing...!')

(Literary Uzbek, from folk tale) [Chālpāk yaggān kun, Tashkent 1969, p. 253]

[Remarks: In Uzbek, relative clauses can occupy an entire NP, without an overt head noun. In English such a construction is usually translated by what (=that which), the one(s) who, those who, etc. In this instance, the nominalized relative clause resembles the English pseudo-cleft construction, and as expected, the proposition expressed by the SBS, 'you are thinking about something' ('you contemplate something'), is presupposed to be true. Although the speaker believes the addressee is contemplating a murder or execution, the addressee's intention is still hypothetical, hence the (i)ʃ on adām oldiriʃ. The word oldiriʃ can also be regarded as a lexical nominalization '(a/the) killing', the marker (i)ʃ being frequently used to form such items—ex., gurīliʃ 'construction' from gur- 'build' + ili [PASSIVE] = iʃ; kopāytyriʃ 'multiplication, breeding' from kop 'many' + šy [Vb Formative] + tir [CAUSATIVE] + ili; etc.]

To summarize then, the paradigm of SBS GM's in Uzbek can be reflected in the following temporal/aspectual/modal terms, where "ST" refers to "stative" and "PR" to "progressive".
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME BASED:</th>
<th>NON-TIME BASED:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANTERIOR SIMULTANEOUS</td>
<td>POSTERIOR HABITUAL/TIMELESS &quot;HYPOTHETICAL&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gän</td>
<td>ūdīgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>PR: (y)atkūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(u)wci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>găn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>PR: (y)atkūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>găn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[REL CL=RELATIVE CLAUSES, ADV=ADVERBIALS, COMP=COMPLEMENTS]

The use of the terms "anterior", "simultaneous", and "posterior" in this chart emphasizes the relative time reference of the verbs in these SbS's, but as long as that aspect of the temporal relationship is borne in mind, it will also be possible to use the more common tense terminology "past", "present", and "future".

Leaving aside the exceptional cases of the present progressive (y)atkūn and the rather infrequent relative clause marker (u)wci, the following three-way pattern emerges for SbS GM's:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAST-PRESENT</th>
<th>FUTURE-HABITUAL (TIMELESS)</th>
<th>&quot;HYPOTHETICAL&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ūdīgan</td>
<td>ūdīgan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>găn</td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i)ũ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the tense distinctions in the SbS's differ from those in main Sentences, even though the number of distinctions is the same in both cases, two. In SbS's, there is a division between 168
PAST-PRESENT and FUTURE-HABITUAL, while in main Sentences, it is between PAST and NONPAST, the latter including the PRESENT, FUTURE, and HABITUAL.

At this point the question arises of whether the third category of SbS GM properly belongs under the designation "hypothetical". Some uses of Ḉıdigan, (ı)ş, and dep seem to warrant this label—the hypothetical relative clauses (similar to certain English infinitival relatives, 'the place to read', sentence (46)), purpose clauses, subject complements with keręk 'necessary', mumkin 'possible', and some other complements ('want to go', examples (67)). It should also be noted that since dep is the only SbS GM that takes a finite verb form, a dep-SbS can occur in the same sort of tense relationship as a gın- or (ı)ş-SbS. Hence the key to determining the differences that set the various SbS GM's apart involves the use of dep in SbS's. There does not appear to be any significant difference between (ı)ş and dep as markers of purpose clauses, examples (26) and (33), or as complementizers with verbs such as 'promise', sentences (68). When (ı)ş occurs in a complement with a verb that regularly takes dep, it can denote the future, as was seen with oyıl- 'think' in sentences (60) and (62). But even in such a case a synonymous sentence with dep can be produced:

(81) (a) u meniki-ğı ertzğa̱ kir- ınt- i -ni ıyı̱t- di- š
he mine-DAT tomorrow go in-SbS-his-ACC say-PST-3SG
(b) u menikỉğı̱ ertzğa̱ kir- ınt- măn deb ıyı̱tdı̱.
go in-NnP-1SG SbS
Both meaning: 'He said he would drop by my place tomorrow'
(Literary Uzbek)

There may be a semantic difference between (i) \(\hat{v}\)-Sbs’s and
dep-Sbs’s in combination with certain predicates like \(h\hat{y}r\)an where
the (i) \(\hat{v}\)-Sbs is more tightly bound semantically to the predicate,
cf., the remarks to example (71). In the case of \(h\hat{y}r\)an, the use
of dep seems to involve a shift of meaning from 'surprised' to
'confused, dumbfounded, perplexed', but this difference appears to
be idiosyncratic. Otherwise the use of dep is limited by its
surface morphological structure as an adverb (hence its inability
to mark a subject complement). However, when dep-complements
occur in the same environments as \(\hat{g}h\)n-complements, there seems to
be a systematic contrast between the two, as is shown in the
examples with the verb \(yaz\)- 'write' (37-40) and in the shift of
meaning with the verb \(bil\)- from 'know' with \(\hat{g}h\)n-complements,
sentence (57), to 'think' with dep-complements, (58). In such
instances the \(\hat{g}h\)n-complement indicates that the speaker is more
certain that the proposition expressed by the complement is true
than is the case with the dep-complement, which seems to be
explicitly noncommittal.

Unfortunately, the semantic difference is subtle, and some
speakers of Uzbek may not be as sensitive to it as others are.
For instance, a speaker of Andijan Uzbek made a clear distinction
between the two types of complements with the verb \(\hat{i}\)\(\hat{y}n\)-/\(\hat{i}\)\(\hat{y}n\)-,
generally translated 'believe'.
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(82) (a) ḥāsān-ni qaḵ-īp ket-kān-i-gā ulary išān-i-y- {{-di}}
Hasan-GEN flee-GER away-SbS-his-DAT they believe-PL-NnP-3rd
(b) ulary ḥāsān qaḵ-īp ket-kān dep išān-i-y- {{-di}}
they Hasan flee-GER away-PRF SbS believe-PL-NnP-3rd
Both meaning: ‘They believe Hasan has run away’ (Andijan dialect)

In field notes taken in 1976, it is recorded that in (82a) "it is true that Hasan ran away, but in [(82b)], no such commitment on the part of the speaker" is being made, a remark that reflects the judgments of the native speaker as to the relevant difference. But in elicitation session with other Uzbek native speakers, the situation was not nearly so clear-cut. A Bukharan speaker accepted an overt denial of the SbS proposition ‘but Hasan in fact didn’t run away’ with either of the following sentences:

(83) (a) ulary ḥāsān-ni qaḵ-īp ket-kān-i-gā išān- {{-y}} - di
they Hasan-GEN flee-GER away-SbS-his-DAT believe-NnP-3rd
(b) ulary ḥāsān qaḵ-īp ket-di-∅ dep išān- {{-y}} - di
away-PST-3SG SbS believe-NnP-3rd
’They believe that Hasan has run away’ (Bukharan dialect)

A Kokand speaker also felt that either type of sentence was acceptable with the denial. A speaker of the Samarkand dialect, when asked if a denial of a qān-complement was acceptable with išān-, preferred the placement of the subject before the verb in focus position, or at least heavy stress, with the denial.
(84) (a) meni qac-gan-im-man u iṣan- y - di, hajiqatdah men qač-ma-dī-m
I+GEN flee-SbS-my-DAT he believe-NnP-3rd in fact I flee-NEG-PST-1SG

'He believes I ran away, [but] in fact I didn't' (Samarkand dialect)

(b) u meniq qac-gan-im-man iṣan- y di, ḫamma hajiqatdah men qač-ma-dī-m
he I+GEN flee-SbS-my-DAT believe-NnP-3SG but in fact I flee-NEG-PST-1SG

'He believes I ran away but in fact I didn't.' (Literary Uzbek, but by the same speaker of Samarkand Uzbek as above)

These responses suggest that (i) speakers vary in their perception of the meaning of gān- and dep-complements, (ii) some verbs, like iṣan-, may override whatever difference there may be between the two complementizers with other verbs like yaz- and biš-, (iii) under certain marked conditions (a marked stress or focus pattern) speaker commitment to the truth of a gān-complement proposition can be overridden, (iv) a genuine dialect difference exists with respect to this distinction, or (v) several of the above apply. The ability of presuppositions to be "canceled" or "overridden", labeled "defeasibility", is a well-known property in the behavior of these pragmatic entities, and a similar property may hold for speaker (non)commitment in Uzbek SbS’s [Levinson 1983: 186-198]. It should be mentioned that during more lengthy elicitation work in which the native speaker had a fuller opportunity to grasp the distinction between acceptable and unacceptable sentences than was possible with native speakers of Uzbek, a speaker of another Turkic language, Karachay, was quite emphatic about her judgments
on the differences between qan- and dep-complements, rejecting sentence (85c) but fully accepting (85d).

(85) (a) meni qaš-ğan-im-a i:nan- a - dî
     I+GEN flee-SbS-my-DAT believe-NnP-3SG

'He believes I ran away.' (Karachay dialect)

(b) men qaš-ğan-maa dep i:nan- a - dî
     I flee-PRF-1SG SbS believe-NnP-3SG

'He believes I ran away.' (Karachay dialect)

(c) *meni qašğanıma i:nanadî, amma qaš-ma - dî- m
     but flee-NEG-FST-1SG

'He believes I ran away, but I didn't.' (Karachay dialect)

(d) men qašganma dep i:nanadî, amma qašmadîm

'He believes I ran away, but I didn't.' (Karachay dialect)

[Remarks: Both of the old Turkic verbs išan- and inan- mean
'believe; trust, rely on'. Some languages use one or the other,
and some languages, like Kirghiz, use both. It is unlikely that
there is a semantic difference between Uzbek išan- and Karachay
inan-, cf., Clauson 1972:188, 264.]

This speaker of Karachay was consistent in her evaluation of the
semantic difference between qan- and dep-complements, a reaction
similar to the one by the native speaker of Andijan Uzbek. But
whatever the reason for the divergent attitudes towards
complements with išan- in Uzbek, it was never the case that the
proposition of the dep-complement was presupposed to be true,
while the qan-complement was neutral in that regard.
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Thus, since hypotheticals are inherently noncommittal and since speaker noncommitment is a more accurate reflection of the semantics of dep-Sbs's, it would be preferable to select [NONCOMMITTAL] as the relevant feature in the Sbs GM paradigm instead of [HYPOTHETICAL]. The question then becomes, does the feature [NONCOMMITTAL] merely replace [HYPOTHETICAL] in the paradigm, leaving intact the three-distinction [PAST-PRESENT], [FUTURE-HABITUAL], and [NONCOMMITTAL], or is another scheme possible? Is a binary opposition, whereby the paradigm would be divided into [+NONCOMMITTAL] and [-NONCOMMITTAL], possible? Under such a proposal, tense would not serve to differentiate Sbs GM’s but would rather be derivative from the specification on the feature [NONCOMMITTAL]. The morphological patterning of the Sbs GM’s suggests that the division between [+NONCOMMITTAL] be between [PAST-PRESENT] gän on the one hand and the other Sbs GM’s on the other, a grouping that would be plausible if it is assumed that in Sbs’s (or at least in nonfinite Sbs’s) the speaker does not commit himself to the truth of propositions involving future or habitual situations in the same way as he does with past and present situations. In fact, there appears to be evidence in favor of such an interpretation from the ability of propositions expressed by future or habitual Sbs’s to be overtly denied without a real contradiction arising. Consider, for instance, the following examples from English involving temporal adverbials where time relationships are very clear. The selection of the nonfinite ing-verb form for the adverbial Sbs is deliberate, because it more
closely corresponds to the pattern in Turkic languages and because it appears that explicit tense marking in English SbS's prejudices the readings of such sentences in complicated ways.

(86) Before going out hunting, I checked my rifle.
(87) After going out hunting, I checked my rifle.
(88) While going out hunting, I checked my rifle.
(89) ... but I discovered it wasn't working right, so I never actually went out (hunting).
(90) Before going out hunting, I'll check my rifle.
(91) After going out hunting, I'll check my rifle.
(92) While going out hunting, I'll check my rifle.
(93) ... but if it isn't working perfectly, I won't go out (hunting).

[Remarks: For this set of sentences, it is assumed that there is no real-world preferred sequence to the actions of going out hunting and checking one's rifle for use in hunting. The statements to be made below would be applicable if a verb less connected to the subsequent denial, ex., 'clean' instead of 'check', were used.]

Whether the event time of the matrix verb is in the past or the future, the denials (89) and (93) can follow the sentences with the before-adverbial, i.e., sentences (86) and (90), and it would not be perceived by a listener that the proposition expressed by the adverbial was being contradicted. With before-SbS's, the event time of the SbS is explicitly posterior (subsequent) to the
time of the verb in the matrix $S$, and apparently because of that there is no inference on the part of the speaker whether the proposition expressed by the $SbS$ is true or not. Thus an overt denial of it does not constitute a contradiction. In the case of (86) it is clear that the speaker knows the truth value of the proposition expressed by the adverbial, namely 'I went out hunting', by the time he utters the sentence, so it is not a matter of whether or not he could commit himself to the truth of the proposition. On the other hand, after the sentences where the event time in the $SbS$ is anterior or simultaneous to that of the matrix verb, sentences (87), (88), (91), and (92), the denials (89) and (93) are clearly understood as contradictions. Notice that in contrast to (86), the speaker does not even know whether the propositions expressed by the adverbials in (91) and (92) are (going to be) true or not, since obviously events in the future cannot be predicted with absolute certainty. That is, the perception of a contradiction in the combination of sentences like (87), (88), (91), (92) with denials like (89) and (93) and the lack of contradiction in (86) + (89) or in (90) + (93) have nothing to do with real-world knowledge but with linguistic structures involved. Notice how one's perception of a possible contradiction is changed by the use of a tensed verb form: Before I went out hunting, I checked my rifle, but I discovered it wasn't working right, so I never actually went out (hunting). In addition, when habitual (timeless) situations are expressed in the
SbS, the proposition underlying the SbS may be overtly denied in a conjoined sentence without the perception of a contradiction.

(94) Past Habitual:
(a) When going out hunting, I would always check my rifle
(b) ... but when it wasn't working perfectly, I wouldn't go out (hunting).
(c) Proposition of 1st SbS: 'I would (used to) go out hunting.'
   vs. Assertion of Conjoined S: 'I wouldn't go out (hunting).'

(95) Present Habitual:
(a) When going out hunting, I always check my rifle
(b) ... and when it isn't working perfectly, I don't go out (hunting).
(c) Proposition of 1st SbS: 'I go out hunting.'
   vs. Assertion of Conjoined S: 'I don't go out (hunting).'

Recall in the discussions above about (i) $\mathcal{L}$-complements with the verb bil-'know', toxtät- 'stop', tâx‘- 'quit' that the propositions involving future or habitual complements could also be denied in a conjoined S without a real contradiction being generated. This evidence suggests a general property of the propositions expressed by future or habitual SbS's (at least nonfinite ones), that they are deniable without creating a contradiction. Thus speaker commitment to the truth of such propositions seems systematically different from speaker commitment to past or present SbS's. Hence, on cross-linguistic grounds, it is reasonable to claim that Uzbek SbS GM's expressing future or habitual situations belong to the category
[+NONCOMMITTAL], whereby Ḥadigan, (i) Ḥ, dep and ḧn are
[+NONCOMMITTAL], and ḧn is [-NONCOMMITTAL].

One other possible schema for the SbS GM paradigm should be considered here:

(96) [NONQUOTATIVE]  [QUOTATIVE]
[PAST-PRESENT]    [FUTURE-HABITUAL-HYPOTHETICAL]

\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Ḥadigan} & \text{dep} \\
\text{Ḥn} & \text{(i) Ḥ} \\
\end{array}

Such an arrangement suggests that the quotative dep is sufficiently different in syntactic behavior to warrant a separate category from both Ḥadigan/(i) Ḥ and ḧn. The SbS GM dep is indeed distinct in certain respects: morphologically it is a gerundive while the forms to which the other SbS GM's are attached function as nouns or adjectives, and syntactically it alone occurs with finite verb forms in the SbS. In addition, it, along with the verb it is derived from, de- 'say', can be used regularly to mark verbatim quotation. But as was pointed out above in the remarks on the use of dep with the verb v=ná:dáber- 'promise', sentence (68), dep does not just serve as a GM meaning something like "end-quotation", but functions as a true complementizer. Its range of use Uzbek syntax includes the following:

I. (i) Marks purpose clauses, ex., (33), (34)
(ii) Marks causal clauses, ex., (32), (35) [See also

AbdurRahmanov
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II. As complementizer: 16

(i) With verbs of communication: ḥyt- 'say, tell', sor- 'ask', j̣hayab
    ber- 'answer', ḥa:da hi- 'promise', yaz- 'write', imza ḥek-
    'sign (a letter)', buyruq ber- 'order', ḥa:rip qil-
    'describe',
    uṇ̣- 'agree', ṃasḷa: hi- 'advise', ḥi:sit- 'hear', org̣at-
    'teach', ant ịc- 'swear, vow', ḥa:gir- 'shout', etc.
Also: yi:gil- 'cry', kul- 'laugh'.

(ii) With verbs describing a mental state: oyḷ- 'think', i:yan-
    'believe', bil- 'think, suppose', qar- 'regard, consider',
    fikr
    qil- 'think', umid qil- 'hope', etc.
Also: ḥyṛaṭa qal-/ḥyran bol- 'be dumbfounded, be
    perplexed'
    [can also be translated 'be surprised', cf., (71)], x̣yp̣ bol-
    'be sad', gorg- 'be afraid, fear', etc.

III. 'as' in structures like 'consider as', 'regard as':

(97)(a) biz uni zor o:j̣li)i [<j̣uḷa:i] dep
we he-ACC great singer
as
isaẉi-y-miz
count-NnP-LPL

'Ve consider him a great singer' (Namangan dialect)

Unlike in English, a complete SbS may occur in this construction
with an accusative direct object:
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It is natural that the quotative dep should occur with verbs that report an act of communication, either verbatim or not, or convey a state of mind, dispositions, beliefs, hopes, etc., at least of states of mind capable of being expressed in terms of a proposition. However, not every mental state capable of being expressed in terms of a proposition is encoded by means of the quotative dep. In particular, those propositions known to be true are not marked by dep-complements, as is shown in the shift in meaning for the verb bil- from 'know' with gān-complements to 'think', cf., examples (57), (58). Even the major exception to the generalization that bil- with gān-complements means 'know' supports this view. As is well-known [cf., Levinson 1983:186], when the factive verb know has a first person subject, is nonpast, and is negated, the proposition expressed by its complement is not presupposed to be true; that is, 'I don't know that Nadir has delivered the message' does not presuppose 'Nadir has delivered the message,' and English speakers prefer to use the SbS GM 'whether' rather than 'that' in such sentences. But as the following dialogue illustrates, bil- can be used with a gān-complement to mean 'think' in this context:

(98)(a) [The pasha asks fisherman brought before him:] nimmā jinayāt qil-gān ed-g?
what crime do-PST PRF-2SG

'What crime had you committed?'

(b) [The fisherman responds:] ey uluq ʾah-im, men heʾ
great king-ly I no qunday jinayt qil-gān-im-ni bil - mā-y -mēn
(what) sort of crime do-Sbs-my-ACC "know"-NEG-NnP-1SG

'I don’t think that I have committed any kind of crime.'

(c) jāllad -- deb būqir-ib - di ʾah -- nimā jinayt
executioner Sbs shout-PST Nnc-3SG king what crime
qil-gān-i-ni bil-ʾmā-gān-i učun baš-i-ni kes-iqlār
do-Sbs-his-ACC know-NEG-Sbs-his for head-his-ACC cut-PL IMP

"Executioner," shouted the king, "cut off his head for not
knowing what crime he has committed." (Literary Uzbek) [Chūlpāk
yaggān kun, Tashkent 1969, p.390]

In (98b), heʾ qunday 'no kind of' regularly occurs with a negated
verb in the same S, but in this case, the negative is on the
matrix verb, a pattern resembling "NEG-raising" in English. Yet
in (98c) the negative suffix mā clearly refers to the matrix verb,
and not to the Sbs verb; that is, the sentence does not mean 'cut
off his head for knowing what crime he has not committed.'

"NEG-raising", in whatever form it should be represented in a
grammar, applies to bil- when it means 'think', but not when it
means 'know', a situation comparable to that in English with the
two separate verbs think and know. It should be further noted
that while no native speaker of Uzbek has been consulted on this
matter, it seems likely that a dep-complement would not be used in
sentence (98c) to express the mental state involved, since such a
substitution would mean 'cut off his head for not thinking what
crime he has committed' or possibly 'cut off his head for thinking
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what crime he has not committed.' Of course, the humor in this
dialogue stems from the two meanings of bil- and the use of the
gânum-complement in (98c) by which the pasha demonstrates that he is
presuming guilt; he is thus committing himself to the truth of the
proposition 'he has committed some crime.' Such evidence suggests
that dep is not just the 'complementizer of choice' for certain
verbs of communication and mental state, but that it fits into a
systematic opposition with another SbS GM, namely gânum. Support
for the existence of this opposition also comes from the semantics
of verbs that cannot presuppose their complements, like oyla-
'think', which regularly take dep as a complementizer but not gânum,
and verbs that normally presuppose their complements, like agâla-
'understand, realize', which apparently do not occur with dep.
Verbs like bil-, yaz-, and at least for some speakers, ayan-
'believe' demonstrate a systematic difference in meaning depending
upon the use of the two complementizers. On the other hand, as
was shown above, it is difficult to define a systematic difference
between (i)ya- and dep-SbS's. Thus the behavior of dep is
consistent with the view that it expresses noncommitment on the
part of the speaker towards the truth of the proposition
underlying the SbS it marks, and if, as argued above, it is proper
to regard SbS's expressing future or habitual situations as
noncommittal, it would seem appropriate to include dep within the
category of noncommittal SbS GM's along with âdigan and (i)ya. In
short, the rationale for classifying dep as a "quotative", namely
that it exhibits distinctive syntactic properties, has no substantive semantic justification.

In conclusion, the paradigm of SbS GM's exhibits the following dichotomy:

(99) [-NONCOMMITTAL] (Unmarked)  [+NONCOMMITTAL] (Marked)

\[ \text{g\text{\textdollar}n} \]

\[ \text{\textdollar}d\text{\text{\textdollar}g\text{\textdollar}n} \text{ (in REL CL's)} \]

\[ (i)^{\text{\textdollar}g} \text{ (in other SbS's)} \]

\[ \text{dep} \]

Two other marked distinctions can be formally expressed:

1. [-NONCOMMITTAL, +PROGRESSIVE]: (y)atk\text{\textdollar}n \text{ (in SbS's expressing simultaneous situations)}

2. [+NONCOMMITTAL, +HABITUAL]: (u)^{\text{\textdollar}i} \text{ (in REL CL's)}

Temporal relationships in SbS's are derivative by convention--[PAST, PRESENT] for [-NONCOMMITTAL] SbS's, [FUTURE, HABITUAL, HYPOTHETICAL] for \text{\textdollar}d\text{\textdollar}g\text{\textdollar}n or (i)^{\text{\textdollar}g}, while the tense of the verb in a dep-SbS is established as if there were two "speech times", one for the matrix verb and one for the SbS verb.

Thus the introduction of a single grammatical feature [+NONCOMMITTAL] provides for a unified treatment of opposition in both main S's and SbS's. In main S's the feature serves to differentiate Indicative forms from the set of verbs (\text{\textdollar}r, (i)p, g\text{\textdollar}n, \text{\textdollar}k\text{\textdollar}n, etc., and for that matter, from all other finite verb forms, while in SbS's, it defines the major division between g\text{\textdollar}n and (y)atk\text{\textdollar}n on the one hand and \text{\textdollar}d\text{\textdollar}g\text{\textdollar}n, (u)^{\text{\textdollar}i}, (i)^{\text{\textdollar}g}, and dep on the other. However, the relevance of [+NONCOMMITTAL] to both main and SbS's should not imply an exact parallelism in the two types
of paradigms. For instance, under the analysis presented above, it is impossible in SbS's to distinguish between a future situation the truth of which the speaker commits himself to and one where he does not, while in main S's, the difference between such future situations can be expressed by means of the opposition pair, nonpast $\#y$ and $(\#)r$. Also, since only dep permits a $[\pm$PERFECT$]$ distinction to be expressed in SbS's, the only perfect tense distinctions to be found in SbS's will necessarily be noncommittal. The unmarked members of the opposition, i.e., $[-$NONCOMMITTAL$]$ forms, consist of Indicatives in main S's and $g\ddot{n}$, $(y)ak\ddot{h}n$ forms in SbS's.

At this point it might be worthwhile to examine more thoroughly the relationship between the postulated grammatical distinction $[\pm$NONCOMMITTAL$]$ and the notion of presupposition as currently employed in linguistic pragmatics. As defined here, the opposition $[\pm$NONCOMMITTAL$]$ involves speaker commitment or noncommitment (sometimes abbreviated hereafter as "speaker (non)commitment") to the truth (or truth value) of a proposition expressed linguistically by an S, where as presupposition is a pragmatic relationship associated with parts of sentences, not necessarily S's. Among the "parts" of sentences that can give rise to presuppositions, "presupposition-triggers", are definite descriptions like 'the king of philosophy', which in a regular sentential context presupposes the existential proposition 'there is a king of philosophy'. Since speaker (non)commitment refers only to S's, presupposition in this respect pertains to a larger
set of linguistic structures than does speaker (non)commitment. But since the latter is significant for entire declarative sentences, in its capacity as the feature that distinguishes nonindicatives from indicatives, its domain is wider than that of presupposition. Nevertheless, there are linguistic structures to which both speaker (non)commitment and presupposition apply, Sbs's, and it would therefore be possible to compare the two notions strictly with regard to these linguistic structures. It might be supposed, merely looking at the terminology used here, that one major difference between presupposition and speaker (non)commitment lies in explicit speaker involvement in the latter concept. Although presupposition is frequently treated as a property of an utterance independent of the utterer, the incorporation of speaker orientation into the notion, quite commonly done in the linguistic literature, does not seem to be at all incompatible with an acceptable theory of presupposition [Levinson 1983:178, 213, 218, etc.]. Thus the primacy of the speaker in the concept of (non)commitment has no special merit with respect to presupposition. On the other hand, speaker (non)commitment as formulated above is closely connected with tense, in particular, with the claim that speakers do not commit themselves to the truth of propositions expressed by future or habitual Sbs's (or at least nonfinite Sbs's). No similar tense restriction has been accepted into the standard concept of presupposition--whether a systematic reference to tense might be able to clear up some problematic matters in the theory of
presupposition or not. The point is that presupposition has been treated as if tense were irrelevant in the determination of presupposed status. Another point of contrast stems from the status of speaker (non)commitment as a grammatical opposition. It has been mentioned in this discussion, without, however, much justification, that markedness theory applies to the feature [NONCOMMITTAL] as it does to other linguistic oppositions.

Markedness theory in syntax offers possible explanations for the formal morphological means used for expressing oppositions and perhaps even provides mechanisms for characterizing exceptional behavior (by defining shifts in markedness values), but it has not been applied to the notion of presupposition. Presupposed propositions are not ordinarily thought of as being in opposition to nonpresupposed propositions, and markedness theory refers specifically to paired distinctions. It is not altogether implausible that some form of markedness could be used to specify the contexts ("marked contexts") in which presuppositions can be canceled, but such a proposal has not yet been elaborated for presupposition theory. In fact, whether presupposition theory would benefit from the introduction of speaker orientation, greater attention to tense, or the application of markedness theory is not really at issue here. Since these features have not traditionally been regarded as significant elements of presupposition theory (except perhaps speaker orientation), the concept of speaker (non)commitment developed here for Uzbek diverges from presupposition in precisely these respects. It
would therefore be inaccurate to represent the function of the GM gan within the domain of Uzbek SbS's as a means of "grammaticalizing" the pragmatic concept of presupposition, at least as the term "presupposition" is currently understood in pragmatics. But clearly, speaker (non)commitment and presupposition share a similar orientation, with truth value as a defining characteristic and constancey of truth value under negation as a major operational test. Further research is called for to determine if the differences between the two concepts can, or should, be reconciled with one another.

Finally, while the distinction [+NONCOMMITTAL] has been developed to conform to the language-specific conditions obtaining in the Uzbek finite verb and SbS GM paradigms, it would be legitimate to consider whether the putative paradigmatic relationship observed has any validity in other languages. It is well-known that in the main verb paradigms of various other languages there are forms labeled as "evidentials", "suppositionals", "presumptives", "inferentials", "dubitatives", etc., and that quotative particles of various types are familiar SbS GM's, but less concern has been shown in linguistics to try to correlate the uses of evidentials and quotatives within the syntactic component of a single language. Perhaps this lack of interest stems from the traditional focus in the study of evidentials on the "source of information" as a defining characteristic. For instance, Jakobson 1957 attempts a
classification of what he calls "generic verbal categories" and within this framework defines the category "evidential" as taking into account three events—a narrated event, a speech event, and a narrated speech event (E\textsc{ns}), namely the alleged source of information about the narrated event. The speaker reports an event on the basis of someone else's report (quotative, i.e., hearsay evidence), of a dream (revelative evidence), of a guess (presumptive evidence) or of his own previous experience (memory evidence). [Jakobson 1957:4; also Jakobson 1971:135]

(Since it appears that Jakobson is highlighting the "narrated speech event" or the "alleged source of information" here, the feature [+SECONDARY SOURCE] will be used in this discussion to represent the verbal category, and "evidential" will refer to a verb form explicitly marked for [+SECONDARY SOURCE]. Otherwise, his definition of "evidential" becomes an ostensive list of items that happen to qualify; for instance, it is not immediately clear why a statement based on someone else's report should be similar to a statement based on one's own dream.)

Jakobson is also concerned with "reported speech", that is, "message referring to message", which seems to be an elementary part of linguistic communication. He maintains that within reported speech "there is a multiplex scale of linguistic processes for quoted and quasi-quoted speech; oratio recta, obliqua, and various forms of 'represented discourse' (style
indirect libre)" [Ibid., p. 1 (in 1971 version, p. 130)].

Although it is not clear from Jakobson’s remarks how reported speech is to be treated in a grammar of a language, let us assume here that it can also be represented by a feature opposition [+REPORTED SPEECH]. While it is undeniable that the reporting of another’s speech is an universal linguistic capability, it can legitimately be questioned whether an opposition such as [+SECONDARY SOURCE] or [+REPORTED SPEECH] ever serves as a grammatically relevant distinction, or in other words, whether the linguistic mechanisms involved in expressing reported speech or secondary/source perform just that function, and nothing else. Or is it not that the representation of reported speech/secondary source is always subsumed under the representation of some other kind of linguistic process? Thus, for instance, in Indo-European languages, indirect discourse is encoded in the same way as sentential complements, and direct quotes are achieved by simple sentence concatenation.

Of course, it is not the Indo-European language family where one might expect to observe a distinction like [+SECONDARY SOURCE]/[+REPORTED SPEECH], but rather languages with both evidentials and quotatives. But even in these languages, the question remains whether the linguistic mechanisms that generate evidential forms and quotative structures perform just that task or whether they are a part of more general processes. In particular, are they a part of the processes used to express speaker attitude towards the validity of the S being expressed?
It should be clear that speaker noncommitment as a distinction in main Sentences encompasses any form whose meaning is compatible with the \([+\text{SECONDARY SOURCE}/[+\text{REPORTED SPEECH}]\) distinction, since, in the case of [SECONDARY SOURCE], speaker noncommitment covers any situation based on a non-primary, derivative source of information and since, in the case of [REPORTED SPEECH], speaker commitment, by definition, does not extend to the speech of others. However, there are some circumstances to which speaker noncommitment is applicable but with which [SECONDARY SOURCE]/[REPORTED SPEECH] appears less compatible—(1) when the speaker himself is involved in the situation being expressed, (2) when the speaker has merely inferred the situation being conveyed, or (3) when the speaker explicitly casts doubt on the accuracy of the statement he is making. In the first case, whereby the verb form is in the first person singular, speaker noncommitment to the truth or validity of the statement being made seems to represent the semantics of the sentence better than the concepts of secondary source or reported speech. See, for instance, the examples and remarks above at the end of Section 2.2.1, to which the examples (72a) and (72c) involving the construction meaning 'forget', a common use of the Noncommittal, can be added. The second case can be illustrated by the sentence (100) from Modern Turkish:

(100) kar \(\text{ya:} - \text{mat}^{\text{x}} - \emptyset\)
    snow \(\text{fall-NN} \text{C PST(or:PRP)}-3SG\)

'it has snowed, snow has fallen' (Turkish)
There are three possible interpretations for this sentence: a straightforward perfect sense, in which case it is synonymous with kar ya:mîx-tîr, with the overt perfect marker -tîr; a "secondary source" or "reported speech" sense, in which case the speaker has been told that it has snowed; or an "inferential" sense, in which case the speaker has ascertained from observing some state, ex., the ground newly covered with snow, an event he cannot attest to [example from Lewis 1967:122]. However, with sufficient flexibility in the definition of "secondary source" or "reported speech" or with the deliberate inclusion of first-person cases and inferred circumstances (cf., Jakobson's definition of the evidential above), it would seem possible to dismiss such objections. It might then turn out to be a futile exercise to try to determine whether verb forms in main Sentences like Uzbek (ä)r, (i)p, gân ãkân, etc., should be regarded as "noncommittals" or "evidentials". Either type of category could constitute a suitable contrast to indicative forms. Yet, in the third case mentioned above, in a language which permits the speaker to express definite doubt about a statement, i.e., in a language with dubitative forms, it would appear that, if it would be desirable to do so, they can more readily be accommodated within the set of "noncommittals" than within the "evidentials", since the former refer specifically to speaker attitude while the latter focus on the secondary or reported status of the information being conveyed [cf., the remarks at the end of Section 2.2.1].
These two approaches, while perhaps not crucially different in main Sentences, seem to lead to substantially different consequences in SbS’s, depending upon how the grammatical opposition is integrated into the SbS GM paradigm. For instance, in Uzbek, the SbS GM paradigm for which the opposition [+NONCOMMITTEL] is selected has the configuration (99), while one based on the opposition [+REPORTED SPEECH]/[+SECONDARY SOURCE] would look like the schema (96), where the ad hoc feature [+QUOTATIVE] was used. Of course, the details of such paradigms would vary among the languages with quotative markers, but the implications of any such paradigmatic configurations would remain constant: is it important in a language to be able to distinguish between "reported speech" ("secondary source") and non-"reported speech" (non-"secondary source")? Is [+REPORTED SPEECH]/[+SECONDARY SOURCE] a "primitive" (elementary) opposition or is it merely one type of a more general process? In the case of Uzbek, the paradigm based on [+QUOTATIVE] was rejected because it failed to indicate why dep-SbS’s were often synonymous with (i)⁸-SbS’s, but not with g̲h̲₃-SbS’s, and because it failed to account for the systematic nonoccurrence of dep-complements with mental state verbs the complements of which are known to be true. It is quite possible that other languages exhibit the kinds of regularities observed in Uzbek, and if so, there would be strong evidence that speaker (non)commitment is a more accurate representation of the opposition underlying surface evidential and quotative forms. It is conceivable that a pattern of grammatical
markings in SbS's exists that suggests the opposite conclusion, namely that [REPORTED SPEECH] or [SECONDARY SOURCE] more accurately reflects the relevant distinction. For instance, there might be grounds for such an approach in a language if there were no consistent semantic difference between quotative and nonquotative SbS GM's, if verbs require specific complementizers, quotative and nonquotative, in an arbitrary, idiosyncratic way, if in addition to verbs of communication, any verb of mental state, including those like know that take presupposed complements, can occur with the quotative, etc. Only further research on diverse languages containing evidentials/quotatives/noncommittals can reveal the dominant cross-linguistic patterns involved and resolve this issue. But it is important that research of this sort be directed in ways that address the problem of speaker (non)commitment, if it seems to be relevant in a language, since much previous research has been confined to noting that there exist evidentials and quotatives in a language, without proceeding to an an examination of their paradigmatic relationships with other forms.

That such research might prove fruitful and might tend to support the concept of speaker (non)commitment is suggested by a cursory examination of the data from two other consistent verb-final languages, Japanese and Lahu, which exhibit interesting similarities to the Uzbek patterns. In Japanese there are three main sentential complementizers, no, koto, and to, which bear some resemblance to Uzbek gññ, (i)gñ, and dep, respectively [data from
Kuno 1973:213ff]. The quotative particle to, like dep, is used to report someone else's statement or to represent "an action, state, or event about which the speaker has not made a presupposition" [Ibid., p. 215], in contrast to the SBS GM no, which marks a presuppose complement. The SBS GM koto can be used to form an abstract concept, as the Uzbek (i)k can, while no can represent a concrete event [Ibid., p. 221]. As in Uzbek, the occurrence of a particular complementizer with a verb depends upon the semantics of the verb with regard to speaker (non)commitment to the validity of the proposition expressed by the complement. Thus omou 'think' regularly occurs with the quotative to, while siru 'know' occurs with no, except, apparently, in the inchoative sense 'get/come to know', when the quotative to is found. A number of verbs can take either to or no, with a systematic difference in meaning for the construction, whereby in the former case there is no speaker commitment to the truth of the complement. While there are substantive differences between the use of Japanese no, koto, and to and the use of Uzbek гён, (i)к, and dep in complements, the striking similarities are worth noting. It is also important to point out that Japanese has "suppositional" or "presumptive" markers within its main verb paradigm, daroo and desyoo. The presence of such forms lends support to the notion that a noncommittal distinction in SBS's is typically linked to a noncommittal distinction in the main verb paradigm. While speaker attitude may be significant in the determination of SBS GM's within Japanese temporal clauses as well [Ibid., p. 168-183], the
overall patterns observed in the temporal adverbials, relative clauses, and purpose clauses of Japanese and Uzbek are not (superficially at least) similar enough to permit any interesting comparison.

In the Tibeto-Burman language Lahu, there are quite a few Srt-F particles with a wide range of grammatical meaning [data from Matisoff 1973]. One particle, ve, bears an interesting resemblance to the Uzbek гдрн in certain respects: it forms nominal SbS's that can be used as sentential complements and it marks relative clauses modifying head nouns. Like the Japanese no, it also serves as a genitive marker in Noun-Noun constructions (but cf., the unrelated Uzbek genitive marker ni or literary nig) [Ibid., p. 360-363, 450-453]. In all three languages, these nominalizing markers гдрн, no, and ve can form a structure that might be characterized as a "nominalized main sentence" (although Uzbek differs from the other two languages in that the verb form containing гдрн constitutes a regular perfect in the verbal paradigm and the nominal "origin" of the entire structure shows up primarily in the negative where the configuration V-гдрн+POSSESSIVE PRONOUN + yog (NEG EXISTENTIAL), a unique negation type, may be used). There are also quotative particles in Lahu, qhe and тә, which can occur as complementizers with certain verbs of communication or mental state, although apparently these particles are not obligatory in that function. The particle тә, like Uzbek dep, can mark purpose clauses as well [Ibid., p. 463-470]. Unfortunately, Matisoff does not discuss whether there is a
semantic difference between ve-complements and quotative complements, but intriguingly, the examples he cites suggest that a speaker (non)commitment distinction may be involved. The predicates cited with ve-complements are, in English translation: 'be very happy' (also 'rejoice in the fact that'), 'be important', 'get angry', 'be sad', 'find' (= 'discover')--predicates that typically occur with presupposed complements [Ibid., p. 440-441, 446, 449]. Quotative complements, besides occurring with verbs of communication, can also be found with certain verbs of mental state, dā 'think' and compounds derived from it dā-10 'hope', dā-tā 'plan, intend', and ṣā 'consider, reckon' [Ibid., p. 465-470]. There are also three verbs presented among the examples with either type of complement: ṱt, translated as 'know', ṹo 'believe', and ḏān 'guarantee', but in light of the situation with Uzbek bil- 'know; think, consider' and iṣan- 'believe', this evidence need not be detrimental to the supposition that a (non)committal distinction applies in Lahu SbS's. In the two examples of quotative complements with ṱt [p. 468], it appears from the translation either that ṱt has shifted in meaning to 'think' or that it has an inchoative sense (ex., one translation is, 'What symptoms of sickness does a person have for you to know that the Av-a spirit has bitten him?', which Matisoff translates literally as 'If a person is sick in what way, do you know that...?'). In any case it seems plausible that Lahu ve is similar to Uzbek ḍān in being the unmarked SbS GM for relative clauses and sentential complements and that quotative complements
are used to indicate speaker noncommitment. Finally, it must be mentioned that the particles used with main verbs include a dubitative he [Ibid., p. 369] and what Matisoff calls a "quotative", ce [p. 377-380]. According to him, the particle ce indicates that the statement being made is "reported at second hand" [p. 377], but from his remarks elsewhere it seems that the particle is not strictly used for marking "reported speech". The verb 'say' go can be used to convey reported speech the speaker himself heard--"X" go ve 'He said "X"' [like Uzbek "X" degan]--but a direct quote can reported as hearsay through the addition of ce--"X" go ve ce 'I hear he said "X"' [like Uzbek "X" degan xan] [Ibid., p. 380]. Thus ce may function as a noncommittal particle.

Despite the fact that Uzbek, Japanese, and Lahu exhibit quite distinct syntactic features, the existence of the above-mentioned similarities in their main verb and SbS GM paradigms suggests not only that "evidentials"/"suppositionals"/"dubitatives" in main S's co-occur typically with quotatives in SbS's in the syntactic systems of certain languages, but also that the paradigms involved share the [+NONCOMMITTAL] distinction. If so, there exists the prospect that the distinction is of universal scope, circumscribed, of course, by the inevitable language-specific variations in the formal representation of a distinction. It may even be possible to correlate the presence of the noncommittal distinction with other features in the syntactic system. Notice, for instance, the general lack of indigenous sentential adverbs.
(such as those meaning of course, in fact, probably, apparently, etc.) in Uzbek, Japanese, and Lahu. Such sentential adverbs show speaker attitude towards the accuracy, validity, possibility, etc., of the statement being made, a property quite analogous to the proposed noncommittal distinction. It may be that certain languages encode speaker attitude by means of noncommittals in main Sentences (rather than by sentential adverbs) and also apply that same distinction to SbS’s. In addition, it is possible that some version of speaker noncommitment could be useful in accounting for subjonctives in the SbS’s of languages like Hindi where the difference between an indicative and a nonindicative has been attributed to factivity [Sinha 1973]. Notice that whatever connection there may be between this verbal category and sentential adverbs or subjonctives, it would be much less transparently so if the distinction were represented as [+SECONDARY SOURCE]/[+REPORTED SPEECH].
2.2.3. The Tajik and Uzbek Verb Paradigms

With a delimitation of the verb forms that belong to the colloquial Uzbek and Tajik simplex verb paradigms (Section 2.2.1) and with the adoption of a verb feature [+NONCOMMITTAL] as a means of distinguishing one mood from the others (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), it will now be possible to compare the resulting paradigms, in order to determine the extent of Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system. First, however, an examination of previous attempts to compare individual verb forms in the two languages, especially in research published early in the systematic investigation of modern Tajik, would be of interest here, since it may serve to cast light on the apparent hesitancy of some contemporary Tajik linguists to pursue the issue of Uzbek influence fully.

According to the Iranist Iosif Oranskiy, the study of modern Tajik in its initial stages is linked with the name of Professor V.V. Grigor'yev, who, to obtain information on Central Asian history, asked a Bukharan living in Orenburg in 1859 to write down his reminiscences [Oranskiy 1975: 17-19]. Grigor'yev acknowledged that the memoirs were not very satisfactory as a source of historical information, but that since they were composed in Colloquial Tajik and not Literary Persian, they constituted a good find for philology [Grigor'yev 1861: 4-5]. To the monographic version of his presentation of the memoirs, he appended a list of the grammatical and lexical features distinguishing the speech of Bukharan Tajiks as illustrated in the text from those in standard
Persian. He also commented on the parallelisms between Tajik and Uzbek in the structure of certain grammatical forms and constructions [Oranskiy 1975: 18-19].

An investigator who had an opportunity to study Uzbek and Tajik on location in Central Asia was Petr Kuznetsov, who added a brief comparative study of the two languages to his history of the region, Kuznetsov 1912 (this linguistic study was also published in Russian, Kuznetsov 1915). He maintains that the main syntactic characteristic distinguishing Northern Tajik from Persian is "la construction à la turque."

Qui possède le sarte [i.e., Uzbek] et le persan s'apercevra facilement qu'en connaissant les particularités grammaticales du tadjik, il n'a qu'à traduire mot à mot du sarte en persan, en observant les susdites particularités, pour s'exprimer comme les Tadjiks de la plaine, car leur dialecte et le sarte représentent par la construction de leurs tournures, des clichés l'un de l'autre. [Kuznetsov 1912:306]

He explicitly identifies certain verb forms in Tajik with those in Uzbek or alludes unmistakably to such a connection. For instance, the "aoriste", or the "Nonpast (unmarked) indicative" in the terminology of the present investigation, is used in Tajik "exactement de la même façon que l'aoriste sarte [Uzbek], c'est-à-dire comme un présent non déterminé et comme un future prochain" [ibid., p. 307]. Kuznetsov links, either directly or
indirectly, the following verb forms, using the terminology and citation forms of the present investigation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast indicative</td>
<td>merāvād</td>
<td>ā/y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past indicative</td>
<td>rāft</td>
<td>di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast conditional</td>
<td>rāvād</td>
<td>sā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast perfect conditional</td>
<td>rāftāgi bašād</td>
<td>gān bolsā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;le participe présent&quot;)</td>
<td>merāftāgi</td>
<td>ādigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast perfect indicative</td>
<td>rāftāgi</td>
<td>gān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast perfect noncommittal</td>
<td>rāftāgist</td>
<td>gāndur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past perfect noncommittal</td>
<td>rāftā buddās</td>
<td>gān åkān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past noncommittal</td>
<td>rāftās</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Kuznetsov 1912:307-311]

He also claims that what he calls the "présent déterminé", or "Nonpast progressive indicative", is formed in two ways: by the "passé indéfini persan" (the Past noncommittal) of four verbs, istadān, 'stand', xarāftān 'lie, sleep', ḡistān 'sit' and gāstān 'go', or by the "participe passé persan" (i.e., the rāftā-form) plus one of those four verbs, ex., xandā istadās in Tajik, oğup turupti in Uzbek 'he is reading' [Ibid., p. 307-308]. He also notes the presence of CVC's in both languages. Although Kuznetsov makes a number of errors, oversimplifications, and exaggerations, the correspondences he claims for the Tajik and Uzbek verb systems coincide by and large with those being claimed in the present analysis.
In 1928, the noted linguist and Turkologist Yevgeniy Polivanov published textual samples of highly "Iranized" dialects of Uzbek in which he also identified certain "Tajik-Uzbek 'equivalent correspondences'" in the dialects of the two languages spoken in Samarkand. In the verb system, he lists the following, again with the citation forms used here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Past noncommittal</td>
<td>ῥァft乬s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past perfect indicative</td>
<td>ῥァft乬 bud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past habitual indicative (a)mer乬ft</td>
<td>(a)r(i)di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past intentional-1</td>
<td>ῥァft乭ni bud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast indicative</td>
<td>mer乬v乭ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast perfect indicative</td>
<td>ῥァft乭gi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Polivanov 1928:307]

Polivanov maintains that in Samarkand "both the Tajik and Iranized Uzbek linguistic systems fit, as a general rule, into one and the same mentalities." There is a series of equivalent forms that have been adjusted to one another and that result in the easy translation of one into the other, within this bilingual mentality [Ibid., p. 306]. Again, although Polivanov overlooked complicating detail in establishing his correspondences, they generally match those posited in the analysis here.
M. Stavrulli also treated this issue in his "K voprosu o dvuyazlichii (na materiale tadzhikskogo i uzbekskogo yazikov)", Stavrulli 1935. He makes the following correspondences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast indicative</td>
<td>meravad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past indicative</td>
<td>raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast progressive indicative</td>
<td>raftas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past perfect indicative</td>
<td>raftabd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past noncommittal</td>
<td>raftas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gerundive)</td>
<td>raft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Past participle)</td>
<td>raftagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Present participle)</td>
<td>rasaiga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Stavrulli 1935:39-45]

Stavrulli also maintains that the verb form raftabd bud shows obvious similarities to the typical construction of Uzbek verb forms, but he fails to identify (y)atkani(di) or (y)atuwdi as its equivalent. He makes the interesting claim that the contractions observed in various Tajik verb forms are not "dictated...by the language's striving for a shortening of the whole sound group, but [are] one of the results of the mutual influence between Uzbek and Tajik" [Ibid., p. 46]. That is, the contractions are not simply due to regular phonological processes facilitating pronunciation, but follow the patterns obtaining in the source language, Uzbek.

While it will be contended here that the overall approach of Kuznetsov, Polivanov, and Stavrulli in making one-to-one correspondences between Tajik and Uzbek is justified, it would be
misleading to accept their efforts uncritically. It is claimed here that their approach reflects the general direction that Tajik linguistic change has been taking over several centuries, i.e., towards an equivalence relationship in the verbal system. However, since none of the three scholars discussed above examines a case in which the predicted correspondence between Tajik and Uzbek does not hold, the impression is created that a total equivalence relationship applies between the grammars of the two languages. Although both languages have undergone changes that can be ascribed to influence from the other, it is clearly Tajik that has experienced the more striking innovations in this relationship. Doesn’t this interpretation of the change imply that Tajik has become little more than an Iranian vehicle for the expression of underlying Uzbek concepts, that is, a translation medium for Uzbek? (Compare the remarks of Kuznetsov and Polivanov above). In the matter at hand, doesn’t a total grammatical equivalence relationship mean that every Tajik verb form corresponds exactly to an Uzbek one? In fact, even a cursory glance at the Tajik data reveals that this is not the case; for instance, while the Nonpast subjunctive in Tajik, râvâd, corresponds to the Uzbek så form in conditional sentences, to be precise, in the if-clause, it also functions as a true subjunctive in other SbS’s, a function without a counterpart in Uzbek. Thus there exist some purely linguistic grounds for faulting a superficial attempt at making equivalence correspondences between the verb forms of the two languages.
Unfortunately for a greater understanding of the issue, when the efforts of Kuznetsov, Polivanov, and Stavrulli were subjected to criticism in an article by the Turkologist Aleksandr Borovkov published in 1952, their positions were not refuted by a demonstration of the inadequacies of particular correspondences, but rather were summarily dismissed. "P. Ye. Kuznetsov approached the comparison of these languages very primitively. [And] in the article of M. Stavrulli, the issue of the mutual relationship of Tajik and Uzbek is examined in just as oversimplified a manner, without the introduction of comparative data" [Borovkov 1952:181; cf., pp. 195-200]. He alleges that four circumstances have hampered the correct formulation of the question:

1) an apparent unquestioning attitude towards the historical, anthropological, and ethnographic concepts about the "Iranization" of Uzbek and the "Turkification" of Tajik;
2) a view of Tajik as a dialect of Persian, a denial of its independence;
3) a predominantly phoetic approach;
4) insufficient attention to the comparative data of Iranian and Turkic philology. [Ibid., p.181]

Yet Borovkov makes little effort to account for the systematic correspondences between Uzbek and Tajik other than to suggest that certain grammatical constructions typologically similar to Uzbek ones --postpositions, CVC’s, the genitive-possessed noun
construction--exist elsewhere in the Iranian languages or in earlier stages of Iranian. He does not attempt to explain how any such constructions in a proto-system could have developed historically into the present-day structures of Colloquial Tajik. He merely claims, "All this rules out the assertion about the acquisition of the given form [the genitive-possessed noun construction] in the Tajik dialects as obligatorily from Uzbek. Thus, the fundamental grammatical facts can be explained on the basis of the Iranian languages" [Ibid., p. 197]. Interestingly, in a 1954 article in Voprosy yazikoznaniya, Borovkov is chided for careless scholarship and for failing to make his point in a convincing manner [Starinin 1954:143-145]. For instance, it is noted that even granting the existence of analogous constructions in Iranian,

does that demonstrate that the corresponding constructions in the Tajik dialects are not borrowed? The author himself at first speaks about the obligatoriness of the borrowing, and then unreservedly draws a conclusion about the explanation of the basic grammatical facts on the grounds of the Iranian languages. Thus in A. K. Borovkov's article the conclusions do not often follow from the facts and therefore remain unproven. [Ibid., p. 145]

The degree of Uzbek influence upon Tajik was apparently perceived to be not just a strictly linguistic issue, and the
acceptance of wide-scale Uzbek influence seemed to have consequences outside the realm of linguistics. Quite apart from the expected distastes of "language purists" for extensive cross-language interference, Uzbek influence on the grammatical structures of Tajik may have been regarded as undercutting the independent status of an ethnolinguistic entity, the Tajiks. Such considerations might possibly lead to a questioning of the validity of the whole nationality structure in Soviet Central Asia as instituted in the mid-1920's. Some Central Asians, in particular supporters of pan-Turkism and pan-Iranism, argued for the establishment of larger, more inclusive communities as basic socio-political entities, some of whose members lived outside the borders of the Soviet Union. As potentially disruptive ideologies, pan-Turkism and pan-Iranism were officially discredited, and many of their advocates perished in the purges of the late 1930's [Allworth 1964, Fierman 1978]. While at first glance it might be thought that Uzbek influence on Tajik has little connection with either pan-Turkism or pan-Iranism (except perhaps as grounds to be used against advocates of the pan-Iranist position since Tajik differs most conspicuously from Persian in precisely those grammatical constructions influenced by Uzbek), in fact some proponents of pan-Turkistani community may have viewed the systematic correspondence between the two languages as further evidence of an "inherent unity" among the peoples of Central Asia [cf., the remarks at the beginning of Section 2.1.]. One of the major figures connected with pan-Turkist thought, the Bukharan
scholar Fitrāt (Abdurüf Abdurahım oghlı), emphasized the commonality between the Uzbeks and Tajiks in defense of his position. For instance, in 1928 he advanced the following arguments in the journal Rahbāri Danish on the question of orthographic reform for Tajik:

The Turks and Tajiks have lived together for centuries... Why not use this historical unity in the name of creating the culture of proletarian internationalism? We are called upon to use all possible means to provide for the unity of the Tajik and Uzbek literature. [Cited in Isayev 1979:136-137 and in a slightly different version in Asimova 1982:57]

... It is impossible, for instance, to separate the history of the Tajiks from that of the Uzbeks. They had a complete unity in literature and in the press. [Cited in Asimova 1982:56]

In a present-day assessment of Fitrāt's remarks, it is maintained that by favoring the unity of Uzbek and Tajik literatures, "Fitrāt was in essence ignoring the independence of the Tajik literature and language". Unity in literature in the Soviet Union is not to be based upon language but upon socialist content [Asimova 1982:57]. It is not the intention of the discussion here to undertake a serious examination of whether the study of Uzbek influence upon Tajik grammatical structures was associated with a discredited ideology or not, since this is obviously a subject for
historians, but rather to suggest that there may have been nonlinguistic motivations for a tendency since the work of Polivanov and Stavrulli to downplay the role of Uzbek influence as an explanation for the structures of the current Tajik verb paradigm.

Even in her most comprehensive statement about the Uzbek influence on the Tajik verb system, Rastorguyeva 1964, Rastorguyeva seems somewhat defensive about the extent of this borrowing postulated by other scholars. For instance, she tries to emphasize that many apparent correspondences between the two verb systems do not arise as the result of cross-language influence, but rather as the result of regular linguistic processes in the internal development of both languages. The forms she identifies as belonging to this type are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>Uzbek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast indicative</td>
<td>meravād</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past indicative</td>
<td>rāfīt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past habitual indicative</td>
<td>merāfīt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past perfect indicative</td>
<td>rāfāt bud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpast subjunctive/conditional</td>
<td>rāvād</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past subjunctive/conditional</td>
<td>rāfāt baɣād</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Rastorguyeva 1964:137]

She contends that despite the extraordinary similarity in the semantics and syntactic functions of the various grammatical
forms, especially the verbal ones, in the Northern Tajik dialects and Uzbek, it is impossible to attribute the causes of this similarity just to bilingualism, as some scholars have been inclined to do (in the next sentence she alludes to Polivanov and Kuznetsov in this vein). The parallels in certain forms "have arisen by chance, as the result of various internal processes operating in each of these languages separately" [Ibid., p. 136]. She limits the extent of Uzbek influence in the verb system to the "calquification" of certain forms--the progressives derived from isticdän or xarăftän, the CVC's and the Noncommittal perfect răftăgist--and to a less direct influence on the participle in gi and the participle in āni [p. 129-139; see also Section 2.2 above].

It can hardly be denied that there were verb forms in the original Tajik proto-system which corresponded closely in meaning to forms in the Uzbek verb paradigm, but what is significant in the context here is that these common forms are no longer a part of the original set of verbal oppositions. These forms, along with the innovations modeled upon Uzbek forms, now belong to a new set of oppositions, in effect, a new verb paradigm. If the proto-Tajik system included an Imperfective-Perfective aspectual distinction and an Indicative-Subjunction modal distinction, as some scholars have claimed for earlier stages of Persian-Tajik, at present the Northern Tajik paradigm is characterized by the absence of a systematic Imperfective-Perfective opposition and by the presence of an Indicative-Noncommittal-Subjunctive
(conditional) modal distinction as well as a Progressive aspectual one. However, some elements of the original Iranian system have not been eliminated from the present paradigm, and this retention should not be overlooked. In addition, in the process of adopting the Turkic set of oppositions, Tajik has acquired the mechanisms for the creation of novel forms, forms that lack exact counterparts in the donor language. It might even be claimed that in overall terms, the set of oppositions is morphologically more transparent in the Tajik paradigm than it is in the Uzbek one. Thus the new paradigm for Tajik is not identical to that of Uzbek, but the disparities between the two are clearly minor ones as compared to the points of congruence. The cross-language influence of Uzbek upon Tajik cannot simply be represented as a one-to-one pairing of individual items or morphemes but rather as a convergence of a set of verbal distinctions, admittedly established over historical time as the result of one-to-one correspondences.

The following table contains the Tajik and Uzbek simplex verb paradigms proposed here, some features of which should be noted. Individual items may occur in more than one position in the paradigm—for instance, the Uzbek Nonpast (unmarked) indicative ֳ€/ֳ‘ and the corresponding Tajik form merđād, which also occur under the habitual aspect column. An item occurring elsewhere in the paradigm is enclosed in square brackets [ ]. Some of these cases indicate a neutralization of an opposition. Synonymous, or nearly synonymous, forms are enclosed in braces. Thus it is not
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assumed here that a particular form must occur in the set of
oppositions in a unique position (in effect, that a given form
necessarily has a single meaning) or that a position must be
filled uniquely. Further explanations on the individual cases
follow the table, but it must be stated at this point that some of
the placements with regard to the rarer items are still tentative,
since the relevant data available is not adequate to make firmer
determinations. Abbreviations used: NP = Nonpast, P = Past, CND
= Conditional, SBJ = Subjunctive, INTEN = Intentional.
### TABLE 6: UZBEK AND TAJIK SIMPLEX VERB PARADIGMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOOD TENSE</th>
<th>UZBEK</th>
<th></th>
<th>TAJIK</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNMARKED</td>
<td>PERFECT</td>
<td>HABITUAL</td>
<td>PROGRESSIVE</td>
<td>PROGRESSIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UZBEK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INDICATIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>h/y</td>
<td>glin</td>
<td>[h/y]</td>
<td>ylp</td>
<td>(y)atlın</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>(u)di</td>
<td>(l)r(di)</td>
<td>(y)atwdi</td>
<td>(y)atlın(di)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NONCOM-MITTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>(l)r (lkdln)</td>
<td>glin (lkdln)</td>
<td>(l)r (lkdln)</td>
<td>(y)atlın lkdln</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>(i)p</td>
<td>glin lkdln</td>
<td>(l)r lkdln</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CND/ (SBJ)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>sH</td>
<td>glin boldi</td>
<td>(l)r boldi</td>
<td>(y)atsiH</td>
<td>(y)atlın boldi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>slydi</td>
<td>glin boldi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTEN-1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>{[maxxi bolgi}</td>
<td>maxxi bolgi</td>
<td>maxxi bolH</td>
<td>maxxi bolyip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>{maxxi bolgi}</td>
<td>maxxi bolgi</td>
<td>maxxi bolH</td>
<td>maxxi bolyip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTEN-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Idigan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Idiganidi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TAJIK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INDICATIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>merlahvi</td>
<td>{ralfi gi}</td>
<td>{merlahvi}</td>
<td>rufsdAyi</td>
<td>rufsdAyi gi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ralft</td>
<td>{ralft buH}</td>
<td>merlahvi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NONCOM-MITTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>ralftiH</td>
<td>{ralft buH}</td>
<td>{merlahvi}</td>
<td>rufsdAyi buH</td>
<td>rufsdAyi gi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ralftiH</td>
<td>{ralft buH}</td>
<td>{ralft buH}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SBJ/ (SBJ)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>[meralfti baHad]</td>
<td>ralfti baHad</td>
<td>meralfti baHad</td>
<td>rufsdAyi baHAd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ralfti baHad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTEN-1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>[ralftiH</td>
<td>{ralfti baHad}</td>
<td>{ralftiH meHAd}</td>
<td>ralfti baHAd</td>
<td>ralfti meHAd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ralfti baHad</td>
<td>{ralfti baHAd}</td>
<td>{ralfti baHAd}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTEN-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>[meralftiH</td>
<td>{meralfti baHAd}</td>
<td>{meralftiH meHAd}</td>
<td>meralfti baHAd</td>
<td>meralfti meHAd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>meralfti baHAd</td>
<td>{meralfti baHAd}</td>
<td>{meralfti baHAd}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONTINUATION OF UZBEK AND TAJIK SIMPLEX VERB PARADIGMS

(FOR INTENTIONAL MOODS ONLY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTEN</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>ULMARKED</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
<th>UNMARKED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>mukātı lādin</td>
<td>mukātı bolip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>lādīgān lādin</td>
<td>lādīgān bolip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAJIK

| INTEN | NP | līshtānād būdūs/ būdūs | līshtānād bālīd/ bālīd | līshtānād būdūs/ būdūs | |

TABLE 7: Turkish and Bashkir Simplex Verb Paradigms (Partial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURKISH</th>
<th>UNMARKED</th>
<th>IMPERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
<th>HABITUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>(i)yor [=PRESENT]</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ajak (mi̱k̲t̲ir̲) di̱</td>
<td>(a)r̲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>(i)yor [=IMPERFECTIVE]</td>
<td>di̱</td>
<td>ajak̲t̲i̱ (mi̱k̲t̲i̱) di̱y̱ḏi</td>
<td>(a)r̲i̱</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NONCOMMITAL | (i)yor ₋ | -- | ajak̲m̲̱ (a)r̲ | |
| NP | m̲̱̱̱̱̱ | ajak̲m̲̱ | m̲̱̱̱̱̱ (a)r̲m̲̱̱ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASHKIR</th>
<th>UNMARKED</th>
<th>IMPERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
<th>HABITUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>a/y</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>a/y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>a/y ina</td>
<td>a/y torq̲̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱</td>
<td>a/y torq̲̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱ buliḏi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONCOMMITAL</td>
<td>a/y bulg̲̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱</td>
<td>a/y torq̲̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱̱ bulg̲̱̱</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: Sources for Bashkir: Kolkavit 1981, Dmitriyev 1948. The Tatar verb paradigm resembles the Bashkir one very closely, although the auxiliary used is ide, instead of ina; see Kolkavit 1969. The 3rd singular form is used, and the items of interest here are underlined.
[The Perfect is presented in the chart as an aspectual distinction on a par with the Habitual, even though there may be legitimate ground for questioning such a status [Comrie 1976:52]. No theoretical claim is being implicitly made by its positioning as a separate aspect here.]

There are several major differences between the above paradigms and the classification of verb forms presented by Rastorguyeva and other Tajik linguists (cf., Section 2.2.1). The category Noncommittal, for instance, includes all the items from the traditional Auditive and Suppositional moods, except for one case, the "present-future suppositional", meräftägist, for which a separate mood has been created. Thus there are no longer modal categories (other than the Intentionals) differentiated on the basis of morphological similarity--ät for Rastorguyeva's Auditive mood and Ägist for her Suppositional (in the third person singular). Secondly, the "participles used as predicates" have been integrated fully into the paradigm. Finally, it is claimed in the arrangement of the paradigm here that some items may belong to more than one "slot" and are thus not limited to a single paradigmatic opposition. Rastorguyeva's schema seems to imply that there is a single meaning for each distinct morphological form.

In order to understand more fully the extraordinary extent to which the new Tajik paradigm has been influenced by Uzbek and the degree to which it has retained Iranian features, it will be necessary to examine the Uzbek and Tajik paradigms in more detail.
The Indicative Mood.

The Unmarked Forms. It seems that the two Tajik forms in this position, merāvād 'he goes/will go' in the Nonpast and rāft 'he went' in the Past, have not themselves undergone much semantic or syntactic change in the shift to the new paradigm. While it may be possible to represent the two items as belonging to two different aspe ctual distinctions in the proto-system—the former, merāvād, to the Imperfective and the latter to the Perfective—as it will be argued below is the case for Modern Persian, the shift to the present state in which no aspe ctual distinction differentiates the two items would not necessarily involve a substantial change in their use. However, there is a suggestion of a noticeable change in meaning for the Nonpast indicative merāvād in the remarks of the Iranist Zarubin concerning the Tajik dialect spoken by the Jew of Samarkand. He maintains that merāvād is identical in form to the present of Persian but different in meaning, principally expressing future activity or a constant attribute, having nearly lost the meaning of the present tense in its use as a present progressive [Zarubin 1928:112]. It is not clear, however, whether he is referring here to the present in Literary Persian, which can indisputably be used to represent the present progressive, or whether his comments apply to Colloquial Persian as well, which has an independently developed present progressive. Interestingly, other scholars of Tajik make a special note of the fact that merāvād only comparatively rarely designates a presently occurring process [Rastorguyeva 1952c:105,
and for Literary Tajik, Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:66]. As might be expected, semantic characteristics similar to those mentioned by Zarubin are frequently ascribed to the Uzbek ā/y [Kononov 1960:210-211; Kollektiv 1975:500-501]. In both Colloquial Uzbek and Tajik there is no other verb form besides ā/y or merāvād used to express a future indicative in main sentences, although in both cases a future tense form has been selected for the literary languages. In the case of Literary Tajik, this future form is essentially the same as the future in Literary Persian, even though in the latter language, as will be claimed below, this form fits into the Nonpast perfective slot in the paradigm. In the ancestral language for both Persian and Tajik, the distinction between Nonpast perfective (Future) and Past perfective (Preterite) was neutralized to just the Past form, rāft, in Subordinate S’s [Winduhrr 1979:90]. Northern Tajik, apparently, has retained the use of the Past indicative in SbS’s to refer to the future even though such a usage no longer represents a neutralization of perfective forms. Examples:

(101) hāmin ki xab rāft-i, hāmmā-i dārd-i sār-āt
    just this that sleep go+PST-you all-IZA pain-IZA head-your

meguzārāt
    pass+NnP+3SG

'as soon as you fall asleep (literally: fell asleep), all your headache will go away' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:55]

(102) zāmistan xunuk ki ǧāltīd , bād mepoš - ān
    winter cold that fall+PST+3SG then dress+NnP-3PL

'in winter when the cold sets in (literally: set in), they’ll get all covered up' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:82]
As was pointed out in the last section, the SbS's in Uzbek (other
than those marked by dep or sa) do not contain finite verb forms,
and thus the use of the Past indicative raf as a future in SbS's
in Tajik has no counterpart in Uzbek. This suggests that there
remain significant differences between Uzbek and Tajik Subordinate
S's. It does appear that the one-to-one correspondence in the
verb forms of the two languages holds more closely for main
Sentences than for SbS’s. Since verb morphology in main S's is
more prominent, it is not surprising that some early investigators
of Tajik were led by the obvious parallels to conclude that all
Tajik verb forms correspond to Uzbek forms. That this is not the
case is demonstrated by the use of the Past indicative raf to
refer to the future in SbS’s and by the use of certain other verb
forms (see below).

The Perfect. In contrast to the Unmarked forms discussed above,
the Perfect in Uzbek is, generally speaking, marked by the uniform
morpheme, ga'n. The Past perfect is formed by the addition of the
Past tense of the copula auxiliary, idi, the Noncommittal perfects
by the addition of ak'an, dur, or imiš, and the Conditional perfect
by bolsa. In the two Intentional moods, perfects can be formed by
the use of the auxiliary bol- 'be, become' in the Nonpast or Past
perfect. However, there is one problematic item among the Uzbek
perfect forms, (u)wdi, derived from (ip) plus idi, in which a
phonological rule has changed the bilabial stop to the semivowel
w. In morphological terms, the resulting form is a combination of
two apparently contradictory markers, the Past noncommittal (ip)
plus the Past indicative of the copular auxiliary, **idi**. In semantic terms, the result is, unfortunately, not clear from the available sources. In some investigations, it is maintained that (u)wdi is virtually interchangeable with gān(i)di; the two are called "paradigmatic synonyms" [Zikrillāyev 1980:16 and 1981:12], or a "synonymous pair" [Jorāyev 1964:153], or their closeness in content is said to reach identity in Uzbek [Yuldashev 1965:198]. In other studies an attempt is made to differentiate the pair; in Kčónov 1960:222-225 and in Wurm 1959:518, it is maintained that (u)wdi expresses a "recent past" time, in contrast to a "remote past" for gān(i)di. However, Yuldashev 1965:188-198 argues convincingly that no such temporal relationship applies, since (u)wdi can be used to refer to either recent or remote events. Polivanov 1926 II:45-49, designating (u)wdi as the "Pluperfect" and gān(i)di as the "Participle Pre-Past" (Prezhde-proshedsheye), claims that the former connects the result of a preoccurring action to that moment (in the past) which the conversation is about, while the latter simply indicates the temporal priority of an action to a given moment. However, it is doubtful that such a fine distinction would constitute a valid grammatical distinction, and the example he cites to illustrate his point, yatuwdim vs. bergān edim, relies upon the use of the stative verb yat- 'lie (down)', which has a special meaning with (i)p markers. The discussion of the (u)wdi and gān(i)di forms in yet another investigation may reveal the actual motivations behind attempts to differentiate the pair.
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The above facts and examples show that the forms created by -găn + edi and -(i)b + edi have a certain commonality in basic meanings and functions. ... But both of these forms have their individual peculiarities in Uzbek. It is only natural that this is so, since it is regular that phenomena totally identical to one another in language are not stable.

One of the basic distinguishing characteristics between the forms in -(i)b + edi and -găn + edi is the less frequent use of the former [in the literary language]. [Kollektiv 1975:489]

In addition, according to this reference grammar, the completion of the action marked by găn(i)di form is more remote than that conveyed by (u)wdi. True, this is not always so, but the relative remoteness of the time in the găn(i)di form can be perceived outside of a context [Ibid., p. 490]. It is apparent that some investigators are not content to leave these forms as synonymous, but that they have not discovered a legitimate semantic means to differentiate them. It does seem to be true that in Colloquial Uzbek (u)wdi is preferred over găn(i)di, in contrast to the opposite frequency of occurrence in Literary Uzbek [Nasirov 1980:125, Shaabdurahmanov 1976:62, Jorayev 1964:153, Koklyanova 1963:93]. Since no investigation has persuasively demonstrated a semantic difference between the two forms, it will be assumed here
that gān(i)di and (u)wdi are "paradigmatic synonyms", as indicated in the chart.

(103) (a) u kun- i qিশlāq - qā var- uwdi- m
that day-POSS village-DAT go-PPRF-1SG

'on that day I had gone to the village' (Karakhitay dialect)
[Shaābdurāhmanov 1976:62]

(b) oy - yi yan-lār- i - gā qur - il -gānidi
house-GEN side-PL-POSS-DAT build-PASS-PPRF

'it had been built on the sides of the house' (Khandaylik dialect)
[Ibid.]

In the Tajik proto-system, there was a Nonpast perfect rāftā-āst 'he has gone' and a Past perfect rāftā bud (or rāftā bud) 'he had gone' which were distinct from the Perfective forms xahād rāft 'he will go' and rāft 'he went' [Yemifov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:161-168]. The Past perfect rāftā bud fits into the same position in the new Colloquial Tajik paradigm as a correlate of Uzbek (u)wdi and gān(i)di. In fact, since rāftā is identified with the Uzbek gerundive marker (i)p in serial verb constructions and bud with the auxiliary idi, the morphological structure of rāftā bud and (u)wdi is exactly parallel, although the development seems to be due to an accident of history rather than to cross-language influence. However, the earlier Nonpast perfect rāftās has over the centuries become identified with the Uzbek Past noncommittal in (i)p and has therefore undergone a substantial shift in meaning. That the correspondence between the rāftās and (i)p forms is not just a recent phenomenon can be documented; for instance, in the 17th century lexicographical
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work, the Kelur-name of Muhammad Yaqub Chingi, the form in -p+tur, the antecedent of present-day (i)p + ti in the 3rd person singular, was translated into the Persian-Tajik language of the time by the rāftās form [Ibragimov 1982:127]. At the present time in the Northern Tajik dialects, according to Rastorguyeva 1952c:129, the Noncommittal use of rāftās and the other related forms of the "Auditive Mood' has become basic, and the old meaning of perfect aspect has been retained to certain degree only in the rāftās form. The following are present-day examples of the use of rāftās as a perfect.

(a) hāmin šāw mān hāmin - ā qāvarā bāst- ək - ām this evening I this one-ACC cradle bind-"PRF"1SG

'tonight I've put him (that is, the child) to bed (in the cradle)' (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:130]

(b) artist bisyar did- ək - ām artisite many see-"PRF"1SG

'I've seen many performers' (Khishkhana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:129]

Hence the rāftās form occurs twice in the Tajik paradigm, as the Past noncommittal and as one of two variants in the Nonpast perfect indicative.

The other Perfect form, rāftāgi 'he has gone', is an instance of Rastorguyeva's "participles used as predicates" and clearly corresponds to the Uzbek gān. In Rastorguyeva 1952b:233 it is stated, "in the dialects there is observed a nearly complete convergence also in the syntactic use of the Tajik and Uzbek
participles, in particular in their predicate use, for example, Tajik vay rāftāgi 'he has left', cf. Uzbek, u ketgān" [see also Rastorguyeva 1952c:154 and 1964:138-139]. Certain idiosyncratic morphological characteristics of the Uzbek Perfect in gān confirm that the Tajik rāftās has been modeled upon it. In some dialects, for instance in Jizzakh and Tergachi, a person-number suffix is not regularly used in the 1st and 2nd persons, and it is optional in Shahrisabz [Ghulamov 1957:96-7], Āliyev 1974:145, Jorāyev 1964:146]. In some cases this is true of the Tajik rāftāgi as well (see Section 2.2.1). In Uzbek there are three distinct patterns for forming the Perfect negative: (i) with the negative marker mā after the verb stem, as with other verb forms, bar-mā-gān-mān 'I haven't gone' with the verb bar- 'go' and the 1st singular suffix -mān; (ii) with the negative copula əmās, bar-gān-əmās-mān 'id.'; or (iii) with the negative existential yoq plus the nominalized form of gān on which the Possessive suffix marks the relevant person and number, bar-gān-im yoq [examples in Andigan dialect, Ibrahimov 1967:205-206]. These three distinct patterns are reflected in Tajik, as was shown in Section 2.2.1. Such diversity in the formation of the negative is not at all characteristic of verb forms in Tajik, and it can therefore be safely assumed that it results from Uzbek influence. (The use of a construction like gān yoq is found in other Turkic languages such as Uighur, Karakalpak, Kirghiz, Kazak, etc., and it therefore is highly unlikely that Tajik influenced Uzbek in this respect.) In another unusual construction found in both languages, the form
in gân or aqî is repeated, with a possessive suffix added to the first member of the pair, to designate repetitious activity:

(105) Literary Uzbek:

\[
balâ-lår \quad bağ - dâ \quad oynâ-gân-i \quad oynâ-gân \\
\text{child-PL} \quad \text{garden-LOC} \quad \text{play---3rdPOSS}
\]

'The children play and play (all the time) in the garden' [Kononov 1960:219]

(106) Bukharan Tajik:

\[
hâmin \quad dad \quad zâd- âg - e\bbar \quad dad \quad zâdâgi
\text{this} \quad \text{shout} \quad \text{beat---3rdPOSS}
\]

'He screams and screams (without stopping)' [Kerimova 1959:47; for Literary Tajik, see Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:189]

In the context of describing the use of the râftâs form in Literary Tajik, Rastorguyeva speculates on the change in the Perfect indicative slot as follows:

With the development of new means of expressing resultativeness in Tajik (such as, for example, by the predicate use of the past participle with the suffix -gi) the connotation of nonevidentness, or "out-of-sight-ness", in the perfect emerges all the more distinctly. At the present time, apparently, it has turned gradually from a secondary meaning into the basic one for the given form. [Rastorguyeva 1953:13]

From this and other remarks, it seems likely that the râftâqi form has become the primary means of expressing the Perfect in
Colloquial Tajik and that räftäš is only residually used in this capacity.

In Tajik the räftägi form can be combined with the copular auxiliary budün 'be' in the Past indicative, bud, to produce what appears to be another Past perfect, räftägi bud. It designates "the result of activity taking place in the past" [Rastorguyeva 1952c:155], or it "transfers the state or quality expressed by the participle in -gi to the perspective of the past" [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:185].

(107) hümun vuxt-ândä da-da-m mürdä boräftägi vut that time-LOC dad-my die- CVC ... PST COP

'By that time my dad had (already) died' (Chust dial.) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:155]

(108) däh-i Mayirä näh-but , mäktäb räftägi but dad-IZA [NAME] NEG-was school go ... PST COP

'Mayira's dad wasn't (home); he had gone to the school' (Bukharaan dial.) [Kerimova 1959:44]

In morphological structure, it replicates the Uzbek form gün(i)di, and the similarity even extends to the various means of forming the negative. As with the Nonpast perfect, there are three such patterns in Uzbek: (i) bar-mäh-gün edi-m 'I had not gone', (ii) bar-gün emääs edi-m, and (iii) bar-gün-im yoq edi (in Literary Uzbek, Kononov 1960:223). In Colloquial Tajik it is possible to observe at least two of these patterns for the negation of the räftägi bud form:

(109) (cf., ii) häz. in kitab bisyar xand-ägi näh-bud - häm from this book much read... NEG-PSTCOP-1SG

'I hadn't read much from this book' (Varzab dial.) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:106]

(110) (cf., iii) peštär hec xand- ägi- m näh-bud
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earlier no study—-1SG POSS NEG-PST COP

'I hadn’t studied at all earlier' (Varzab dialect) [Ibid., p. 108]

The standard means for forming a negation in Tajik would produce
nä-xand-ägi budäm like the Uzbek pattern (i), but it is not clear
whether this form exists. In Literary Tajik, the negative marker
nä- is permitted only on the auxiliary [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova
1964:185].

The Habitual. In both Uzbek and Tajik the Nonpast habitual is the
same as the Nonpast unmarked form, ä/y and meräft, respectively;
that is, the distinction is neutralized in this position. But a
morphologically distinct form exists for the Past: (ä)r(i)di in
Uzbek and meräft ‘he would go, he used to go’ in Tajik. Similar
to constructions with the English auxiliary ‘would’, the Past
habitual in both languages is used to express situations occurring
over an extended period of time in the past or in sentences
involving irreal situations:

(111) Tajik: hær roz mäktäb meräft - em
every day school go+PHAB-1PL

'we would (used to) go to school every day' (Varzab dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1952a:82]

(112) Tajik: Zulfiya käs-ki biyat , män asiya-bä meräft - äm
[NAME] if only come+SBJ I mill-DAT go+PHAB-1SG

'If only Zulfiya would come, I would go to the mill' (Kasansay
dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:109]

(113) Uzbek: ilgäri öz dökän-imiz-dä išla:ridi - k
before own shop-our-LOC work-PHAB-1PL

'Formerly we used to work in our own shops' (Andijan dialect)
Uzbek: ošā væxit-tā āyt-kān-iyyiz-dā men toýrilāb ber- a:ridi-m that time-LOC say-SbsGM-your-LOC I straight give-PHAB-1SG

'If you had said (so) at that time, I would have given (it) straight off' (Andijan dialect) [Both from Ibrahimov 1967:212]

However, there is a discernible difference in the use of the Past habitual forms in Uzbek and Tajik. In irreal conditional sentences in Uzbek, the SbsM equivalent to the English if-clause usually contains a sā conditional form or a verbal noun in gān (as in example (114)‘, but in Tajik, as in Persian, the protasis may contain the Past habitual, with or without the Sbs GM āgar ‘if’:

(115) dā atā - m pul medad - i, kitab mexārid - āk to father-my money give+PHAB-2SG book buy+PHAB-3SG

’If you had given money to my father, he would have bought (you) a book’ (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:82]

(116) āgar in çang-i jāhan nā-meṣūt , bāxā-m meamāt if this war-IZA world NEG-be+PHAB son-my come+PHAB

’If there hadn’t been that world war, my son would have come and taken care of me’ (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:255-256]

Hence the Iranian pattern of grammatical marking is retained in SbsM’s in this case, as in the expression of the future with the Past indicative.

The Progressive. A separate progressive aspectual distinction in the paradigm has been recognized in grammars of the Uzbek language, and it will be accepted as such at this point in the discussion. All Uzbek Progressive forms are derived from the independent verb yat- ‘lie, be lying, lie down’ to which is added either the (i)p or gān marker, except for the Conditional form
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(y)ate. The most common Progressive form is the Nonpast progressive, bar-ya-p-ti 'he is going', which seems to be used predominantly as a present progressive. Morphologically, the Nonpast progressive is characterized in the various dialects by an extraordinary number of phonologically diverse contractions, most of them derived from V+ip + yatip + PRS/NUM [Usmanov 1969]. The citation form here, ya-p, is from the Andijan dialect; it was also selected as the Nonpast marker for the literary language.

(117) çayxanâ-dâ øagitâ:tir adâm-lâr- gâ gâzit oqu-ber-ya-p-ti teahouse-LOC agitator person-PL-DAT newspaper read-CVC-NnPPROG-3SG 'the agitator is reading a newspaper for people in the chaykhana' (Andijan dialect) [Ibrahimov 1967:201]

In the above chart, those items formed from yat- plus the gân marker have been designated as Perfect progressives distinct from the other (unmarked) Progressive forms, but there is some question about the actual semantic difference between the corresponding forms. The (y)atkân form seems to be exceedingly rare; it was not even cited as a predicate in Kononov 1960. But in Polivanov 1926 II:43 and Kollektiv 1975:513, a negative form is mentioned--ex.,
bar-yatkân-im yoq 'I haven't gone', in which the nominalized form of (y)atkân carries the possessive suffixes -im 'my', -ip 'your', etc. An example from Literary Uzbek:

(118) ... biz bînâm kabinet-lâr-dâ bol-ip ot - ãdigân ... we cozy office-PL-LOC be-GER pass-HAB PARTICIPLE

"alimanâ" bâhs - lâr xususîdâ gäpir-aytgân-imiz yoq "scholarly" conversation-PL about talk-PRPPROG-our NEG EXIS
'...we haven’t been talking (here) about the "scholarly" discussions that go on in cozy offices’ [Shärq yuldüz 10/1982:163]

While there is little doubt that the other Progressive indicative forms, (y)atuwdi and (y)atkän(i)di, are full-fledged members of the Uzbek paradigm, there is less certainty about the semantic difference between the two. Basically, the sources that discuss these two forms treat them as "paradigmatic synonyms" [Zikrilläyev 1981:12] or as alternatives [Joräyev 1964:155-156; Äliyev 1974:160-161; Shaabdurähmanov 1976:64; Nasirov 1980:126-129], although it is frequently mentioned that (y)atuwdi is preferred in Colloquial Uzbek. The reference grammar Kollektiv 1975:491-492 states at one point that (y)atuwdi is not different in meaning or function from (y)atkän(i)di, but then later claims that the distinguishing characteristic between the two is similar to that between (u)wdi and gän(i)di, without specifying what that characteristic is. Thus, while the morphological difference between (y)atuwdi and (y)atkän(i)di would allow for a semantic difference in a predictable way, with a perfect meaning for the latter, Uzbek grammarians have failed to find one in their data. Hence the broken line in the chart above; it may be that the perfect distinction in Progressives is maintained only in a rudimentary fashion in the Uzbek paradigm, perhaps chiefly in the negative. An example from Shahrisabz dialect:

(119) ḥpändi bir kün ešg - i - ni min - ib bar-atkande
[NAME] one day donkey-his-ACC mount-GER go-PPRF PROG
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'The Efendi one day had been going (was going) along riding on his donkey' [Jorâyev 1964:156]

In light of the use of the verb yat- 'lie' to mark the Progressive in Uzbek, it may seem somewhat puzzling that in Tajik the corresponding verb is predominantly istadân 'to stand, be standing, be not moving', and that only in a few dialects highly influenced by Uzbek, the Upper Chirchik, Kasansay, Chust, Leninabad, and Kanibadam dialects, is the verb most similar to yat- in meaning, xarâftân 'to lie, sleep', used along with istadân to mark the progressive (cf., the remarks in Section 2.2). In all other dialects thus far investigated, a marker derived from xarâftân is missing, while istadân is found even in Tajik dialects not substantially influenced by Uzbek at all, including the Central, or Upper Zarafshan, dialects [Rastorguyeva 1964:92, 107; see also the comments p. 103-106 about its presence in other dialects and the map on p. 175]. Such a wide distribution indicates that the use of istadân as a Progressive marker is quite old and suggests that the borrowing, if it is such, took place a considerable time ago. In fact, there is evidence in the classical written literature of the Central Asian Turks that the verb tur- 'stand, be standing, stand up' or a variant derived from it was used to express the present tense [Eckmann 1966:174-176; Shukurov 1966:16-62 and 1976:96-116]. It is quite plausible that the means for creating Tajik Progressive forms was borrowed at that earlier period and that Uzbek subsequently underwent a change towards the use of yat- in this capacity. As was mentioned at the
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beginning of Section 2.2, the Turkic form -mişa seems to have been
borrowed at a time when it played a much greater role in the
grammar of Uzbek than it does now, and quite likely, the situation
with istadān as the Progressive marker is similar. But despite
the semantic differences between the underlying lexical verbs, the
use of istadān as a grammatical marker in Tajik seems to parallel
that of yat- in the Uzbek paradigm. For instance, a "present
progressive participle" has been developed in Tajik, ῥāf-sad-āgi,
on the model of the Uzbek (y)at-kān. Also, there are some common
idiosyncracies involving the use of the progressive. The Uzbek
verbs yat-, tur, otir- 'sit', and yur- 'go' are not marked by yāp
to refer to the present progressive in the stative sense, but by
the Past noncommittal, yatip, turup, otirip, and yurip. But yāp
can be used when movement is expressly indicated: orn-i-ğā
yat-yāp-ti 'he is lying down in his place (or bed)', orn-i-dān
tur-yāp-ti 'he is standing up from his place (bed)' [Kollektiv
1975:499-500]. Similarly in Tajik, the Progressive marker derived
from istadān is not used with the verbs istadān, xarāftān, and
ṣiṣtān 'sit' (as well as with gāstān 'go, move' in certain cases)
in the stative sense; instead the Past noncommittal, the rāftās
form, is used [Rastorguyeva 1952c:131; Rastorguyeva, Kerimova
1964:80; these sources do not mention if a Progressive marker is
acceptable when movement is expressed]. For example:

(120) (a) Қi kar kār- sak-etañ ?
what work do-NnPPROG-2PL

'what are you doing (now)?' [with the Progressive derived from
istadān, int he contracted form sak here]
(b) hāmto xanā šīšt- āk - etan?
   so house sit-"PRES PROG"-2PL

'so, are you (just) sitting at home?' [with the Past noncommittal, here marked by āk] (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:117]

Finally, it should be noted that morphologically the Nonpast progressive in Tajik, rāfsadās 'he is going' (in the 3rd singular), which can be found in some dialects in a noncontracted form rāftā istadās, is derived in a manner analogous to the Uzbek Nonpast progressive, i.e., from V+(i)p + yatip. Both of the noncontracted markers istadās and yatipti (in the 3rd singular) are in the Past noncommittal form. As mentioned above, Stavrulli even suggested that the patterns of contraction in the two languages were similar.

The Tajik correlate to Uzbek (v)atkān is also said to be very infrequent, and like the Uzbek verb, it seems to be used mainly in the negative, generated according to the unusual method of the Uzbek ġān forms. Examples of the rāfsadāgi form:

(121) hič kim ab girif - sadēgi- $ ne
   no one water take-NnPPRFP PROG-3POSS NEG

'no one has been taking water (from the water supply)' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:87, 92]

(122) baran bari- sas - mi ? -- bari- sadēgi - $ ne
   rain fall-NnPPROG-INTER fall-NnPPRFP PROG-3POSS NEG

'is it raining? -- (no), it hasn’t been' (Kanibadam dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:92-93]

(123) [Positive]. $o - m nā - mebiyat guft - axt gi - $
   husband-my NEG-come+NnP+3SG say-NnPPRFP PROG-3SG

(where axt<xarāftān) 'she’s been saying "my husband will not come"' (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:160]
Although Rastorguyeva 1964:99 reports the use of the râfsadâgi form with the past auxiliary but in the negative in the Tajik dialects, râfsadâgi- y nâ-bud ‘he hadn’t been going’, this form seems to be very rare. Zarubin 1928:118-119 notes that in the Samarkand dialect it can be used in place of râfsada bud ‘he was going’, the other past progressive form. If the number of examples presented in the available dialect studies is any indication of the frequency of use in the actual language, it is absolutely clear that râfsada bud is much more common than râfsadâgi bud. If so, this would parallel the greater frequency of (y)atuwdi as compared to (y)atkân(i)di in Colloquial Uzbek. Notice also the morphological similarity of râf-sad-â bud to its Uzbek correlate bar-yat-uw-di and of râf-sad-âgi bud to bar-yat-kân-idi.

(124) diroz Alim dâ kâlxas kar kâr-sadâ bud ?
   yesterday [NAME] in kolkhoz work do-PST PROG

‘was Alim working on the kolkhoz yesterday?’ (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:84]

(125) Âmât xât kâ-xatud , qâlâm-âš âkâst-â râft
   [NAME] letter do-PST PROG pen-his break-GER CVC+PST

(where the PROG GM is driven from xarâftan, and bud is contracted)
‘Ahmad was writing a letter, and his pen broke’ (Chust dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:124]

In short, the parallelisms between the Tajik and Uzbek Progressive indicatives involve the morphological structure, the number of distinctive items, the negative formation, certain idiosyncratic behaviors, and perhaps even the frequency of occurrence. The fact that the present-day Progressive forms observed in Colloquial
Persian are derived in a totally different manner (by the use of daštân 'have' as an auxiliary plus a finite verb form) and the fact that a progressive aspect is not attributed to Classical Persian-Tajik further support the contention that the Progressive forms in Northern Tajik have been borrowed from Uzbek.

The Noncommittal Mood.

The following example from Literary Uzbek may serve to illustrate the use of certain forms belonging to the Noncommittal mood. In this passage a literary critic is faulting a laxity in literary standards that permits mediocre work produced by young writers to be published. The use of the Noncommittal here lends a degree of skepticism to the narrative and perhaps a touch of sarcasm.

(126) [From information added to the poetry collection, it is learned that the so-called "young" poet:]

1939 yil-da tušil-ib-di, yā'ni yaš-i 45-ga
year-LOC be born-PNN-C-3SG that is age-his -DAT

[PRETERITE]

yāqinlāh-ib-di. Oz-i rayon gazeta-si-dā
approach-PNN-C-3SG self-his rayon newspaper-POSS-LOC

[PRETERITE]

išla-rkān [<(א)ר ekān]. Bālki u yərənalist sīfāt-i-dā
work-NPN-C maybe he journalist capacity-POSS-LOC

[HABITUAL]

yāxši ış-lār-ni dīmāl-ga ašir-ayatgāndir? šairlik-dā
good work-PL-ACC effect-DAT put-NP PROGN-C poetry-LOC

[PRES PROGRESSIVE]

emās, gazetaįlik-dā ungā yārātis, kāšf etiš
not journalism-LOC to him creating discovering
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nāsīb qil - gāndir ?
fall to one's lot-NnPPRFNnC
[PRES PERFECT]

(127) (Continuation:) [...In nearly all his poems, the sparks of a special talent or the marks of an extraordinary poetic power have not been seen.]

Bālki bun-dān keyin korin-ip qal-ār.
maybe this-ABL after be seen-CVC-NnPnC
[FUTURE]

'... (he) was born in 1939, that is, he is nearly 45. He himself works at a rayon newspaper. Maybe he has been (or is) doing good work as a journalist? (Maybe) creativity and discovery have been his lot in journalism, but not in poetry?...'

'Perhaps they will be in evidence hereafter.' [Shārq yulduzi
10/1984, p. 194]

Perhaps the key to understanding the morphological structure of the Noncommittal forms in Uzbek lies in the fact that the auxiliary ākān, like Turkish imiş, can be used to express either nonpast or past time. In the Past, though, it appears to be obligatory on those forms that occur with it, while it is not so in the Nonpast. It can also be replaced by dur in the Nonpast. On the other hand, there is no such morphological diversity in Tajik. The Noncommittal forms all bear uniform GM's, either the former Perfect marker or the "participle in āgī" plus the copular person-number suffixes. This means that in the third singular the ending will be either -ās (from -āst) or -is(t) (as opposed to -ād (āt) or -∅ on the Indicative forms, with, of course, the exception of the Nonpast progressive indicative, which is derived from a Noncommittal form).
The Unmarked Forms. The Nonpast noncommittal in Uzbek seems capable of appearing in four forms: -(ā)r, -(ā)r ākān, -(ā)rdur, and -(ā)r ṭi maxHeight. Examples in addition to the sentence (127):

(128) ehtimal u bazar-gā bar-āddur [<bar-ār-dur] maybe he bazaar-DAT go-NnPNNc

‘maybe he’ll go to the market’ (Namangan dialect) [field notes]

(129) on āki-dān kiyin čuš - up gūš quy-ārākāl-lā 10 + 2 -ABL after go down-GER brick pour-NnPNNc-PL

‘after 12 (o’clock) they’ll go down and make bricks’ (Kokand dialect) [Nasirov 1980:124] (here ākān assimilates to -lā)

(130) ettā: qağan-nān eskiyāti-lā kel-ārmīš tomorrow Kokand-ABL askiyachi-PL come-NnPNNc

‘the askiyachis [type of comedian] will come from Kokan tomorrow’ (Namangan dialect) [Aliyev 1974:134]

It is not clear from the available sources what the difference is between these various forms. The writer of the sentence (127) seems to be quite dubious of his prediction, yet the verb is not marked by ēkān, dir, or emīš, a fact that tends to make one suspicious of the notion that these markers have a dubitative meaning.

As mentioned above in Section 2.2., Rastorguyeva identified the meraftās form with the Uzbek (ā)r ākān, a correspondence which is supported here [Rastorguyeva 1952b:231-232].

(131) ʃuma-hām kāstum avārd-əgi? ---rāh-āndā xunuk muṣudāst you-too jacket bring-NnPPRF road-LOC cold be+NnPNNc

‘Have you too brought a jacket?—It might be cold on the road’ (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:132-133]
However, in the same article, she links räfts with gän äkän, not (i)p, as is claimed here. Her assumption is somewhat surprising in light of the fact that Kuznetsov, Polivanov, and Stavrulli all associate räftäs with (i)p (see above). (Rastorguyeva does not treat the räftäs form with respect to Uzbek influence in her major 1964 dialect study.) There is good supporting evidence, however, that the räftäs form does correspond to Uzbek (i)p. In one dialect investigation, Rastorguyeva maintains that, apart from its perfect, or resultative, sense, the räftäs form indicates past activity analogously to the simple past of the indicative, i.e., the räft form, but with the noncommittal modal connotation [Rastorguyeva 1956:68]. For instance:

(132) bäravārdi Sāfār räfτā bašād ägär, roz-i əmbe räftāy
together with [NAME] go+PST CND if day-IZA Saturday go+PNNc

(where räftāy = räftäs) 'if she went at the same time as Safar, that means she left on Saturday' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 152a:86]

Thus the forms räft--räftäs constitute a parallel Past tense pair to Uzbek di--(i)p. The somewhat unexpected use of the verbs istadān/tur- 'stand', xaräftān/yat- 'lie', xistān/otir- 'sit' in the morphological Past noncommittal (ex., istadās/turup-) to specify the present progressive also indicates the parallelism between the räftäs and (i)p forms. It should be mentioned as well that these six verbs, along with the Tajik qustān and the Uzbek yur- 'go', can be used in the Past noncommittal form to combine with other verbs in a CVC yielding a periphrastic present progressive. Finally, the third person singular Past noncommittal
of the Tajik verb \( \textit{kud\text{"a}n} \) 'become, be', \( \textit{kud\text{"a}st} \) (\( \textit{kud\text{"a}st} \) in the literary language), can be used to mean 'it's enough; (it's) OK, alright', just like the Uzbek bopti (bolipti) form bol- 'be, become' [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:83]. Kuznetsov, who provides a few sentences and three short texts in both Tajik and Uzbek, has one good example of the parallel use of (i)p and the r\( \text{"ft\text{"a}} \)s form. (The transcription conforms to the conventions adopted here.)

\[(133) \text{(a) Uzbek: } \text{t\text{"a}\text{"a}-m ol-up bu xatun bil\text{"an}}
\text{(b) Tajik: } \text{t\text{"a}ga-m murd\text{"a} v\text{"a}y z\text{"a}n k\text{"a}ti}
\text{uncle-my die+GER this woman with=and (T:that)}
\]

\[U: \text{muh\text{"a}mm\text{"a}d murad di-g\text{"an} bir o\text{"yl-i qal-ip-ti} (or: qapti)}\]

\[T: \text{muh\text{"a}mm\text{"a}d murad guft-\text{"ag}i y\text{"ak} pus\text{"a}r-\text{"a}s mand\text{"a}st}
\text{[NAME] say-SbSGM one son-her remain+PNnC+3SG}\]

'My uncle died, and this (that) woman [i.e., his wife] and her one son, named Muhammad Murad, were left behind, (I hear/it seems)' [Kuznetsov 1912:319; Kuznetsov 1915:41]

The Perfect Forms. The grammatical marking for the Perfect noncommittal in Uzbek is \( \text{gan} \) plus one of the auxiliaries \( \text{"ak\text{"an}, imi\text{"\text{"g}}, or dur. However, it does not seem possible to differentiate the Nonpast perfect from the Past perfect in a consistent manner. The marker \text{dur} appears to be used mainly for the Nonpast—cf., the example in (126) and the following:

\[(134) \text{(a) "qarn-i\text{"g} a\text{"c}-g\text{"andir, y\text{"rslan-tay-im" ... de-di k\text{"\text{"m}}pir}
\text{stomach-your open-NnPPRFNnC lion-ENDEAR-my say-PST old woman}
\text{"You're probably hungry (literally: your stomach has opened), my little lion cub," said the old woman...’}\]
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(b) āyt-ğändir- mān , es -im-dā yŏq
                 say-NnPPrFNnC-1SG           memory-my-LOC NEG EXIS

' (Maybe) I've said (so, but) I don't remember' (both examples from
Literary Uzbek) [Kononov 1960:219-220]

(135) ehtimal u bazar-gā ket-kūndur
       maybe he bazaar-DAT go-NnPPrFNnC

'maybe he has gone to the market' (Namangan dialect) [field notes]

Another indication that the gūn-dūr form refers mainly to the
Nonpast is its infrequent use in folk tales which are presented
almost exclusively in the Noncommittal mood (outside of the
dialogues). Since the events narrated in a folk tale belong to
the past, the Perfect, when used, generally indicates the Past
perfect. On the other hand, it appears that gūn mūn can also be
nonpast, as the following examples from Literary Uzbek
demonstrate:

(136) hā-yā, eṣit-gūn - mūn , toqri eṣit-gūn ekūn-mūn ,
       yes     hear-NnPPrF-1SG right hear-NnPPrFNnC-1SG
       tūn "rif-i-nil  eṣitgūnmūn
       description-his-ACC

'Yes, yes, I've heard (it), (I believe/it seems,) I've heard (it)
correctly, I've heard his description.' [Kollektiv 1975:431]

(137) professor Rene-nin yaz- is - i -ca , sayara biosfera-si
       professor [NAME]-GEN write-Sbs-his-as planet biosphere-poss
       uč xil hāva q̱talam-i-dūn tūn kil tap-gūn ekūn
       3 kind air layer-poss-ABL be formed -NnPPrFNnC

'As Prof. Rene writes, the planet's biosphere has been formed of
[=consists of] three different air layers' [Nasilov 1983:179; he
uses the present tense of the verb when translating this sentence
into Russian, sostolit 'consists of, is made up of']
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Furthermore, Kononov 1960:218 maintains that the gūn form, without any auxiliary, can refer to an activity in relation to its consequences, whereby the speaker conveys facts known to him "not from personal experience, but through other agents or factors."

Since characterizations of that nature are applied to the unambiguously noncommittal form (i)p, it appears that the gūn form can be used as a Noncommittal perfect even without dur or ḳūn.

(138) demāk erkāk-lār ḳūmūd nārsā togarisidā oylū-b, bir that is man - PL all thing about think-GER one fikr - gā kek - i - gūn; ḥūdā-si kek-ib, ungū sozīl-gūn! opinion-DAT come-PL-NnPPRFNcnCdad-hiscome-GER he+DAT tell-NnPPRFNcnC

"That means, the men have thought about everything and have come to a single opinion; (and when) his father arrived, they've told him!" [Kononov 1960:219]

It is clear from the data that gūn ḳūn can represent a Past perfect.

(139) keyin atā - si bil-ip-ti; kattā akW - lār- i afterwards father-his know-PNNnC3SG older brother-PL-his ḳūn- ḥūdā-si ḳūn-un ḳūn deceive-PL-PPRFNcnC he+ACC

"later his father found out (the truth); his older brothers had deceived him [i.e., his father]" (Tashkent dialect) [Reshetov, Shaabdurahanov 1962:260]

(140) Literary Uzbek: kop vārt-lār-dūn beri bu yer - gūn much time-PL-ABL since this place-DAT heč kim ayaq bās - mā - gūn ekūn no who foot press-NEG-PPRFNcnC

"no one had set foot in this place for a long time" [folk tale in the past tense, Chalpāk yaqqūn kun, p. 271]

In fact, Kononov 1960:274 claims that gūn ekūn forms are pluperfect in tense. However, this contention overlooks cases
like (136) and (137) where gūn Ḥwān refers to a nonpast temporal relationship. One complicating feature of the Perfect in Uzbek is that it is often used with stative verbs to specify contexts that would not be rendered by the Perfect in some other languages—cf., (137), (141), (142).

(141) bir adhom -nīg uč ḵoli-i bar ekwān. učaw-i hrām a person-GEN 3 son-FOSS EXIS NnCCOP 3-FOSS and

qūi-gām , aq - qārā Ṯīni - gām yaman bilān study-PRRFNNc white-black-ACC be acquainted-PRRFNNc bad with

yur-mā-gām , yaman ja-yā tur- mā - gām ekwān-lār. go-NEG-PRRFNNc bad place-LOC stand-NEG-PRRFNNc-3PL

'A man had three sons. And the three of them had studied [i.e., were educated], had become acquainted with [i.e., knew] right from wrong, did not go around with the bad, and did not hang around in bad places.’ [Chālpāk yaggān kun, p. 3]

(142) (učqaw-i) ... bir yet-kā bar-shā, uč koḵā kepti [kel-ip-ti] 3-FOSS a place-DAT go-CND 3 road come-PNNc-3SG

uč koḵā-ni a:z - i - gā yaz - il- gāmmuš : ... dip . 3 road-GEN mouth-POSS-DAT write-PASS-PRRFNNc saying

'when (the three of them) came to a place, there were three roads. It was written [had been written] at the entrance to three roads: "..."’ (Tashkent dialect) [Reshetov, Shaḥbdurāhmanov 1962:255]

In folk tales written in the Noncommittal mood, gūn Ḥwān is quite often found with stative verbs; in strictly grammatical terms these forms are Past perfect, while semantically (at least as defined by equivalences in other languages) they do not appear to be so.

What the above evidence amounts to is that in the Nonpast the Uzbek Perfect noncommittal can be marked by gūn-dur, gūn-ākān, gūn-imāy, or simply gūn, while in the Past it is marked by
gūn-yḵūn or gūn-imīḵ. But even in the latter case the auxiliary is not absolutely obligatory in contexts where it might be regarded as stylistically repetitious, example (141).

In Rostorguyeva 1952:233-234 and Rostorguyeva 1964:135, it is maintained that Tajik rūftāgīst corresponds in form and meaning to the Uzbek gūn-dūr. The two forms exhibit a morphological similarity: the "past participle" (Tajik rūftāgī, Uzbek -gūn) plus the copula (in Tajik, derived from either the full form (h)ūstūm, (h)ūstī, (h)ūst, etc., or the short form -ūm, -i, -ūst, etc., and in Uzbek, -dir-mūn, -dir-sūn, -dir-ū, etc.) [Rostorguyeva 1964:135]. While essentially accurate, this correspondence fails to take into account the complications posed by the Uzbek data, namely the fact that gūn-dūr and gūn-yḵūn can be synonymous at times. From the remarks of Tajik linguists, it appears that Northern Tajik has developed a morphological means for differentiating the Nonpast and Past of the Perfect noncommittal—rūftāgīst for the Nonpast and rūftū budūs for the Past perfect, the latter apparently created morphologically by analogy to the Indicative past perfect rūftū budū. If this tense differentiation is consistently adhered to, it would indicate that Tajik has succeeded in making the grammatical tense opposition more explicit in morphological terms than the donor language Uzbek has. However, as will be shown below, the opposition Past-Nonpast is not strictly observed in other Noncommittal forms in Tajik.

Some examples of the Tajik Nonpast perfect noncommittal from the Varzab dialect:
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(143) màn Rājāb-ār kar dašt - ām , vāy kāhāl ṭūfāgīst
I [NAME]-for business have+PST-1SG he canal go+NnPFRNnC

'I had some business for Rajab, (but I suppose) he's gone to the canal'

(144) kard kani? --- an - ja bud. --- anja nest . ---
knife where that-place was is not
kāṭi dāstārxfan burgāgīst - ān
with tablecloth take+NnPFRNnC-3PL

'Where's the knife? --- It was over there. --- It's not there. ---
They must have taken (it) with the tablecloth.'

(145) màn dadār - ām - āvum kārd-ām , ā raḥāki- yā
I younger brother-my-ACC lose+PST-1SG from passer-by-PL
pursid-ām , ehtimal didāgīst - ān
ask+PST-1SG maybe see+NnPFRNnC-3PL

'I lost my younger brother, (so) I asked some passers-by; maybe they have (had ?) seen him' [all examples from Rastorgueva 1952a:175-176]

Examples of the Past perfect noncommital:

(146) ada sud - mi ? --- a apa - m raftan-pes
finish+PST-INTER from older sister-my go+SbSGM-before

ūda śūkāh būdāst
finish+NnPFRNnC

'Is it over? --- It seems, it had finished before my (older) sister went (there)' [Rastorgueva 1961:114]

(147) in beḥār-ār yā kūlan-a fisandā budiy-ān sāyahāt-bā
this poor-ACC head-PL send+NnPFRNnC-3PL trip-DAT
dinā nāmazīgārī amādiy-ān
yesterday evening come+PNnC-3POL

'The bosses had sent the poor thing off on a trip, (it seems). She arrived last night' (Oratepa dialect) [Rastorgueva 1961:199]

(148) diroz gaw-i Fatimā kāshāl slaught ; fāhmid-ān
yesterday cow-1ZA [NAME] ill become+PST learn+PST-3PL
ki gaw-ā Bārniā sāng zādā budāy [=budās]
that cow-ACC [NAME] stone hit+NnPFRNnC+3SG

'yesterday Fatima's cow became ill; they found out that Barna had hit the cow with a stone' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorgueva 1952a:90]
In his examination of the Tajik spoken by the Jews of Samarkand, Zarubin notes that a form like руфтиги будш could be used instead of the Past perfect noncommittal рафта будш (the actual forms cited were русидаги буде and русидаги буде, from the verb русидан 'to reach') [Zarubin 1928:119]. Other sources make it clear that руфтиги будш belongs to the Noncommittal mood [Rastorguyeva 1952a:107; Rastorguyeva 1956:90 and 1961:162; Rastorguyeva, and Kerimova 1964:185-186]. Examples such as (149) suggest that Zarubin's observation may be quite accurate, that is, that руфтиги будш and рафта будш are synonymous.

(149) Adil, ma amand-im , aқу - т бурүфтиgi budiy-yн [NAME] we come+PST-1PL mother-your leave+PPRFNnc-3POL

'Adil, we came (by), (but) your mother had left (already), (it seems)' (Oratepa dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1961:162]

The corresponding form in Uzbek would be гун bolip, ex., bar-гун bolip-ti 'it seems, he had gone' in the 3rd singular.

Unfortunately, reference works on the Uzbek language do not discuss this form as a regular item in the verbal paradigm, although an occasional reference to it can be found.

(150) Egribay at - гун min - iқ bilun-aq bir zum - dун [NAME] horse-DAT mount-SbSGM with-PART a moment-LOC

koz-dун yoqal - гун bolip-ti eye-ABL disappear-PPRFNnc-3sg

'As soon as he mounted the horse, Egribay (had) disappeared from sight in an instant.' (from a folk tale in Literary Uzbek) [Mardiyeva 1977:144, quoting from a dissertation by K. Sulaymanov on periphrastic verb forms in Uzbek]
It would not be inconceivable that the Tajik рёфтүги будн был modeled upon the Uzbek гён bolip, and thus the two forms are tentatively placed in the simplex verb paradigm as synonyms of рёфтү будн and гён акён, respectively. It is curious that in the Indicative and Noncommittal moods there appear to be two morphologically distinct, but synonymous, forms for the Past perfect in both languages.

The Habitual Forms. Ivanov 1958:137 states that the Uzbek form in (Н)р акён corresponds in meaning to three verb tenses—the present-future, the indefinite imperfect, and the future hypothetical. In particular, it can designate (1) activity taking place usually, constantly, or regularly, (2) durative incomplete action in the past, and (3) hypothetical, possible activity in the future. Rastorguyeva 1952c:131 uses similar terminology to characterize the мерёфтнс form in Tajik: it can designate any tense, present (habitual), future, and past durative. Within the set of paradigmatic relationships adopted here, these observations are represented as reflecting neutralizations of oppositions. That is, in Uzbek and Tajik there is no strict morphological differentiation between the Unmarked and Habitual nonpast forms or between the Nonpast and Past habitual forms. As in the Indicative, the opposition between the Habitual and Unmarked forms in the Noncommittal is overtly manifested only in the past tense—(i)p vs. (Н)р акён and рёфтнс vs. мерёфтнс. This does not mean, however, that there may be no differences between the Nonpast and Past habitual forms in Uzbek. In fact, it appears
from the Uzbek data that the auxiliary ḥkūn is optional in the Nonpast but not in the Past. When it does not appear in the latter case, as for instance, in a continuous text such as a folk tale, its use might be considered stylistically redundant--cf., example (158) below. That is, the absence of the auxiliary ḥkūn may be due to a "grammatical optionality" in the case of the Nonpast habitual, but a "stylistic deletion" in the case of the Past.

Some examples of the Habitual in Uzbek--first without the auxiliary:

(151) sis kok ḥay-di yākxi kor-yr-siz
      you green tea-ACC good see-NnPHABNnC-2nd
      like

'(I see) you like green tea' (Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:143]

With the auxiliary, in Literary Uzbek:

(152) Ahunbabayev surūt-lṛr-i-gū ḥek ḥüm oxūyū - mūs ekūn - lṛr [NAME] picture-PI-his-DAT no =at all resemble-NEG+NnPHABNnC-3POL

'(It seems), Ahunbabayev does not at all look like his portraits' [Ivanov 1958:138]

Frequently this form is used in proverbs, sayings, and other truisms. Without an auxiliary:

(153) qimirlū-gūn qir aṣ - ṣr
      move-SbSGM pass cross-NnPHABNnC

'The one who stirs gets over the pass' (similar to the saying 'no pain, no gain') (Andijan dialect) [Ibrahimov 1967:213]

(154) mihnūt rahūt - kū yet-kiz - ṣr
tool pleasure-DAT reach-CAUS-NnPHABNnC

'Work brings pleasure' (Tashkent dialect) [Ghulamov 1968:118]
With the auxiliary:

(155) nan-i ya: rozā tūt - yymuš [=tutyrimuš],
bread-POSS NEG EXIS fast keep-NnPABNNc

iš-i ya: nāmaz oqi - yymuš [=quirimuš]
work-POSS NEG EXIS prayer recite-NnPABNNc

'The one without bread keeps the fast, the one without work performs the ritual prayer' (Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:160]

(156) adām qo(r)q-ğän væq - qā til - i kūlimy-ğā
person fear-SbSGM time-DAT/LOC tongue-his profession-DAT
ke-mi - y qal-ğykān [=qalār̥yān]
come-NEG- CVC -NnPABNNc

'When a man's afraid, his tongue won't even utter the profession of faith' (Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:160]

(157) bu -li hār kuni aw - qā ket-iš-ğā:kān, qiz ạay
this-PL every day hunt-DAT go-PL-PHABNNc girl tea
pilaf make- CVC -PHABNNc

'These would go out hunting every day, (and) the girl would make tea and pilaf (from a folk tale in the past tense) (Tashkent dialect) [Reshetov, Shaabdurahmonov 1962:258]

(158) ...kattā ọqaq - dā kattā alaw yan - ār , qazan-dū big heart-LOC big fire burn-PHABNNc pot-LOC

ṣorvi qāynā - r ekān
soup boil-PHABNNc

'a big fire was burning in a big fireplace and soup was boiling in a qazan' (folk tale in Literary Uzbek) [Chälıpāk yaggān kun, p. 9]

In contrast to Uzbek, the tense of the Habitual noncommittal in Tajik is completely neutralized, to the single form merāftās.

(159) xuma kām ạay mexurdāk-etan
you little tea eat+HABNNc-2ND

'(I see), you drink little tea' (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:132] (in this dialect the merāftās is conjugated merāftākām, merāftāki, merāftās, etc.)
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(160) Īz kuh - i ural ab meamūdāy [=meamūdāms],
from mountain-IZA Urals water come+HABNnC [=NnP]
bn būhr-i kāspiy merxtāy [=merxtāms]
into sea-IZA Caspian flow+HABNnC [=NnP]

'water comes from the Ural Mountains and flows into the Caspian Sea' (girl reporting on what she has learned in school) (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:89]

(161) Past tense: dār buxara peštār yāk kāšūl
in Bukhara earlier (some) one sick
mešudāy , daru ḥi bud? yāk parh-i ẃarmūg.
become+HABNnC medicine what was a bit-IZA walnut

'Earlier in Bukhara someone would get sick, (and) what was the medicine? A bit of walnut.' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:89]

Many examples of the Habitual noncommittal in Literary Tajik can
be found in Rastorguyeva 1953:13-17.

The Progressive Forms. In both Uzbek and Tajik the Progressive
noncommittal forms are not very common, and reference grammars do
not provide extensive information about them. Consequently their
status in the paradigm is not straightforward. It seems rather
clear, though, that there is only one Uzbek Progressive
noncommittal, (y)akūmn ẃkmn, in which the tense distinction has
been neutralized. For examples of the use of this form, see
examples (126) and (162-164).

(162) Present: Erkin hazir Moskva-dū emīš , fūlsūfū
[NAME] now Moscow-LOC COPNnPnC philosophy
fakul'tet- i - dū ogi-yatgūmn emīš
department-FOSS-LOC study-PROGNnC

'(They say), Erkin is now in Moscow and is studying in the
philosophy department' (Literary Uzbek) [Nasirov 1983:185]
you come-SbSGM time just sleep-PROGNNc-1SG

'when you came, (it seems) I was just falling asleep' (Shahrizabz
dialect) [Jorūyev 1964:159]

This form can also be found in folk tales in which the events are
represented as taking place in the past.

(164) ket-wat-is-sā, bir qiz mušuv-i minām... kaptaw oynāw-watkānākān
leave-PROG-PL-CND a girl cat-her with ball play-PROGNNc

'as they were leaving, a girl was playing ball with her cat'
(Tashkent dialect) [Reshetov, Shaabdurahmanov 1962:258]

However, the status of the two Tajik Progressive noncommittal
forms rūfsadā budās and rūfsadāğıst is much more problematic.
From the descriptions of the use of the former in dialect studies
and in grammars of the literary language, it appears that rūfsadā
budās is quite similar to Uzbek (y)atkān ākān in function, while
in terms of morphological parallelism the Uzbek form is closer to
rūfsadāğıst. The situation is further complicated by the fact
that rūfsadāğıst is very rare in both the dialects [Zarubin
1928:121; Rastorguyeva 1964:97] and the literary language
[Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:136]. It is clear that rūfsadāğıst
can be used as a Nonpast progressive:

(165) yppā - t kānī? --- nan puuxkülgist
older sister-your where bread bake-PROGNNc

'Where's your sister?---She's (probably) baking bread' (or perhaps:
'she's been baking bread, I guess' ?) (Kasanay dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1952c:143]
One example available in the dialect studies suggests that
räfsadägist might also be able to refer to the past, but because
it can be treated as being embedded under an S containing a verb
in the past tense, nothing definite about the tense of this form
can be inferred from the example.

(166) raft-ūm, guft-ūm mašin kānī? guft-ān mašin
    go+PST-1SG say+PST-1SG car where say+PST-3PL car

räfsadägis
    go+PROGNNc

'I went (and) said, where's the car? They said, the car's
leaving' (or: 'They said that the car was leaving') (Bukhara
dialect) [Kerimova 1959:123]

Some examples of the raufsadä budäs form:

(167) (a) hazir Garāna-ndā kar kūsadudās [=kūrsadā Budās]
    now Gorono-LOC work do+PROGNNc

'(They say), he's working in Gorono now' (Leninabad dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1956:73]

(b) zān-ā
    kūsāl budās . bālnisā-bā burdās .
    wife-his sick be+FNNc hospital-DAT take+FNNc

duxtor ukol kūrsadā budās
    doctor injection do+PROGNNc

'(I've heard) his wife became ill. He took (her) to the hospital.
The doctor is (has been, was ?) giving (her) shots.' (Oratepa
dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1961:156] (this sentence was translated
into Russian by the present delayst yei ukoli.)

(c) ayā , pisēr-atan yāk sār āngur kāndudēk-an !
    aunt son-your a head grapes tear+PROGNNc-3POL

mān amēdūd-ūm , āngur xurd borūfsadūdēk-ān
    I come+PPRF-1SG grapes eat+GER go+PROGNNc-3POL

'Aunt, your son has broken off a bunch of grapes! I came (by),
and he was going along eating grapes' (Kasansay dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1952c:299]
In the chart of the Uzbek and Tajik Simplex Verb Paradigms, *rūfsadā budās* is placed in the Progressive noncommittal column, while *rūfsadāgist* is in the Perfect progressive column. These placements are subject to revision. While the forms exhibit morphological similarities to their respective forms in the Indicative, their meaning may not justify such an arrangement. One obvious possibility is that they are synonymous.

As regards the main issue here, the influence of Uzbek upon the Tajik verb system, there is very little question that the Progressive in Tajik as a whole is modeled upon that of Uzbek, with the markers derived from the auxiliaries *istadān* (*x-rūftān*) and *yat-.* The only question is the extent to which the Progressive noncommittals in Tajik were patterned directly after existing Uzbek verb form *va,* the extent to which they arose as the result of analogical formation.

The Noncommittal as a Mood. Some investigators have observed the morphological similarity between the Past noncommittal form and the Perfect in certain Eurasian languages and have made attempts to connect the two verb forms. For instance, Comrie 1976:110 states,

Having noted the formal identity or near-identity in these languages between Perfect and Inferential, we must now look for an explanation for this identity. With the perfect, a past event is related to the present state, in other words the past event is not simply presented per se, but because of its relation to a present state.
With the inferential, the past event is again not presented simply per se, rather it is inferred from some less direct result of the action (e.g. a second-hand report, or prima facie evidence, such as the wetness of the road leading to the inference that it has been raining, even when the raining itself has not been directly witnessed). Thus the semantic similarity (not, of course, identity) between perfect and inferential lies in the fact that both categories present an event not in itself, but via its results, and it is this similarity that finds formal expression in languages like Georgian, Bulgarian, and Estonian.

Friedman, in a study of similar forms in Georgian, Avar, Tajik, Azerbaijani, and other languages, even uses the term "perfect" to refer to a form "said to be marked for or which can imply nonconfirmative status" [Friedman 1979:340]. Also, when he establishes a category of "Perfect as pure resultative vs. Perfect as nonconfirmative" [p.346], he implies an intrinsic relationship between the two. Remarks along similar lines can be found in Haarmann's study of the Noncommittal on the Eurasian continent [Haarmann 1970:29-30].

Some investigators have discussed a possible evolutionary development form the Perfect to a Noncommittal.

These data clearly testify to the fact that in the Komi-Zyryan language a splitting of the meaning of the
perfect has taken place. On the base of the earlier meaning of resultativeness another meaning has arisen, expressing itself in the capacity of the perfect to designate activity not personally witnessed by the speaker.... [Serebrennikov 1960:63]

The explanation for the origin of the model meaning on the basis of the original [pervonachal'noye] perfect meaning does not require any complicated demonstrations. Every language often creates something new on the foundation of what already exists. In the very semantics of the perfect were the elements which could be used for the creation of a new phenomenon in the language, which received a special function. [Ibid., p. 66]

Serebrennikov also contends that the development of the noncommittal meaning from the perfect is attested in many languages of the world, such as the Turkic languages, Udmurt, Mari (Cheremis), Mansi (Vogul), Nenets, Bulgarian, Latvian, Finnish, Albanian, Georgian, etc. [Ibid., p.66]. In his examination of the noncommittal forms ("admirative-commentative" in his terminology) in Albanian, Bulgarian, and Macedonian, Sitov focuses on a "genetic link" between the noncommittal formations and the system of the perfect, in an attempt to demonstrate that these verb forms could have arisen independent of external influence (Turkish in this case) [Sitov 1979:117-118]. Kormushin states with regard to the noncommittal forms in the Turkic languages,
it seems that the modal meanings of the out-of-sightness [zaglaznost'], unreliability [nedostovernost'], or unexpectedness [neozhidannost'] of the action arise naturally from the present perfect form, which is correlated with the present actual ... Consequently, the modal meanings arose in the perfect late, only after the conversion of a form once nonlocalized in tense into the present perfect form. [Kormushin 1984:41]

These characterizations leave the impression that the Noncommittal is a kind of "second Perfect" which has become specialized in a particular semantic direction.

In fact, some of the data from the Uzbek and Tajik verb systems provide confirmation of a link between the Noncommittal and the Perfect. For instance, the Uzbek auxiliary ḥān is derived from the Perfect form of the defective copula verb e-, historically er- [Kononov 1960:272; Ivanov 1958:131]. Furthermore, it was the historical Iranian Perfect form ṭūtās [ṛūftūnast] which has become the main past tense in Northern Tajik.

However, more importantly, other evidence form Uzbek raises serious questions about the universality of the proposed link between the Perfect and the Noncommittal. Whatever the semantic connection between the forms, it is clear that there need not be a morphological one. The Unmarked past noncommittal in Uzbek (i)p is not at all connected morphologically to the Perfect in gān, nor is the Nonpast (n)r. The Perfect noncommittals exhibit a morphological similarity to the Perfect indicative, but such a
parallelism is not unexpected of forms within the same verb category. Leaving aside the gändur, gän-ämän, etc. forms, there are then, using Friedman's terminology, two distinct "Perfects" in Uzbek--gän, the "Perfect resultative," and (i)p, the "Perfect nonconfirmative." This state of affairs is by no means unique to Uzbek; according to Kormushin, the number of Turkic languages with such a two-way opposition, or even three-way opposition, among the "Perfects" is greater than the number of languages in which this distinction has been neutralized [Kormushin 1984:40-41; cf., also the remarks about the "Perfect I" and "Perfect II" in Grunina 1976:19]. However, by coincidence, this crucial distinction is neutralized in those Turkic languages with which scholars of the Indo-European or Finno-Ugric languages as well as others linguists are most familiar--Turkish and other Oghuz languages, Tatar, and Bashkir. To demonstrate the significance of the neutralization, it would be worthwhile to compare the relevant portions of the verb paradigm of Uzbek to those of Turkish and Bashkir. The following representations of the paradigms are rather tentative, since a more thorough investigation would be needed to determine the most coherent set of oppositions, but the present arrangement should suffice for the purpose of this discussion. (Table 7, p. 214)

The essential point about these paradigms is that the forms used for the Nonpast perfect indicative have other uses as well, in particular, uses in the Noncommittal mood. Yet, it is clear that the category Perfect has not been eliminated from the Turkish or
Bashkir paradigm since there exists a distinct form for the Past perfect, in both the Indicative and Noncommittal moods.

It would be misleading, however, to suppose that a straight-forward neutralization between the Nonpast perfect indicative and the Past noncommittal has taken place. It appears that the Past indicative in di has taken over at least some of the functions normally marked by the Perfect indicative in other Turkic languages—cf., sentence (168) in Turkish.

(168) siz-e yeni kitap-lar ver-di-m , ama onlar-i you-DAT new book-PL give-PST-1SG but they-ACC
hâlâ oku-ma-di-niz yet read-NEG-PST-2PL

'I gave you (some) new books, but you haven't read them yet' (literally: 'didn't read them yet') [Underhill 1976:119]

(On the use of di as a marker of resultativeness in Bashkir, see Kollektiv 1981:273-274, but it should not be inferred from this that di and Man in Bashkir occur in precisely the same contexts as do di and mîš in Turkish.) The suffix mîš is unambiguously used as a marker of the Perfect indicative in written Turkish when it is followed by dir (tir).

(169) bak, bu kadar yîl-dir bir ev - de otur-ur-uz , look this many year-for one house-LOC live-HAB-1PL
... iki lâf et - me - mîš - iz - dir 2 word make-NEG-NnPREF-1PL-INDIC

'Look, we have lived in the same house for this many years (now, but) we haven't spoken two words' [Kononov 1956:234] (Notice that a context requiring the Perfect in English such as 'have been/lived/etc. somewhere for such-and-such a period of time and up to the present' is not regularly rendered in the Turkic
languages by the Perfect, but by the Unmarked nonpast (Present) or the Nonpast habitual.)

It also seems that miš expresses a Perfect indicative activity in combination with the auxiliary ol- 'be, become', cf., Uzbek bok-

(170) hayt-ta ilk defa kiz -im-dan sir sakla-miš
life-LOC first time daughter-my-ABL secret keep-PRF
ol-uyor-um
AUX-PRES-1SG

'for the first time in my life I have kept a secret from my daughter' Mikhaylov 1965:40]

But there is a certain amount of ambiguity in constructions which might be described as the "past participle in miš/gan used as a predicate."

(171) Turkish: (from a phrase book in which these sentences are the stylistically neutral means of expressing certain states that exist at present)

(a) benzin-im bit - miš
gas - my be finished-NnPREF

'I've run out of gas' (literally: my gasoline has finished up' [Mardin, Yusuf, Turkish Phrase Book. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, p. 72]

(b) oda temiz-le - n - me - mis
room clean-VbF-PASS-NEG-NnPREF

'the room hasn't been cleaned' [Ibid., p. 87]

(c) mide - m boz - ul - muš
stomach-my spoil-PASS-NnPREF

' my stomach is upset' (literally: 'my stomach has been upset') [Ibid., p. 151]

(d) ot-lar çok kuru-müş
grass-PL very dry-NnPREF
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'the grass is very dry' (literally: the grasses have dried very much) [Ibid., p. 138]

(172) Literary Turkish:

(a) temiz giy- in - mi? . sakak-lar-1 - na hafiften
    clean wear-RFL-NnPPRF temple-PL-POSS-DAT lightly

    k?r d?l? - mi? grey fall-NnPPRF (=turn grey)

'He is (was) well (respectably) dressed. Grey has lightly etched
his temples.' [Ivanov 1977:53]

(b) duvar-lar-a kalin yaldizli cercheve-ler ik- in - de
    wall-PL-DAT thick gilt frame-PL inside-POSS-LOC

    resim-ler as - il - mi? picture-PL hang-PASS-NnPPRF

'on the wall are hung pictures in thick gilded frames' [Ibid.]

(173) Literary Bashkir:

bil yort bik yag?i hal - in - yan
this house very good build-PASS-NnPPRF

'this house is built very well' [Dmitriyev 1948:159]

In such cases it may be impossible to determine whether the verbs
represent the Perfect indicative or the Perfect noncommittal. But
with respect to the set of distinctive oppositions, this question
is irrelevant. In any paradigm of similar oppositions, there
would be a possible four-way set of distinctions:

(Unmarked) Past indicative -- Nonpast perfect indicative

(Unmarked) Past noncommittal -- Nonpast perfect noncommittal

In the Turkic languages being discussed here, a consistent
four-way morphological distinction is not observed, but the
languages differ with regard to the number of distinctions
otherwise occurring. The Past indicative is a clearly distinct category marked by the suffix di. A morphological differentiation between the two Nonpast perfect forms is not systematically maintained, although the addition of a marker like dur, dir, ëkän, etc., can provide a means of disambiguating the forms. Thus the crucial question concerns how the distinction is realized in the (Unmarked) Past noncommittal, perhaps the most prominent of the Noncommittal forms. The hypothesis that the Perfect and the Noncommittal are intrinsically linked would predict that the morphological marking of the Past noncommittal would be identical or at least quite similar to that of the Perfect. Such is indeed the case in Turkish and Bashkir, even though it might be argued that the miš/mañ forms no longer function as true Perfect indicatives. But the Uzbek verb paradigm does not conform to these expectations; the crucial case, the Past noncommittal, does not resemble the Perfect (in either the Indicative or Noncommittal). Clearly then, the notion about the intrinsic link between the Perfect and the Noncommittal is not applicable universally. In fact, what remains of the hypothesis after the evidence of Uzbek and other Turkic languages? It might still serve as a valid explanation for why a single form might have both a perfect and a past noncommittal meaning, but it certainly fails to suggest why a change might occur in the opposite direction, i.e., towards a morphological differentiation between the Perfect and the Past noncommittal. Such a hypothesis could provide no insight into the present state of the Uzbek paradigm, regardless
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of whether Uzbek retains the original Turkic distinctions or
reflects innovations from a situation more in line with the
pattern of oppositions in Turkish or Bashkir.

The basic problem with a hypothesis that focuses on an
intrinsic link between the Perfect and the Noncommittal is that it
ignores the presence of other verb forms in the paradigm with a
similar modal meaning. Such a hypothesis would provide little
justification for a semantic distinction like "Noncommittalness"
to spread, presumably by analogy, to other tenses. Yet in the
data there exist such forms as Uzbek (ноп), corresponding in tense
and aspect to  ý/y, or Turkish ajak stricter, corresponding to a jak and
ajakti. Essentially, the proposal about the link between the
Perfect and the Noncommittal fails to account for the fact that a
whole set of Noncommittal forms exists in systematic contrast to
the set of Indicative forms. An approach that establishes a full
Noncommittal mood, on the other hand, raises the expectation that
systematic oppositions in tense and aspect would likely occur in a
verb paradigm with a grammatical Noncommittal category. This
expectation is supported by the variety of Noncommittal forms in
Uzbek and Tajik, as well as in Turkish, Bashkir, Bulgarian,
Macedonian, Albanian, etc.

The Conditional/Subjunctive Mood. In her major study of the Tajik
dialects, Rastorguyeva characterizes the Uzbek Conditional forms
н/ншд and the Tajik Subjunctives равд/рафт бшд as cases in
the verb paradigm where a semantic convergence occurred prior to
the contact between the two languages and arose as the result of
accidental or general linguistic processes [Rastorguyeva 1964:137]. But this is an oversimplification about the relationship between the forms, as even Rastorguyeva acknowledges when she states in a footnote that she is not treating the forms in all their diversity, a project that would take too much time and space [Ibid.]. In fact, there is evidence suggesting that the Tajik Subjunctive forms have been modified in their use on the model of the Uzbek Conditional, but documenting such a change is not as straightforward as it was with regard to the Noncommittal mood. A more thorough investigation into the uses of the Subjunctive in Iranian, particularly in the colloquial varieties, for comparative purposes, would be needed to demonstrate the extent of Uzbek influence to an adequate degree. Here, however, it will be possible only to touch upon certain aspects of the topic.

The use of the Uzbek Conditional सह taken to be the most representative by Turkologists is the marking of the verb in the if- clause (protasis) of a conditional sentence. Historically there has been no indigenous Structure-Initial Grammatical Marker like if in the Turkic languages, although the Iranian نگار has been borrowed and widely accepted in that capacity in various Turkic languages; its use is generally optional in Uzbek. However, the सह form typically occurs in other structures; it can, for instance, mark a temporal clause, generally translated by 'when' in English. Unlike the case in conditional sentences, the proposition expressed by the clause containing सह in its temporal
use can be presupposed to be true: qärä-sä,...kordî, 'when he looked, he saw...', where it is presupposed that he looked, cf., examples (175a and b). The sä form can also be combined with the adjectival predicate kerńsk 'necessary, needed' to produce a sentence translated into English by a modal like 'should (have)' or 'must (have)' or by a sentential adverb like 'probably'. In the samples provided by Kuznetsov are instances of each of these three uses of sä in Colloquial Uzbek (Tashkent area), along with their equivalents in Colloquial Tajik. (Some minor alterations have been made in his systems of transcription.)

(174) where sä/räväd can be translated by 'if':

(a) Uzbek: yäz pärändä - Ø ; adäm bol-sä , bil-är idî-m ;
    (or: qus)
    Tajik: yäz paranda - Ø ; adäm bašät , midanist-äm ;

goose bird -COP person be+CND/SBJ know+PHAB-1SG

U: padša hyt-ti, "vâżir bol-sä-g , bil-ä-sän "
T: padša guft , "vâżir bašät-i , midan-i "

pasha say+PST vazir be+CND/SBJ-2SG know=NNP-2SG

'(the vazir said, "...") the goose is a bird; if it were a man, I would know (what it was saying);" the pasha said, "if you are a vazir, you'll find out"' [Kuznetsov 1912:318; 1915:39]

(b) Uzbek: oylä-di (or: xâyl qil-di) ki guşť-i bol-sä ,

Tajik: xâyl kârd ki gušť-as bašät ,

think-PST (thought do+PST) that meat-its be[=EXIS]+CND/SBJ

U: ye-p täşnâlig-dän qutul - äy
deep

T: xordä äz-täşnâqi xilas šav-äm

eat+GER hunger-ABL(U) be free-1SG OPTATIVE(U) saying(U) from-hunger(T) be free-SBJ-1SG (T)
'he thought, "if it has meat (on it), let me eat it and be free of hunger."' [Kuznetsov 1912:317; 1915:38]
(Notice that the second occurrence of the Subjunctive in the Tajik sentence is equivalent to the Uzbek Optative.)

(175) where شاینا/rāvād can be translated by 'when':

(a) Uzbek: xanň-ga kir-sā-m, dud boy - i - ni

Tajik: xanň-ba dāra-m, dud-Ǩ bu - š-ā

room-DAT enter+CND/SBJ-1SG smoke (U) smell-POSS-ACC smoke-GEN(T)

U: bil - di - m

T: (or: bu-i dud-a) danist - ūm

(smell-IZA smoke-ACC) know+PST-1SG

'When I entered the room, I recognized the smell of smoke.'
[Kuznetsov 1912:315; 1915:36]

(b) Uzbek: biz taškān-dā muḥāmmād murad dokandar-ni

Tajik: ma taškān-dā muḥāmmād murad dokandar-ū

we Tashkent-LOC [NAME] shopkeeper-ACC

U: tap-ip sorā - šā - k, mān-i anā - m

T: yaftā purs - im, mān-ū ačā - m

find+GER ask+CND/SBJ-1PL I-GEN mother-my

U: sārāt qiz-i idi dep inkar qil - di

T: duxtar-i sārāt bud guftā inkar kārd

daughter-of-Sart was saying denial make+PST

'when we found the shopkeeper Muḥammad Murad in Tashkent and asked (him about his mother), he denied (this story) and said his mother was a Sart' [Kuznetsov 1912:319; 1915:42]

(176) where شاینا combines with کرایک, and rāvād with dārkar:

(a) Uzbek: šärtnamād-ga qol qoy-gān-iñiz uğun ani

Tajik: šärtnamād-bū dāst mand-ūgi-tan - bū vaŋ-ū

agreement-DAT hand put-SbSGM-your for it+ACC
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U: bāja keltur-sū-ğiz kirük - Ø
T: bajā biyar - id dārkar (-yast)
    fulfill+CND/SBJ-2PL necessary-COP
'since you signed the agreement, you must carry it out' [Kuznetsov 1912:316; 1915:36]
(b) Uzbek: ḵundaq bol-š kirük - Ø
Tajik: hūmtu yavht dārkar (-yast)
    such be+CND/SBJ necessary-COP
'it must be so' [Kuznetsov 1912:316; 1915:37]

While the Uzbek Conditional and Tajik Subjunctive coincide exactly in these cases, it is not clear to what extent influence from Uzbek has brought about the common usage. In certain instances, the evidence appears to support the notion of Uzbek influence. In Tajik sentences such as (177), the particle ƣi is a borrowing from Uzbek, and the use of the Conditional in the 2nd person to create a milder imperative is typical in Uzbek [cf., Kollektiv 1975:471; Ibrahimov 1967:222; in Rastorguyeva 1952c:174, it is stated that ƣi is a borrowing from Uzbek].

(177) (a) in-ja avārdīgi - ƣ ne. ƣwūm-hūm nū - ƣftid.
      this-place bring-NnPPRF-3SG NEG eye-my NEG-fall+PST
      xanū-yūh ben - et - ƣi
      house-ACC look+SBJ-2PL-PART

'He hasn’t brought (it) here. I didn’t see (it). Why don’t you look for (it) at home?’ (literally: ‘now just search the house’) (Khishtkhana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:240]
(b) ƣbx-t i tīng-i mūn-.UTC nū - rūs - i - ƣi, 人居环境！
      time-IZA tight-IZA I-ACC NEG-take up+SBJ-2SG-PART child

'come on child, don’t take up my precious (literally: tight) time!’ (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:77]
In addition, since the Subjunctive in Iranian in temporal clauses typically conveys "eventuality or uncertainty" and since the Indicative would normally indicate that the proposition expressed by the clause is regarded as true [Lazard 1957a:230], the use of the Subjunctive in temporal clauses like those in (175) seems to reflect Uzbek influence.

However, in other cases, particularly in subordinate clauses introduced by Iranian Structure-Initial Grammatical Markers like ta or ki or in clauses in which ki could be used, there is no evidence of Uzbek influence, inasmuch as Turkic lacks Str-I GM's like ki.

(178) With ta: mūn ta ab nū - xur - ūm , ūs I as long as water NEG-drink+SBJ-1SG from
tūnūgi-m nū - mekkūnūt thirst-my NEG-break+NnPINDIC

'as long as I don’t drink water, my thirst is not quenched'
(literally: 'my thirst doesn’t break') (Panjakent dialect) [Ivanova 1956:312]

(179) With ki, or with ki optional:

(a) aχū-t guft ki melik biyayū [=biyayūd] mother-your say+PST that [NAM2] come+SBJ+3SG

'your mother told Melik to come' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:93]

(b) yurūk nū-darūm ki zūn-i vūy kūtī ro-bū-ro heart NEG-have+NnP+3SG that wife-IZA he with face-to-face

ūvūm be+SBJ+1SG

'I don’t dare meet his wife' (literally: 'I don’t have the heart that I be face-to-face with his wife') (Bukhara dialect) [Kerimova 1959:120]
(c) dil-ym mexahht kar-i kurdzgi-m-y
heart-my want+NP+3SG (that) work-IZA do+SbSMG-my-ACC
kuyn-ym
do+SBJ-1SG

'I want to do the work that I did (previously)' (literally: 'my heart wants that I do the work that I did') (Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:139]

(d) vaxt-ym ne, usta-by bmr - ym
time-my NEG+EXIS master-DAT take+SBJ-1SG

'I have no time to take (it) to the master (i.e., seamstress)' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:137]

Likewise, purpose clauses can be formed with the Str-I GM ki and the Subjunctive in the Iranian fashion, or alternatively, with the Str-F GM gufta (= Uzbek dep 'saying') and the Subjunctive, which is more in conformity to the Turkic pattern.

(180) (a) tnowaq bA awh - t te ki xoyd [=xoydd]
dish to mother-your give+IMP so that wash+SBJ+3SG

'give the dishes to your mother for her to wash' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:931]

(b) khuwuavat-y bin - ym gufta rfta [=rftas in this dialect]
bed-ACC see+SBJ-1SG saying go+PRF+3SG

'he has gone to see the bed' (literally: 'he has gone saying let me see the bed') (Varzab dialect) [Ibid., p.152]

(For examples of the use of the Subjunctive in Literary Tajik, see Rastorguyeva 1953 and Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:97-132.)

Hence, there are SbS’s where the Tajik Subjunctive is used but where the Uzbek Conditional would not normally occur (especially in dialects exhibiting less Tajik influence). That is, the range of functions of the Tajik Subjunctive is wider than that of the Uzbek Conditional, and to this extent the uses of the
two moods do not overlap precisely. But it is not clear whether there exist instances in which the Uzbek Conditional can be used, but not the Tajik Subjunctive.

As for the structure and number of the Subjunctive/Conditional forms in Tajik, there is evidence of Uzbek influence. For instance, in Uzbek the dialects vary with respect to the placement of the person/number suffixes in the Past conditional, səydi from sə plus the auxiliary idi; in the Tashkent and Namangan dialects they occur on the sə portion, ex., in the first singular səm(id)i, but in the Shahrisabz and Jizzakh dialects, on the auxiliary 'idi, ex., səydim [Ghulamov 1968:125; Jorayev 1964:166; Reshetov 1953:230; Ghulamov 1957:108]. The most common form of the Past conditional in Colloquial Tajik seems to be rūftə bāyūd, where the person/number suffix, -əd here, occurs on the auxiliary, as was apparently the case in Classical Persian-Tajik [Rastorguyeva 1964:74], but there are also cases where the person/number suffix is not attached to the auxiliary. In all the Ferghana Valley dialects, the Oratepa and Shahristan dialects, the resulting form consists of the Nonpast subjunctive/conditional rūvəm, rūvi, rūvūd, etc. plus the past auxiliary bud/but, exactly as in Uzbek.

(181) (a) di:nə biyad bud, nəhəz mekud yesterday come+SUBJ+3SG PSTAUX good be+PHAB

'it would have been good if she had come yesterday' (Kanibadam dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:77]

(b) ə in - jə guzər - əm from this-place pass+SUBJ-1SG PSTAUX
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'I should have passed by here' (Leninabad dialect) [Ibid., p. 78]

In the literary language such a Past conditional is considered a
dialect form [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:113; Rastorguyeva
1956:78].

In the Uzbek Conditional, the Perfect and Progressive forms
are not infrequently occurring items (for Literary Uzbek, see
Zikrillâyev 1983).

(182)  g³n bol⁹:
   (a)  kor-gën bo-s£-m , u-yâm meni  kor-gëd-dur
        see-PRF CND-1SG  he-also  I+ACC  see-PRFNNc

'if I've seen (him), he's (probably) also seen me' (Tashkent
dialect) [Ghulamov 1968:124-125]

(b)  nahatki  seni  gâp - iy - ni  unut-kâm  bo - s£ - m
    really?!!  you+GEN  word-your-ACC  forget-PRF  CND - 1SG

'how could I have forgotten what you said?!' (Andijan dialect)
[Ibrahimov 1967:221]

(c)  ëas-si-ni - yâm  temir  sal - dir-gâm  bo-s£  kerêk
   "Charsu"-ACC-also [NAME]  build-CAUS-PRF  CND =must have

'Temir must have had the Charsu [trade building] built also'
(Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:167]

(183)  Progressive:  (see also example 164)

(a)  mâ  innâ-mê-y  ottîr-ib  dh(r)s  tñyall- as-s£ - m
    I  speak-NEG-GER  sit-GER  lesson  prepare-PROGCND-1SG

    dhâptâr-im-ñâ  ñiz-îp  ñâ-îñ  qâlîm  minûm
    notebook-my-LOC  draw-GER  flee-PST  pencil  with

    'when I was quietly sitting and preparing the lesson, he drew in
    my notebook with a pencil and ran away' (Shahrisabz dialect)
    [Jorayev 1964:167]

(b)  o:lim , uza:  yol-gâm  ket-watkâm  bo-s£-ñ,  sâm-dâm
    son-my long way-DAT go-PROG(PRF)CND-2SG  you-ABL

    baâqâm  hiê-kim-im  yo;
    other no-who-my NEG EXIS
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‘my son, when (while) you’re going on a long journey, I’ll have no one besides you’ (folk tale in Tashkent dialect) [Reshetov, Shaabdurahmanov 1962:253]

(c) xali-yam hal-i-yam xtil-gah i£i-atkam bo-suh-luh keruk aunt-my still now artel-PAT/LOC work-PROG CND-3 POL must

‘my aunt is probably still working in the artel’ (Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:168]

In Tajik there exist forms similar in meaning to these Uzbek verbs.

(184) rufatgi ba+yad -- cf., Uzbek gyn bolsun:

(a) hamsayd xand -y- unda nha-bashy, ya dahr-yu qulf neighbor home-his-LOC NEG-be+SBJ or door-his lock

khaordagi ba+yat, sani ya mukun-im ?
do+PRF SBJ+3SG then what do+NnP-1PL

‘if the neighbor is not in his house or if his door has been locked, what will we do then?’ (Kanibadam dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1950:90]

(b) ehtimal Ali duxt+h-y-y yoz dadhgi ba+yad [=ba+yad] probably [NAME] daughter-his-ACC husband give+PRF SBJ+3SG

‘Ali has probably given his daughter away in marriage’ (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:107]

(185) rufsadha ba+yad--cf., Uzbek (y)atsm or (y)atkam bolsun:

(a) ab rufsadha ba+yat, mhy+y, piyi yoyet water go+PROG SBJ+3SG OK a little wash+IMP+PL

‘if the water is running, OK, do a little washing’ (Panjakent dialect) [Ivanova 1956:326]

(b) ilayim h^r roz duxtur rufsadha ba+yat!
my God every day doctor go+PROG SBJ+3SG

‘God if he could go to the doctor every day!’ (Bukhara dialect) [Kerimova 1959:122]

On the other hand, the relationship between the Tajik Habitual subjunctive/conditional merufat ba+yad and the Uzbek (y)r bolsun.
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cannot be readily established, since it appears that the latter form is very rare in Colloquial Uzbek, if it exists at all. Perhaps the Tajik meräftū bašūd is the result of analogical formation from other forms like merūvūd and meräftūs; if so, it may be synonymous with the Unmarked nonpast subjunctive/conditional ṭūvūd in some cases, cf., (186a). The placement of meräftū bašūd in the chart of Tajik simplex verbs in two positions, as an alternate for ṭūvūd and as the Habitual form, indicates this possibility.

(186) (a) mexordam-wide [=-mexordu baši], in-jū guzār, yin! eat+HABSBJ-2SG this-place pass+IMP sit+IMP

'if you’re going to eat, come here and sit down!’ (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:79]

(b) dū hūmin xunuk-un ina kocū meqūstū baš-yun - mi? in this cold-even they street walk+HABSBJ-3PL-INTER

'would they really walk the streets even in this cold?’ (Bukhara dialect) [Kerimova 1959:121]

In the case of rarer items in the paradigm, it may be that analogical pressures play a greater role in the determination of their structure and meaning than does direct influence from the donor language.

The Intentional Moods. There appear to be two such moods in both Uzbek and Tajik, each containing a distinctive morphological marking—mexū and ṭūdigan in Uzbek and ṭūftūni and meqūftūqi in Tajik. The available descriptions do not provide specific enough information to determine whether the two types of intentional mood differ semantically in any consistent way, although there are some
indications that they do not. In those Northern Tajik dialects where the form \textit{rucht\textbar} is missing, the \textit{merucht\textbar}i} form is used in a predicate function to convey the same meaning [Rastorguyeva 1952c:150; Rastorguyeva 1964:139]. And an investigation of the Kokand dialect of Uzbek notes that the suffixes \textit{max]\textbar}i} and \textit{udigan} are used in the dialect in a parallel manner, with the same intentional meaning [Nasirov 1980:133].

In Contemporary Persian and in Classical Persian-Tajik the \textit{rucht\textbar}ni} form occurs mainly as a "future participle", which can often be translated into English by an infinitive or the -\textit{able} suffix--\textit{xirid\textbar}ni} 'to be bought, to buy, "buyable", worth buying' [Lazard 1957a:162-163; Phillott 1919:535]. While this usage has been retained for Literary Tajik [Tajiyev 1954:45-46; Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:194-196, 200-204], it is not clear whether it is to be found in the Northern Tajik dialects in this capacity as well. From the data provided by Tajik linguists, it is clear that \textit{rucht\textbar}ni} in these dialects can be used as a predicate, as a marker of purpose with verbs of motion (\textit{cf.}, example 187a), or with the negative of \textit{mand\textbar}n} 'remain, leave, put' to mark a prohibition (example 187b).

(187) (a) \textit{vdy} \textit{xe\textbar}hr xand\textbar}ni} \textit{rft} he city study+INTEN go+PST

'he went to the city to study' (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:187]

(b) \textit{ype-m} qi\textbar}laq-b\textbar} n\textbar} memand - \textit{yn} am\textbar}d\textbar}ni} sister-my village-DAT NEG-leave+PHAB-3POL come+INTEN

'my sister wouldn't let (me) come to the village' (Panjakent dialect) [Ivanova 1956:329]
Rastorguyeva compares the räftənî form to the Uzbek maxəi [Rastorguyeva 1952b:230-231; Rastorguyeva 1964:139], a correspondence which appears to be correct, even though the suffix cannot be added to verbs to form a future participle or to make a purpose clause. In the predicate function, though, räftənî and maxəi are quite similar, both can be used without an auxiliary, for the Nonpast tense, or with one—with idi, ۸әкən(?) or bol—in Uzbek or with the copula, the verbs budən 'be' or šudən 'be, become' in Tajik.

(188) Uzbek:

(a) mən yaz - də kəfəz - gə bar-maqxi-mən
    I summer-LOC Caucasus-DAT go-INTEN-1SG

'I intend/want to go to the Caucasus in the summer' (Kokand dialect) [field notes]

(b) ulə ket - maqxi
    they leave-INTEN

'the intend/want to leave' (Bukhara dialect) [field notes]

(c) biz məskva: bar-maqxi:du-k or: bar-maqxi bol-du-k
    we Moscow-DAT go-INTEN+PST-1PL AUX-PST-1PL

'we intended/wanted/decided to go to Moscow' (Namangan dialect) [field notes] (It is possible that there is a slight meaning difference between the two forms here.)

(d) ۸әqә - bəqә ʃix-məxəi bol-uwdi-k
    that way-this way go out-INTEN AUX-PPRF-1PL

'we had intended to go out this way and that' (Kokand dialect) [Nasirov 1980:133]

(189) Tajik:

(a) ʃuma ʃən - bə räftənî ?
    you how much-DAT go+INTEN
'for how long do you intend to go? (Panjakent dialect) [Ivanova 1956:330]

(b) m̱n ḵṉ ɾ̱fₜ̱ṉ ɕ̱ḏ-m̱ , a̱- m̱ ṉ-m̱nḏ- m̱n
I movies go+PST INTEN-1SG father-my NEG-leave-3POL

'I wanted/intended to go to the movies, but my father didn’t let (me)’ (Varzab dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952a:109]

(c) v̱ḻy m̱rḏk ḇ, m̱n ɕ̱sp̱ - as - a f̱roox̱ṯṉ ɕ̱ḏḇy [-ɕ̱ḏḇ̱s] that man to I horse-his-ACC sell+INTEN PNNC

'that man, it seems/I’ve heard, intended/wanted to sell me his horse’ (Varzab dialect) [Ibid.]

In his study of participles in the Tajik dialects, Ghaffarov cites examples from the Northern Tajik dialects in which the auxiliary buḏn or ɕ̱ḏn is found in the Past indicative, the Past noncommittal, the Nonpast subjunctive/conditional, the Past habitual, the Past progressive, and the Nonpast perfect noncommittal [Ghaffarov 1980:212-213]. Obviously the Intentional in ɾ̱fₜ̱ṉ can occur with a wide variety of auxiliary forms, just as the Uzbek maçı can. Notice that Intentional forms can be used with the non-indicative moods, i.e., the Noncommittal (189 and 190) and the Subjunctive (191).

(190) Literary Uzbek: ḏh₁ḻ-ḏ ɕiz-g̱ m̱xṯj̱ bol-ib qal-i ş-di. field-LOC you-DAT expectant be -CVC-PL-PST
doklad qil-ib ber-maqči ekh₂n-siz report make-GER give-INTEN NnC-2POL

'they have been waiting for you in the field. You are supposed to make a report, (it seems/they say)’ [Kollektiv 1975:436]

(191) Tajik: navistₜₜṉ ɕ̱v̱-m̱ , ki-ḇ navis - m̱ ? write+INTEN SBJJ-1SG who-DAT write+SBJJ-1SG

'if I wanted to write, who would I write to?’ (Isfara dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:94]
The instances provided by the Tajik dialect material are indicated on the chart of the Uzbek and Tajik Simplex Verb Paradigms; therefore the blank spaces should not necessarily be regarded as gaps in the paradigm, but as omissions in the available data.

When Rastorguyeva discussed meräftäqi as a predicate in her major 1964 dialect investigation, she compared the form to Uzbek maxți, as she had the räftäni form [Rastorguyeva 1964:139]. However, in terms of a similar usage as a "future participle", Tajik meräftäqi resembles Uzbek ḫdigan much more closely, and given that ḫgi on Tajik verb forms corresponds to Uzbek gûn, there is a clear morphological similarity between the two items as well. Kuznetsov even made the link between mikhrdāgni and the Uzbek qil-ḫdigan [Kuznetsov 1912:311]. Perhaps Rastorguyeva failed to make this correlation because Uzbek reference grammars give such little prominence to the use of ḫdigan as a predicate (cf., Kononov 1960:280; Kollektiv 1975:513). Curiously, dialect studies of Uzbek devote more attention to this form than do grammars of the literary language. Some examples:

(192) Uzbek:

(a) ḥoz-y - lâ-nil gulla - gûn - i - ni kûr-ḫdigan-mân
cotton plant-PL GEN flower-SbSGM-POSS-ACC see-INTENT-1SG
'I want to see the cotton flowering' (Namangan dialect) [Āliyev 1974:135]

(b) ḥsl - i - dâ vistâpikâ-gûs siz bar-ḫdagan-idi-yiz
original-POSS-LOC exhibit-DAT you go-INTEN-PST-2PL
'you originally intended to go to the exhibition' (Andijan dialect) [Ibrahimov 1967:215]

(c) kel-atkan [=kelḫdigan] bo-sâ, etṭârax ke -sûn [=kelesûn]
come-INTEN        AUX-CND        earlier come-OPT

'if he wants to come, let him come earlier' (Shahrisabz dialect) [Jorayev 1964:169]

(d) qane, kim mām-mināg ket-ḥytīgam bol-le
    come on who I - with go- INTENT AUX-PST

'come on now, who decided to go with me?' (Shahrisabz dialect) [Ibid., p.166]

One investigator of Colloquial Uzbek notes that Ḥdīgān can be used
with the auxiliaries idī, ॐkān, and ॐmā [Ibrahimov 1967:215].

(193) Tajik:

(a) ūsuma yūgān ja merāftāgi-mi ?
    you some place go+INTEN-INTER

'are you intending/meaning to go somewhere (now)?' (Leninabad
dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:91]

(b) Ḥst merāftāgi būd-ān , māxīnā nā - būt
    Asht go+INTEN PST-3PL car NEG-EXIS+PST

'they intended/wanted to go to Asht, (but) there was no car'
(Shaydan dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:158]

(c) duxtār-ūn ānā xud-i an ॐyāp toy
daughter-her voila self-IZA that evening wedding feast
    mekārādāgīi budās
    make+INTEN PNNC

'(it seems/they say), her daughter wanted to celebrate a wedding
feast that very evening' (Asht dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:159]

(d) Ḥrabā-y-k ṭi meraftāgi bāš-it āḡār , xez - it
    cart-with go+INTEN SBJ-2PL if get up+IMP-2PL

'if you intend/want to go by cart, get up!' (Isfara dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1956:92 ]

The merāftāgī form in the Tajik dialects can occur with quite a
few different forms of the auxiliaries budān and ॐudān--see
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In her major study, Rastorguyeva claims that the Tajik form meruftagist has not analogue in Uzbek [Rastorguyeva 1964:142]. It is suggested here, however, that meruftagist corresponds to the Uzbek hdiyan hkin, just as raftagist does with gan hkin and rafsadtagist with (y)atkân hkin. Unfortunately, studies of Uzbek do not provide sufficient information about the meaning of hdiyan hkin to permit support for this suggestion, but see Kollektiv 1975:435. Two examples from Tajik:

(194) (a) duxtâr-yâm hâm-mar metârsidagist
daughter-my from-snake fear+INTEN+NnC

'my daughter must be (is supposed to be) afraid of snakes'
(Khishtkhana dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:143]

(b) momin amdy in xanâ-ndâm mekiştagist
[NAME] come+GER this house-LOC live+INTEN+NnC

'when Momin comes, he'll probably/is supposed to live in this house' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:82]

According to the descriptions of meruftagist and the translations provided, it appears that the intentional meaning of the form may be subordinated to the habitual or future connotations of the participial use of meruftagi. This appears to be the case as well with hdiyan ekhin in Literary Uzbek [Kollektiv 1975:435], but further research would be needed to determine the precise meanings of these two forms. It should also be noted that meruftagi and meruftagist are innovations in Tajik, without equivalents in standard Persian [Rastorguyeva 1964:95-99]. There is little doubt
that use of merūftāgi has been influenced by the syntactic functioning and the meaning of Uzbek ṭūdīg; it is less clear, however, to what extent analogical pressures in the Tajik paradigm have determined the meaning of merūftāgīst.

Analogue Extensions in the Tajik Paradigm. In one article Rastorguevaya identified several novel forms in the Tajik verb paradigm that do not have analogues in Uzbek [Rastorguevaya 1952b:234]. One such form is what she calls the "pluperfect participle", rāftā budāgi or rāftudāgi. A morphological equivalent can be found in Uzbek, (i)p bolgān, but this form does not belong to the simple verb paradigm, but rather to the set of Complex Verb Constructions, meaning a completive or potential action in the Perfect. Unfortunately, there are few examples of rāftā budāgi presented in Tajik dialect material.

(195) mən ə yuma amədän erə hik aşi - i siyuq
I from you come+SBSGM since no food-IZA noodles
häm kārdā budāgi - m ne
even make+"PLUPR"-1SG NEG+EXS

'since you came, I haven't even made any noodles' (followed by 'I have been eating in the dining room') (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguevaya 1952c:150]

(196) in kās yāk stol zākāz kārdā budāgi
this person a table order + "PLUPR"

'he had ordered a table' (Bukhara dialect) [Kerimova 1959:319]

Provided that rāftā budāgi does not correspond to the Uzbek completive/potential (i)p bolgān, but marks a Perfect of some sort as claimed by Rastorguevaya 1964:99, it would constitute, in
strictly morphological terms, an analogical extension in the Tajik paradigm for which no Uzbek model exists. But it is difficult to determine from what little information is provided about the form whether it differs semantically from other Perfect forms. There is nothing in Rastorguyeva's remarks or in the examples to suggest that it represents a new, distinctive opposition in the paradigm.

In his study of the Judeo-Tajik of Samarkand, Zarubin identifies a "future progressive participle," merîfsadîgi, and cites its uses in the following sentence:

(197) in adîm merîfsadîgi barin this person go+"FUTPROG" as if translated into Russian as 'it seems to me this person is intending to leave now' (Judeo-Samarkand dialect) [Zarubin 1928:120]

It could also be used in a predicative function:

(198) mîgîr yâylît mekîrsadîgim man possibly mistake make+"FUTPROG" I 'it's possible I'll be making a mistake' (?) (Judeo-Samarkand dialect) [Ibid., p. 121]

To the extent that merîfsadîgi differs in meaning from the Progressive form rîfsadîgi, it is an innovation not based upon any Uzbek model. It is unlikely that a form corresponding to this Tajik one, ?(y)atîdîgan, is used in Uzbek.

Finally, one form attributed to the Kasansay, Chust, and Samarkand dialects, merîftâ bud (or also rîftâ mibud in Samarkand), has no obvious Uzbek counterpart. Rastorguyeva refers to the form as a "past perfect durative," or perhaps "habitual" instead of "durative", (dilitel'noye prezdepros'dâye)

(199)(a) ɨlči n ámb-me’amadəği rọz  ámb-mušudut [ ámb-mušud hib]
matchmaker NEG-come+SBSGM day NEG-be+PLUPRFHAB
‘there weren’t any days when the matchmaker didn’t come by’ (an old woman discussing her youth) (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:113]

(b) peɤ uzbek-a həmtu qap mezhud-han [ ámb-mušud hib\han]
earlier Uzbek-PL thus word hit+PLUPRFHAB-3PL
‘earlier the Uzbeks spoke/used to speak like that’ (Kasansay dialect) [Ibid.]

(c) yək baγə-m ykun si-salə mušudut [ ámb-mušud hib]
one son-my now 30-year be+PLUPRFHAB
‘my one son would have been 30 years old now’ (Kasansay dialect) [Ibid.]

The use of merəftə bud as a marker of irrealis suggests that the form is similar to the Past habitual merəft, but the data is insufficient to establish whether they are synonymous or not. If merəftə bud represents a truly distinct "Past perfect (pluperfect) habitual," it would constitute a clear-cut case of an analogical formation without an equivalent in Uzbek. Like the "future progressive" merəfsadəni, it would also be incompatible with the set of verbal oppositions selected here for the Tajik paradigm.

The development of analogical extensions like rəftə budəni, merəfsadəni, merəftə bud, and perhaps also merəftə baγəd in the Subjunctive mood, all of which lack proper counterparts in Uzbek, does not undermine the notion that Uzbek influence has largely determined the present structure of the Tajik verb paradigm. The morphological combinations possible in Tajik are different from
those in Uzbek, and it should not be surprising if speakers of various Tajik dialects were to make "creative" use of these combinations without relying upon Uzbek models for their novel formations. It is interesting to note that with the possible exception of meräftä bavd, these analogical extensions of the Tajik paradigm are apparently not wide-spread among the dialects.

Summary. While there exists uncertainty about some fine points in various parts of the Uzbek and Tajik simplex verb paradigms, there is little doubt that they differ from one another in certain minor respects including the following:

1. Tajik exhibits a number of sporadic analogical extensions not found in the Uzbek model.

2. Sometimes a synonym to a form exists in one language that has no counterpart in the other language.

3. Certain verb forms in Tajik, like the Past indicative räft, the Nonpast subjunctive räväd, and the "future participle" räftäni, are used in Subordinate S's in ways not comparable to the uses of their corresponding forms in Uzbek.

4. Uzbek has certain distinct optative forms in the first and third persons, for which the Subjunctive is used in Tajik.

In addition, there may be some semantic differences between corresponding forms that are not readily discernible from the available descriptions or from the data provided. Thus, it can be legitimately stated that there is not an absolute equivalence relationship between the two verb paradigms.
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Leaving aside these minor differences, what remains is an extraordinary degree of convergence between the paradigms of the two separate languages. Parallels in Uzbek and Tajik can be found in verbal oppositions, in morphological structure, and in idiosyncratic behavior, down to the mechanism for forming negation in the Perfect. To gauge the degree of similarity, it is necessary only to compare the Uzbek-Tajik paradigms with the partial paradigms of Turkish and Bashkir given in the section on the Noncommittal as a mood. Even though Turkish and Bashkir are genetically related to Uzbek, they differ from that language in the patterning of the verbal oppositions to a significantly greater degree than Tajik does.

The key question in light of this remarkable convergence between the two verb paradigms concerns how to characterize the change that has taken place in Tajik. It is possible to speak of the addition of new categories or distinctions (like the Noncommittal mood, the two Intentional moods, and the Progressive), of the addition of new forms (like the Perfect in the Subjunctive/Conditional rəftmiş ba\/md), and of the shift in the range of meanings of certain forms (like the former Perfect rəftmiş, the former purely Subjunctive rəvmd). It is important here to stress the "additive" aspects of the changes involved, since it is in this respect that the modification of the Tajik paradigm contrasts most conspicuously with that of the Qashqay paradigm (Chapter 3). Adding new forms or even categories is not unexpected in the context of extensive cross-language influence;
when a ready one-to-one correspondence has not existed previously, new items are added to the inventory and modifications of previously existing items are made to achieve a certain degree of isomorphism between the two languages. Even the addition of the Noncommittal mood may be unique among the Indo-European languages. It is quite plausible that the appearance of such a mood in Bulgarian, Macedonian, and Albanian is due to Turkish influence and in Lithuanian and Latvian to Finno-Ugric influence [see, for example, Haarman 1970:35,38,60].

Notice, however, that Uzbek influence upon Tajik has not been limited just to the borrowing of categories; even the idiosyncracies of the donor language were adopted. Thus, for instance, in terms of simply adding a further verbal distinction, there would seem to be no justification for the borrowing of two synonymous, or virtually synonymous, Intentional moods. Yet the Tajik paradigm now contains two such morphologically distinct moods, in correspondence to the Uzbek max'ı and mlgag forms. Essentially what has taken place as the result of Uzbek influence is that the entire Tajik simplex verb paradigm has been restructured to replicate the Uzbek paradigm. No doubt, the borrowing of individual items and individual categories (distinctions) contributed to the makeup of the Tajik paradigm as it is today, but the overall result of the changes has been systematic, not individual. In the course of the changes, equivalence relationships were established between items and even categories, but the consequence of all such correspondences has
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been an equivalence relationship between paradigms, that is, between systems. In effect, what was "borrowed" by Tajik was a whole system of verbal oppositions, a degree of cross-language influence at another level of abstraction from the borrowing of individual items or categories. There is no question that individual lexical items can be transferred from one language to another, and substantial evidence exists that grammatical categories (or distinctions) can be acquired across language boundaries. It is also conceivable that a grammatical rule could be adopted by a recipient language. But the data from the Northern Tajik dialects prompts speculation about an additional type of cross-language influence, about whether a language can replicate such an abstract grammatical structure as a paradigm, an entire system of distinctions. In other words, can a language "borrow" an inventory, and not just elements from that inventory? In light of the Tajik data, this issue should be considered seriously, but before proceeding along this line, it will also be necessary to examine other aspects of the Tajik verb system, as well as the evidence from the verb system of Qashqay.
2.3 Verb Serialization in Tajik

Apart from the means used to contrast simplex verbs, the other major systematic mechanism for expressing verbal relationships in the Uzbek verb system is verbal serialization. Tajik has acquired this mechanism from Uzbek in all its applications. That is, in both Uzbek and Tajik, verb serialization can express the following (cf., the "subordination continuum" (10) in Chapter 1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>y¹</th>
<th>y²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>AUX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The last-listed structure has been designated here as a Complex Verb Construction, CVC.) In morphological terms, $y^1$ is a nonfinite verb form, while $y^2$ may or may not be finite, depending upon its further function in the S. In Tajik there is a single morphological form occurring as $y^1$, in which an $\hat{a}$ is combined with the "past stem" of the verb, $RAFT-\hat{a}$. This form, traditionally referred to in Iranian linguistics as a past participle, can be used in Persian in an adverbial (gerundive) capacity denoting an anterior action, similar, apparently, to the English 'having [PST PRT]'. But according to Lazard 1957b:162, its use in that function in Colloquial Persian is infrequent, and even in Literary Persian, it does not convey an action co-occurring with, or even subsequent to, the state expressed by the main verb, as is common
with the cognate Tajik form [Perry 1979:450-452; Lazard 1957b:162-164]. In the Northern Tajik dialects, the \textit{rāft} form occurs only as a gerundive, and not as a participle, as is possible in Literary Tajik [Rastorguyeva 1952a:98; 1952c:145-146; 1956:84]. In Uzbek, on the other hand, \textit{V}\textsubscript{1} can be marked in two distinct morphological ways--\textit{ā/y} or \textit{(i)p}, ex., with the verb \textit{yaz-} 'write', \textit{yazā} and \textit{yazip}. There are contexts in which the two forms contrast; for example, \textit{yazā} \textit{aldi} means 'he was able to write, he could write' while \textit{yazip aldi} means 'he wrote (it all) down, he recorded (it), he wrote (it) for himself'. However, a consistent semantic difference between the two gerundives is not apparent from a synchronic point of view. In effect, Tajik \textit{rāft} corresponds to both \textit{ā/y} and \textit{(i)p} in Uzbek.

Some examples from Kuznetsov 1912/1915:

(200) Adverbial Use:

\textbf{Tajik:} amād-\textit{īgī-tan-ā} \textit{xināvid-ā} (or \textit{xānidā}) \textit{bisyar}

[=Lit. T.: \textit{xunidā}]

\textbf{Uzbek:} \textit{kel-gān-ingiz-ni} \textit{işit-ip} \textit{kop} \textit{come-SbS-your-ACC hear-GER} \textit{(very) much}

\textit{T:} xursānd \textit{şud-ām}

\textit{U:} xursānd \textit{bol-di-m}

\textit{glad be+PST-1SG}

'I was very glad to hear (literary: hearing) that you had come' [1912:315; 1915:35]

(201) Verbal Conjunction:
Tajik: mān-ā taγa-m orunburg-bā rūft-ā ūn-noγay-ha
Uzbek: mān-i taγa-m orunbur-gā bar-ip noγay-lār-dān

I-GEN uncle-my Orenburg-DAT go-GER T: from-Nogay-PL
U: Nogay-PL-ABL

T: zān girift-ā taškānd-bā amād
U: xatun al- ip taškān-gā kel-di

wife take-GER Tashkent-DAT come+PST

‘My (maternal) uncle went to Orenburg, married a Nogay (i.e., a
Tatar), and came back to Tashkent’ [1912:319; 1915:41]

(202) CVC:

Tajik: dinā sāy-r-bā xināvid-lāgi-t-ā mān-bā
Uzbek: keγā sāy-r-gā isit-kān-ni mān-gā

yesterday outing-LOC T: hear-SBS-your-ACC I-DAT
U: hear-SBS-ACC

T: guft-ā te-0
U: dīyt-ip ber-ig
tell-CVC - (U: POL)IMP

‘Tell me what you heard yesterday on the outing (or walk)’
[1912:314; 1915:34] (V² is te, from dadān, in Tajik, ber- in
Uzbek, both meaning ‘give’ in isolation, but here denoting
non-subject benefactiveness.)

Other examples from Colloquial Tajik:

(203) Adverbial Use:

bahar-āndā adām rahāt kād-ā [kārdā] meξrāt
spring-LOC person rest/calm make-GER sleep+Nnp+3SG

’in spring a person sleeps restfully/peacefully’ (Kasansay dial.)
[Rastorguyeva 1952c:146]

(204) Verbal Conjunction: (from a continuous text, a folk tale)

"hā, se mugot?" guft-ā, devid-ā, ɕiraγ-ā
hey what say+NnP+3SG say-GER run-GER lamp-ACC
dargirand-a nigard d ki ....
light-GER look+PST+3SG that

'he said, "hey, what is she saying?", and he ran up, lit the lamp, and saw that ...' (Kasansay dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:316]

There are, in addition, a few cases in which the (ip) or _y/g/ gerundive of certain verbs is used in Uzbek as a GM of nominal relationships in an S, that is, as a postposition. Tajik has apparently borrowed some of these cases.

_Uzbek Lexical Verb Gerundive as Postposition Tajik Correlates_
qar-a 'look at' qarap 'towards' nigah kard
  " qard-ma-y 'regardless, despite' nigah nakard
kor- 'see' kor 'as compared to' did

Examples from Colloquial Tajik:

(205)(a) du moysfed xal masin-i pobeda-ba
  2 old old man car-IZA [NAME]-DAT
suwar yud-a az stans-i kokand darin-i
get in-GER from station-IZA Kokand inside-IZA
shahr-ba nigah kard [kard] meborft-and
city-DAT towards go+HAB-3PL

'the two old men got into a Pobeda car and were going from the Kokand station towards the city (towards the inside of the city)' [Rastorguyeva 1961:99] (Rishtan dialect)

(b) yuma bahuzur mam-ba nigah nakard [kard]
you to heart's content I-DAT regardless
xod-dan [xordan] gir-it
eat-INF take [=begin]-2PL/POL IMP
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'you start eating to your heart's content, regardless of me (never mind me)' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:122]

(c)  vfy mdk-m-ba didɑ fɑrbeh-t-yr
   she I-DAT compared to fat-er

'she’s is fatter than I am' (Kanibadam dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:169] [see also Rastorguyeva 1964:146; 1956:25-26]

[For Literary Tajik, see the lexical entries in Bertel’s 1954:128, 264.] As in Uzbek, all of these "postpositions" occur with the Dative case marker. The use of nɪgah kɑrdɑ, nɪgah nɑkɑrdɑ, and didɑ in this capacity does not appear to be characteristic of Modern Persian, while, according to Rastorguyeva 1964:146, the use of didɑ to mean 'as compared to' is totally alien to the central, southern, and southeastern dialects of Tajik, a distribution that strongly suggests Uzbek influence.

Other investigators have persuasively argued that the type of verb serialization found in Modern Tajik, particularly as represented by the CVC’s, has developed as the direct result of Uzbek influence--see Rastorguyeva 1964:130-135, Perry 1979, and also Doerfer 1967:52-56. But it should not be assumed that the presence of CVC’s in Tajik has been unquestionably attributed to borrowing from Uzbek. For instance, Smirnova has suggested that certain constructions involving the verbs istadɑn and mɑndɑn 'remain; leave, put' in Middle Persian, which she interprets as complex formations, may be related to the CVC forms with istadɑn and mɑndɑn in present-day Tajik [Smirnova 1948, especially p. 302]. And Livshitz, pursuing Smirnova’s line of argumentation further, contends that Tajik verb forms containing istadɑn, and
CVC’s in general, "can by no means be considered calquified on an Uzbek model" [Livshits 1954:94]. He maintains that they are totally consistent with the direction of the historical development of the language.

Thus the formation and spread of complex gerundive phrases [i.e., CVC’s], as one of the internal laws of development of the Tajik language, can be connected both with the general tendency towards the development of analytical verb forms in the language and with the particular course of the evolution of the verb system, above all of verbal derivation, that is, with the weak distribution of prefixal types and the intensive development of denominal verbal construction [of the type gäbul kärðän ‘accept’ from gäbul ’acceptance’ + kärðän ‘to do/make’] [Ibid., p.96]

Rastorguyeva in response to Livshits makes the following points:

(1) Regardless of the status of complex verbs containing istadän in Middle Persian, one would have expected them to occur in the Classical Persian-Tajik language, if they were used in the colloquial speech of the inhabitants of Samarkand and Bukhara during this period, since the dialects of these cultural and administrative centers played a significant role in the formation of this literary language. Yet they are absent.

(2) In terms of territorial distribution, verbs containing istadän and CVC’s are used more frequently in the dialects located
near Uzbek-speaking areas than in dialects at the further remove, and if they could be traced back to Middle Persian forms, one would expect them to be retained somewhere else as well, in Persian, Kabuli, or the southern Tajik dialects, where they are not found.

(3) The verb forms containing ighet and derive from three constituent elements—raft + istad + ast—a pattern not found in the exclusively two-constituent analytical verb forms in the language of the classical period (except for the passive).

(4) There is an absolute correspondence between Tajik verb forms containing ighet and Uzbek forms in tur- ‘stand’. (Actually this argument is weakened by the fact that yat- ‘lie (down)’ is predominantly used to derive Progressive verb forms in most Uzbek dialects, not tur-, but as was pointed out in Section 2.2.3., it is likely that the means for forming the Progressive was adopted into Tajik at a time when tur- was the more common auxiliary in this function.)

(5) The CVC’s used in Tajik and those in Uzbek exhibit an identity in correspondence with regard to composition and meaning. Rastorguyeva then illustrates by listing 12 Tajik verbs along with their Uzbek correlates. This similarity, she contends, cannot be fortuitous, particularly when one considers the territorial distribution of CVC’s, the existence of absolute bilingualism in many localities, and the evidence of other Uzbek influences on the language. [Rastorguyeva 1964:131-135]
While Rastorguyeva’s counterarguments are quite convincing, it would be possible to make additions to them. For instance, the fact that Tajik forms with istadän occur in the verbal paradigm in exact correspondence with the position of forms containing yat- in Uzbek strongly indicates that Uzbek influence has been the decisive factor in the development of these forms. Moreover, as in the case of simplex verbs, when the CVC’s in Uzbek exhibit certain idiosyncratic properties, these are reflected in Tajik. For instance, the Uzbek verb bol- ‘be become’ generally marks completive aspect in a CVC containing the (i)p gerundive, but in the 3rd person singular it can also refer to an impersonal possibility (or impossibility) ‘it is possible/impossible to...’ [Kononov 1960:402; Kollektiv 1975:386]. The use of bol- to express Potential modality is characteristic of the Turkic languages, but there are differences among the languages with regard to whether the auxiliary can occur with non-third-person person/number suffixes [Yuldashev 1965:101-103]. In Tajik, the correlate to bol-, gođän ‘be, become’, can, along with designating completive aspect, follow the Uzbek model and express an impersonal possibility in the third person [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:156].

(206) (a) Tajik: va(y)- did- mi$yat$ (or mi$yat$) mi?
(b) Uzbek: y-ni kor-up bol- di mu?

he-ACC see-GER CVC+NnP-3SG INTER

(The present stem of gođän is go$-$, which can be contracted to $s$ in the Nonpast.) ‘Is it possible to see him? [Kuznetsov 1912:317; 1915:37]
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Apparently, the verb خودان plus the past participle (رفت) can also express Potentiality in Persian, but in this case the potential meaning is ancillary to the use of this construction to produce the Passive [Phillott 1919:286; Windfuhr 1979:108-109].

(207) Persian: in miz یز ja - yi xud bûrdaxt- ی this table from place-IZA self remove-PST PRT mîhav-ید PASS_PRES-3SG

'this table can be moved from its place' (i.e., it is not too heavy) [Phillott 1919:286]

That the verb in this sentence is regarded as passive can be seen from the lack of the definite accusative marker ra on the word miz; this contrasts with sentence (206) where did is understood as active, with وی- as the direct object. Further, the representative meaning of the Uzbek verb al- (in combination with the (i)p gerundive) and the Tajik giriftan 'take' as auxiliaries in CVC's is considered to be subject benefactive, that is, it conveys activity undertaken in the interests of the subject of the sentence. However, both al- and giriftan can in addition express completive aspect or momentaneous, semelfactive aspect in combination with certain verbs [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:257-263; Kollektiv 1975:391-392]. These sources as well as the standard dictionaries present a number of the same verbs as occurring typically with al- or giriftan in a CVC in this capacity: yaz- (Uzbek) and نویستان (Tajik) 'write', oХ- and پکان(i)د (Uzbek) 'surround, wind round', kiy- and پوشیدن 'put on (clothes)', tап- and یافت (Tajik) 'find', etc.'
(208) Tajik: ta in sabq-d danist-d nā-giriftūn-d

Uzbek: bu sabq-ni bil-ip al-mu-gunci

T: till this lesson-ACC know-GER T: NEG-take+INF-GEN
U: take-NEG-'until'

T: nā-xaruv- 0
U: yat-mu-0

T:NEG-lie down-IMP
U: lie down-NEG-IMP

'don't lie down (go to bed) until you have learned the lesson'
(that is, 'until you have assimilated it all') [Ruznetsov
1912:316; 1915:37]

Additional support for the contention that CVC's could have
arisen in Tajik as the result of cross-language influence comes
from the evidence that yet another language has acquired these
constructions from the Turkic languages. Mari (or Cheremis), a
Finno-Ugric language spoken in the Middle Volga region, near the
junction of the Volga and Kama Rivers, uses CVC's that are highly
similar to those in the neighboring Turkic languages of Chuvash
and Tatar. In his study of the tense/aspect system of certain
Finno-Ugric languages, Serebrennikov at one point attributes the
Mari CVC's to Chuvash influence, but at another point he finds
evidence of Tatar influence and is forced to conclude that it is
often difficult to determine precisely which of the two Turkic
languages served as the donor for particular Mari constructions
[Serebrennikov 1960:180, 271]. In any case, he regards it as
impossible to date the origin of Mari CVC's before the penetration
of the Turkic-speaking peoples into the Volga-Kama region. But,
in contrast, the use of verbal suffixes to express aspectual
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distinctions still present in Mari belongs to the Common
Finno-Ugric period [Ibid., p. 188]. The Mari CVC auxiliaries
identified by Serebrennikov closely correspond to those Uzbek
verbs that served as models for Tajik CVC's--(in Tatar) jibär-
'send', bet(ér)- 'finish', al- 'take', bir- 'give', kit- 'go
(away), leave', kil- 'come', kuy- 'place', kal- 'stay', yat- 'lie
(down)', tor- 'stand', Àük- 'go out' (transitive: Àügar-), jìt-
'reach', ker- 'go in', and Àit- 'go through, pass' [Ibid., p.
190-199; the Tatar forms are cited here since they resemble the
Uzbek auxiliaries more closely than do the Chuvash forms; for a
study of Tatar CVC's see Schöning 1984]. Of course, the appearance
of CVC's in Mari does not demonstrate that the Tajik CVC's were
borrowed from Uzbek, but rather that under the conditions of
extensive contact with a Turkic language, this mechanism for
marking verbal distinctions can be transferred across language
boundaries.

Interestingly, there are also some similarities in the
geographical distribution of CVC's within the languages and
dialects of the two regions being compared here, the Volga-Kama
region and the territory covered by Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and
Iran. Mari exhibits this Turkic feature to a greater extent than
does another nearby Finno-Ugric language, Udmurt (Votyak), and in
yet another related language located at a further distance from
the Turkic-speaking area, the Komi-Zyryan language, CVC's are
absent altogether [Ibid., p. 265, 275; cf., Comrie 1981:102]. In
the Tajik-speaking area, the southern boundary in which CVC's are
actively used runs somewhat to the south of Varzab, Hisar, and Karatagh [Rastorguyeva 1964:132]. They can be found in dialects further to the south and to the east, such as in the Muminabad, Baljuan, and Dashtak dialects, but to a significantly lesser degree that in the north, while in dialects at a still further remove, the Khavaling, Rog, Goron [see also Bogorad 1963:49], and apparently the Darvaz and Vanch dialects, they are missing altogether. CVC’s do not occur in Literary Kabuli, the Tajik dialects of Afghanistan that have been investigated so far, or in Modern Persian [Rastorguyeva 1964:132]. That is, in both the Volga-Kama region and the Tajik-Persian-speaking territories those dialects in closest proximity to the Turkic-speaking area exhibit the CVC structural type to the highest degree, while related dialects or languages at a greater distance do so to a lesser extent or not at all. Cross-language influence from Turkic is, of course, the most natural explanation for this pattern.

However, from a large-scale areal point of view this conclusion is not so self-evident. Masica 1976:108-158 notes that CVC’s, and for that matter verb serialization, are present over vast, nearly contiguous territories in Middle and South Asia. He leaves open the question of exactly how these features come to be distributed in the manner presently observed, although he speculates that CVC’s may be "a speech fashion that spread at a time when northern India was in close contact with Central Asia, perhaps from the former to the latter" [Masica 1967:185]. But it is precisely on the more local scale that the patterns of
distribution are most suggestive of whether, or how, the diffusion of a linguistic feature has taken place. In this case it appears that the Volga-Kama and Tajikistan areas provide crucial clues as to the origin of CVC’s in the languages under discussion. The circumstances clearly indicate that their presence is due to external influence in the case of Northern Tajik and Mari, but to genetic inheritance in the case of the Turkic languages. It is significant that similar constructions also occur in Hindi and other Indian languages. But the CVC’s of Hindi appear to differ in fundamental ways from the CVC’s of Tajik. According to Hook’s treatment of these constructions in Hindi, there are particular environments in which the presence of either a simplex verb or a CVC is required, or at least strongly preferred. The simplex verb is preferred in combination with adverbials like "with great difficulty", when the action is represented as being the "first" or "last" time someone has engaged in that action, in combination with the verb meaning 'be able, can’, or in a number of other contexts [Hook 1974:314-318]. In some cases, a systematic difference hinges on the presence of a CVC auxiliary; in combination with a simplex verb form the particle हिँ indicates that the action was "just barely" accomplished, while with the Complex Verb Construction the activity is "almost" performed [Ibid., p. 290-293]. In Turkic, and thus in Tajik, there exist no similar linguistically conditioned preferences for the use of simplex verbs as a class, as opposed to CVC’s, or vice versa. Hence despite the genetic relationship between the Iranian and
Indic languages and despite the use of semantically similar verbs as CVC auxiliaries in Tajik from a common source. In fact, since it is clear from the Tajik evidence that CVC's can be borrowed across language boundaries and from the evidence of other Indo-European languages that CVC's are not typical structures in this language family, the suspicion arises that their presence in the Indic languages results from the influence of Dravidian [Chatterji 1926/1970:1050; Masica 1976:144]. If so, the case can be made that Indo-European lacks the CVC as an indigenous mechanism for marking verbal distinctions and quite probably, true verb serialization as well. Therefore, any manifestation of CVC's or verb serialization in the contemporary languages would most likely be due to external influence.

The arguments presented by Rastorguyeva 1964 and Perry 1979 are based upon representative correlations between Tajik and Uzbek structures, a procedure which is sufficient to establish that borrowing has indeed taken place, but not sufficient to achieve one of the principal aims of the present investigation, namely to determine the extent to which the entire set of structures associated with verb serialization and CVC's in the donor language has been acquired by the recipient language. That should be the goal of the discussion at this point, but unfortunately, there are a number of obstacles that prevent an adequate comparison between Uzbek and Tajik verb serialization, especially with regard to the CVC's. For one thing, there are inconsistencies in the available material on Tajik CVC's. For instance, the following lists represent
the inventories established for Literary Tajik.

**TABLE 8. CVC Auxiliaries in Literary Tajik**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>istadān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>xistān (milistān)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>gāstān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>go, walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>xa(b)rāftān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lie (down)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>rāftān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>go (away), leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>amādān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>mandān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stay;(TR) leave, put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>giristān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>dadān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>xudān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>be, become</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>pīrtaftān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>firistadān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>didān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>bāramiddān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>go out; go up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>guzāstān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>go through, pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>burdān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>take/carry away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>avārdān</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>tīnam khārdān</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>sār dadān</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>let out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In addition, Rozenfel’d 1953 offers many other auxiliaries not recognized as such in the other three sources: ṛaṣidān ‘reach, go up to’, ṛaṣandān (TR) ‘get to’, ṛaṭramādān ‘go in’, ṛiṭramādān ‘go down’, ṛaṭrayārdān ‘take out’, ṛtādān ‘fall’, kuṣṭān ‘kill’, and a few others. The available dialect material contains similar lists, although generally less complete. Kerimova 1959:48-49 adds uzat kārdān ‘accompany’, and huva dadān ‘throw’. The problem here, of course, is that some verbs are highly productive as auxiliaries in CVC’s (items 1 through 15 above, with the exception of No. 4, xarīftān), while other verbs are less so, and still others may occur with only a limited set of specific main verbs. For instance, sūr dadān (item No. 19) is cited by Rastorguyeva and Kerimova 1964:277 as occurring with just four distinct verbs in Literary Tajik. Demarcating "true" CVC auxiliaries from those verbs that form "lexical" compounds then becomes something of an arbitrary exercise in the borderline cases.

A second obstacle to comparing Tajik and Uzbek CVC inventories involves discrepancies between the items that have been selected for Literary Uzbek and the actual data of Colloquial Uzbek. For instance, reference grammars typically included the ā/y gerundive plus the verb baṣān- ‘begin’ as a CVC [Kâmal 1957:453; Kononov 1960:268; Kollektiv 1975:377], but in at least the Tashkent, Andijan, and Shahrisabz dialects, such a construction is rarely used in ordinary speech, except as the result of influence from the literary language [Ibrahimov 1967:236; Jorēyev 1964:175]. Establishing the use of the verb
baš1h- as a CVC auxiliary in Colloquial Uzbek would be significant in a comparison of the Tajik and Uzbek inventories since it seems that Tajik does not have a distinct inchoative (inceptive) structure of this type. Another CVC regularly used in Literary Uzbek, ḳ/y + bil- 'know' to mean 'be able to, know how to', was apparently adopted from the Oghuz Khorazmi dialect and does not occur typically in other dialects, at least not in Tashkent or Shahrisabz [Ghulamov 1968:140; JorŅyev 1964:175]. It is not likely that there are too many other substantive differences between Literary and Colloquial Uzbek with regard to CVC auxiliaries, but the differences that do exist may have a bearing on what constitutes the complete set of oppositions in the CVC inventory. The available material on Uzbek dialects, however, fails to provide the information necessary to determine the points where the literary and colloquial languages differ.

Finally, the complications in the data themselves hamper a straightforward comparison between Tajik and Uzbek CVC's. Most of the CVC auxiliaries do not have a single meaning, but vary depending upon the linguistic context involved, the Main Verb used, and the tense, aspect, or mood of the auxiliary. This diversity does not lend itself readily to the representation of distinctive oppositions in paradigm form, as is the case with simplex verbs. In fact, the complexity involved resembles that of the verbal particles like up, out, off in English or the verbal prefixes in Russian, to which the Uzbek and Tajik CVC auxiliaries bear a clear semantic correspondence.
Despite these difficulties, it is possible to establish a tentative set of correspondences between the Uzbek verbs used as CVC auxiliaries and their Tajik counterparts, as shown in the chart on the following page. The list of 27 distinct Uzbek verbs is taken from Kollektiv 1975:377-410, which is a rather thorough study of these auxiliaries. It might be possible to add the verb kir- 'go in(to), enter' to this list, as Nasilov does [Nasilov 1978:136 in his chart of CVC auxiliaries, but not in his discussion of Uzbek on pp. 122-133]. It seems to be of quite marginal use as a marker of direction inward in Uzbek, although it is more common in this capacity in other Turkic languages (and see Baskakov 1952:386 about its aspectual use with a few verbs in Karakalpak). Interestingly, its Tajik correlate, dūramādān, was listed in an early investigation of Tajik CVC auxiliaries, Rozenfel’d 1953:45-46, ex., qurextā dūramādān 'run in(to)'. But its presence in Tajik does not really indicate what the status of kir- as a CVC auxiliary is in Uzbek, since the auxiliary use of dūramādān could either have been modeled upon kir- or have arisen from an analogical extension of the auxiliary paradigm. Hence what is known about kir- and dūramādān sheds little light on the issue of how closely Tajik replicates the Uzbek CVC auxiliary paradigm.

There appear to be two major types of CVC auxiliary in Uzbek—aspectual—relational and modal. The term "relational" here refers to the use of an auxiliary to express a "directional relationship," primarily with Main Verbs indicating some sort of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UZBEK</th>
<th>TAJIK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspectual-Relational Auxiliaries</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. tur-</td>
<td>'stand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. otur-</td>
<td>'sit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. yur-</td>
<td>'walk, go, move'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. yat-</td>
<td>'lie'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. (i)p + a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ber-</td>
<td>'give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. kel-</td>
<td>'come'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. bar-</td>
<td>'go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ket-</td>
<td>'go away, leave'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. yet-</td>
<td>'go up to'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ot-</td>
<td>'go through'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. āq-</td>
<td>'go out; go up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. tulav-</td>
<td>'go down'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. yubar-</td>
<td>'send'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. tūfīn-</td>
<td>'throw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. qal-</td>
<td>'stay, remain'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. qoy-</td>
<td>'leave (TR), put'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. sal-</td>
<td>'put, place'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. ol-</td>
<td>'die'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. bol-</td>
<td>'be, become'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. bit(ir)-</td>
<td>'finish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. bašūn-</td>
<td>'begin'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modal Auxiliaries</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5.) ʿ/y + a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. bil-</td>
<td>'know' [= 'be able, know how']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20.)bol-</td>
<td>'be' [= 'be able (impersonal)']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. kor-</td>
<td>'see' [= 'try']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. qūrūn-</td>
<td>'look at' [= 'try']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. baq-</td>
<td>'look at' [= 'try']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. yaz-</td>
<td>'err, do wrong' [= 'almost']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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motion (ex., Uzbek hulydq‘iq- ’drive out’ from hulydq- ’drive’),
or a certain "nominal relationship." In the latter case, the
verbs al- (plus the (i)p gerundive) in Uzbek and giriftun in
Tajik, both meaning ‘take’ as main verbs themselves, indicate that
the action expressed by v in the CVC is undertaken for the
benefit of the subject ("Subject Benefactive"), while with the
verbs ber- in Uzbek and dadun in Tajik, ‘give’, it is performed
for the benefit of someone else ("Non-Subject Benefactive," the
usual interpretation of the term "Benefactive"). Many of these 22
or so auxiliaries can express either a relational or aspectual
meaning—ex., q‘iq- can mean ‘out’ or mark completive aspect. Some
auxiliaries are purely aspectual (ex., the completive bol- or
bit(ir)-, the inceptive ba\text{\`i}l\text{\`a}--), while still others can be
relational only in a rather metaphorical sense (ex., yubar-,
otur-). All the aspectual-relational auxiliaries can convey some
sort of aspectual meaning, with the possible exception of kir-, if
it is considered a CVC auxiliary. There are in addition three
basic types of modal auxiliaries—Potential (\text{\`a}/y + al-, bil-, and
bol-), Conative (kor-; the verbs qar\text{\`a}- and bag- are rare synonyms
for kor- [Kollektiv 1975:409]), and Interruptive (yaz-, as in
yiqil\text{\`a} yazdin ‘I almost fell’ with yiqil- ’fall’). Notice that
al- and bol- belong to both major types of auxiliary, but in the
former case, the aspectual-relational al- combines with the (i)p
gerundive, while the modal al- combines with the \text{\`a}/y gerundive.
In grammars of Tajik the verb t\text{\`a}vanist\text{\`a}m, or tanist\text{\`a}n, is not
considered a CVC auxiliary, probably because historically it
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occurred with an infinitival form, either full or truncated (see below). But in the Northern Tajik dialects t(ʊv)anistān occurs with the infinitive only rarely, if at all, and otherwise it behaves like a true CVC auxiliary in requiring the rūftā form, thus paralleling Uzbek ʊ/y + al-. The possible influence of the Uzbek model upon Tajik t(ʊv)anistān would provide a highly plausible explanation for the historical change to the rūftā form [see Perry 1979:458-459, although his contention that ʊ/y + bil- could have served as the Uzbek model is untenable since that construction is not found in the Uzbek dialects in closest proximity to the Tajik-speaking areas]. Hence t(ʊv)anistān will be considered a CVC auxiliary here.

As can be seen from the chart, there are several discrepancies between the two inventories. Rastorguyeva maintains that the Tajik verbs rūftān and mandān correspond to two distinct Uzbek CVC auxiliaries each, bar- and ket-, gal- and qoy-, respectively, and that seems quite accurate [Rastorguyeva 1964:134]. Besides rūftān there is no other lexical verb in Tajik comparable to Uzbek ket- ‘go away’ (i.e., away from the speaker or other reference point), and apparently the differences in the aspectual meanings of bar- and ket- as CVC auxiliaries are not sufficient to require that they be kept distinct in the recipient language. The distinctions are in effect neutralized in Tajik. In the case of gal- and qoy-, they can be regarded as an intransitive-transitive pair (although by no means always so). For instance, the auxiliary gal- would regularly occur with the
passive of a transitive verb, and goy- with the verb itself—\( \text{\textit{av\中原ip qal- vs. av\中原ip goy-}}, \) from av- 'open' and av\中原il- 'be open(ed)' [Kollektiv 1975:339]. The lexical verb \textit{mandān} in Tajik is both transitive and intransitive and thus can correspond to both. (The other verb that corresponds to two Uzbek auxiliaries, \textit{istadān}, will be discussed below.) As mentioned above, it is quite possible that \textit{ba\中原il\中原}- and \textit{bi\中原il-} do not serve as CVC auxiliaries in the main body of Uzbek dialects, and hence they may be discounted here. And the same may very well apply to \textit{yaz-}; one investigation on the Tashkent dialect states that either the auxiliary \textit{kel-} is used for the meaning of 'almost' or an alternative phrase expresses the same notion [Ghulamov 1968:141], while other dialect studies simply do not mention \textit{yaz-} at all. Thus, if \textit{ba\中原il\中原-, bi\中原il-, yaz-, qūr\中原il-,} and \textit{bag-} are eliminated as potential models for Tajik CVC auxiliaries, there remain only \textit{sa\中原l-} and \textit{ol-} without recognizable Tajik counterparts. The status of the latter, \textit{ol-} 'die', is unclear; \textit{Kāmal} 1957:455 states that it is used very little and usually metaphorically, while Kononov 1960 does not list it at all as a CVC auxiliary. In his studies of CVC auxiliaries in the Turkic languages in general, Yuldashev does not cover \textit{ol-} in this capacity [Yuldashev 1965 and 1977], while Nasilov identifies it only for Uzbek [Nasilov 1978:137]. But according to the description in Kollektiv 1975:408, written by \AA. Hajiyev, an authority on Uzbek verbs, the use of \textit{ol-} to "intensify" the Main Verb seems to resemble the characteristic functions of other CVC auxiliaries. The major peculiarity about
'ol-' is that it can occur before the Main Verb, ex., oldi sevinip
'he was exceedingly happy' from sevin- 'be glad', a trait
encountered "much in ordinary conversation" [Ibid.]. Yet no
available source on the Tajik dialects or the literary language
mentions the equivalent to ol-, murdân, as a CVC auxiliary.
Either the investigators did not recognize its use as such, or the
Tajiks have not acquired this CVC auxiliary, perhaps because of
its rarity. On the other hand, the status of sal- in Uzbek is
much less questionable. It is commonly used as a CVC auxiliary in
the Turkic languages, and there is no reason not to expect it in
Colloquial Uzbek as well [cf., Jorýyev 1964:175 on its use in the
Shahrisabz dialect]. The two-to-one relationship involving Tajik
raftân and mandân raises the possibility that a verb corresponding
to another Uzbek auxiliary may cover the auxiliary uses of sal- in
addition, quite possibly mandân. Or perhaps, since sal- is
synonymous to other Uzbek auxiliaries in at least certain of its
functions [Kollektiv 1975:406-407; Jorýyev 1964:175; Afzâlov
1957:158], Tajik uses the semantic equivalent to sal- as a CVC
auxiliary, but not a verb that specifically corresponds to sal-
itself. Or perhaps the lack of a Tajik counterpart to sal- is
precisely the evidence needed to show that Tajik has not acquired
the Uzbek CVC inventory in its entirety. Only a more thorough
investigation could resolve the questions concerning ol- and sal-
and their correlates, if any, in Tajik.

Notice that the discussion to this point has focused on the
individual items that serve as CVC auxiliaries, and not on the
semantics or functional uses of these auxiliaries. The chart of correspondences given above is a simple inventory of items, and not a representation of the paradigmatic relationships or the distinctive oppositions expressed by the CVC auxiliaries. It is an inventory, not a paradigm. Only by establishing the paradigmatic relationships obtained in the set of Uzbek CVC auxiliaries and comparing them to the Tajik paradigmatic relationships could a genuine determination of the extent of borrowing be made. Unfortunately, that is a project for future research, due to the incomplete nature of the available source material. But it is conceivable that Tajik has developed to a certain extent differently from Uzbek, since CVC’s, unlike simplex verbs, are a rather transparent structural type and therefore susceptible to creative manipulation. Even in the simplex verb paradigm in Tajik there appear to be analogical extensions not based directly on Uzbek models, and hence it should not be surprising to find novel CVC forms in Tajik. Perhaps sār dadān 'let out, let go, release' from sār 'head' and dadān 'give' (cf., the list of CVC auxiliaries in Literary Tajik, Table 8) is such a novel CVC auxiliary since it lacks a readily recognizable Uzbek correlate.

While nothing emerges from the data presented by Tajik and Uzbek linguists to suggest that the two CVC auxiliary paradigms differ in any systematic way, it is clear that a simple one-to-one correspondence does not hold between them. To illustrate, consider the set of verbs of motion and their corresponding
transitives. In Uzbek, as in the other Turkic languages, the (intransitive) verbs of motion are all distinct from one another, with no common morphological element—that is, 'go' bar- and 'come' kel- are distinct from 'go/come out' yiğ-, 'go/come in' kir-, etc. There are two patterns for forming a transitive from a verb of motion—by adding a causative suffix to the verb root, ex., yiğär- 'take/bring out' or by forming a CVC with the Main Verb al- 'take', alip yiğ- 'take/bring out'. While there may be a semantic or stylistic difference between the two transitives, and while there is definitely a difference in the frequency of use, these differences are irrelevant to the discussion here. It is not typical (or even possible?) for the stem with the causative suffix to form another transitive verb with al-, alip kelir-. But when the verbs of motion are used in CVC's to indicate direction and combined with transitive Main Verbs, the stem with the causative suffix may be used as the CVC auxiliary; for example, with hâydâ- 'drive (livestock, a car, etc.)' the following items occur:

(i) hâydâp yiğär- // hâydâp yiğ- 'drive out'
(ii) hâydâp kelir- // hâydâp kel- 'drive/bring in, drive home'
(iii) hâydâp alip ket // hâydâp ket- 'drive away'

[Borovkov 1959:649; Ma"rufov 1981, vol. 1, p. 675-676; texts]

In (iii), the CVC alip ket- functions as a CVC auxiliary itself. In Iranian, on the other hand, there are a few distinct (intransitive) verbs of motion—råftân 'go, go away', amâdân
'come', ḥasidān 'go up to, reach', guzāyētān 'go through, pass'—but to indicate direction more explicitly, either a prefix, dūr-amēdān 'come/go in', or an adverbial, dūrun rūftān 'go in, go inside', can be used. Historically there were suppletive transitives that corresponded to these intransitives—amēdān 'come' and avūrdān 'bring', dūramēdān and dūravūrdān, etc. The introduction of verb serialization into Tajik has permitted an additional mechanism for forming transitives from verbs of motion, by means of a CVC. But in this case, V₁ in the CVC, derived as in Uzbek from the verb 'take', girīftān, can occur as either girīftā, as expected, or girān (both in a number of phonetic shapes in the dialects, giftā, gittā; guran, girun, etc.). Apparently, the latter is made up of the "present stem", gir-, plus the suffix -ān, which forms an unproductive gerundive form in Literary Tajik [Rastorguyeva, Kerimova 1964:207-210]. Rastorguyeva attributes both types of construction to Uzbek influence [Rastorguyeva 1964:153; 1961:175; and elsewhere]. But there appears to be a difference between Tajik and Uzbek with regard to preferences for the use of transitive vs. intransitive auxiliaries in CVC's. The available sources frequently cite the transitive auxiliary with the form girīftā/girān in Tajik, while, as mentioned above, such a construction is rare in Uzbek. Also, dictionary entries for the Tajik correlate of Uzbek ḥāydā-, ḥāy kūrdān, contain CVC's only with a transitive auxiliary, ḥāy kūrdā burdān 'drive away' and ḥāy kūrdā avūrdān 'drive in, drive home' [Bertel's.1954:496; Fazilov 1957:436; Asimi 1985:657, 843]. But it is difficult to make
definite judgments about such preferences merely on the basis of dictionary entries.

The following table demonstrates some of these points about the verbs of motion and their transitives in Uzbek and Tajik. Gaps in the table do not indicate that a form does not exist, but rather that the available sources have not given any indication on the status of such a form. The symbol (?) before two Uzbek CVC's means that the forms in question are likely to occur, but that the sources do not cite them.

| TABLE 10: Verbs of Motion and Corresponding Transitives |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **UZBEK**                      | **TAJIK**       |
| **INTRANSITIVE**               | **TRANSITIVE**  | **INTRANSITIVE**| **TRANSITIVE**  |
| kel- 'come'                    | keltil-alip kel-| anildin         | avildin         |
|                                |                 |                 | giriftil avildin |
|                                |                 |                 | giriftgi avildin |
|                                |                 |                 | giran avildin   |
| bar- 'go'                      | bardir-alip bar-| riftlan         | burdin          |
|                                |                 |                 | giriftil burdin |
|                                |                 |                 | giriftgi riftlan|
|                                |                 |                 | giran burdin    |
| ket- 'go away'                 | ketkil-alip ket-|                 |                 |
| yet- 'go up to'                | yetkil-alip yet-| rilin           | rilsandin       |
| ot- 'go through'               | ottkil-alip ot- | guzilin         | guzialdin       |
| ciq- 'go out/up'               | ciqukil-alip ciq-| biranildin      | biravoldilin    |
|                                |                 |                 | giriftil biravoldilin |
|                                |                 |                 | giran biravoldin|
| tuul- 'go down'                | tuulir-alip tuul-| fur(od)anildin  | fur(od)avildin  |
| kir- 'go in(to)'               | kirgil-alip kir-| biravoldin      |                 |

[Compare also the relationships between qal-, goy-, and mandilin:]

| qal- 'stay'                    | qaldir-alip qal- | mandilin | mandilin |
|                                |                 |         | giriftgi mandilin |
|                                |                 |         | giran mandilin   |
| goy- 'leave, put'              |                 |         | mandilin |
|                                | alip goy-       |         |         |

[Sources: Dictionaries: Borovkov 1959, Rastorguyeva 1963, Bertel's 1954, Fazilov 1957; other works: Rozental'd 1953; Shalobdukov 1976.]
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Subjectively speaking, the profusion of possibilities among the Rajik transitives looks as if Tajik speakers have not settled upon a uniform method for replicating the situation in Uzbek. In any case, the main point is that given the "neutralizations" exhibited by räfiţän and mandän, the alternating use of girištä and giran, and the differences in the use of transitives as CVC auxiliaries, the relationship between the Uzbek and Tajik CVC auxiliary paradigms cannot be described as a simple one-to-one relationship.

The Status of yat-/istadän. In Section 2.2, the verb forms containing Progressive markers derived from the verbs yat- 'lie, lie down' in Uzbek and istadän 'stand' in Tajik were regarded as belonging to the simplex verb paradigm. In light of the system of CVC's, however, it would be necessary to consider whether the Progressive markers derived from yat-/istadän serve as suffixes like those on the simplex verbs or whether they should be regarded as contractions from a CVC auxiliary. Even for Literary Uzbek, where a certain number of artificial stylistic distinctions have been introduced, it is recognized that the verb form containing yëp has the same meaning as a verb form used with the CVC auxiliary yatıp, from which yëp is historically derived [Kollektiv 1975:498].

Nonetheless, as illustrated in the chart for simplex verbs, Table 6, yat- occurs in this function with only a few tense/aspect suffixes--(i)p, (u)wdi [that is, (i)p + idî] (rare), kän (i)di, kän ḥkän, sän, and kän bolsän. In this respect, it differs from the other stative CVC auxiliaries, tur- 'stand', otur- 'sit', and yur-
'go, walk', to which it is virtually synonymous in the (j)p tense form. These can be found in other tenses as well, such as the Unmarked nonpast (ex., 209a) or the Imperative (209b), although not necessarily as a marker of the Progressive aspect.

(209) (a) biz gazeta oqi-b tur-uy-miz
we newspaper read-GER CVC-NnP-1PL

'We (always) read the newspaper(s)' (Literary Uzbek) [Kononov 1960:267]

(b) münaw suwrät-1hr-di kör-a-tur-p
this here picture-PL-ACC see-GER-CVC-IMP

'Look at these pictures a bit' (Andijan dialect) [Ibrahimov 1967:237]

This would suggest that yat- in Uzbek had become unproductive as a CVC auxiliary and closely bound to the tense/aspect system. Yet the speakers of those Tajik dialects that were in the closest contact with Uzbek speakers seemed to have recognized that the Nonpast progressive for ydp (or wat, ap, etc., depending upon the dialect) derives from the lexical verb yat- plus the (j)p suffix, since in their attempt to create a corresponding form distinct from the Common Tajik Progressive in istadäh, they used the equivalent to the Uzbek lexical verb, that is, xaräftän 'lie, lie down, go to bed/sleep', in the Past noncommittal, xaräftës.

This auxiliary is subject to contraction, just as yatip is—ex., xat in the Upper Chirchik dialect, xandä-xat-ës 'he is reading' from xandan 'read' and ext in the Kasansay dialect, xand-ext-ëkäm 'I am reading' [Rastorguyeva 1964:92, 130]. The recognition by these Tajik speakers that ydp (wat, ap, etc.) derives from a separate verb in the same manner as other CVC's clearly suggests that it should not be considered a simplex verb marker, but rather a contraction of the CVC auxiliary yat-.
Further support for his position comes from the fact that contradictions of other CVC auxiliaries occur regularly in Colloquial Uzbek:

\[
\begin{align*}
(i) & \text{p + al} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{wal or wæl} \\
(i) & \text{p + yubar} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{war or wær} \\
\text{V/y + ber} & \quad \Rightarrow \quad (V)\text{wur or wwr or (V)wer}
\end{align*}
\]


The status of the Progressive marker derived from the verb ĭstādān in Tajik is less problematical as compared to the status of Uzbek yat-, because the former is not restricted in its capacity as a CVC auxiliary to just certain tense/aspect forms. Apparently, ĭstādān corresponds to Uzbek yat- in the Past noncommittal and a few other tense-aspect forms when designating the Progressive, but to the Uzbek tur- 'stand' (which ĭstādān resembles most clearly as a main verb) in all its functions as a CVC auxiliary. That is,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yat + ip} & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{to mark Progressive} \\
\quad + \text{kān(i)di} & \quad \text{etc.} \\
\text{istādān} & \quad \text{corresponds to} \\
\text{tur + ip, etc.} & \quad \text{to mark Progressive} \\
\text{tur + other} & \quad \text{to mark other} \\
\text{TNS/ASP} & \quad \text{distinctions} \\
\text{suffixes} &
\end{align*}
\]

Compare sentences (210) to (209):

(210) (a) Simple Nonpast:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{māskav-} & \quad \text{yīz-} \\
\text{Moscow-LOC} & \quad \text{yīz-} \\
\text{ONOMATOPOETIC} & \quad \text{masin} \\
\text{car} & \quad \text{rāftā} \\
\text{go+GER} & \quad \text{meistāt} \\
\text{CVC+NnP} &
\end{align*}
\]

'in Moscow the cars go whiz-whiz constantly' (Leninabad dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1956:144]
(b) Imperative:

\[ \text{inja blüzal İsläd paid\textsuperscript{\text{H}}} \text{ watch over CV-CIMP} \]

'watch over (tend) the kids [i.e., goats] here a bit' (Shydan dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1952c:266]

Hence there is less of a question about whether the contracted form of istadän, sad, etc., represents a suffix in the simplex verb paradigm. It should also be noted that in the case of Tajik istadän, at least in those dialects that do not use xaräftän to mark the Progressive, there is not a one-to-one correspondence with Uzbek CVC's. Like räftän and mandän, istadän corresponds to two distinct Uzbek verbs, yat- and tur-. This has presumably been facilitated by the fact that yat- is synonymous to tur- in certain tense/aspect forms as a CVC auxiliary, namely when designating the Progressive.

**Formal Characterization of Verb Serialization in Uzbek and Tajik.** With verb forms containing derivatives of yat- and istadän regarded as CVC's, it would be possible to view verb serialization and simplex verbs in Uzbek and Tajik in syntactic terms as follows:

All Verb Serialization: \[ \text{VB} \]

\[ \text{VB} \text{ } \text{GM} \text{ } \text{VB} \text{ } \text{GM} \]

where \[ \text{GM} \text{ } = \text{i)p or ã/y in 'zbek} \]

\[ \text{ã (after Past stem) in Tajik} \]

All Simplex Verbs: \[ \text{VB} \text{ } \text{GM} \text{ } \text{PRS/NUM} \]

where

(i) the PRS/NUM suffix may be ø

(ii) GM is ø only in the Imperative

(iii) neither VB nor GM dominates a CVC

(iv) GM can be expanded into VB

**Types of Verb Serialization:**
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1. \( VB^1_{sb} \ VB^2_{hd} \) where \( VB^1 \) is a lexicalized adverb. About 71
distinct entries ending in the gerundive marker (i)p
are listed in the standard Uzbek dictionaries [cf.,
Qonghirov, Tikhonov 1968:37-38].

2. \( VB^1_{sb} \ VB^2_{hd} \) where \( VB^1 \) is one of a small set of items that
function in a manner similar to postpositions—ex.,
qarəp, qarəngəy, korə, boyəlp in Uzbek, nigah kardə,
nigah nəkərdə, didə in Tajik.\(^{24}\)

3. \( VB^1_{sb} \ VB^2_{hd} \) where \( VB^1 \) can be any verb in adverbial modification
with \( VB^2 \).

4. \( VB^1_{hd} \ VB^2_{hd} \) where \( VB^1 \) and \( VB^2 \) are conjoined verbs or verb
phrases.

5. \( VB^1_{hd} \ VB^2_{hd} \) where \( VB^1 \) and \( VB^2 \) combine to form a single
lexicalized verb without any discernible
subordination, ex., Uzbek satıp al- 'buy' from sat-
'sell' and al- 'take'.

6. \( VB^1_{hd} \ VB^2_{sb} \) where \( VB^2 \) is an auxiliary capable of occurring with
a wide variety of tenses, aspects, and moods, ex.,
Uzbek ḥ/y + al- and Tajik ṭ(āy)- anistān 'be able,
can'.

7. \( VB^1_{hd} \ VB^2_{sb} \) where \( VB^2 \) is an auxiliary restricted in use with
tenses, aspects, and moods, ex., Uzbek yat- to mark
the Progressive.
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Structural Configurations for Simplex Verbs, Examples:

Uzbek: bardi **VB + GM + P/N**
'he went'

bar di 0

Tajik: **merāftās**
'Nnc he'll go'

me [PSTstem] (ā) ās(t)

raft

Uzbek: barmaxci bolardi **VB + GM + P/N**
'he would want to go'

bar maxci VB + GM

bol tr VB + GM

(i) di

Tajik: **merāftāgi mešavād/mešād**
'he intends to go'

me [PSTstem] āgi VB + GM ḫād

Structure of a CVC:

Uzbek: baryatkān bolsām **VB + GM + P/N**
'(if) I have been/am going'

VBhd + GM VBsb + GM

bar (ā) yat kān VB + GM

bol sā

Tajik: **merāftāgi șudasadās**
'he is intending to go'

me [PSTstem] āgi VB

raft

VBhd + GM VBsb + GM

[PSTstem] (ā) [PSTstem] (i)s(t)ad
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One possible alternative: If GM is allowed to mutually dominate a VB with another VB node, the CVC auxiliary would also be directly under GM. For instance, baryatkan bolsam:

```
  VB + GM + P/N
     /   \
    VB + GM m
   /     \\    
  bar (a) yat kdn vb + gm
   \     \   \    
    bol s5
```

**Verbal Distinctions:**

**Simplex Verbs:** temporal and mood distinctions—with the features [PAST, PERFECT, HABITUAL, NONCOMMITAL, CONDITIONAL, INTENTIONAL].

**CVC's:** aspectual, relational, modal distinctions—with other features, [PROGRESSIVE, COMPLETIVE, CONATIVE, etc.]

---

Even if an attempt like this one to make a formal differentiation between verb serialization and the simplex verb construction were entirely successful, it would be legitimate to question whether such a venture is not rather artificial, whether the data of Uzbek and Tajik actually warrant making such a discrete separation between the two structural types. Are there any ways in which the two overlap? In this context it should be noted that the ṣaḍgan suffix in Uzbek, used at the present time as the marker of the Intentional-2 Mood within the simplex verb paradigm and as a SbS GM, derives historically from a CVC—from
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adurgan in the classical Central Asian Turkic literary language, from the a/y gerundive plus the CVC auxiliary tur- [Abdurashmanov, Shukurov 1973:124; Kononov 1960:238]. Furthermore, it appears that in Uzbek SbS's or in conjoined verb phrases marked by the (i)p gerundive, where certain verbal distinctions are neutralized, a Habitual distinction can be explicitly conveyed by means of a CVC, particularly with the auxiliaries ber- 'give' or tur- 'stand'. In a sentence like (211) from Literary Uzbek, the CVC korá berib [=berip] is either an adverbial modifier of the main verb or in conjunction with it. In either case, the auxiliary ber- serves to make the Habitual distinction explicit.

(211) biz bu yuz-ni kun - i-gä birnekä martä-dän
we this face-ACC day-POS-ACC several time-ABL [=ADV]
korä ber-ib, judä bezar bol-gän-miz
see-GER CVC-GER very sick and tired become-PRF-1PL

'We have become very sick and tired (of) seeing this face several times a day' (or: 'We see this face several times a day and we have become very sick and tired (of it)') [Kononov 1960:264]

Even in Main S's the auxiliary ber- seems to be used as a means of "reinforcing" the Habitual distinction:

(212) u Yusugulla zalim - skän - ki hür gäñägä
he such a tyrant-PSTNhCOOP-that every kind of
namägäneçili-1är-ri qil-ä-vur-sräkän
disgraceful act -PL-ACC do-GER-CVC[=ber]-PSTNhCHAB

'he [i.e., the pasha] was such a tyrant that he would do all sorts of outrageous things' (Tashkent dial.) [Reshetov, Shahbodurashmanov 1962:253]

It might be possible to avoid an overlap between the distinctions expressed by CVC's and those by simplex verb constructions by positing an additional aspectual feature, e.g., [CONTINUATIVE], providing that an opposition between the Habitual and Continuous can be established. But
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it is quite plausible that a CVC would serve to make the Habitual distinction in certain environments. In addition, the relationship between the two types would be structurally closer if the configuration

\[ \sqrt{V B + G M} \]

\[ \sqrt{V B} \]

were accepted for (at least some?) CVC's. Further empirical evidence might shed some light on the issue of the discreteness of the boundary between verb serialization and the simplex verb construction, but what would be ideal in a consideration of the issue would be a comparison between a framework like the one above and a framework in which a gradation of verbal properties could be represented in a cogent manner. While it is obviously not the aim of this investigation to devise such a framework, at least it should be pointed out that one incorporating some sort of gradation in grammatical properties might prove capable of accounting for the data in this portion of the grammars of Uzbek and Tajik more adequately than the framework presented above.

The Impact of Serialization on Tajik. While the effect of verb serialization upon other syntactic structures has not been inconsequential, its introduction has brought about extensive changes. Serialization, for instance, has not replaced verbal coordination via finite verb concatenation, with or without a conjunction, as the following examples from Colloquial Tajik demonstrate.

(213) Without a Conjunction:

\[ \text{nān sāhār xest - әм} \quad \text{sār - әм} \quad \text{šušt - әм} \quad , \]
I morning get up+PST-1SG head-my wash+PST-1SG

'morning got up, washed my head (and) I had (it) braided finely (had my hair put into little braids)' (Kasansay dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1952c:292]

(214) With a Conjunction:

(a) padša māsilā-yā nā - fāhmīdās - dā
    pasha matter-ACC NEG-understand+PSTNnC-CONJ PART

'Allisher-ā jiγandās vā ā vāy pūrisidās "...?"
    [NAME]-ACC call+CAUS+PSTNnC and from he ask+PSTNnC

'the pasha did not understand the matter, and so he had Allisher summoned, and asked of him, "...?" (from a story) (Rishtan dialect)
[Rastorguyeva 1961:98]

(b) ā dārin-i vāy yāk moysāfīd berun
    from inside-IZA it[=car] one old man out

boraḵād - ŭ dāra-i mašinā sāxt pošt-ā bāqināngi
come out+PST-and door-IZA car hard close-GER remaining

jord-š-bā "..." qūft
friend-his-DAT say+PST

'one old man got out of (the inside of) it [i.e., the car] and shutting the car door hard, said to his friend left (in the car) "..." (from a narrated event) (Rishtan dialect) [Ibid., pp.99-100]

After all, conjoining verb phrases by concatenating finite verb forms is also possible is also possible in Uzbek. But the Tajik dialects differ from one other with respect to the extent to which verb serialization is used in place of finite-verb coordination. In the Varzab dialect, which has not undergone Uzbek influence to as a great an extent as the more northerly dialects have, most verb coordination is achieved by concatenating finite verb forms. Rastorguyeva estimates that among her extensive samples from Varzab, gerundives in ā can be found in only 20 to 25 sentences, and she suspects that they are most common in the speech of
those people who have traveled beyond the confines of their native
village rather frequently [Rastorguyeva 1952a:129-130; see Rastorguyeva
1964:144 for an assessment on the distribution of such constructions
among the Tajik dialects; the samples (213) and (214) are from dialects
exhibiting extensive use of serialization]. It is also unlikely that the
ability of the Hàng gerundive to produce an adverbial modification of a Main
Verb, as in (215), has had a significant impact upon other syntactic
mechanisms used for a similar fashion.

(215)  
\begin{align*}
\text{sani} & \quad \text{tin}j - \text{m}i\&y \quad k\&=d - \text{û} \quad [=k\&=d\&=]\quad xan\&=\text{ma}-n\&=d \\
\text{then} & \quad \text{be at ease-VbF} \quad \text{do-GER} \quad \text{house-our-LOC}
\end{align*}

\text{\&yî}t-im
\text{sit}[=\text{live}]+\text{FST}-1\text{PL}

'then we lived in our house in peace and quiet (peacefully)' (Chust
dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1952c:146]

It might be expected that the introduction of CVC's into Colloquial
Tajik has had a more substantial impact upon the grammatical system. And
in fact it does seem that Uzbek influence has taken Tajik in a direction
divergent from the tendencies observed in Modern Persian, but it would
not be an easy task to substantiate this claim. The problem is that it
cannot be assumed that Tajik, in the absence of extensive Uzbek
influence, would have innovated along the same lines as Persian has.
Essentially the difference between the grammars of the two Iranian
languages involves the placement of the auxiliary in a sentence and the
grammatical marking on the Main Verb. In Tajik, as in Uzbek, the
auxiliary follows the Main Verb which is nonfinite, morphologically
expressed by the "past stem" + Hàng. In Persian, on the other hand, there
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is a tendency, outside of the simplex verb construction and the passive, for the auxiliary to be placed before the Main Verb and for the Main Verb to occur with person/number suffixes, i.e., for it to be finite. For an illustration, consider the fate of the construction to express the potential modal distinction with the auxiliary "tāvanistān (tanistān) 'be able'. In the Classical Persian-Tajik literary language the auxiliary would normally occur after the full infinitive of the Main Verb or before the apocopated infinitive—e.g., amādān nā-tāvanām vs. mitāvanām goft. In Colloquial Persian the usual order of these elements is auxiliary followed by the Main Verb in the subjunctive, ex., mitāvanām berāvām 'I can go', or in the impersonal, the auxiliary plus the short infinitive, mitāvan kārd 'one can do (it)' [Lambton 1953:54-57, 144; Phillott 1919:249-254]. In most cases in Northern Tajik, on the other hand, t(āv)anistān serves as a CVC auxiliary that follows the Main Verb, rāftā nā-metānām 'I can't go', comparable to the Uzbek construction with bbie y + al-. However, under certain circumstances the auxiliary can precede the Main Verb—for instance, in some dialects, like the Varzab dialect, where the full infinitive may on rare occasion occur after t(āv)anistān, ex., nā-tāvistān amādān 'they couldn't come' [Rastorguyeva 1952a:110], and at least in the Bukharan dialect, when there is "logical emphasis" on the impossibility of doing something, nā-metānām rāftā 'I can't go' [Kerimova 1959:52]. That is, in the neutral, unmarked case, the auxiliary tāvanistān precedes the Main Verb in Modern Persian, but it follows it in Modern Tajik.

There are other such auxiliaries in Modern Persian that precede the Main Verb, such as the construction used to mark the Progressive, the
verb daštân 'have' plus the Present (or Nonpast imperfective) of the Main Verb, darām mirāvām 'I am going', darād mirāvād 'he is going', etc. [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:181; see also Phillott 1919:265; Lazard 1957a:135, 151-152; Lambton 1953:160; Windfuhr 1979:91, 102-103]. The verbs xastān 'want' and gozaštān 'put', for instance, can be used with the Subjunctive to form what appear to be Auxiliary-Main Verb constructions, designating 'want to; be about to' and 'allow, let', respectively [Windfuhr 1979:99-109; Phillott 1919:248-266; Lambton 1953:54-57]. At first glance, it might be thought that such constructions are made up of verbs with complement sentences, in which the complementizer ke 'that' has been deleted, but it should be pointed out that the subject of the auxiliary in these cases is not the embedded S, but rather the subject of the Main Verb, as can be seen from the agreement marker on the auxiliary, and that the auxiliary can occur in the midst of elements in the embedded S, even between the components of a compound verb, as in (216).

(216) Persian: (a) mitâvan-i (ke) avazā bixan-i? can+PRES-2SG that song sing+SBJ-2SG

or (b) avazâ mitâvanâ bixani?

'can you sing?' [Philott 1919:254] (only the intonation here indicates that the sentence is a question)

In contrast, the "defective verb" bayād 'ought, must' and its other tense forms used as quasi-auxiliaries are always in the 3rd person singular, but even they can occur in a position that would appear to be inside the "embedded S."

(217) pedâr-šm se hezar-o dâh šahi mibayešt
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'my father had to give 3 hezars and 10 shahis [=3.5 rials]' (Persian) [Lazard 1957:219]

The main point is that the trend in Modern Persian is for the auxiliary (or auxiliary-like item) to be placed before the Main Verb and for the Main Verb to be finite, a pattern that is consistent with the overall "non-verb-final" ordering of constituents that predominates in that language, apart from the position of the verb itself. The order of Tajik CVC auxiliaries is clearly different from this pattern, but it is less obviously divergent from the order prevalent in earlier stages of the language, since in general Iranian auxiliaries follow the Main Verb [Rastorguyeva 1975:189]. While Uzbek influence has undoubtedly determined the position of the CVC auxiliary and the morphology of the Main Verb in Colloquial Tajik, it would be rather dubious to maintain that without this influence the language would have developed the AUX + Finite Main Verb pattern just as Modern Persian has. Perhaps a detailed investigation of the Southern Tajik dialects that have not undergone influence from Uzbek would suggest the direction that these constructions might have taken. Generally speaking, Modern Persian, a much more accessible language, can serve adequately as an indication of how the common Persian-Tajik language might have developed without Turkic influence, but in this case a comparison between Tajik and Modern Persian must be undertaken with a great deal of caution. As stated above, it cannot be assumed that Tajik would have evolved in the same way as Persian has with respect to the Auxiliary-Main Verb construction.
Another structure that could have been affected by the introduction of CVC's is the set of "preverbs", as they are commonly called in the Iranist literature, that is, the set of separable and inseparable verbal prefixes. As is typical in the Indo-European languages, Iranian preverbs are often similar or identical to prepositions or adverbs, and they permit further verbal distinctions, whether characterized as grammatical, semigrammatical, or lexical. In Middle Persian the use of such preverbs as well as aspectual prefixes is well attested [Edel'man 1975:384]. A recent multivolume survey of the Iranian languages maintains that Middle Persian used 13 inseparable and 8 separable preverbs along with the purely aspectual particles/prefixes be and hame [Rastorguyeva, Molchanova 1981:102-106, 117-120, 132-134]. According to this same survey, Classical Persian exhibits fewer such preverbs, a rudimentary set of 10 inseparable and 5 separable ones [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:142-146]. Furthermore, the use of such preverbs in the modern languages has declined even from this level, and if it is possible to rely upon dictionaries as a gauge of their productiveness, the number of prefixed verbs in Modern Tajik is significantly less than in Modern Persian [Ibid., p. 146]. Tajik also lacks the cognate to the Persian prefix be-, from Middle Persian be-. While this reduction in the importance of preverbs in the grammar of at least the Persian-Tajik branch of the Iranian languages is a long-term development, it is likely that the adoption of CVC's into Colloquial Tajik has added a further impetus to this trend. It would however be exceedingly difficult to determine to what extent CVC's have contributed to the decline in the use of the preverbs; only their near total loss could be definitely
attributed to the influence of the CVC's. However, prefixes can still occur on verbs in Colloquial Tajik, as can be seen from the list of verbs of motion, Table 10, cited earlier in this section. It should also be noted that the introduction of CVC's has not led to any discernible change in the use of a related structure, the directional adverbs like berun 'out, outside', dārun 'in, inside', bala 'up, upwards', etc., even though it is conceivable that they would be redundant in combination with a verb + preverb or a CVC. Interestingly, these adverbs have correlates in Uzbek—dāxšārī, īxšārī, and yuqārī, respectively. Sentence (214) is an example of a Main Verb plus preverb, boramādān 'go/come out', used in combination with a directional adverb, berun.

In short, the introduction of verb serialization and CVC's into Colloquial Tajik has provided an alternative mechanism for verbal conjunction, put a halt to any possible trend towards the placement of auxiliaries before the Main Verb, and accelerated the process by which the grammatical significance of preverbs has been reduced, but it has not fundamentally changed the nature of the indigenous syntactic mechanisms. The net effect of verb serialization has therefore been "additive", and not "replacive", that is, to the extent of entailing the loss of a previously existing mechanism. True, there are no pre-Main Verb auxiliaries in Northern Tajik, but it is not possible at present to argue that Tajik would have developed such auxiliaries had it not been for Uzbek influence.

In summing up verb serialization in Tajik, it may be worthwhile to consider whether the acquisition of this grammatical device sheds any light upon the issue raised at the end of Section 2.2.3., namely whether
cross-language influence, in certain extreme cases, can involve the transfer of an entire set of distinctions (an inventory or paradigm). With respect to verb serialization, it might be fruitful to approach this issue from an examination of the CVC's, since they can most readily be conceived of as forming a coherent paradigm. But for the reasons sketched above, it is impossible to demonstrate here whether the paradigm of CVC's in Tajik matches that of Uzbek and consequently whether the overall set of distinctions marked by CVC's in Uzbek has been "borrowed". The least that can be said is that an absolute one-to-one correspondence does not exist between the two CVC paradigms. But even if it were possible to show that Tajik has acquired virtually the entire Uzbek CVC paradigm, that would not constitute the most significant aspect of this cross-language influence. The fundamental fact about the introduction of CVC's into Tajik is that it has taken place in the context of a larger change, the transfer of a full syntactic mechanism, verb serialization. Assuming that this syntactic mechanism is of a "higher order," in some sense, than a paradigm, then the borrowing that has occurred involves the transfer of a more complex linguistic entity than a paradigm. But the problem is, what sort of linguistic entity is verb serialization? Is it a single syntactic rule, or a set of rules, or merely a descriptive category that covers a number of phenomena? In gross terms, verb serialization in the Turkic languages is a type of verbal coordination involving a nonfinite conjunct, which is linked morphologically to verbal subordination (adverbial and auxiliary-like) as well. In the change associated with the introduction of verb serialization into Northern Tajik, precisely these aspects of the mechanism have been adopted—the
use of a nonfinite conjunct in verbal coordination and the morphological linking of verbal subordination to verbal coordination. Then, how is that change to be represented? Perhaps it could be represented in a theory containing concepts like "finiteness", "nonfiniteness" (i.e., partial specification in a verb), "coordination"; and "subordination" as primitive elements, but in the absence of such a theory it can only be characterized in descriptive terms. But even in those terms it is clear that the borrowing of verb serialization is of a different order from the borrowing of individual lexical items, the formation of calques, or even the adoption of a full paradigm of grammatical distinctions.

This is by no means the only question raised by the acquisition of verb serialization by Tajik. For instance, it might be asked whether verb serialization has any inherent attraction over non-serialization, such as uniformity of grammatical marking, morphological transparency, etc. Or is the only advantage to adopting verb serialization that it permits the native speakers of the recipient language to accommodate the linguistic structures of two languages more readily into some sort of common grammar? There is arguably some "benefit" in adding distinctions like the Noncommittal and Intentional Moods to the verb system, perhaps to expand the set of possible distinctions, but this is not the case with verb serialization, at least not in any obvious way. New distinctions might have been added to the grammar of Tajik with the introduction of CVC auxiliaries, but the addition of new distinctions is not the overall effect of the borrowing of verb serialization. Moreover, if there were any advantage to a grammar inherent in verb serialization, it might be expected that such a mechanism would be preferred and retained under the
opposite conditions, that is, in an environment in a serializing language has undergone considerable influence from a non-serializing language. But contrary to such expectations, Qashqay has lost virtually all traces of verb serialization under the influence of Persian, a fact that casts serious doubt upon the notion that this syntactic mechanism might have some sort of inherently advantageous properties.
CHAPTER 3

IRANIAN INFLUENCE ON THE TURKIC LANGUAGES

The long contact between speakers of certain Iranian languages and speakers of certain Turkic languages has resulted in a discernible influence upon the latter. The clearest instance of this influence is the considerable infusion of nonindigenous items (both Iranian in origin and Arabic, borrowed through an Iranian medium) into the lexicon, a phenomenon that is readily apparent even to a nonspecialist. But the impact of Iranian on some Turkic languages has been far greater than the addition of new items to the lexicon, and in this chapter certain aspects of this nonlexical influence will be examined with regard to two Turkic languages, Uzbek and Qashqay.

3.1. Tajik Influence upon Uzbek

As was mentioned in Section 2.1., there has been a substantial degree of bilingualism among urban-dwelling Uzbeks over the last several centuries. Certainly, education among them traditionally implied the acquisition of Persian-Tajik to a greater or lesser extent. Moreover, as was also noted in that section, language shift from Tajik to Uzbek has occurred repeatedly in various regions of Central Asia, and it is possible that this shift has led to a further Iranian influence upon the Uzbek of those communities.

The Tajik influence on Uzbek seems to be of a more familiar variety, as compared to the Uzbek influence on Tajik. That is, it
is most noticeable with respect to changes in the lexicon. The influence of Iranian (or Arabic) lexical items, including nonfree-standing morphemes, is considerable. For instance, a count of the most frequently used words in Literary Uzbek, drawn from modern fiction, reveals that one-third (about 405 items out of a total 1,227) are words of Iranian or Arabic origin or items containing components of Iranian or Arabic origin [frequency list from Kissen 1972]. Of course, this portion of the lexicon, that is, the most common items, would be most heavily skewed in favor of the indigenous Turkic items, and higher percentages for the Iranian (Arabic) element in the lexicon could be obtained by examining other, more specialized portions of the Uzbek lexicon. But the figure of one-third does indicate the depth of Iranian penetration into Uzbek. In Colloquial Uzbek, as might be expected, the dialects differ from one another with respect to the degree to which Iranian lexical items are used. For instance, in Samarkand Uzbek certain Tajik equivalents of indigenous Turkic lexical items are more commonly used than they are in the Tashkent dialect [Borovkov 1952:189-190].

While the influx of Iranian lexical items may have added a new set of lexical oppositions to the Uzbek lexicon, it would be difficult to represent this as a major structural change in the language. As a matter of fact, structural changes in Uzbek have been brought about as the result of Tajik influence, but not in the lexicon. From the standpoint of the discussion here, two such changes are of interest—the adoption of the Tajik vowel inventory
and the extension of the uses of the Conditional mood so as to
conform to the uses of the Subjunctive in Tajik. The latter
change was made possible by the introduction of Iranian Str-I GM's
for SbS's.

Adoption of the Tajik Vowel Inventory. Early investigators of the
Uzbek dialects were struck by one particular characteristic of
some of them, the loss of vowel harmony. It was noted that in
these dialects suffixes did not vary in accordance with the last
vowel of the root as in the other Turkic languages. Since these
dialects were to be found in urban areas with large Tajik-speaking
populations or in areas formerly inhabited by Tajik and since the
resulting vowel inventory resembled the Tajik one closely, the loss
of vowel harmony was attributed to Tajik influence. The linguist
Polivanov, for instance, divided Colloquial Uzbek into "Iranized"
and "non-Iranized" dialects essentially on the basis of the
presence or absence of vowel harmony [Polivanov 1926:1:6-7, 14].
He linked Iranization with the loss of vowel harmony and spoke of
degrees of Iranization depending upon the extent to which harmony
had broken down [Polivanov 1928; 1929:511-514; and 1933]. At the
present time Uzbek dialectologists generally acknowledge that
external influence led to this phonological change. For instance,
the dialectologist Shaабdurahmanov writes, "the influence of a
non-Turkic, substratum was the reason for the slow weakening of
vowel harmony and in the central urban dialects for its complete
loss and the appearance of sounds not characteristic of the
phonological system of the Turkic languages" [Shaабdurahmanov
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1971:392; see also similar remarks in the textbook on Uzbek
dialectology, Reshetov, Shaæbdurahmanov 1962:68 or in its 1978
edition, p. 27]. There is little reason to suspect this
hypothesis.¹

From the standpoint of this discussion, the loss of vowel
harmony in certain Uzbek dialects is not of as much interest as
the loss of vowel distinctions. Apparently because of Iranian
influence, the phonemic vowel inventory underwent the following
change:

(1) i u  i u
    e o  e o
    a a

[The status of e and a as phomenes in the protosystem is a matter
of dispute, but that issue is irrelevant to the main point here.]

That is, the distinctiveness of U, Ó, and ï was lost through a
merger with u, o, and i, respectively. The loss of the phoneme
/i/ is not very unusual; it has taken place in Uighur and Qashqay
as well, perhaps under the influence of Iranian. But the loss of
/U/ and /Ó/ is exceptional; both Uighur and Qashqay retain them as
full-fledged phonemes. As expected, the decrease in the number of
vowel distinctions in urban Uzbek has led to an increase in the
number of homonyms, though apparently not to an intolerable level
[Reshetov, Shaæbdurahmanov 1962:68].

Broadly speaking, the loss of distinctions has meant that the
vowel inventory of certain urban Uzbek dialects largely replicates
the Northern Tajik phonemic vowel inventory. Thus Polivanov identifies as a characteristic of both Samarkand Uzbek and Samarkand Tajik "the presence of a principled similarity in phonetic systems (in this case it is possible to speak of a nearly complete identity of them)" [Polivanov 1928:306]. However, a closer examination of the data reveals that the situation is not quite so straightforward. For one thing, the phonetic values of the phonemes are not identical in the various Uzbek and Tajik dialects; for instance, the low vowels in urban Uzbek dialects are reported to differ from one another [Reshetov, Shaâbdurahmanov 1962:89, 131]. Moreover, there appears to be a "relic" or "vestigial" length distinction in some Northern Tajik dialects. Essentially, the Tajik phonemic vowel system changed from one based upon length as the distinctive feature to one based on vowel quality, as represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(2) } (i) & \quad (ii) \\
\text{\v{i}} & \rightarrow [i] \\
i & \rightarrow i \\
\v{e} & \rightarrow e \\
\v{a} & \rightarrow \v{a}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(i)} & \quad (ii) \\
\v{u} & \rightarrow [u] \\
u & \rightarrow u \\
\v{o} & \rightarrow o \\
\v{a} & \rightarrow \v{a}
\end{align*}
\]

[where stage (i) represents the phonemic vowels of Middle Persian and Classical Persian-Tajik and (ii) the vowels of Northern Tajik]

[from Rastorguyeva 1964:17-34, especially p. 32.]

However, in one particular environment, in unstressed open syllables, \v{i} and \v{u} can be distinct from \text{i} and \text{u} in certain
dialects. Dialectologists have recorded the presence of \( \ddot{a} \) in no more than 15 or 16 words, and of \( \ddot{u} \) in only four. In other dialects, \( \ddot{a} \) and \( \ddot{u} \) are missing entirely [Ibid., p. 32-33]. Hence, there are grounds for considering \( \ddot{a} \) and \( \ddot{u} \) as not having the same phonemic status as the other six vowels. In any case, the urban Uzbek vowel inventory reflects only a six-way opposition, with a few cases of compensatory lengthening found in words of Arabic origin. Basically, such deviations are slight as compared to the overall patterns of convergence between the vowel inventory or urban Uzbek and Northern Tajik.

In his treatment of cross-language influence, Weinreich established four basic types of phonological interference between two languages: (i) the under-differentiation of phonemes, (ii) the over-differentiation of phonemes, (iii) the reinterpretation of distinctions, and (iv) phone substitution [Weinreich 1953/1968:18-19]. However, the loss of vowel distinctions does not seem to correspond to any of these types. True, Weinreich also mentions a possible "phonemic rearrangement" involving the merger of phonemes, but it appears that he links this type of change with "latent internal tendencies" that are merely triggered or accelerated by external influence [Ibid., p. 25]. But there is no evidence in the other Turkic languages that the loss of phonemic status for \( \ddot{u} \) and \( \ddot{y} \) is an internal tendency; vowel harmony is a durable phonological process in these languages, and the role of front rounded vowels in it is stable. Thus the explanation that this loss results directly from external influence is quite
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plausible, and it should be accepted that the loss of distinctions is a legitimate type of cross-language influence. In fact, as will be shown in Section 3.2., the loss of certain means of expressing grammatical distinctions is characteristic of the Persian influence upon Qashqay syntax. Hence the loss of vowel distinctions in urban Uzbek resembles some of the syntactic changes in Qashqay. That, in turn, supports the contention that the loss of distinctions is a legitimate type of change that can be brought about by cross-language influence.

A second point to be made about the adoption of the Tajik vowel system by urban Uzbek is that it parallels the adoption of the Uzbek simplex verb paradigm by Northern Tajik. In both cases the cross-language influence has involved the more or less complete convergence of an inventory (paradigm), not just the borrowing of individual items. The major difference, though, between the two types of convergence is that distinctions have been added to the proto-inventory in one case, but lost in the other. The end result in both cases is similar, reducing the differences between the donor and recipient systems to a minimum.

It should also be mentioned that the loss of vowel distinctions or vowel harmony is not a necessary consequence of extensive Iranian influence on a Turkic language. Qashqay, which has undergone Iranian influence to a much greater degree than Uzbek, has retained both the phonemic status of ū and ō and vowel harmony. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the direction cross-language influence will take cannot be predicted precisely
from a knowledge of the structures in the donor and recipient languages. It is possible to assume that in the case of extensive contact, there will be a general tendency towards the reduction of the systematic differences between the two languages in the recipient language, but the distinctions and grammatical mechanisms that will be retained in the recipient language despite the absence of a counterpart in the donor language cannot be determined beforehand.

The Conditional/Subjunctive Mood. Section 2.2.3. discussed the shift in functions of the Tajik Subjunctive forms so as to correspond to the uses of the Uzbek Conditional. In turn, in those Uzbek dialects with the most pronounced influence from Tajik, the uses of the Conditional have been expanded to correspond to the uses of the Subjunctive. This change can be observed most clearly in the use of the Conditional in Sbs's introduced by the Tajik GM ki 'that'.

It appears that ki as a Str-I GM for Sbs's has not been fully integrated into the syntax of Uzbek. In those colloquial varieties in which it is found, it occurs in certain favored constructions. For instance, it is frequently used in sentences in which a form of the demonstrative كئ 'that, this' or a substitute marks the function of the Sbs in the Main S.

(3) zavut-kä $unda:§ organ-ip qam - män - kiy
factory-DAT so get used- CVC PSTNnC-1SG-Sbs GM

[= qalipmän-ki] oddix kun-i-yäm bar-gi-m
rest day-POSS-even go-"want"-my
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ke-vur-ä-di          [=kelä berädi]
come-CVC-NnP-3SG

'(I guess) I got so used to the factory that I wanted to go (there) even on (my) days off' (Tashkent dialect) [Ghulamov 1968:155]

Furthermore, in narrative and folk tales ki frequently introduces direct quotations, which may also be marked at the close with the verb de- 'say' in either the gerundive form dep or a finite form [see Reshetov, Shaabdurahmanov 1962:277-281 for several examples of this usage in the Kitab dialect]. The SbS GM ki is also common in introductory structures that appear to be loosely connected to the rest of the sentence.

(4) yaxşi-kiy , sän et-varä-qal-di-ŋ
good-SbS GM you speak-CVC-CVC-PST-2SG

[verb form = yýtib yubara qaldig]

'it's good that you spoke up' (Tashkent dialect) [Ibid., p. 156]
In fact, in this construction, it could be argued that ki resembles an indigenous Str-F GM. Consider the following examples.

(5) istä-y-siz-1ür-mi men siz-1ür-ni mehmanxanä-gä
want-NnP-2ND-PL-INTER I you-PL-ACC hotel-DAT

al-ib  bar-äy  ?
take-GER go-OPT+1SG

'do you want me to take you to the hotel?' (Literary Uzbek) [drawn from Raun 1969:95, but modified by a native speaker of Uzbek]

(6) istä-y-siz-1ür-ki men sizlärni mehmanxanägä
-SbS GM

alib baräy

'you want me to take you to the hotel' (Literary Uzbek) [field notes]

(7)  (mi-ki)
*istäysizlär-ki-mi

men sizlärni mehmanxanägä alib baräy
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'do you want me to take you to the hotel?' (Literary Uzbek) [field notes]

That is, it is not possible to use both ki and the interrogative mi together; either GM is permissible, but not both. The unacceptability of such a construction appears to stem from a general constraint prohibiting the use of more than one Str-F particle. Moreover, ki fits into a similar slot with the Str-F particles mi and ku (both indigenous Turkic markers) in introductory structures. Thus the introductory phrase bilä siz 'you know' can occur with any of these markers: bilä sizmi, bilä sizku, or bilä sizki [Ghulamov, Äsärova 1961:187-188]. In constructions of this type it would be difficult to argue that ki introduces a Subordinate S, as opposed to marking a SbS at the end of that S. Of course, the marking of a SbS at the end is a typical Turkic syntactic pattern, and thus the use of ki in this instance does not alter the syntax of Uzbek substantially. 3

In Tajik the finite verb form in a SbS introduced by ki is often in the Subjunctive, a mood that is lacking in the indigenous Turkic verb paradigm. Hence if ki is borrowed as a SbS GM and used in that capacity in Uzbek and if the SbS requires the Subjunctive in Tajik, then a verb form corresponding to the Subjunctive will need to be used. One such case would be the verb form in the sentential complement to the verb 'want' (isṭ̣̣̣̣̣- or xahḷ̣̣̣̣̣- in Uzbek) in which the subject of the Main S differs from that of the Subordinate S. As can be seen from sentence (6), an
Optative (a purely Turkic form) may be used in such constructions. But the Conditional is also acceptable:

(8) istäysizlär-ki men sizlärni mehmanxanagä alib bar-sä-m go-CND-1SG

'you want me to take you to the hotel' (Literary Uzbek) [field notes]

There also appears to be a difference in acceptability among the Uzbek dialects with regard to the use of ki with istä-/xahlä-. In the Bukharan dialect, one highly influenced by Tajik, ki is quite commonly used in everyday speech, and thus a sentence like (9) is fully acceptable:

(9) u xahlä-y-di-ki siz išlä-sä-ngiz
    he want-NnP-3SG-SbS GM you work-CND-2ND

'he wants you to work' (Burkharan dialect) [field notes] [see also Ghulamov, Asqärova 1961:186 for examples in Literary Uzbek]

Of course, the typical Turkic pattern is also possible in this dialect:

(10) u siz-ni išlä-sä-ngiz-ni xahlä-y-di
    he you-GEN work-VbN-POSS-ACC want-NnP-3SG

'he wants you to work' (Bukharan dialect) [field notes]

But a speaker of Namangan Uzbek in the same room in which sentence (9) was elicited was astonished that it was acceptable, especially in ordinary conversation. Clearly, certain urban dialects of Uzbek employ ki as a SbS GM much more than other dialects, and hence the use of the Conditional as a Subjunctive varies as well. 4
In short, Uzbek has acquired from Tajik a mechanism for marking SbS's that serves as an alternative to the indigenous mechanisms discussed in Section 2.2.2., even though it may be of marginal use in most dialects. With the borrowing of the Str-I GM ki came the necessity of selecting the appropriate finite verb form for the SbS. In Tajik, the recipient language with regard to the simplex verb paradigm, a correspondence had been made between the Uzbek Conditional and the indigenous Subjunctive. Such a correspondence opened the way for influence in the opposite direction, that is, for the use of the Uzbek Conditional in SbS's that require the Subjunctive in Tajik. However, as will be shown below, similar circumstances did not result in the Conditional being identified with the Subjunctive in another Turkic language exposed to Iranian influence, Qashqay. This, of course, underscores the point made above in connection with the adoption of the Iranian vowel inventory by urban Uzbek, namely that the precise direction cross-language influence will take cannot readily be predicted.
3.2. Persian Influence on Qashqay

Qashqay has clearly undergone more extensive influence from Iranian than Uzbek has; in fact, it is one of the most heavily "Iranized" of all the Turkic languages and dialects. Thus its surface syntax deviates considerably from the consistent Verb-final patterns of many other Turkic languages, with perhaps the introduction and integration of Str-I GM's into the grammar the most prominent change. But the various subsystems of Qashqay syntax do not exhibit the effects of influence equally. For instance, constituent ordering in the NP does not adhere to the Persian pattern, with the exception of the postnominal placement of Persian-model relative clauses. But the Qashqay verb system, like that in Northern Tajik, has been altered substantially by cross-language influence. That subsystem will be the focus of the discussion in this section.

3.2.1. Sociolinguistic context

Until fairly recently not much systematic research had been conducted on the Qashqays; only a few small-scale investigations had been published—for example, Garrod 1946a and b, Douglas 1951, Romaskevich 1925, Bahmanbegi 1945-1946 and Monteil 1966. But there now exist some substantial anthropological and historical studies of the Qashqays and the peoples in the surrounding area—see, for instance, Barth 1961, Ivanov 1961, Monteil 1966, Oberling 1974, Marsden 1976, Barker 1981, and especially the work of Lois Beck, 1977, 1980, 1981, 1983, and 1986. Unfortunately,
the research published so far contains little detailed information on the linguistic situation among the Qashqays, particularly concerning the degree of bilingualism among them. But the results of these investigations do provide information on the overall sociolinguistic context.

Those who call themselves Qashqays are of mixed ethnolinguistic origins, but they form a single tribal confederacy that has traditionally been bound to the nomadic way of life. The Qashqays inhabit various pasturelands at the southern end of the Zagros mountain chain in and around the province of Fars in southwestern Iran. Many Qashqays in recent times have abandoned fulltime nomadic pastoralism and settled in the various villages and towns in the region, including the major city of Shiraz. While it is clear that they are not indigenous to Fars, it is not known when the core element of the future confederacy came to the region and formed a distinct tribal grouping. Perhaps the Qashqays were a part of the large-scale movements of Turkic tribes in the eleventh century [Oberling 1974:27; Beck 1986:22, 41-43]. Although a full-fledged confederacy could have been established in the region in the seventeenth century or earlier, reliable historical information on the Qashqay tribe dates only from the eighteenth century [Beck 1983:287-388 and 1986:22]. In any case, what is significant here is that the Quashqays have inhabited their present locale for several centuries, certainly a sufficient amount of time for extensive contact between their language and that of the surrounding Persians.
The origin of the Qashqay confederacy is not the only issue concerning the tribe that has not yet been resolved in recent investigations. It is not even known how many Qashqays there are at present. Official census results do not record ethnicity or are suspect, while outside researchers have not been able to make a systematic population count. Recent estimates of the population range from 141,000, a count made by the Department of Tribal Education in Iran [Marsden 1976:12], to some 530,000 [Bruk 1986:358; see Oberling 1974:233-236 for a discussion of this issue and a listing of 43 estimates]. It is clear, however, that the Qashqay confederacy is one of the largest nomadic groups in Iran today [Oberling 1974:14]. The large size of the confederacy indicates, among other things, how successful it has been in utilizing the natural resources of the region as a pastoral nomadic community.

The Qashqays are predominantly Turkic-speaking, and they call their language "Turki". But the confederacy is a heterogenous community, in which Iranian languages such as Luri and Kurdish are still spoken by some groups [Bahmanbegi 1945-1946/1966:139; Beck 1983:289]. Historically speaking, non-Turks have constituted a significant portion of the confederacy, but for the most part they have adopted the linguistic and cultural traits of the Turkic core. Nonetheless, some discernible cultural diversity remains within the confederation to this day [Beck 1986:204-205]. It is unclear how the assimilation of these non-Turks has contributed to the distinctive characteristics of the Qashqay language as it
exists today, but it will be assumed here that the influence from
the Luri and Kurdish speech of assimilated tribesmen has not been
distinct from the influence of Persian. Only more detailed
investigations on the languages involved would reveal whether this
assumption is warranted or not.

In describing the sociolinguistic context in Fars, Beck
stresses that "the Qashqa'i live in a state dominated numerically,
politically, and economically by Persian-speakers (Persians)"
[Beck 1986:287]. Despite this dominance, the Qashqays have not
been assimilated into the Persian milieu. As Beck points out,
"most Iranians consider language the primary distinguishing
characteristic of people living in Iran" [Ibid.]. Certainly, the
Qashqays regard their Turkic speech as one of the main traits that
set them apart from the Iranian speakers in the Fars area, and
they have striven to retain their distinctiveness. Some of this
desire to remain apart from the Persians stems from the
traditional contempt of the nomad for the settled peasant, but it
goes beyond that sentiment. Even the Qashqay leaders, unlike the
leaders of other tribal groups in Iran, have nurtured their
separate identity as Qashqays and not tried to link themselves
with the Persian upper-class [Beck 1980:223]. A second point
about the sociolinguistic context of the Qashqays worth making is
that Qashqay territory is not located on the boundaries of the
Iranian state, adjacent to the territory of fellow-tribesmen
across the frontier. This situation has had profound political
repercussions for the confederacy [Beck 1983:293], and it may have
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had some linguistic consequences as well. As a result of the location of the confederacy, the Qashqay language developed in isolation from other, related Turkic languages, which might have had a restraining effect upon the process of Iranization. Given these two main features of the sociolinguistic environment, that is, the dominance of the surrounding Persian speakers and the isolation of the Qashqays from other Turks, it is not surprising that there is a high degree of bilingualism in the Qashqay community. Garrod, who became acquainted with the tribe during the Second World War, reported that the Qashqay men were bilingual "as a rule", but that few women could speak Persian [Garrod 1946b:301]. One of the Qashqay speakers consulted for the present study maintained that many women still do not know Persian, although some are learning the language. Unfortunately, recent studies have failed to indicate in any greater detail how extensive bilingualism is.

Recent decades have witnessed serious disruptions in the traditional way of life that the Qashqays have tried to lead. The confederacy has sustained several attempts by the central Iranian authorities to undermine its autonomy and break down its cohesion as a political entity. But during periods of weakness at the center, the Qashqays have sought to reinvigorate the confederation and strengthen its nomadic way of life. The latest such attempt at a revival was made during the fall of the Shah and the establishment of the Isalmic republic, but the traditional antagonism between the tribe and the center quickly reasserted
itself [Beck 1980 and 1986]. One particular change during this turbulent period may have had a significant impact upon the Qashqay language itself. In the 1950's a system of tribal schools was established for Qashqay children, and it has succeeded in producing quite a number of educated Qashqays [Barker 1981]. Significantly, instruction in the schools was in Persian, and the students were required to read and write exclusively in Persian, not in Qashqay Turkic [Beck 1986:276-277]. This has probably been conducive to further influence from Persian on Qashqay grammatical structures. Moreover, assuming that the speech of educated Qashqays enjoys a certain amount of prestige, the effect of the Iranization could have spread much further than simply among those who have attended tribal schools. In addition, increased sedentarization during the last several decades has no doubt led to greater contact with Persian speakers and increased bilingualism.

The Qashqay speech represented below was elicited from two educated males, although only one individual served as the primary consultant. Both are from the Amaleh tribe, which is associated with the paramount tribal leadership. Even within such a small community as the Qashqays, noticeable linguistic differences exist [Bahmanbegi 1945-1946/1966:139], and it should therefore not be assumed that the language cited here represents that of the tribe as a whole. Furthermore, the data collected from these two Qashqays differs in a number of important ways from the language in previously published studies. For instance, the language of
the Qashqay songs published in Romaskevich 1925 contains such features as the presence of ĩ in the first syllable and the use of the (I)p gerundive form, unlike the Qashqay cited here. There are also differences between the data here and that presented in Caferoğlu, Doerfer 1959 and Kowalski 1937. However, fewer discrepancies can be observed in the language of the Qashqay folk tales presented in Gorguinpour 1972. Since it has not been possible to visit the Qashqays in the field and investigate variations in the speech of the community, there will be no attempt to reconcile the above-mentioned differences. Only material elicited from the two Qashqay informants and sentences drawn from Gorguinpour 1972 will be used in what follows. (A further source of data would be the collection of 55 Qashqay proverbs and sayings in Gorguinpour, Mîhamedi 1977.)

Internal linguistic evidence indicates that Qashqay is closely related to the Oghuz Turkic language Azerbaijani. It exhibits certain characteristics in common with Azerbaijani that set it apart from other Oghuz languages—the presence of final voicing in stops, the absence of initial y- in many words containing high vowels, the presence of the phonemes /x/ and /ê/, the use of ĩ as opposed to e in endings containing the low vowel archiphoneme ā, the absence of original vowel length, the absence of the interrogative particle mi, etc. In handbooks of the Turkic languages, it is maintained that Qashqay is a dialect of Azerbaijani [see, for instance, Deyn et al., 1959:2, 281; Baskakov 1969:265]. Menges, however, found some dialects of Qashqay closer
to Modern Turkish than to Azerbaijani, and he was therefore led to propose that there exists a supra-national linguistic grouping, one consisting of Modern Turkish, Azerbaijani, and Qashqay [Menges 1951:278]. But the similarities between Azerbaijani and the Qashqay recorded here are so systematic that there is little doubt of a close genetic relationship between the two. The only real issue in this respect is whether Qashqay should be considered a dialect of Azerbaijani or whether it diverges sufficiently from the latter to be considered an independent language. A thorough consideration of such an issue would require an examination of what in general constitutes a "language" as opposed to a "dialect" in a language family like Turkic known for the high degree of intelligibility among its members. Since that topic is beyond the scope of this discussion, the status of Qashqay as a separate language or a dialect of Azerbaijani will not be treated here. When reference is made to the Qashqay "language", it will be to the speech of the Qashqays as a distinct linguistic community, without implying anything about its status within the Turkic language family.

3.2.2. Changes in the Qashqay Verb System

As in the case of Northern Tajik, the verb system of Qashqay has undergone such extensive changes that in many respects it corresponds one-to-one to the verb system of the donor language, Persian. Again like Northern Tajik, Qashqay does not exhibit an absolute isomorphism in this syntactic subsystem; it retains
certain Turkic mechanisms for marking grammatical distinctions that do not have counterparts in Persian. Nevertheless, the degree of convergence is striking. Changes in the Qashqay verb system include the following:

-- modifications in the tense/aspect/mood system in the simplex verb paradigm

-- the loss of CVC's except for one

-- the loss of the gerundive (I)p form and the constructions it occurs in other Turkic languages

-- the acquisition of an Iranian-model auxiliary and sentential adverbs

As in the treatment of Tajik, the discussion of changes in the Qashqay verb system will begin with the simplex verb paradigm.

The Persian Simplex Verb Paradigm. In his survey of the study of Persian grammar, Windfuhr examines previous analyses of the Persian verb paradigm and offers one of his own, based upon the results of previous work [Windfuhr 1979:83-128, 179-180]. His proposal is useful for the purposes of the present discussion because the paradigm is set up in terms of distinctive features or categories that could easily be converted into features.

(11) The Persian Sixmplex Verb Paradigm According to Windfuhr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IMPERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRESENT</td>
<td>-ANT mīrāvād</td>
<td>{xahād rāft}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ANT</td>
<td>{rāft}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rāfte ēst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ANT</td>
<td>miräft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAST</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBJUNCTIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDITIONAL</strong></td>
<td>[miräft]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
(a) The three past tense [+REPORTED] forms are restricted in occurrence to the third person, according to Windfuhr.

(b) For the definite future, that is the Present [-ANTERIOR] perfective, xahäd räft occurs in main clause, räft in subordinate clauses, again according to Windfuhr.

(c) ANT = ANTERIOR

(d) In conformity with the conventions adopted for the presentation of the Uzbek and Tajik simplex verb paradigms, the use of square brackets here indicates that the form occurs elsewhere in the paradigm. Also in keeping with earlier paradigms, the verb räftän 'go' is cited as the exemplar.

Windfuhr contrasts this approach to the more traditional one, in which verb forms are categorized more or less independently of one another. Compare, for example, the terminology in the textbook of Persian Lambton 1953:15-26 [presented below according to the position of the forms in (11)].

(12) Present: mirâvâd
     Future: xahâd râft
     Perfect: râfte āst
     Imperfect: mirâft
     Preterit: râft
     Pluperfect: râfte bud

Subjunctive Present: berâvâd Subjunctive Past: râfte bašâd [The Reported and Conditional forms are not presented separately by Lambton; cf., also the traditional designations in Peysikov 1959:9-10].

Windfuhr argues persuasively that the major distinguishing characteristic in the Persian simplex verb system is aspectual, differentiating between the Nonperfective (Imperfective) and Perfective forms [Windfuhr 1979:86-91] For instance, the occurrence of the Preterit in subordinate clauses to specify the future, e.g., sentence (13), can be explained if it is assumed that the Preterit represents the Unmarked member of the Perfective opposition. (Windfuhr does not explicitly refer to the concept of Marked/Unmarked in this context, but something similar was clearly intended.)

(13) Ñgâr amâd, be u begu
     if come+PRETERIT+3SG to he say+IMP
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'if he comes, tell him' (Literary Persian) [Ibid., p.88]

Such an analysis appears highly plausible, given the fact that the Imperfective/Perfective distinction is well-attested in the Indo-European languages. Even the general textbook on aspect Comrie 1976:88, 121 takes it for granted that the Persian verb paradigm contains this particular aspecual distinction. However, other elements of Windfuhr's analysis seem less convincing. For instance, he allots no status to the feature [+PERFECT], despite the fact that the Perfect is prominently discussed in other Iranist studies of Persian [cf., the Lambton presentation above; Lazard 1957a:144-147; and Edelman 1975:392, 408-409, and for the Iranian languages as a whole, p. 338]. It should be noted that the forms traditionally associated with the Perfect, ṭafte ūst, ṭafte bud, and ṭafte bude ūst are all [+ANTERIOR] in Windfuhr's paradigm. A positive value for that feature is supposed to imply "the notion of a completed event or action seen or depicted in relation to the time of reference, i.e., present or past" [Windfuhr 1979:91]. He does not attempt to justify the use of the feature [ANTERIOR], and it is unclear how Anteriority in this sense is completely compatible with the concept of Perfectivity, which "indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of various separate phases that make up that situation" [Comrie 1976:16, cf., also the discussion pp. 16-40].

In a sentence such as (14),

(14) ketab gom ūst
     book lost become+PRF
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'the book is lost' (literally: 'has become lost') [Lambton 1953:148]

there is a reference to a separate phase of the situation, namely the present, at which time the situation still holds. Moreover, in this context, it would be worthwhile to bear in mind the warning Comrie gives about confusing the terms "Perfective" and "Perfect" [Comrie 1967:12].

If the feature [PERFECT] is used in place of [ANTERIOR] and the Past/Nonpast distinction instead of Present/Past, a much more coherent paradigm for the Persian simplex verb system can be formulated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(15)</th>
<th>IMPERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>miṛvād</td>
<td>xaḥft</td>
<td>rəfte əst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td>rəft</td>
<td>rəfte bud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>miṛft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NP   | beṛvād      |            |     |
| SUBJUNCTIVE |           | rəfte baʃād | |
| P     |             |            | |

[Remarks: Since the Conditional in Windfuhr's analysis contains only forms found elsewhere in the paradigm, these items are not truly distinctive, and there seems to be little reason to establish a separate mood for them. The use of the Past imperfective and Past perfect as conditional forms is not at all unusual.]

This leaves only those forms which Windfuhr designates as [+PAST, +REPORTED], miṛfte əst, rəfte bude əst, and rəfte əst. (The last-mentioned is the same form as the Nonpast perfect; notice that in one case Windfuhr specifies the distinctive features of rəfte əst as [+PAST, -ANTERIOR] and in the other case as having the opposite values, [-PAST (Present), +ANTERIOR].) The
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status of these three forms in the verb paradigm is not well
established; miräfte āst, rāfte bude āst and the Reported use of
rāfte āst are, by all accounts, quite rare in Persian. Thus, for
instance, Phillott states that the miräfte āst form, his
"Continuative Perfect," was "rarely if ever used in classical
Persian" and "is rare even in modern Persian" [Phillott 1919:536].
With regard to the use of rāfte āst as opposed to the Preterit
rāft, he notes that the former implies that the event or state was
"before the speaker's time" or that "the writer was not present"
[Ibid., p. 524-525]. The same connotation ("that the speaker was
not present") is implied in miräfte āst, "but with the idea of
continuance" [Ibid., p. 536]. Lazard asserts that the Perfect
rāfte āst can be used in two ways, one of which "indicates an
action carried out in a period considered as elapsed (révolue);
it refers to a "distant past" [Lazard 1957a:144]. The miräfte āst
and rāfte bude āst exhibit the same connotation, that of a passé
révolu, but with their own tense and aspect properties [Ibid., p.
146, 148]. Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, and Sharova, perhaps
anticipating the Noncommittal use of cognate forms in Literary
Tajik, highlight the rather rare instances of a similar usage in
Classical Persian-Tajik and Modern Persian [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva,
Sharova 1982:162, 164, 172-173, 177-178]. They maintain that in
Modern Persian the "nonevident, out-of-sight" meaning is
manifested more strongly in the miräfte āst form than in the rāfte
āst form [Ibid., p. 178, cf., also p. 172]. Windfuhr maintains
that in previous studies "no satisfactory explanation has been
offered so far for the two peculiar forms* mirāfte ēst and rāfte bude ēst [Windfuhr 1979:88]. According to him, one of their peculiarities is that they are restricted in use to the third person (even though Lazard gives a full person/number paradigm for each [Lazard 1957a:144-148]). Windfuhr interprets the examples and explanations in previous grammars of Persian as indicating that the "distinctive function" of these forms is to refer to the "nonevident" or "narrative" past. Hence he uses the term "reported" to designate these two forms and the analogous use of the Nonpast perfect rāfte ēst [Windfuhr 1979:89].

These descriptions clearly suggest that the forms in question make up a separate category in Persian, a mood that has been called the Noncommittal here. But it is significant that this mood is a marginal one in the simplex verb paradigm. That in turn suggests that these forms are residual (that is, left over from a proto-system in which they played a more substantial role), innovative, or borrowed. There is no evidence from Iranist studies indicating that the Noncommittal was more wide-spread in the early stages of Iranian than it is now or that it is developing more in some peripheral dialects than it is in the central ones--with the possible exception of those dialects, such as Northern Tajik, in contact with Turkic languages. Thus the suspicion arises that the mood in Persian has been borrowed, specifically from the Turkic languages, either Azerbaijani or Modern Turkish. If the Noncommittal has been formed in Persian as the result of Turkic influence, that would explain certain
otherwise strange properties of the Persian forms. It could be assumed that the following are the relevant correspondences:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PERSIAN} & \quad \text{OGHUZ TURKIC} \\
mirāfte āst & = \quad \text{yormuš (M.T.) // irmiş (Az.)} \\
rāfte bude āst & = \quad \text{mişmiş} \\
rāfte āst & = \quad \text{miş}
\end{align*}
\]

[M.T. = Modern Turkish; Az. = Azerbaijani]

As was pointed out in Section 2.2.3., in the discussion on the Modern Turkish simplex verb paradigm, there is a neutralization in the distinctions between the Nonpast perfect and the Past noncommittal forms in Turkish (and apparently in Azerbaijani as well). This fact would explain why the counterpart of the miş form in Persian, rāfte āst, could be, using Windfuhr’s features, [-PAST, +ANTERIOR] in the Indicative, but [+PAST, -ANTERIOR] in the Noncommittal. To be more precise, rāfte āst might be triply ambiguous, occupying the Nonpast perfect indicative, Past noncommittal, and Nonpast perfect noncommittal slots in the paradigm. If so, the Noncommittal in Persian would consist of the following forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IMPERFECTIVE} & \quad \text{PERFECTIVE} & \quad \text{PERFECT} \\
\text{NP} & \quad -- & \quad -- & \quad [rāfte āst] \\
P & \quad \text{mirāfte āst} & \quad [rāfte āst] & \quad \text{rāfte bude āst}
\end{align*}
\]
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Persian does not have counterparts for the entire Noncommittal mood in Turkish, but only for the most prominent forms. This partial influence is in keeping with the marginal status of the Noncommittal in Persian. In contrast, Northern Tajik contains several other Noncommittal forms.

The full simplex verb paradigm in Persian thus consists of the forms in (15) and (17). According to this schema, certain categories are consistently marked by specific morphological forms. Imperfective forms all contain the prefix mi-, while Perfect forms are marked by the "past participle" rāfte. There is no common morphological marking for the Perfective forms or for the Subjunctive (the rāft component of the Future is an apocopated infinite, while rāft- in the Preterit is the past stem; in the former, person/number suffixes occur on the auxiliary, in the latter, on the rāft- form itself, rāftūm, rāftī, etc.). In Windfuhr’s paradigm, only forms specified [+ANTERIOR] exhibit a common morphological marking. Interestingly, that portion of the Qashqay simplex verb paradigm that replicates the Persian paradigm exhibits a similar morphological pattern, except for the Subjunctive, which has a common marker ū/a (see below).

The Qashqay Verb Paradigm. The simplex verb paradigm of the Oghuz languages Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani differs from that of Uzbek in a number of significant ways. In the Indicative, the Unmarked nonpast (marked by ū/y in Uzbek) has been lost and replaced by the Nonpast progressive form derived from the verb ‘go, walk’. In fact, there is little evidence that the
Progressive exists any longer as a separate category.
Furthermore, a Future form distinct from the Present has been
developed. In the Noncommittal mood, the Nonpast perfect and
Unmarked past distinctions are neutralized; the form occupying
these slots resembles the Nonpast perfect indicative. In
addition, the auxiliary for the Noncommittal is always imiš, and
not äkän. While Qashqay shares these features with Turkish and
Azerbaijani, there are also points of divergence. Perhaps the
most conspicuous difference lies in the use of the form marked by
är. In Qashqay it is used to mark the definite or categorial
future, while in Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani it connotes a
hypothetical or potential event/situation when referring to the
The marker of the definite future in Turkish and Azerbaijani,
ejek/ajak, is missing entirely in Qashqay, as is the past tense
form derived from that marker, ejekti/ajakti 'was/were about to,
would (have)'. That is, Turkish and Azerbaijani have both a
Past/Nonpast and an Indicative/Noncommittal distinction for the
Future, but Qashqay does not.

(18) Distinctions in the Future

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turkish/Azerbaijani</th>
<th>Qashqay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP ajak</td>
<td>är</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INDICATIVE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P ajakti</th>
<th>--</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP är</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The resulting set of oppositions in Turkish, Azerbaijani, and Qashqay appear to conform to a Past-Present-Future pattern much more closely than Uzbek does, but it should not be assumed therefore that the oppositions should be temporal rather than aspectual. It may be best to represent the shift of the Progressive as producing an aspectual distinction, the Imperfective. This sort of change certainly seems to have taken place in Qashqay, and it may have also occurred in Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani, even though the latter two languages may require a distinctive feature [+FUTURE] as well. In Qashqay, a pattern of oppositions based on aspectual feature such as (19) appears preferable to a pattern based on temporal features, such as (20).

(19)  
\[(i) \quad (ii)\]  
Present \quad Future  
Imperfect \quad Preterit  

[where (i) and (ii) would represent the aspectual distinctions Imperfective and Perfective, respectively.]

(20)  
\[(i) \quad (ii) \quad (iii)\]  
Preterit \quad Present \quad Future  
Imperfect  

[where (i), (ii), and (iii) would represent temporal distinctions.]
The Qashqay verb paradigm differs from the Uzbek paradigm in terms of modal distinctions as well. As was noted in Section 3.1., the Uzbek Conditional serves as the Subjunctive in those SbS's borrowed from Tajik that require the Subjunctive in the donor language. Qashqay, like other Oghuz languages, has developed a separate Subjunctive mood, marked by Ć/a, which apparently derives from the older optative marker Ćay/gāy [Deny 1921:923, 932; Kononov 1956:246; Shcherbak 1981:52-55]. In addition, the Qashqay paradigm contains a Necessitative mood, marked by asī/āsi, and lacks a distinct Intentional mood.

Except for the Conditional and Necessitative moods, the Qashqay verb paradigm largely corresponds one-to-one to the Persian paradigm.

It is conceivable that the full Qashqay paradigm contains other, rare forms in the Conditional and Noncommittal moods, such as Ćsi olsa, miĆolsaydī, miĆolaslydī, iyrsā, iyrsāydi, etc., but they do not appear in the available corpus. The existence of any such forms, however, would not significantly alter the generalization that, outside of these two moods, the Qashqay and Persian simplex verb paradigms are virtually identical. As was noted in the previous section, the similarity between the two paradigms extends even to the morphological patterns. The Imperfective is marked by a common morpheme, mi- in Persian and āry in Qashqay, and the Perfect is marked by the past participle rāfte in Persian and by miĆ in Qashqay. On the other hand, the Perfective in both languages lacks a common marker.
<p>| TABLE 11: Persian and Qashqay Simplex Verb Paradigms |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSIAN</th>
<th>IMPERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>mirāvād</td>
<td>xahād rūf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>mirūf</td>
<td>rūf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NONCOMMITTAL]</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>mirūfte āst</td>
<td>[rūfte āst]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJUNCTIVE</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>berāvād</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>rūfte baṣād</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QASHQAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDICATIVE</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>iyr</td>
<td>ūr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>iyrdi</td>
<td>di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NONCOMMITTAL]</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>iyrmiš</td>
<td>[miš]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJUNCTIVE</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ūydi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONDITIONAL</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>sā</td>
<td>miš olsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>sŵydi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECESSITATIVE</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>ūsī</td>
<td>miš olsī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>ūsiydi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Notes: Qashqay forms are presented here in the front vowel variant of the morpheme. The verb ol- 'be, become' is cognate to the Uzbek bol-. The Noncommittal mood is marginal in both Persian and Qashqay; hence the square brackets.]
However, there does seem to be one major difference between the two paradigms, the presence of a residual Habitual in Qashqay. Sometimes šīr occurs as a Nonpast habitual, to indicate general or habitual states (see below in the section on the Perfective), a usage not found in the case of its paradigmatic counterpart in Persian, xahād rāft. Furthermore, the Past habitual form in Šīrdī, a form without any Persian counterpart at all, can appear in the apodosis of a conditional sentence, to designate either a hypothetical or a past counterfactual, cf., the sentences (21) and (22).

(21) Šīrdī inni pul var-imiz PST COP V
     if now money EXIS-our
     ol-saydi be-PST CND
     ol-mišidī be-PST PRF

     bir šāv al-irdī-g
     a house buy-"PST HAB"-1PL

'if we had some money now, we would buy a house'

[Morphological note: The Future form of al- 'take, buy' can be al-ar, al-ir, or in the non-third person, all-, ex., alarag, allrag, allag 'we will take/buy'. In the past form, ašīrdī seems to be preferred.]

(22) Šīrdī oza-yi bil-sāydi PST COP V
    if situation-ACC know-PST CND'
    de-yārdī say-"PST HAB"
    de-mišidī say-PST PRF
    *de-yrdī say-PST IMPFV
'if he had know the situation, he would have said (something)'

It is unclear whether the "Past habitual" form ārdi can be used outside of such conditional contexts, since it does not occur in the corpus in environments that can be called "past habitual" in the semantic sense, where the Past imperfective form iyrdi is used regularly. Nonetheless, it appears that with respect to the two forms ār and ārdi, the Turkic usages have been retained to a certain extent. Qashqay then devitate from the Persian verb paradigm at this point.

Examples of the forms in the Qashqay simplex verb follow.

The Imperfective Indicative. The Nonpast imperfective (the "Present") in iyɾ is a frequently occurring form that can be used to convey such tense/aspect notions as the present progressive, as in examples (23), the furture (24), the equivalent of the English Perfect (25), and the general or habitual situation (26).

[Morphological note: the suffix -iyɾ is invariable with respect to vowel harmony and is actually pronounced [i:r]. When it is preceded by a vowel in the stem, either that vowel or the initial suffix vowel -i may drop, except in the case of monosyllabic stems. Suffixes after iyɾ observe vowel harmony, adhering to the frontness or backness of the last stem vowel unless that vowel is a phonetic i (see the Introduction).]

(23) (a) nānā-m nahar biɣ- lr - iyɾ - Ø
mother-my lunch cook-CAUS-IMPFV-3SG

' my mother is cooking lunch'
(b) o ged-iyṛ-∅ dukana
he/she go-IMPVF-3SG store-DAT

'he/she is going to the store'

(24) o sāhār ged-iyṛ-∅ Ẕiraz-a
he/she tomorrow go-IMPVF-3SG [NAME]-DAT

'he/she's going to Shiraz tomorrow'

(25) (a) nevā vaqt-dir Ẕiraz-da qal-iyṛ-∅
how much time-COP[=for] [NAME]-LOC live-IMPVF-2SG

'how long (for how much time) have you lived in Shiraz?'

(b) on-nan sora daha ağrīy hissi ed-m-iyṛ-∅m
that-ABL after more pain feeling do-NEG-IMPVF-1SG

'after that I haven't felt any more pain'

(26) (a) Ẕox yat-iyṛ-∅
much sleep-IMPVF-3SG

'he/she sleeps a lot'

(b) o hār sāhār hamam-a ged-iyṛ-∅
he/she every morning bath-DAT go-IMPVF-3SG

'he/she takes a bath (literally: goes to the bath) every morning'

[In the examples that follow, the null ending ∅ of the third
person singular will be omitted, except for the sake of contrast.]

This range of meanings coincides with that of the Persian form
mirāvād [Lazard 1957a:137; Lambton 1953:149-150], and for that
matter with that of the Modern Turkish (i)yor [Lewis 1967:109].
In Uzbek, and therefore in Colloquial Tajik, this semantic range
would be covered by two forms-_y and ẏp in Uzbek, merāvād and
rāfsadās in Tajik.

In Qashqay, there do not appear to be any other progressive
forms in the verb system, but this is not the case in Persian, in
particular in Colloquial Persian. A progressive can be formed in Persian by means of the auxiliary daštān (present stem: dar-), which means 'have' as a main verb, ex., darām mirāvām 'I am going', darād mirāvād 'he is going', etc., and in the past, daštām mirāftām 'I was going', daşt mirāft 'he was going' etc. [Windfuhr 1979:102-103; Phillott 1919:265; Lazard 1957a:151-153]. Notice that both components in this construction are marked for person and number (ām and ād/ā in the two cases cited here). Thus the Persian progressive does not properly belong to the simplex verb paradigm, but rather to an Auxiliary + Main Verb construction. But this type of progressive would not have readily served as a model for Qashqay. Like other Turkic languages, Qashqay lacks a specific verb meaning 'have', relying instead upon a possessive construction and the existentials var 'there is' and yox 'there is not' to convey the same meaning. (In Qashqay, unlike other Turkic languages, the possessive marker occurs on the existential, cf., sentences (21) and (35b). Hence, it appears that Qashqay speakers would have been unable to devise a verbal construction corresponding to the Persian darām mirāvām. With the loss of almost all Turkic-style CVC's, the main source of progressive forms, Qashqay is left with only one grammatical means to express the present progressive, the iyr form.

Persian influence has brought about the use of forms like iyr in environments where a comparable verb in another Turkic language would not be found. Compare the following sentences in Qashqay
and Persian (the latter contains the polite form of the second person instead of the familiar form in the Qashqay sentence.)

(27) **Qashqay:**

ged-Ø go-IMP gør-Ø see-IMP ăhmăd his-ACC dârs- i- ni lesson-ACC ox-iyr ya you,

or not read-IMPFV

ŏyar ox-iyr , if read-IMPFV good

if read-NEG-IMPFV

belă-sin-i such-ACC[=him] ed-Ø punishment

tsâmnih do-IMP

'Go see whether Ahmad is doing his lessons or not; if he is, very good, (but) if he isn't, punish him.'

[The SbS GM 'if' may appear in Qashqay in at least the following variants: ûgâr, ăyâr, ûgâ, ayâ, ûgâr-ki.]

(28) **Persian:**

berâv-id go+IMP-2PL vā bebin-id see+IMP-2PL ăhmăd his-ACC dârs-e lesson-IZA xod-ra self-ACC

mixanâd ya nā ; ûgâr good

if read+IMPFV+3SG xodâst , COP+3SG

vā ûgâr and if NEG-read+IMPFV+3SG nā-mixanâd , punishment-his[=object] tânbih - eš

dekon-id do+IMP-2PL

'Go and see whether Ahmad is doing his lessons or not; if he is, it's good, and if he isn't, punish him.' [Lambton 1953:150]

There are three SbS's in these sentences, a whether clause and two if clauses, and in all three cases Qashqay conforms to the use of the Nonpast imperfective indicative in Persian. But in a Turkic language not as strongly influenced by Iranian as Qashqay is (even Uzbek), the equivalent to sentence (27) would not contain any verb.
form corresponding to the Qashqay *iyr*. For instance, in Uzbek the
whether clause would be marked by two verbal nouns in the
Accusative case, *oqi yat-gān-i-ni oqi ma yat-gān-i-ni* 'his
reading, his not reading', and the if clauses would contain
Conditional forms. Basically in Sbs's with a finite verb form,
Qashqay follows the tense/aspect/mood form of the Persian model
(but see the Conditional mood below). A further example of the
use of the *iyr* form in a Sbs can be found in indefinite wh-ever
clauses.

(29) hār váxt on-i ox-iyr-am , sān-i yad ed-iyr-ām
every time that-ACC read-IMPFV-1SG you-ACC memory make-IMPFV-1SG
'whenever (every time) I read that, I think of you'

Although a purely Turkic verb form, the Conditional *oxo-sa-m,
could be used here instead of the Nonpast imperfective *ox-iyr-am,
one Qashqay speaker related that he felt "more comfortable" with
the latter form. Even with the Conditional form, this type of Sbs
still corresponds to the Persian pattern, with the introductory
hār váxt. The Turkic pattern of forming a wh-ever clause,
involving the interrogative pronoun and the Conditional, is
ungrammatical in Qashqay; that is, sentence (29) cannot be
expressed as follows:

(30) *onī haça n oxo-sa-m , sānī yad ediyām
when read-CND-1SG
The Past imperfective form iyrdī is used, as might be expected, to express an extended process in the past, cf., the sentences in (31) and (32).

(31) (a) växt-i ki mān-i čaĝor-dī, (mān) ketab
      time-IZA that I-ACC call-PPRF I book
      oʃ - iyrdī - m
      read-PST IMPFV-1SG

'when he called (summoned) me, I was reading a book'

(b) växt-i ki yel sāxt ās iyrdī, mān
      when wind hard blow-PIMPFV I
      āv - dā - ydi - m
      house-LOC-PST COP-1SG

'when the wind was blowing hard, I was at home'

(32) (a) ʃīriz-da qal iyrdī
       [NAME]-LOC live-PIMPFV

'he used to live in Shiraz'

(b) hār il towsan lar mān ʃīraz-a ged iyrdī-m
      every year summer-PL I [NAME]-DAT go-PIMPFV-1SG

'every year I would/used to go to Shiraz in the summer'

The iyrdī form corresponds to the Past imperfective mirāft in Persian.

(33) (a) cf., (31a), [Literary Persian]:
      väqt-e ke mā-ra sāda zād-∅, ketab mixand - ʃm
      when I-ACC call+PPVF-3SG book read+PST IMPFV-1SG

'when he called me, I was reading a book' [Lambton 1953:147]

(b) cf., (32b), [Literary Persian]:
      hār sal an ja mirāft - ʃm
      every year that-place go-PIMPFV-1SG

'I would/used to go there every year' [Ibid.]
The Perfective Indicative. In contexts without any indication to the contrary, the essential difference between the iyIr form and the āIr form is temporal, present for the former, future for the latter, as can be seen from the translations of the following sentences:

(34) (a) Present: Širaz-da qal-iyIr-am 
[NAME]-LOC live-IMPFV-1SG
'I live/am living in Shiraz'

(b) Future: Širaz-da qal-āIr-am 
[NAME]-LOC live-PFV-1SG
'I will live in Shiraz'

As was mentioned above, Qashqay does not have the definite future tense marker ejek/ajaq found in Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani; one Qashqay speaker stated that a form like yay-ajaq for 'he will write' is never used. The āIr form conveys any sort of future, whether definite, doubtful, or hypothetical, cf., sentences (35) and (36).5

(35) (a) hātμān or motmān-ennān qāl-āIr
for certain for sure come-PFV
'he will come for sure'

(b) in a SbS:

hātμ vār-Im (ki) yayμs yay-āIr
certainty EXIS-my that rain fall-PFV
'I'm certain it will rain'

(36) (a) in a SbS:

šānk vār-Im ki yayμs yay-āIr
doubt EXIS-my that rain fall-PRF
'I doubt that it will rain'

(b) ehtimalân bû-il toy ed-û
probably this-year wedding make-GER

bil - mûm
be able-NEG+PFV+1SG

'I probably won't be able to get married this year'. [The first person singular of the âr form in the negative is mûm/mam.]

Thus, Qashqay, unlike Literary Azerbaijani, has only one future form and nothing that could possibly represent a Future noncommittal.

The use of the âr form to express the future in Qashqay seems to be common and unexceptional; it was the natural response of the informants in the translation of English sentences containing the future into Qashqay. Only sporadically, as in sentence (24), was the Nonpast imperfective in iyâr used for the future. However, this is not the case with the Persian counterpart of âr, xahâd râft. In Persian, the use of this form is "rare" in colloquial speech [Lazard 1957a:150] or is considered an element of the "formal style" [Windfuhr 1979:88]; the Nonpast imperfective mirâvâd is ordinarily used to express the future. Thus Qashqay appears to differ from Persian in terms of usage, but perhaps not in terms of the paradigmatic relationships. It may be more precise to claim that in the two paradigms, two forms belong in the Nonpast perfective indicative slot -- âr and iyâr in Qashqay, and xahâd râft and mirâvâd in Colloquial Persian. However, the difference between the two languages lies in the frequency (or stylistic status) of the two future forms. In this respect
Qashqay seems to have retained the prominence of the future
typical of the Oghuz paradigm, even though it differs from other
languages in this branch in terms of the morpheme actually used to
convey the future.

The ğr form in Qashqay retains another Turkic property,
namely, its use as a marker of the Habitual. It can be found in
this capacity in proverbs, ex. (37), and in folk tales, ex. (38).

(37) (a) el at - an daş uzağ ged-ăr
tribal confederacy throw-SbS GM stone far go-HAB
'a stone that the tribe throws goes far/farther'

(b) daş daş - a etir - mază , amma adam
mountain mountain-DAT reach-NEG+HAB+3SG but person

adam - a etir-ir
person-DAT reach-HAB

'a mountain does not catch up to another, but a man can
(literally: does)'

(38) [There once was a king who didn’t have any children.]
bir gün bir dhrviş gül-ir-o haqq vur-ar
one day a dervish come-HAB-and the true hit-HAB[=chant]

hâr-nû ver-il-lær gûtür-mază ; de-yâr "...."
every-what give-HAB-PL take-NEG+HAB say-HAB

'one day a dervish comes and chants away; he does not accept
whatever they (i.e., people) give (him); he says, "...."
[Gorguinpourn 1972, not paginated, but this example from p. 115 of
the folk tale texts]

This use of ğr seems to be a retention of its function as a
Nonpast habitual noncommittal form at an earlier stage of the
language, cf., a similar use of (ג)ר in Uzbek. But the Qashqay ğr
form as a Habitual can be found in contexts other than the
stylistically somewhat archaic environments represented by
proverbs and folk tales, as can be seen from the following examples.

(39) bur-da jeyran-nan ayri ná heyvan bul-un-ír ?
here-LOC deer-ABL other what animal find-PASS-HAB

'what animals are found here besides deer?'

(40) (a) heš-ná bur-da
no-what here-LOC { gøyár - máz
become green-NEG+HAB
}
{
goýar - m - iyr
-NEG-IMPFV
}

'nothing grows here' (literally: nothing grows green here)

(b) yaní ki de - yr - aŋ , heš mašín
that is that say-IMPFV-2SG no machine
{išlåh - d - máz - lår
work-CAUS-NEG+HAB-3PL
}
{išlåd - m - iy1 - lår
-NEG-IMPFV-3PL
}

'you mean, they don’t use any machines?' (i.e., to make this jewelry)

As can be seen from the sentences in (40), the Imperfective form in iyå can be used equally as well as the ár form, but it is not clear whether this is possible in all habitual or general contexts. In any case, the use of ár in such environments does not correspond to the use of its Persian counterpart xahåd råft, which is strictly a future tense form.

The status of the past tense di form as a counterpart of Persian råft is relatively straightforward; there has been little discernible syntactic or semantic change in the use of Qashqay di in Main Sentences. Examples:
(41) (a) nā-yēḏi ged-dī-g dukan-a ?
what-for go-PPFV-2SG store-DAT

'why did you go to the store?'

(b) ged-dī dukan-a (vā) bir qarpīz al-ll
    go-PPFV store-DAT and a watermelon buy-PPFV

'he went to the store and bought a watermelon'

However, in SbS's modeled after Persian constructions, the Past
perfective form in di can be used to refer to the future, as the
rāft form can be in Persian.

(42) vāxt-i ki dukan-a' gāl-li-g , on-ī-da
    when store-DAT come-PPFV-1PL that-ACC-too
    gātir-rāg
    bring-PPFV-1PL

'when we come to the store, we'll bring that too'

(43) Ūyār Ḵiraz-a ged-dī-g , o at-ī apar-ma-β
    if [NAME]-DAT go-PPFV-2SG that horse-ACC take-NEG-IMP

'if you're going to Shiraz, don't take that horse'

Other verb forms may substitute for the Past perfective in these
SbS's--the Subjunctive gālāg or the Nonpast imperfective gēdiyrağ
in sentence (42) and at least the Nonpast imperfective gēdiyraŋ in
sentence (43). But there is one form specifically excluded. As
was mentioned above, the Persian definite future form xahād rāft
is not used in certain SbS's, and Qashqay replicates this pattern.
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That is, sentence (42) with the future form in \( \ddot{\text{a}}r \) is ungrammatical in Qashqay:

(44) \*våxt-i ki dukana gål-\dot{\text{a}}r-\ddot{\text{a}}g, onå-da gåtirråg  
     come-PFV-1PL

Qashqay apparently observes the sequence-of-tenses restrictions of the source language, which, of course, is further evidence of the degree to which the verb system of Persian has been adopted.

The Perfect Indicative. The Qashqay form in \( mîx \) corresponds to the Uzbek gân in the Indicative and indicates perfect aspect in a typical manner.

(44) (a) qaçaz håniz eåt-r-må-mîx  
     letter yet reach-NEG-PRF

'the letter hasn't arrived yet'

(b) såbzi xub saxlan-mîx  
     vegetable(s) well keep(INTR)-PRF

'the vegetables have kept well'

As in the case of the Uzbek Perfect, the \( mîx \) form, in the Indicative, does not always correspond to the English Perfect. Frequently, it is used where English prefers the Present progressive or Unmarked present.

(45) (a) o inni yat - mîx  
     he now lie down/sleep-PRF

'he is sleeping now' [The verb yat-means 'lies down, go to bed', but it would be translated into English as 'sleep' in contexts such a this.]

(b) tur-mîx ru-be-ru-må  
     stand-PRF face-to-face-my-DAT
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'he’s standing right in front of me' (literally: face to my face)

(c) o bir xo$ rāq kūynāg qāy-mi$ she a pleasant colored blouse put on-PRF

'she’s wearing a colorful blouse'

(d) kim-iq oba-sī ora qon-mu$ who-GEN tribe-POSS there settle-PRF

'whose tribe is camped over there'

This usage parallels that in Persian with regard to such verbs as īstādān 'stand' or neyāstān 'sit' [Yefimov, Rastorguyeva, Sharova 1982:178].

The mi$ form in Qashqay can also be used in SbS’s where English would require a Past perfect.

(46) belā-sīn-ā yaz-di-m ki sībil
    such-his-DAT[=him] write-PPFV-1SG that mustache
    qo-mi$-am put-PRF-1SG

'I wrote him that I had grown a mustache'

But in other contexts, in Main S’s, the Past perfect form mi$-di (from mi$ + the auxiliary ʿidi) would ordinarily be used.

(47) vāxt-i ki o ʿadīr-in-a etīr-di , ollar when he tent-his-DAT arrive-PPFV they
    ged-mi$-lār-di go-PRF-PL-PST

'when he arrived at his tent, they had gone'

(48) ta dūnāg - ʾānčāz hec yikal vur-ma-mi$-di-m till yesterday-up to no wild goat hit-NEG-PRF-PST-1SG

'before yesterday I had not shot a wild goat'
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With the verbs that would be translated into English with a Present form when used in the Nonpast perfect in Qashqay, the Past perfect is translated with a Past progressive or Simple past.

(49) (a) on-na ki sën or - da - ydi - p , män that-LOC that you there-LOC-PST COP-2SG I
when

yat-mi§-di-m
lie down-PRF-PST-1SG

'when you were there, I was sleeping'

(b) yatalog tut-mi§-du-m , vâ bir ay tamam typhus catch-PRF-PST-1SG and a month whole

yat - mi§ - di - m
go to bed-PRF-PST-1SG

'I had caught typhus and was in bed for a whole month'

(c) sänhär-idi ; min-mi§-di-g at - â - yo oba-yînan morning-was mount-PRF-PST-1PL horse-DAT-and tribe-with
ged-iyrdi-g gürmiser - Â sëri go-PIMPFTV-1PL winter quarters-DAT towards

'it was morning; we were riding on horses (literally: had mounted on horses) and were going with the tribe towards the winter quarters'

As in Persian, the Past perfect may occur in both parts of a past counterfactual conditional sentence.

(50) ëgäb r biliir pul var-imiz ol-mi§-idi , bir ëv if last year money EXIS-our be-PRF-PST a house

al-mi§-idi-g
buy-PRF-PST-1SG

'if we had had some money last year, we would have bought a house'

In such a conditional sentence, the use of the Past perfect is only one of the options available for the verb in the protasis; in
(50), either var-îmîz-îdî, with the Past indicative of the copula, or var-îmîz ol-sa-ydî, with the Past conditional of ol- 'be, become', is possible. The use of the Conditional olsaydî, of course, reflects the Turkic pattern, while the use of the Indicative parallels the pattern in Persian.

The following excerpts from a story demonstrates how the three Past tense forms in the Indicative are typically used.

(51)  oba-mîz-da hâr gün gahlar tur-iyrîdî-g
tribe-our-LOC every day early get up-PIPFVF-1PL

uümg-û, nañtaloğ-dan sora ged-iyrîdî-g
foot-DAT breakfast-ABL after go-PIPFVF-1PL

gôr-mâglig-û, bir gün mân ged-di-m bir yollaş-im
see- VbN - DAT one day I go-PPFVF-1SG a friend-my

âv-in-â ki tazza ûvlân - mîş - di
house-his-DAT who newly get married-PRF-PST

'In our tribe we used to get up early (i.e., in the morning); after breakfast we would go visiting. One day I went to the home of my friend, who had recently gotten married.'

The Noncommittal Mood. Clearly, the Noncommittal forms in Qashqay are not used as frequently as the corresponding forms in Uzbek are. Moreover, there seems to have been a shift in meaning. Typically in the Turkic languages and perhaps in most languages containing Noncommittal forms, the simple past is the most representative form in the mood, but in Qashqay that form, marked by mîş, no longer conveys a noncommittal connotation as its primary meaning. Primarily the form used as a Perfect indicative, with the noncommittal connotation appearing only in certain environments. Perhaps the clearest evidence of this shift in
meaning can be found not with a verb form containing miš itself, but with the copula. In Turkish, for example, the copula form imiš can only be a Noncommittal form, either Past or Nonpast. But in everyday speech it appears that the Qashqay imiš is primarily a Perfect indicative form. Thus a Qashqay speaker reported that sentence (52a)

"means practically the same" as sentence (52b).

(52) (a) ilâri gûn-nân iš - in - h mâyûl - imiš
before day-ABL[=since] work-his-DAT busy - COP

(b) ilâri gûnnân išînî mâyûl-lîr [=dişt] -COP (PRES 3SG)

'he's been busy at his work since the day before yesterday'

By stating that the two sentences are practically the same in meaning, the Qashqay speaker seems to be suggesting that the difference between them lies not in the model (i.e., noncommittal or committal) connotation, which he was able to identify in other sentences, but in the aspectual differentiation between a Nonpast perfect and a Nonpast imperfective, a distinction which is subtle and which is not ordinarily made in the copula in the Turkic languages. A speaker of Modern Turkish, on the other hand, would have no difficulty discussing the modal difference between the cognate forms in his language, mâyûl-imîs and mâyûl-dûr. It does appear, however, that a noncommittal use of imiš in Qashqay is retained in folk tales, ex., sentences (58) and (59). The point is that miš seems to be primarily linked to the Perfect indicative and only secondarily to the Noncommittal mood.
It does not appear that the Noncommittal in Qashqay is required in contexts that would typically trigger its use in other Turkic languages, such as in the inferred context in sentence (53).

(53) mesli bu ki hek bir-in-i vur-ma-dī
     as if this that no one-POSS-ACC hit-NEG-PST PFV

'it seems as if/that he didn’t hit any one of them’ (i.e., didn’t shoot any game) [mesli bu ki is modeled upon the Persian mesl-e in ke, where in = bu.]

Despite all this, the miḵ form can take on a noncommittal connotation in certain contexts, cf., the following sentences.

(54) (a) sāh abbas bu karvansaray-ī dūzād-miḵ
     shah [NAME] this caravansary-ACC build-PST NnC

(b) Šah abbas bu karvansarayī dūzād-di
     -PST PFV

'Shah Abbas built this caravansary’
In (54b), the implication is that the speaker remembers the event himself, i.e., he witnessed the construction of the caravansary, while that implication is not present in (54a). A similar difference exists in Persian, where the normal way to characterize this historical event would be as follows:

(55) Šah Abbas in karavansa-ra-ra bāna kārde hāst
     this -ACC build+PST NnC+3SG

[=(54a)] [Lambton 1953:148]

The other Noncommittal forms are distinct in morphological terms from other forms in the paradigm because they contain the auxiliary (i)miḵ. Perhaps the most common such form is the Past perfect in miḵimīḵ.

(56) (a) zaherān bir qāgāz yaz - miḵimīḵ
     apparently a letter write-PST PFV NnC
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'apparently he had written a letter'

(b) ʃayəd bir qağaz yaz-муşimιš
maybe

'maybe he had written a letter'

According to one Qashqay speaker, it would be grammatically "wrong" to use the Indicative past perfect yazμükə in a sentence like (56b) with the adverb ʃayəd 'maybe, perhaps', but other Qashqays might not be aware of the incorrectness. That observation, if valid, may indicate that the use of Noncommittal forms is increasingly nonobligatory in those environments where it was once found and that the role of the Noncommittal mood is diminishing in the verb system as a whole. However, it should be pointed out that if Windfuhr is correct in his assertion that the Noncommittal forms in Persian occur only in the third person [Windfuhr 1979:89], the corresponding forms in Qashqay are not similarly restricted, ex., sentence (57).

(57) ʃayəd bir qağaz yaz-μüşimιš - am
 maybe a letter write-PST PRF NnC-1SG

'maybe I had written a letter'

This form can be found in folk tales as well.

(58) el’n on-na gər-ɪl-lər ki yan oğol gül-iyr just that-LOC see-HAB-3SG that half boy come-IMPFV

   bir bən - innən, nə bu bən-ı a [type of tree]-with not this -DAT

   bağlı-yimιš ; bən-i rişə-sin-nən qaz-μuşimιš bound-NnC COP -ACC root-its-ABL dig up-PPRF NnC

   gətir-μuşimιš
bring-PPRF NnC
'just then they see Half-Boy coming with a ban tree, (but) not tied to it; he had (apparently) torn it out by its roots and brought it' [Gorguinpour 1972, p. 118 of texts]

Other Noncommittal forms occur in the folk tales presented in Gorguinpour 1972.

(59) bir ым - ым , ым olad gir - in - ым a king-PSTNnCCOP no child possession-his-DAT
gál-me-yr-ым come-NEG-IMPFV-NnC

'(there once) was a king, he had no children' (literally: no child was coming into his possession) [Ibid., p. 115] [This sentence immediately precedes sentence (38).]

(60) mun-i genч tut-al-lar , баğла-1-lar bir daи - a ; this-ACC again seize-HAB-3PL tie-HAB-3PL a stone-DAT
bú-da ым-nä de-me-yr-ым , mun-a ki this-PART no-what say-NEG-IMPFV-NnC this-DAT though
gúj-lürı etir-můz-ым , öz-i ым-nä strength-their reach-NEG+HAB-NnC self-his no-what
de-me - yr - ым , (on-1) баğla-1-lar-o yan ыйр-лă say-NEG-IMPFV-NnC that-ACC tie-HAB-3PL-and half boy-PART
zeqq ed-мůz object-NEG+HAB

'they (i.e. Half-Boy's jealous brothers) seize him (Half-Boy) again and tie (him) to a rock, but he doesn't say anything, even though their strength does not come close to his. He himself doesn't say anything, (so) they tie (him) up, and Half-Boy doesn't make an objection' [Ibid., p. 119 of texts]

Most of this tale about Half-Boy does not contain Noncommittal forms in ым. Apparently at the start of the tale and sporadically throughout it, as in the above passages, the author uses Noncommittal forms to reinforce the narrative nature of his tale, but they are obviously not an obligatory element in it. The overall impression of the use of Noncommittal forms in Qashqay is
that the mood does not function in opposition to the Indicative in
the same way as the Noncommittal mood does in Uzbek and other
Turkic languages. It is a mood with a greatly diminished role of
the Noncommittal in the donor language Persian. However, it is
unclear whether the Qashqay Noncommittal would be used slightly
more frequently than its Persian counterpart.

The Subjunctive. The Subjunctive mood as such, that is, as a mood
primarily associated with SbS’s, where it is in opposition to the
Indicative, is not characteristic of the Turkic languages. After
all, there are few SbS’s with finite verb forms in a typical
Turkic language; as was discussed in Section 2.2.2., such SbS’s
are restricted to clauses containing a Conditional form or clauses
followed by the complementizer dełp (or a related form). But in
Qashqay not only does a true Subjunctive mood exist, but its use
is extremely common. As might be expected, the role it plays in
the verb system corresponds closely to the role of the Subjunctive
in the Persian verb system.

In Main Sentences, the Qashqay Subjunctive can be used as an
optative.

(61) (a) gâ-ð [<_gâl] ged-ý-g bú-yan-a
come-IMP go-SBJ-1PL this-side-DAT
‘let’s go this way’

(b) qoy-ð mún-im tûfag-im-i götûr-ý-g
let-IMP I-GEN rifle-my-ACC bring-SBJ-1PL
‘let’s take my rifle’
[On the meaning of the items gâl and goy in Azerbaijani, see Householder 1965:168.]

(62) goy mân ged-ân-m tez baʃ-în-î kâs-â-m
    let I go-SBJ-1SG quickly head-its-ACC cut-SBJ-1SG
    ki hâram ol-ma-ya
    so that unclean be-NEG-SBJ

'let me go and quickly cut its throat (literally: head) so that it won’t be unclean’ (i.e., unit to eat)

In Azerbaijani there is a separate first person singular form for the Optative. -Im, ex., gedim ‘let me go’, in opposition to the Subjunctive -Am, cf., (63) to (62):

(63) Tabriz Azerbaijani:
    qoy mân gedim tez baʃînî kâsim ki murdar ol-ma-sîn
    unclean be-NEG-OPT

[same meaning as (62), Householder 1965:182]

But in Qashqay there is no separate morphological form for the first person singular of the optative. In addition, the Subjunctive may also be used in the second person in such a context.

(64) hâsîn, inšallah, tez xub ol-a-p
    [NAME] God willing quickly well become-SBJ-2SG

'Hasan, may you get well soon, God willing’

The Subjunctive in Qashqay also occurs in Main S’s containing the sentential adverb gərəq, which can be translated with an English modal ‘should, must, ought’.
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(65) (a) gürēg əsər-i gun-na bir dəfə səg-a-g necessarily cow-ACC day-LOC one time milk-SBJ-1PL

'we should milk the cow once a day'

(b) or: əsər-i gürēg gun-na bir dəfə sağag

(66) o gürēg əxir-a ged-y he necessarily [NAME]-DAT go-SBJ

'he must/should go to Shiraz'

In Persian there is a construction similar to this one, which contains the form bayd ‘should, must, ought’ and which requires the Subjunctive in reference to future or hypothetical events. Apparently, gürēg was made to correspond to bayd, which is not itself used, or at least not in this dialect of Qashqay. But there is another sentential adverb taken directly from Persian, namely, ḥayd ‘perhaps, maybe’, which also occurs with the Subjunctive in reference to future events.

(67) ḥayd bu-il toy ed-y bil-mā-yām maybe this-year wedding make-GER be able-NEG-SBJ-1SG

'maybe I won’t be able to get married this year' [cf., the use of the future in sentence (36b).]

However, by far the most common use of the Subjunctive in Qashqay is in SbS’s, that is, in sentential complements, purpose clauses, and various sorts of adverbial clauses. It would not be feasible here to survey the variety of uses for the Subjunctive in SbS’s, but a few examples would be in order.

(68) Purpose [see also example (62)]:

(a) mān ged-di-m dukan-a (ki) bir qarpiz I go-PPFV-1SG store-DAT in order that a watermelon
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al-a-m
buy-SBJ-1SG

'I went to the store to buy a watermelon'

(b) ged-iyr-ām ora mun-ig ikī ki on-a
go-IMPFV-1SG there this-GEN for that he-DAT

kūmāk ed-ā-m
help do-SBJ-1SG

'I'm going there so as to help him'

(69) Adverbials:

(a) qābān yī bu ki šikal-ā ged-ā-m , tūfān-i
before this that game-DAT go-SBJ-1SG rifle-ACC

arrid - asi - am
clean[TR]-NEG-1SG

'before going hunting, I must clean the rifle'

(b) wāxt-i ki dukan-a gāl-ā-g , on-i-da gātir-r-āg
when store-DAT come-SBJ-1PL that-ACC-too bring-PFV-1PL

'when we come to the store, we'll bring that too' [=Sentence (42); the Qashqay speaker felt that this was the "most proper" form that could be used, from among the Past perfective qāllīg, the Nonpast imperative qālīyrāg, and the Subjunctive qālīlāg. As was noted in connection with (44), the future qālārāg is ungrammatical.]

(70) Complements:

(a) iss-iyr-ām ūrgān-ā-m
want-IMPFV-1SG learn-SBJ-1SG

'I want to learn'

(b) iss-iyr-ām (o) ūrgān-ā-ō
he -SBJ-3SG

'I want him to learn'

(c) belā-ā-m-ā de-di (ki) ged-ā-m ūrāz-a
such-my-DAT[=me] say-PFV that go-SBJ-1SG [NAME]-DAT

'he told me to go to Shiraz’

(d) mohem-nīr ki sāhār ged-ā-g
important-COP that tomorrow go-SBJ-1PL
'it's important that we go tomorrow'

(e) belā-sin-nān xābār al-lī-m hāra ged-ū-m
    such-his-ABL news take-PPFV-1SG where go-SBJ-1SG
    [=from him]

'I asked him where to go'

Because the SbS GM ki 'that' is optional in many cases, the
function of the Subjunctive is often determined by the context,
cf., the following sentence containing three verbs in the
Subjunctive.

(71) qoy on-l xāgor-a-m gāl-ū-ŋ belā-sin-i
    let he-ACC call-SBJ-1SG come-SBJ-3SG such-his-ACC[=him]

    tanl - ya - g
    become acquainted-SBJ-2SG

'let me call him to come over so that you can get to know him'

In (71), the verb xāgoram functions as an optative, gālā is in a
complement to xāgoram, and tanlyap is in a purpose clause.

Qashqay adheres to the range of usages for the Subjunctive in
Persian quite closely, but not absolutely. In Persian the verb
tāvanestān 'be able' occurs with the Subjunctive to express
possibility or impossibility, as in (72).

(72) nā-tāvanest-ŋ beyasyād
    NEG-be able+PPFV-3SG come+SBJ+3SG

'he could not come' (Literary Persian) [Lambton 1953:152]

But in Qashqay these constructions are formed not with the
Subjunctive, but with the auxiliary bil- 'be able, can; know' (see
below). Otherwise, the adoption and use of the subjunctive in
Qashqay represents a truly radical departure from the typical patterns of Turkic syntax. The change has involved not only the incorporation of a new mood into the verb paradigm, but also a shift in the order of constituents. This can be illustrated by the fact that the most natural order for the predicates cited in sentences (70) and (71) in a Turkic language not so thoroughly influenced by Iranian would be the exact opposite of the way they are given in Qashqay. That is, in Qashqay the typical order of SbS's with respect to the Main S is Main S--SbS, that is, sentential subordination is right-branching. In contrast, in other Turkic languages, the SbS is entirely embedded into the Main S, with the Verb of the latter S occurring in Sentence-Final position. The Turkic order is possible in Qashqay, but only with a nonfinite verb form in the SbS, cf., the following sentences containing purpose clauses.

(73) (a) o gâllî-ki ušâq-î apar-a
    he come-PPFV in order that child-ACC take-SBJ

(b) o ušâqî apar-mag ixi gâlli
    -INF for

'he came to take the child away'

If an attempt is made to retain the Turkic order with a SbS containing the Subjunctive, the resulting sentence would either have a different meaning or be ungrammatical. Compare sentence (70c) to the following:

(74) *belûmî gedâm 聱raza dedi
    \underline{SbS}
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'he told me to go to Shiraz'

Only a direct quote would be possible:

(75) "ged-ŋ širaza" belamā dedi
     go-IMP

'he said to me, "Go to Shiraz"'

The Past tense of the Subjunctive occurs much less frequently
in Qashqay than does the Nonpast. It occurs in wishes, either
with or without the introductory item kaškā 'would that' (a
borrowing from Persian).

(76) (a) on-ıg šikal - in - I mān vur-aydi-m
     that-GEN wild goat-POSS-ACC I hit-PST SBJ-1SG

'I wish I could hunt its wild goat' (i.e., the wild goat of that
place); 'if only I could hunt the wild goat there'

(b) kaškā iš-i towsan-aydēz tūkād - ēydi - m
     would that job-ACC summer up to finish-PST SBJ-1SG

'I wish I could finish the task by the summer'

Such a form can also be introduced by āyār ābyāt 'if only'.

(77) āyār ābyāt ālijan gāl-ēydi , varāl zad
     if only [NAME] come-PST SBJ all thing

     dūzāl - ērdi
     be fixed-PST HAB

'if only Ālijan would come, everything would be alright'

Apparently the Past subjunctive can occur in a purpose SbS, at
least in a folk tale.

(78) nūn-h-si de-yār , "ged-di-g šikal
     mother-his say-HAB go-PPFV-2SG wild goat

     vur-aydē-g sān-nā..."
     hit-PST SBJ-2SG you-too
'his mother says, "You too went (out) to hunt wild goat..."
[Gorguinpour 1972, p. 118 of texts]

But this form does not normally occur in such clauses, cf., (68a) and (73a). It is not grammatical in SbS's that are apparently acceptable in Persian.

(79) (a) *gaman ed-iyr-äm o ged-\-yd\-di
    suppose-IMPFV-1SG he go-PST SBJ

(b) OK: gaman ediyr\-m o ged-mi\^s
    -PRF

(c) Persian: gaman mib\-r\-m ke r\-fte ba\-yd\-d
    suppose+IMPFV+1SG that go+PST SBJ+3SG

'I suppose he may have gone' [Lambton 1953:153]

It is not clear whether the restricted range of the Past subjunctive in Qashqay as compared to its use in Persian, at least as indicated in grammar books, reflects a genuine difference between the two languages or a limitation common to both Qashqay and Colloquial Persian.

The Conditional Mood and Conditional Sentences. Historically in the Turkic languages, the Conditional mood has been used in the protasis of conditional sentences and in indefinite clauses translated into English by wh-ever. In Qashqay the Indicative may also be used in the protasis. Although not all the details of the morphological patterns in conditional sentences have been firmly established, a tentative schema for the verb type in the protasis can be offered here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Condition</th>
<th>Morphology of Verb Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Real Condition  Indicative

Hypothetical (Present or Future) { Past Imperfective
    { Indicative: Past Perfect
    { Conditional: Past
    { Conditional: Nonpast
    { Subjunctive: Nonpast

[Types of condition drawn from Thompson and Longacre 1985:191]
[Brackets indicate options.]

That is, there are in Qashqay a number of morphological variants for a particular type. Examples:

(80) Real Conditions [see also (27)]:

(a) Ḥgār pul var-łamız , nā-yī bir ṣw al - m - iyr - ag ?
   if money EXIS-our what-for a house buy-NEG-IMPFV-1PL

   'if we have money, why don't we buy a house?'

(b) *Ḥgār pul var ol-sa , nāyī bir ṣw almiyrag?
   be-CND

(c) Ḥyār ẓiraz-a (ged-iyr-ṣg)
   if [NAME]-DAT go-IMPFV-2SG
     that horse-ACC take-NEG-IMP

(d) [= (43)]
    { ged-di-g
    { go-PPFV-2SG

(e) { ged-ṣī-n
     go-CND-2SG

   'if you're going to Shiraz, don't take that horse' [Notice that the Conditional form, in (b) and (e), is ungrammatical in real conditional sentences.]

(81) Hypotheticals [see also (22a)]:

(Ḥgār) daniḵ-mag-agṣāz o xo-saydī-ṣg
   if talk-INF-up to read-PST CND-2SG a year-LOC

   mulla ol - irdī - ṣg
   literate man become-PST HAB-2SG
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'if you would read as much as you talk, you'd become a literate man in a year'

(82) Counterfactuals [see (22b) and (50). It should be noted that the hypothetical (22a) and the counterfactual (50) have exactly the same set of morphological variants in the protasis.]

(83) Predictive Conditions:

(a) Ḥār ñul var-imüz \( \text{ol-sa} \), ḳuŋgil bir Ḽv
    be-CND
    ol-a
    be-SBJ

    al-ar-ag
    buy-PFV-1PL

    'if we have the money, we'll buy a house next year'

(b) Ḥār [NAME] qāl-sñ Ḹli Ḹibāñi ol-ar
    come-CND [NAME] angry be-PFV
    qāl-ñ
    come-SBJ

    'if Zhalo comes, Ali will be angry'

[Despite the fact that both the Conditional and Subjunctive are possible in predictive conditional sentences, the Qashqay speakers normally offered the Conditional upon elicitation and accepted the Subjunctive upon prompting. This suggests that the Conditional is the preferred form.]

It appears that Qashqay adheres to the morphological patterns of the protasis in Persian conditional sentences [Lambton 1953:65-66, 146-154], except that the Nonpast conditional can be used in place of the Persian Nonpast subjunctive and the Past conditional can be used in hypotheticals and counterfactuals. (It is not known if the Past subjunctive in Qashqay can occur where
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the corresponding Past subjunctive in Persian occurs.) According to the Householder, the substitution of the Nonpast subjunctive ֵ form for the ֶ form is possible in some parts of Azerbaijan as well [Householder 1965:141].

The Conditional in Qashqay can also occur in whenever clauses, just as the Subjunctive can.

(84) hûr kâs musabî ֵ-yi apar-sa , mân bu jaiz ֶ yi win-CND apar-a win-SBJ
     every one race-ACC
     on-a ver-r-ûm
     he-DAT give-PFV-1SG

'whoever wins the race, I will give him this prize'

(85) hûr væxt on-l ox-iyr-am , sûn yad-im-a
     every time that-ACC read-IMPFV-1SG you memory-my-DAT
     oxo-ya-m
     read-SBJ-1SG
     oxo-sa-m
     read-CND-1sg

dûš-iyr-ag
     fall-IMPFV-2SG

'every time (whenever) I read that, I think of you (you come to mind)’

But unlike the case in Uzbek, the Conditional does not substitute for the Subjunctive in other environments, i.e., those outside the range of its historical use in Turkic constructions.

There may be other forms of the Conditional besides the ֵ and sâydi forms listed in Table 21. For instance, in the corpus the form miş olsa occurs in the following sentence:
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(86) hür käs širaz-a ged-miš olsa, bil-iyr ki
every one [NAME]-DAT go-PRF CND know-IMPFV that

širaz nagad gür-mâli-dîr
how see-worth-COP

'everyone who (whoever) has gone to Shiraz knows how beautiful
(literally: worth seeing) Shiraz is' But it is unclear how many such Conditional forms there are or how
they function in the syntax.

The Necessitative Mood. Like Modern Turkish and Azerbajiani,
Qashqay has a separate Necessitative mood, but it differs from
those two languages in not using the morpheme mâli/malî to mark
the mood. It uses the marker âsi/asi exclusively for this
purpose.

(87) [See also (69a)]

(a) gâl-ûn dâfû mân ged-âsi-ûm [or: gedâsim] dukan-a
come-ing time I go-NEC-1SG store-DAT

'I must go to the store the next time’

(b) bîz-i ĵoban-lar qoyîn qolînj-în-nan gûtâr-ûsi-ûg
we-? shepherd-PL sheep back-POSS-ABL take-NEC-1PL

'we shepherds should chase after the sheep'

The morpheme mâli/malî exists in Qashqay, but it expresses a
notion that can be translated into English as 'V-able' or 'worth
V-ing'.

(88) [See also (86)]

(a) yaz-lar širaz ged-mâli-dîr
spring-PL [NAME] go-worth-COP
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'Shiraz is the place to go in the spring' (literally: is worth going to)

(b) dūnāğ bīr oxo-mālī ketāb al-li-m
yesterday a read-worth book buy-PPFV-1SG

'yesterday I bought an interesting (readable) book'

In Persian there is no verbal marker comparable to the Necessitative ِنی, but a form occurs that resembles مَلی, namely, رفتُنی, ex., xandāni 'interesting, readable' from the verb xandān 'to read' and didāni 'worth seeing' from didān 'to see'. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, the cognate form in Northern Tajik underwent a semantic shift so as to correspond to one of the Intentional moods in Uzbek (marked by maxţi). But it is unclear whether a shift has occurred in the opposite direction in Qashqay, that is, whether the use of مَلی to form an adjective meaning 'V-able, worth V-ing' was modeled after the Persian رفتُنی. In addition, it might be pointed out here that Qashqay, like Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani lacks a specific Intentional mood.

In short, the Qashqay simplex verb paradigm largely replicates the Persian paradigm with respect to its distinctive oppositions. Even the rules governing the tense, aspect, and mood of verb forms in SbS's have been adopted into Qashqay. There exist only a few instances in which a one-to-one correspondence
between verb forms does not hold—the use of ḥrdī, the habitual use of ḥr, the optional, but perhaps preferred use of the Nonpast conditional sā instead of the Subjunctive, the optional use of the Past conditional sḥydī, and the use of the Necessative ṣi. Moreover, there may be a few other rare forms like miḵ olṣa that lack counterparts in Persian. Basically any divergence from the Persian model represents a retention from the proto-Oghuz verb paradigm. That is, unlike the case with Northern Tajik, the Qashqay paradigm exhibits no evidence of analogical extensions that expand upon the donor paradigm. On the contrary, since the proto-paradigm contained a richer morphological structure than the donor paradigm, there is evidence of a reduction in the set of oppositions and of a diminished role for some of the remaining forms. This point can be seen clearly in the present state of the Noncommittal mood in Qashqay.

The Loss of Serialization in Qashqay. The most striking difference between the verb system in Qashqay and that in Uzbek (or any other non-Oghuz Turkic language) is the loss of serialization, apparently as the result of the complete loss of the ip gerundive. When asked if it was possible to use the ip form to conjoin a verb phrase instead of finite verb forms, as in the sentence (89a), the Qashqay speaker stated that he never used it, other than in jest, apparently suggesting that he is aware of its use in other Qashqay tribes or among speakers of Azerbaijani.

(89) (a) ged-di dukan-a (vṛ) bir qarpīz al-ī go PPFV store-DAT and a watermelon buy-PPFV
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'he went to the store and bought a watermelon'

(b) *ged-ip dukana bir qarpız allî

(c) or: *dukana gedip bir qarpız allî

The ip gerundive did not appear in any elicited sentence, nor does it occur in the folk tale "Yan oğol" (Half-Boy) given in Gorguinpour 1972, pp. 115-138 of the texts. Moreover, the finite verb formed from the ip gerundive, -ipdi(r) in the third singular, was reported not to be in the informant's dialect, although it might be found in some other Qashqay dialects. It seems reasonable to conclude from the evidence that the ip gerundive is no longer even a relic form in this dialect of Qashqay.

The loss of this form means that verbal coordination is achieved by the juxtaposition of finite verb forms, with or without an intervening conjunction, cf., sentences (62) and (89a). Of course, it also means that there is no adverbial modification of a VB with the ip gerundive like that observed in Uzbek. Not even the SbS GM dep 'saying' (or in a morphological form comparable to the Modern Turkish diye, i.e., with the â gerundive) exists in this dialect. But it would not necessarily follow from this development that CVC's would be lost as well. The combination of two verbs could have been retained in some form or other, perhaps in a contracted form or with the â gerundive exclusively. But in fact, it appears that the entire mechanism for forming CVC's has been lost in this dialect of Qashqay. Only one type of CVC was ever elicited in the course of the informant sessions, and in the folk tale "Yan oğol" no other type is to be
found [Ibid.]. This particular CVC consists of the auxiliary bil-
'be able, can; know' plus the (γ)ā gerundive to express
potentiality, ex., sentences (36b), (67), and (90).

(90) (a) ûzz-û bil - iyr - ūm swin-GER be able-IMPFV-1SG
'I can swim'
(b) sīz-i u somewhat bur-da oyna-ya bil-məŋiz
you-? child-PL here-LOC play-GER can-NEG+PFV+2PL
'you children can't play here'

As was mentioned above in the section on the Subjunctive, this
means of forming the potential does not correspond to that found
in Modern Persian. It is clearly a retention of the Turkic
pattern. Although the ā gerundive + bil- is the only CVC type
found in the available corpus, it is conceivable that others may
exist in this Qashqay dialect, ones similar to the rather rare
instances of CVC's in Modern Turkish and Azerbaijani [Lewis
1967:191-192; Shiraliyev, Sevorytjan 1971:100-104]. However, this
seems unlikely. Notice that in one favored environment for CVC's,
sentences with the optative or imperative, the accompanying verb
form in Qashqay is finite rather than a gerundive, ex., (61),
(62), and (71), with gāl or gā, the imperative of gāl- 'come', or
with goy, the imperative of goy- 'put; let' (for a similar
construction involving a verb like goy in Persian, see Phillott
1919:261). Moreover, there is no evidence of another CVC type,
the progressive. Even if a few other CVC's do exist in this
dialect of Qashqay, they would clearly be relic forms, and it
would still be valid to maintain that the grammatical mechanism for creating CVC's has been lost.

The reduction in the role of serialization in the verb system seems to be a long-term trend in the Oghuz languages. Certainly, a text in Literary Azerbaijani, for instance, contains far fewer examples of the Ip gerundive than does a comparable text in Uzbek. Likewise, non-native students learning Modern Turkish are advised not to use more than one Ip gerundive per sentence for coordinating VB's [cf., the remarks in Lewis 1967:179], a (stylistic?) restriction that is by no means applicable to Uzbek. Moreover, CVC's are not as common in Turkish and Azerbaijani as they are in Uzbek. Nevertheless, unlike Qashqay, these languages do use the Ip gerundive and CVC's. Thus, for instance, in Modern Turkish, it is "much more common" for VB's to be conjoined by the use of Ip, for example, (91a), than by the juxtaposition of finite verbs (with or without a conjunction), (91b) [Underhill 1976:379].

(91) Modern Turkish:

(a) Mehment gel-ip git-ti
    [NAME] come-GER go-PST

(b) Mehment gel-di ve gitti
    come-PST

'Mehmet came and went'

Even in Tabriz Azerbaijani, a dialect that has been influenced considerably by Persian, the Ip gerundive is regularly used to conjoin VB's [Householder 1965:122].
Thus the issue becomes how best to explain the loss of verb serialization in Qashqay. It is the natural outcome of a long-term tendency (drift) within the Oghuz language group? Or is it more directly attributable to Persian influence, that is, does it chiefly result from the absence of a corresponding serialization mechanism in the donor language? It is possible that further investigations could provide empirical responses to these questions. Perhaps a survey of Azerbaijani and Qashqay dialects would indicate a correlation between the degree of Iranian influence and the extent of serialization, i.e., the more "Persianized" the dialect, the fewer the elements of Turkic serialization. However, even if such a survey were possible, the results would not necessarily be conclusive. In Chapter 2, it was maintained that there appears to be a correlation between the degree of Uzbek influence on various Tajik dialects and the number (or level of integration) of CVC's in the grammars of these dialects. It seems reasonable to make such a correlation with regard to the presence of nonindigenous elements in the grammar of the dialect, but in the case of Qashqay, the cross-language influence is purported to bring about the increasing absence of certain elements. Does the same type of correlation about the degree of influence hold for the loss of original structures? It has already been demonstrated that a necessary correlation does not exist. Qashqay clearly exhibits Iranian influence much more strongly than urban Uzbek does, yet it is in the latter that the loss of distinctions in the vowel inventory as the result of Iranian influence can be observed. It may be that the retention of original structures, as opposed to their loss as the
result of external influence, is more haphazard than the addition of novel structures. In any case, if a survey of related dialects did reveal a correlation between "Iranization" and a reduction in the role of verb serialization, the evidence would merely support the contention that the loss of serialization in Qashqay resulted from cross-language influence, but would not firmly establish it. On the other hand, a lack of correlation would not necessarily point towards the opposite conclusion, that the loss had not been due to Persian influence.

Perhaps it would be more fruitful in seeking an explanation for the loss of serialization in Qashqay to examine the issue from another perspective, namely, what the result of this change is. Qashqay now exhibits a pattern of clause structure that is highly divergent from the typical Turkic pattern, but is clearly parallel to that in Persian. Basically, this syntactic pattern is one characterized by finite verb forms in both coordinate and subordinate S's. Two major shifts in Qashqay syntax, (i) the proliferation of SbS's with Str-I GM's and finite verb forms and (ii) the loss of serialization, have combined to produce a single effect, a remarkable parallelism between Qashqay and Persian syntax.

Because the overall structure of SbS's in Qashqay has not been discussed here, a few remarks about it would be in order at this point. Generally speaking, the Turkic pattern for forming SbS's is still retained, along with the Persian pattern, cf., the following sentences containing an indirect question (see also (73).

(92) (a) Turkic Pattern:
One Qashqay speaker, calling (92a) a "very uncomfortable" sentence, much preferred (92b), a sentiment which suggests that the Turkic pattern with nonfinite verb forms in SbS's is becoming increasingly less acceptable. In fact, one of the Qashqay speakers consulted for this investigation reported that during a return trip to Qashqay territory in the early 1980's, after a prolonged stay in the United States, other Qashqays considered his speech "conservative", perhaps an indication that he uses Turkic patterns more frequently than is now the practice. With respect to VB coordination and other types of Turkic serialization, there is no such option; c••y the Persian pattern exists (with the single exception of the potential construction with the auxiliary bil-). No new mechanisms were adopted from Persian specifically to replace the structures once formed by means of serialization. Verbal coordination was always possible through the juxtaposition of finite verb forms, and apparently whatever other functions were served by serialization have been covered by pre-existing mechanisms (ex., the use of original adverbs for marking directionals) or have been treated as no longer obligatory (ex., most of the aspectual/modal distinctions formerly conveyed by
CVC's). Adverbials once formed by serialization seem to have been replaced by semantically more explicit SbS's, of either the Turkic or Persian type. Only one novel construction in the verb system itself, the use of issā- 'want' as an auxiliary, seems to have been developed (see the next section). From this perspective then, the loss of serialization represents merely a further step towards a one-to-one correspondence with the Persian syntactic model. It therefore seems plausible to view the loss of serialization as the consequence of Persian influence, whether or not it also coincided with a long-term Oghuz development in this direction. Only further investigations could reveal whether this tendency in the Oghuz languages was itself set in motion by Iranian influence at an earlier stage in their history.

If this change in Qashqay syntax can properly be ascribed to Persian influence, it would represent an instance of the loss of an original grammatical distinction or mechanism as the result of cross-language influence. The loss of serialization would be a dramatic example of how the lack of a recognizable counterpart in the "donor" language can affect the "recipient" language, but it may not be the clearest case in Qashqay. It has lost the Turkic interrogative particle mî used to mark yes-no questions, and now such questions are formed exclusively by the method found in Colloquial Persian, by intonation alone. In this respect, Qashqay is not unique; in numerous Azerbaijani dialects the interrogative mî is either not used or is considered elevated style [see Foy 1903:187 and 1904:210 and

Thus, a particular pattern emerges with regard to Iranian influence on the Turkic languages. Consider the following changes:

--the loss of certain vowel distinctions in Uzbek
--the loss of vowel harmony in Uzbek
--the diminished role of the Noncommittal in Qashqay
--the loss of verb serialization (including CVC's) in Qashqay
--the loss of the interrogative particle mi in Qashqay and certain dialects of Azerbaijani

(There are in Qashqay other possible changes that might be included on this list, the loss of the future participle and of a second set of verbal person/number suffixes, but they will not be treated here.)

All these changes, in combination with various other adjustments, have had a similar effect: the resulting inventories or structures resemble those in Iranian quite closely. It might have been legitimate to question whether external influence was the main motivation for these changes if there had been only one or two such changes in the Turkic languages or if similar losses had taken place in languages that have not undergone such extensive influence from Iranian or another Indo-European language. But the fact that so many changes of this nature have occurred makes it impossible to dismiss the possibility that they have resulted from the absence of counterparts in Iranian. Moreover, similar kinds of changes have not been observed in Turkic languages that do no exhibit high degrees of
external influence (at least not among the better known languages). Clearly then, the absence of a counterpart in the donor language becomes the most plausible explanation for the changes listed above, and it becomes reasonable to conclude that, as a general type of language change, languages may lose grammatical distinctions and mechanisms as the result of external influence. (See the remarks in Weinreich 1953/1968:42-43 on this issue, although the examples he cites there, concerning inflectional categories, cannot truly be compared in terms of generality to the changes listed above.)

The Adoption of a Persian-Model Auxiliary. It should not be assumed form the above comments that Persian influence has been limited to bringing about the loss of grammatical distinctions or mechanisms in Qashqay; some new syntactic mechanisms have been adopted as well, although there appears to be only one such change in the verb system proper. As was mentioned in Chapter 2, there seems to be a tendency in Colloquial Persian towards the formation of verbal constructions of the type Aux + Main Verb, in which both verbs are marked for person and number. In Qashqay a corresponding mechanism has not been fully developed, but there does seem to be at least one such case. It involves the use of the verb ḫwmac- 'want' as an auxiliary, apparently meaning 'be going to'.

(93) (a) iss-iyr qar yag-a
    want-IMPFV snow fall-SBJ

'it's going to snow' [speaker is indicating certainty]

(b) motmā?enn-ām iss-iyr yagōš yag-ar
    certain-COP+1SG AUX-IMPFV rain fall-PFV
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'I'm certain it's going to rain'

(94) (a) mān isse-yr-ām bu at-ī al-ā-m
I AUX-IMPFV-1SG this horse-ACC buy-SBJ-1SG

'I'm going to buy this horse'

(b) or: mān bu atī isseyrām alam

(c) or: bu atī mān isseyrām alam

The examples show that (i) the verb issā- in this construction is not used in the literal sense of 'want', since inanimate "objects" like rain and snow are not ordinarily thought of as "wanting" to come down, (ii) issā- need not be followed by the Subjunctive, as it normally would be, cf., (93b), and (iii) the nominal complements of V2 may occur before issā-. That is, the issā- + Verb construction exhibits properties more like those of an AUX + Main V construction than those of a Main Verb + SbS construction. This structure seems to be based upon a Persian construction consisting of the verb xastān 'want' + a verb in the Subjunctive, although the exact meaning of the auxiliary here is somewhat unclear [see Lazard 1957a:150-151, where the definition is given as 'être sur le point de', or 'il fallait' in the Past imperfective; [Windfuhr 1979:104-105]. Apparently, this construction also occurs in the neighboring Turkic dialect of Anyallu [Kowalski 1937:63]. As was mentioned above, Qashqay has not developed an Aux + Main V construction like the Persian progressive with daštān 'have', and thus issā- + Main V may be the only example of this type.

Summary. From the example of Uzbek influence upon Tajik, certain kinds of changes due to extensive cross-language influence would be expected in the verb system of Qashqay. One would expect significant
shifts in the simplex verb paradigm, with the ultimate consequence that the paradigmatic relationships in both languages would be largely identical. This change has in fact taken place in a substantial portion of the Qashqay verb paradigm. Thus, for instance, the former Progressive has become an Imperfective based on the Persian model. Moreover, one would expect novel kinds of distinctions and mechanisms in the verb system, and this can be found in the development of the Subjunctive mood and the use of issā- as an auxiliary. But Qashqay, as a Turkic language, belonging to a linguistic family known for its high degree of agglutination, has inherited certain grammatical distinctions and mechanisms that have no recognizable counterparts in the donor language. Thus what would be expected to happen in these cases? If cross-language influence is regarded primarily as a process of "borrowing" from a donor/source language, that is, as the addition of novel items and relationships, it might be expected that nothing would happen to them. However, as can be seen from the evidence presented above, that has not been the case at all. Certain Turkic verbal categories (the Habitual, Noncommittal, and Conditional) have been retained, but their role in the verb system and their function in the syntax of Qashqay have been reduced noticeably. And in other cases, those involving verb serialization and CVC's, the original Turkic grammatical mechanisms have been lost entirely. Hence, cross-language influence is not limited to the addition of new elements, relationships, and mechanisms nor to certain shifts in the meaning and usage of original items.
Despite the differences between the types of cross-language influence, the overall effect upon the Qashqay and Tajik verb systems has been similar, a high degree of convergence between the structures of the donor and recipient languages. This convergence is not complete, since the recipient language either permits analogical extensions of its own making or retains features from the original structures, but the resulting convergence is nonetheless extraordinary. Thus it is clear that the overall impact of pervasive influence upon the verb systems of these two languages has not been random, but rather highly systematic. And it may be precisely at this point, i.e., in its systematic character, that loan syntax differs significantly from lexical borrowing. This matter will be pursued more fully below in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

From an overall perspective, the changes in the Tajik and Qashqay verb systems as a result of cross-language influence can be described in quite simple terms:

(i) Tajik has acquired the Uzbek simplex verb paradigm and the Uzbek mechanism of verb serialization.

(ii) Qashqay has acquired the Persian simplex verb paradigm and lost the Turkic mechanism of verb serialization.

These descriptions are admittedly simplified, since both Tajik and Qashqay exhibit departures from the grammatical structures of the donor languages. Tajik appears to have developed some analogical extensions in the verb paradigm and some novel CVC’s that have no counterparts in Uzbek, and Qashqay has retained certain elements from the Turkic proto-system (the Habitual, Conditional, and Necessitative in the verb paradigm as well as the Potential as a CVC). But because these are clearly circumscribable exceptions, the above descriptions remain valid in general terms. Before discussing the major conclusions to be drawn from this investigation and then speculating on their significance, it would be worthwhile to examine two other issues raised in the course of the discussion.

One of these issues concerns certain expectations about the conditions, both sociological and purely linguistic, under which cross-language influence typically takes place. Modest amounts of
influence, especially lexical borrowings, would be expected for the languages throughout the Turkic/Iranian-speaking area, and this is in fact found. More unusual is the extent to which the two polar cases in this region discussed here, Tajik and Qashqay, have undergone such striking changes as the result of this influence, but from the evidence in other linguistic areas, it seems that the situation in these two languages is not all that extraordinary. What is important to note here is not that the extensive changes have occurred, but that they have taken place in both directions. A Turkic language has led to considerable influence in an Iranian one, and an Iranian language has led to considerable influence on a Turkic one. Thus a member of each language family has served as a donor language, and a member of each as a recipient language.

Weinreich in his examination of grammatical changes suggests that there is a preferred direction in such changes.

Significantly, in the interference of two grammatical patterns it is ordinarily the one which uses relatively free and invariant morphemes in its paradigm--one might say, the more explicit pattern--which serves as the model for imitation. [Weinreich 1953/1968:41].

He maintains that change in the opposite direction, "the change of a grammatical system towards a less explicit form", is quite rare and cites the Tajik acquisition of the Progressive from the Uzbek model as an illustration of this phenomenon [Ibid., p. 42]. With
access to the data from two polar cases in language groups of quite different typological characteristics, one might expect that his hypothesis could be checked for validity. That is, providing that it would be possible to define explicitness in a verb paradigm, in other words, to determine which language family had the freer, more invariant morphemes, presumably the paradigms of the donor languages would differ in this respect (the Turkic language being more agglutinative and the Iranian more inflectional), and the results of the borrowing would probably reflect that difference. But in fact, there is no evidence to indicate that the adoption of the donor-language paradigm has been achieved in any significantly different way. Both Tajik and Qashqay have acquired the major grammatical distinctions of the donor-language paradigm, no matter how explicit the morphemic representation was. Thus there does not appear to be any linguistic property that differentiates the Uzbek and Persian paradigms with regard to its assimilability. Moreover, Tajik has acquired a grammatical mechanism that would seem to be highly explicit, verb serialization, including CVC's, while Qashqay has lost a similar mechanism. It may be that certain linguistic structures, because of some property of "explicitness" in the form-to-meaning relationship, are borrowed more readily at stages of language contact in which the kind of extensive cross-language influence exhibited by Tajik and Qashqay has not occurred, but at the stage of considerable influence there may be no correlation between explicitness and the ability of a structure to be adopted.
by a recipient language. It may be that certain linguistic structures are more susceptible to adoption by another language, but the converse expectation, that there is a linguistic property which inhibits the adoption of some structure, is not borne out by the data from Tajik and Qashqay.

Thus, with respect to the linguistic aspects of cross-language influence, a couple of conclusions can be drawn from the evidence. There appears to be no inherent, linguistically determined direction in which cross-language influence can be expected to occur between languages; any language could theoretically serve as a donor language for another. The only determining factor in this regard seems to be a sociological one. Moreover, while there may be linguistic structures that would typically be transferred as the result of cross-language influence, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to establish some linguistic property for a given structure that would render that structure less susceptible to adoption than another comparable structure.

It should also be pointed out that while Tajik and Qashqay have undergone comparable changes and have attained similar levels of cross-language influence, the sociological conditions in which they have done so are distinctly different. In Section 2.1., it was maintained that two types of language diffusion could be observed in the history of the Central Asian languages, an urban-centered diffusion and a rural-centered diffusion. This differentiation seems to be applicable as well to the set of
conditions under which cross-language influence has occurred in Tajik and Qashqay. The Uzbek influence on Tajik represents the transfer of linguistic features from a language spoken predominantly in rural communities into a language associated with urban communities, while in the case of the Iranian influence on Qashqay (and Uzbek as well), the transfer of such features was from a language spoken chiefly in urban communities into a language spoken in rural areas. It is hardly surprising that cross-language influence on the scale being discussed here and language diffusion (which results in a language shift, or language death, in certain communities) should take place under similar kinds of sociological conditions. But it should not be assumed from this that there is a necessary connection between the two phenomena, that is, that cross-language influence of this kind represents a phase in the history of a language which, inevitably or typically, leads to the total loss of that language. In fact, it has been suggested that cross-language influence of this nature is a "typical mark of stable bilingualism", which will not result in a language shift [Weinreich 1953/1968:109]. Basically, there will be other factors involved in the determination of whether the societal bilingualism of the Tajik- and Qashqay-speaking communities is stable and long-term or whether it represents a step towards a major language shift [cf., the remarks in Ibid., pp. 106-110 and in Fasold 1984:213-242]. What is of interest here is not the relationship between cross-language influence and a
possible language shift, but the similarity in the sociological conditions that give rise to both phenomena.

There may be expectations that cross-language influence and language shift "typically" take place in a set of sociological conditions in which centers of culture, i.e., cities and towns where a literary tradition has developed, dominate the rural areas where a different language is spoken. Weinreich reports, "The linguistic diffusion proceeding from urban centers to the surrounding countryside has been repeatedly demonstrated by dialectologists, especially the Marburg school..." [Weinreich 1953/1968:96-97]. However, as has just been noted in the case of Uzbek interaction with Tajik, the change in the linguistic situation can operate in the opposite direction, from rural areas to urban centers. Yet the changes can be just as profound, leading to extensive influence or to language shift. Weinreich himself was aware of the multitude of conditions under which such changes could take place, and he warned that the "configuration of dominance" among differing speech varieties may be complicated [Ibid., p. 108]. Certainly, the situation in the Turkic/Iranian-speaking area confirms this point. Thus, although there may be "typical" sociological conditions under which extensive cross-language influence and language diffusion take place, they are by no means prerequisites for changes along these lines. Atypical, or unexpected, circumstances may give rise to the same kinds of changes as typical circumstances do. Thus, if there is something to be derived from an examination of the
conditions that helped bring about the cross-language influence in Tajik and Qashqay, it is that typical conditions for such changes—both sociological and linguistic—are not necessary ones.

A second issue raised in the course of this investigation concerns the revisions need to present adequate descriptions of the data and provide for a comparison between the grammars of Tajik, Uzbek, Qashqay, and Persian. These revisions included a new approach to the analysis of the Turkic and Iranian simplex verb paradigms and the introduction of a few new formal concepts, namely the feature [NONCOMMITTAL] for the tense/aspect/mood paradigm; the node VB; the subcategories sb and hd; the cover term GM for constituent-structure representation; and the ordering relationships Str-I, Str-F, Str-Sec, and Str-Med. While these concepts were introduced specifically in order to describe the changes brought about in the verb systems of these languages as the result of cross-language influence, it is hoped that they can have a more general application. Thus, the feature [NONCOMMITTAL] was posited to account for the specific grammatical oppositions in the Uzbek and Tajik paradigms, but it was also found to be useful in characterizing the regularities in the grammatical marking of Uzbek Sbs’s (see Section 2.2.2.). It was also maintained in that section that the notion of the Noncommittal may be applicable to the description of the verb systems of other languages.
The categories VB, sb, and hd were closely connected with a description of verb serialization, just as VB and GM were connected with an account of the simplex verb paradigm (see especially the subsection on the formal characterization of verb serialization in Uzbek and Tajik in Section 2.3.). But these categories may prove useful in the representation of other constituent structures as well. In fact, the cover term GM was introduced in Chapter 1 mainly to provide for general statements on what constitutes consistency in the order of constituents, but it is clear that it can serve other purposes as well, for instance, in a fuller description of loan syntax in Tajik and Qashqay. In such an investigation, GM could serve as a cover term for the correspondences that were made by speakers of the recipient languages in an attempt to link certain case markers, postpositions, and prepositions. Consider examples (174b), (201), and (208) in Chapter 2. In sentences (174b) and (201), a NP is marked by a preposition (\(\text{\`w}\) or \(\text{\`w}\)) in Tajik, but by a case marker (\(-\text{d\`m}\)) in Uzbek, and in the sentence (208), a SbS is marked with a preposition (\(\text{\`t}\)) and an infinitive in the genitive case (\(\text{\`girift\`an}\)) in Tajik, but with a gerundive marker (\(-\text{gun\`a}\)) in Uzbek, with both conveying the meaning 'until'. All of these markers could be covered readily by the term "GM", but not by category labels that are more specific, such as "Preposition", "Case Marker", "Gerundive", or the like. The cover term enables the investigator to link these markers within a single category, GM, and then make the appropriate comparisons with regard to their
functions in the syntax. There is no reason to assume that the category GM would not prove useful in the description of languages outside of the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region as well.

Basically, if the descriptions of Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay here are considered adequate at some level, it might be worthwhile examining the validity of these underlying concepts in connection with the descriptions of other languages.

......

Of course, the issue of greatest concern here involves the nature of loan syntax, as revealed by the data in Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay. The ways in which cross-language influence affects the syntactic component are not well understood, and so a thorough investigation of the data in these three languages should provide insights into this process. The results of this investigation say something about the particular types of changes involved in loan syntax and about the overall effect of cross-language influence on the syntax of the recipient language.

First a few remarks would be in order about the predictability of the changes brought about by cross-language influence. One of the unknowns about extensive cross-language influence, the kind that produces changes in grammatical structures, is the degree to which it is regular and predictable, that is, the degree to which the changes in the recipient language can be expected based on a knowledge of the linguistic structures of the two languages involved. Uzbek and Qashqay represent good
test cases of this, since they are genetically related languages which have both been exposed to cross-language influence form Persian-Tajik. The conditions are not ideal since they belong to two different branches of the Turkic languages (see Chapter 1), but this genetic divergence does not invalidate the usefulness of the data. There are, in fact, some similarities in the changes brought about by Iranian influence—the introduction of the Str-I GM’s ki ‘that’ and ta ‘up to’ and probably, the loss of the vowel i as a separate phoneme. But of more relevance to the issue of predictability are the differences in the changes that have happened, in particular, the differences that cannot be attributed to some kind of quantitative difference in the degree of influence, whereby the language with the more extensive influence exhibits a more though "Iranization". The clearest case of such a difference in the Iranian-induced changes is phonological, the loss of vowel harmony and certain vowel distinctions in Uzbek vs. their retention in Qashqay. However, the use of different verb forms as the counterpart of the Iranian Subjunctive is also illustrative (see Section 3.1.). Perhaps a closer examination of the history of Uzbek and Qashqay could reveal reasons why the changes progressed as they did, but in these two particular cases the causes are not clear. For instance, the marker ğay/ğay, the cognate form to the Qashqay Subjunctive in ᨠ, was used in earlier stages of Uzbek (at least as revealed by the grammar of the literary language Chagatay [Eckmann 1966:160-161]), but it is not clear why a correlation was not made between it and the Iranian
Subjunctive as in the case of the Oghuz languages. Thus the suspicion arises that, like other types of historical development in language, the changes brought about by cross-language influence do not take place in predictable ways.

As for the nature of loan syntax, the evidence from Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay provides some insights into the types of changes that can be brought about by cross-language influence.

(i) Despite the virtual convergence observed in the simplex verb paradigms of Tajik and Qashqay, not one of the bound, inflectional morphemes used in the donor language was borrowed. This fact confirms the findings elsewhere that the outright transfer of such morphemes is quite rare in the languages of the world [Weinreich 1953/1968:31]. In other areas of the syntax besides the verb system, the borrowing of inflectional (or at least "nonderivational") morphemes is rare. In Qashqay only the morphemes -tän and -tärin, used to express comparison in adjectives, have been borrowed, ex. sowuq-tän 'colder' from sowuq 'cold'; bûyûg-tärin 'biggest, oldest (among siblings)' from bûyûg 'big'. In some dialects of Northern Tajik, the borrowing of an Uzbek case marker can be found, but it occurs as a postposition, not as a case marker, as can be seen from the following example, in which the Ubek ablative -dän is used in combination with the Iranian preposition Ïz:

\[
\text{Ïz saàlt-i du-dän mûylis sûr ëut from hour-IZA two-ABL meeting begin+PFPFV}
\]
(literally:) 'the meeting began since two o'clock' (Chust dialect) [Rastorguyeva 1963:78]

In addition, the comparative suffix -rag can be added to the Iranian suffix -tær in the Chust dialect, ex., tez-tær-rag or tez-rag-tær 'quicker, more quickly' [Rastorguyeva 1964:141]. But otherwise, the direct transfer of a bound, nonderivational morpheme is not found in Tajik and Qashqay.

(ii) There have been shifts in the meaning and/or function of certain items as the result of external influence. A clear example is the shift of the Perfect indicative form ṭūftûs in Tajik to the Past noncommittal slot in the verb paradigm. The cognate form in Persian, ṭûfte ṭast, has apparently acquired a similar noncommittal meaning as the result of Turkic influence, but it seems to be used much less frequently in this capacity than its Tajik counterpart. The use of the Qashqay Past perfective dî in SbS's to refer to the future is another example of such a shift. Of course, this type of change in the syntactic component resembles the change in meaning of certain lexical items, in which the semantic range is modified or expanded as the result of the influence from a lexical item in the donor language [Weinreich 1953/1968:48; Bynon 1977:237]. As can be seen from the use of ṭūftûs in some dialects, the adopted meaning can become predominant, and the original meaning can become rare, if not obsolete.

(iii) As was discussed at the end of Section 3.2.2., the Turkic languages Uzbek and Qashqay have experienced the loss of
certain grammatical distinctions and mechanisms as the result of Iranian influence. It may be unexpected that cross-language influence could have this type of effect; after all, the underlying claim is that the absence of a counterpart in the donor language causes an original structure to be lost. This type of change would thus be more suspect than the adoption of a new item or a new grammatical distinction or mechanism. But, as was mentioned in Section 3.2.2., there is too much convincing evidence in the Turkic languages of just such a change, and no other explanation is as plausible. It seems necessary then to accept the notion that cross-language influence can lead to the loss of an original linguistic structure. It should also be pointed out how far-reaching such a change can be; the elimination of verb serialization in Qashqay, for example, represents a radical departure from the syntax of a typical Turkic language. It has not only affected verbal coordination, but also any verbal modification through the use of auxiliaries. Main Verb + Auxiliary structures can no longer be constructed with a nonfinite (gerundive) verb form, but only with finite forms for both verbs, as is apparently the tendency in Modern Persian. Moreover, the loss of certain vowel distinctions and vowel harmony in Uzbek was just as far-reaching a change in the phonological component. Thus, because its impact may be quite considerable, this type of change cannot be considered a minor variety of cross-language influence or of any less significance than any other type. The only apparent difference is that the loss of linguistic structure
as the result of cross-language influence seems to be less common than other types of change.

(iv) The type of change most identified with cross-language influence is the adoption of new items or in the case of influence on grammatical structures, of new distinctions and mechanisms. The new acquisitions that were focused on here are not just simple items, but rather structures of great complexity. In particular, Tajik acquired a new means of combining VB's, the verb serialization mechanism of Uzbek, and both Tajik and Qashqay acquired a new set of tense/aspect/mood relationships for verbs, the simplex verb paradigms of their respective donor languages. However, as was pointed out in the summary discussion of Section 2.2.3., the borrowing has involved not just the verb serialization mechanism and the verb paradigm in the abstract, but also the idiosyncratic properties of these structures. Tajik, for instance, has adopted from Uzbek the idiosyncratic means of marking the negative in the Perfect as well as its two (virtually?) synonymous Intentional moods. Neither peculiarity provides any new means of conveying a syntactic or semantic distinction and could therefore be regarded as functionally superfluous. But, apparently, in attempting to replicate the donor-language paradigm, the speakers of the recipient language have not differentiated between what is of systematic significance in the paradigm and what is not; the structure has been adopted as a whole, with only the limitations imposed by the original system preventing its absolute replication.
While an enumeration of the types of change observed in the history of Tajik and Qashqay provides an indication of the range of effects that can be brought about by cross-language influence, it does not suggest anything about the process as a whole or about the overall result of the changes. If there is a pattern that emerges from the evidence presented here, it is that the external influence upon these languages has not been random. That is, the speakers of Tajik and Qashqay have not selected for adoption certain items in a grammatical category at random, say items A and C out of the verb paradigm, and rejected others, say, items B and D. On the contrary, they have adopted the whole set of relationships in the donor language, with only a few exceptions. Apparently, loan syntax on this kind of scale involves not merely a few adjustments to the original set of grammatical structures, but rather the creation of a new set of structures, which correspond closely to the structures in the donor language. That is a syntactic convergence has arisen on the basis of this type of cross-language influence. Thus it can be said that the loan syntax observed in Tajik and Qashqay has been essentially systematic.

It seems to be this property of loan syntax, that is, its systematic character, that distinguishes it from ordinary lexical borrowing. There seems to be little of the truly systematic in the choice of lexical items that are borrowed, other than the adoption of what is "new" to a culture. There may be a
correlation between the type of sociological conditions under which cross-language influence takes place and the kind of lexical items borrowed (for instance, a rural-centered pattern of influence may lead to a greater number of borrowings in the domestic and agricultural spheres than an urban-centered pattern), but there is probably no systematic pattern behind the adoption of specific lexical items. For example, it appears to be rather arbitrary that the Darband dialect of Northern Tajik has borrowed the Uzbek word for 'roof' tam, while other dialects just as thoroughly, if not more, influenced by Uzbek, such as the Ferghana Valley dialects and the Oratepa and Sharistan dialects, retain the Iranian word bam [Rastorguyeva 1963:54 and 1964:151]. True, the borrowing of derivational morphology, perhaps to be considered a type of lexical borrowing, can have systematic consequences for a recipient language, but notice that this type of influence differs from loan syntax (at least of the kind discussed here) in that it usually involves the direct transfer of a morpheme. As was pointed out above, the cross-language influence on the Tajik and Qashqay verb systems has not involved the transfer of a single inflectional morpheme.

It would be legitimate to ask in what way loan syntax in Tajik and Qashqay has been systematic. It might be expected that the innovations in the recipient language could be supplementary, that is, that they could have added novel distinctions to the original set of grammatical structures. It might be possible to argue that this is the case for Tajik, since it has acquired new
verbal distinctions (the Noncommittal and Intentional moods) and a new mechanism for VB combination. But the changes in Qashqay cannot similarly be described as "supplementary", since many involve the loss of structures or their reduction in status. Perhaps, the linguistic structures adopted by the recipient language could be regarded as having some advantageous property, such as "explicitness" in the form-to-meaning relationship, but again this characterization hardly seems appropriate for the changes in Qashqay, particularly for the loss of verb serialization, as opposed to its acquisition in Tajik. And as was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the changes in the Tajik and Qashqay verb paradigms do not indicate that there is an inherent linguistic property that makes one donor-language paradigm more advantageous than another in this respect. Nevertheless, there does appear to be an overall direction which the changes brought about by cross-language influence have taken, namely, towards minimizing the syntactic differences between the two languages involved. Whether new items or distinctions have been adopted or whether original structures have been lost, the result has been that the recipient language has come to resemble the donor language more closely. This point is an obvious one, but it is worth emphasizing, because in cataloguing the types of changes involved, the investigator may lose sight of what the consequences of the changes are. It is also worth noting how extraordinarily close the syntactic convergence between the two languages can become.
There is, of course, nothing requiring that this be so. It is conceivable that in a bilingual community (or in a bilingual individual, for that matter), the two languages could be kept distinct and compartmentalized, so that there would be no "interference" from either (Weinreich's term seems quite appropriate here). Both languages could develop as if in a monolingual community. But this has not happened in the case of Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay or in linguistic areas outside of the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region. Apparently, in the Tajik- and Qashqay-speaking communities, an accommodation between the mother tongue and the nonindigenous language was sought, and a remarkable degree of convergence was achieved.

Notice that ascribing the changes brought about by cross-language influence to an attempt by the Tajik and Qashqay communities to minimize the differences between the languages involved amounts to a teleological account of these changes. Ordinarily, a great deal of skepticism must be exercised when teleological explanations are adduced for linguistic phenomena, but if there is any type of linguistic behavior that may plausibly be accounted for in teleological terms (outside of conscious language planning), then cross-language influence on the scale being discussed here is surely of that type. It is apparently not a conscious activity, but it does have a kind of functionally beneficial consequence, namely, it appears to facilitate the use (and acquisition?) of both languages. Hence, it would not seem
unreasonable to attribute a general direction to the changes that have taken place under these circumstances.

Not only do the data from the Tajik and Qashqay verb systems provide insights into the nature loan syntax, but they also raise questions of broader interest, questions pertaining to linguistic theory in general. One such issue concerns the abstract structures posited by the linguist to represent certain linguistic phenomena and their status within a grammatical model. In this investigation notions such as the "simplex verb paradigm", "verb serialization", and "verb system" have been used for descriptive purposes, but is there a justification, based on the data, for granting them a position in a formal theory of grammar, or are they artifacts of the analyst's attempt to present the data in an orderly fashion?

Consider the notion of "verb serialization". It has been presented here as a unitary mechanism covering a number of grammatical phenomena--adverbial modification of a Main Verb, VB coordination, auxiliary modification of a Main Verb, and lexicalized verbal compounds. But this unitary treatment raises questions about formal representation in a grammar, namely, should verb serialization be represented as a single process in some way, or do rules needed in the representation of other grammatical structures also generate what is encompassed by the term "verb serialization"? If the latter more accurately reflects the status
of verb serialization in a formal grammar, the concept of verb serialization itself would more properly be regarded as an artifact of the analyst's methodology and not as an attempt to represent what belongs in a formal grammar of a language that reflects a speaker's linguistic knowledge. Presumably, this is an empirical issue, which appropriate data would elucidate, and therefore the investigator would need to determine what data is "appropriate".

What is the evidence in the languages being discussed here with regard to the status of verb serialization? Uzbek has the original Turkic serialization mechanism, and it is not readily apparent what light the Uzbek data could shed on this issue. A more promising line of investigation would be to examine what has happened to this Turkic mechanism in other languages under the conditions of extensive cross-language influence. If only certain aspects of verb serialization, for instance, only constructions with auxiliaries and directionals or only VB coordination, were transferred in the course of this influence, the evidence might indicate that a rule encompassing only those aspects had been transferred, and not the process of verb serialization as a whole. Or, since it has been shown that the loss of grammatical distinctions and mechanisms is possible under cross-language influence, the loss of certain elements of verb serialization, perhaps in combination with the loss of other grammatical structures not directly associated with serialization, may indicate how those particular aspects are to be represented.
formally in a grammar. But as is clear from the discussion here, this has not been the case. Tajik has acquired verb serialization from Uzbek virtually as a whole, and Qashqay has lost this Turkic mechanism virtually in its entirety. If the evidence from these two languages indicates anything, it is that verb serialization is treated as a unitary mechanism capable of being acquired or lost as a whole. Admittedly, other Tajik dialects as well as Oghuz languages related to Qashqay, i.e., those speech varieties that have not undergone such extensive external influence, may exhibit the partial acquisition or loss of verb serialization, but the question is, why don't Northern Tajik and Qashqay do likewise, that is, exhibit only a partial acquisition or loss? The suspicion is that the mechanism of verb serialization is a coherent linguistic process subject to total transfer or total loss under the proper conditions of cross-language influence.

If verb serialization is to be considered a unitary grammatical mechanism, what form should it assume in a grammar? In recent years, much attention has been focused on representing the foremost object of linguistic investigation, Universal Grammar, in terms of a principles-and-parameters model, a model that is sometimes called "government-binding theory" [see, for instance, Chomsky 1981/1982, 1982, and 1986; van Riemsdijk, Williams 1986]. This model contains a small number of general principles, which are refined and elaborated upon in various ways by a set of specific parameters in the grammar of a particular language. Although it is not clear from earlier research how verb
serialization should be treated in this framework, it is reasonable to suppose that it could be represented as a parameter of some sort, in a subsystem concerned with phrase-structure representation. It would specify a particular method by which VB's are combined in subordination and coordination. And thus, the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay would suggest that there exists some sort of "verb serialization" parameter as such, and not as the product of some other mechanism.

Suppose that, despite the vagueness and incompleteness of these remarks, the general line of argumentation is accepted and verb serialization is regarded as some kind of parameter on the basis of the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay. The question then arises, isn't the evidence from these two languages just as solid in favor of positing the existence of a unitary set of tense/aspect/mood distinctions, the simplex verb paradigm? After all, the verb paradigms of Uzbek and Persian were adopted virtually in their entirety, just as Tajik acquired the Uzbek verb serialization mechanism virtually in its entirety. A case might be made that the distinction between, say, the Indicative and the Noncommittal or between the Imperfective and the Perfective is a kind of parameter in the Inflectional category, and that the borrowing here involves changes in these parameters. However, as was pointed out above, it is not just a verbal distinction or two that was acquired by the recipient language, but rather the entire paradigm, along with many of its idiosyncratic properties. The problem is that the verbal paradigm (as well as the nominal
paradigm) has generally not been recognized by linguists as the kind of abstract structure that should be represented in a grammar separately. And yet the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay that supports the representation of verb serialization in a grammar also supports the representation of the verb paradigm in a grammar.

Several possibilities for the resolution of this problem suggest themselves at this point.

(i) Perhaps there are substantive differences between the acquisition (or loss) of verb serialization and the acquisition of the verb paradigm, which are not readily apparent but which would indicate that verb serialization should be treated as a legitimate linguistic structure in a grammar but that the paradigm should not be accorded such a status.

(ii) Perhaps the evidence from the cross-language influence in Tajik and Qashqay is inappropriate for a consideration of this issue, and nothing significant can be said about the status of either verb serialization or the verb paradigm in a grammar.

(iii) Perhaps the evidence is convincing, and both serialization and the paradigm can be accepted as full-fledged linguistic structures in a grammar.

In the last-mentioned case, the paradigm would obviously need to be incorporated into a grammar of a language in some way. A morphological subcomponent might be established outside the syntactic component, in the lexicon or perhaps in the phonological
component, and the paradigm as such might be an appropriate
linguistic structure in that subcomponent. Since the lexicon is
considered a catalogue of individual items, it may be natural for
this cataloguing to take the form of a set of oppositions like the
paradigm.

This idea may have some merit, but it may also have some
unfortunate consequences. The elimination of the inflectional
morphological processes expressed by the paradigm from the
syntactic component and their inclusion in the lexicon may
simplify elements of the syntax, but this merely increases the
complexity of the lexicon. The systematic character of the
paradigm would still need to be accounted for by the linguist, and
the same analytical problems would still need to be resolved.
Notice, moreover, that a framework in which the verb paradigm
belongs to the lexicon and verb serialization to the syntactic
component differs significantly from the framework adopted here,
one in which the paradigm and serialization are encompassed by the
concept of the "verb system", implicitly a structure in the
syntactic component. It may be desirable for various reasons to
separate formally the verb paradigm from verb serialization, but in
such a case it would become more difficult to explain why in Uzbek
and Tajik the expression of certain verb distinctions through verb
serialization (in particular, CVC's that denote aspect) resembles
the expression of verbal distinctions by means of verb forms in
the paradigm. It would become more difficult to explain why
drawing a boundary between CVC's and simplex verbs seems to be
arbitrary in some cases (compare the comments in connection with examples (211) and (212) in Chapter 2).

Obviously, the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay by itself cannot be expected to provide a resolution to the issue of how to represent certain abstract structures in a grammar. Rather, it compels the analyst to approach the issue head-on and to pose the relevant questions in a more knowledgeable way. That, along with the insights into the nature of loan syntax provided by the evidence, makes the study of the Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay verb systems of value.

(iii) As was discussed at the end of Section 3.2.2., the Turkic languages Uzbek and Qashqay have experienced the loss of certain grammatical distinctions and mechanisms as the result of Iranian influence. It may be unexpected that cross-language influence could have this type of effect; after all the underlying claim is that the absence of a counterpart in the donor language causes an original structure to be lost. This type of change would thus be more suspect than the adoption of a new item or a new grammatical distinction or mechanism. But, as was mentioned in Section 3.2.2., there is too much convincing evidence in the Turkic languages of just such a change, and no other explanation is as plausible. It seems necessary then to accept the notion that cross-language influence can lead to the loss of an original linguistic structure. It should also be pointed out how far-reaching such a change can be; the elimination of verb serialization in Qashqay, for example, represents a radical departure from the syntax of a typical Turkic language. It has not only affected verbal coordination, but also any verbal modification through the use of
auxiliaries. Main Verb + Auxiliary structures can no longer be constructed with a nonfinite (gerundive) verb form, but only with finite forms for both verbs, as is apparently the tendency in Modern Persian. Moreover, the loss of certain vowel distinctions and vowel harmony in Uzbek was just as far-reaching a change in the phonological component. Thus, because its impact may be quite considerable, this type of change cannot be considered a minor variety of cross-language influence or of any less significance than any other type. The only apparent difference is that the loss of linguistic structure as the result of cross-language influence seems to be less common than other types of change.

(iv) The type of change most identified with cross-language influence is the adoption of new items or in the case of influence on grammatical structures, of new distinctions and mechanisms. The new acquisitions that were focused on here are not just simple items, but rather structures of great complexity. In particular, Tajik acquired a new means of combining VB’s, the verb serialization mechanism of Uzbek, and both Tajik and Qashqay acquired a new set of tense/aspect/mood relationships for verbs, the simplex verb paradigms of their respective donor languages. However, as was pointed out in the summary discussion of Section 2.2.3., the borrowing has involved not just the verb serialization mechanism and the verb paradigm in the abstract, but also the idiosyncratic properties of these structures. Tajik, for instance, has adopted from Uzbek the idiosyncratic means of marking the negative in the Perfect as well as its two (virtually?) synonymous Intentional moods. Neither peculiarity provides any new means of conveying a syntactic or semantic distinction and could therefore be regarded as
functionally superfluous. But, apparently, in attempting to replicate
the donor-language paradigm, the speakers of the recipient language have
not differentiated between what is of systematic significance in the
paradigm and what is not; the structure has been adopted as a whole,
with only the limitations imposed by the original system preventing its
absolute replication.

While an enumeration of the types of change observed in the history
of Tajik and Qashqay provides an indication of the range of effects that
can be brought about by cross-language influence, it does not suggest
anything about the process as a whole or about the overall result of the
changes. If there is a pattern that emerges from the evidence presented
here, it is that the external influence upon these languages has not
been random. That is, the speakers of Tajik and Qashqay have not
selected for adoption certain items in a grammatical category at random,
say items A and C out of the verb paradigm, and rejected others, say,
items B and D. On the contrary, they have adopted the whole set of
relationships in the donor language, with only a few exceptions.
Apparently, loan syntax on this kind of scale involves not merely a few
adjustments to the original set of grammatical structures, but rather
the creation of a new set of structures, which correspond closely to the
structures in the donor language. That is a syntactic convergence has
arisen on the basis of this type of cross-language influence. Thus it
can be said that the loan syntax observed in Tajik and qashqay has been
essentially systematic.
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It seems to be this property of loan syntax, that is, its systematic character, that distinguishes it from ordinary lexical borrowing. There seems to be little of the truly systematic in the choice of lexical items that are borrowed, other than the adoption of what is "new" to a culture. There may be a correlation between the type of sociological conditions under which cross-language influence takes place and the kind of lexical items borrowed (for instance, a rural-centered pattern of influence may lead to a greater number of borrowings in the domestic and agricultural spheres than an urban-centered pattern), but there is probably no systematic pattern behind the adoption of specific lexical items. For example, it appears to be rather arbitrary that the Darband dialect of Northern Tajik has borrowed the Uzbek word for 'roof' "tam, while other dialects just as thoroughly, if not more, influenced by Uzbek, such as the Ferghana Valley dialects and the Oratepa and Sharistan dialects, retain the Iranian word "bam [Rastorguyeva 1963:54 and 1964:151]. True, the borrowing of derivational morphology, perhaps to be considered a type of lexical borrowing, can have systematic consequences for a recipient language, but notice that this type of influence differs from loan syntax (at least of the kind discussed here) in that it usually involves the direct transfer of a morpheme. As was pointed out above, the cross-language influence on the Tajik and Qashqay verb systems has not involved the transfer of a single inflectional morpheme.

It would be legitimate to ask in what way loan syntax in Tajik and Qashqay has been systematic. It might be expected that the innovations in the recipient language could be supplementary, that is, that they
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could have added novel distinctions to the original set of grammatical structures. It might be possible to argue that this is the case for Tajik, since it has acquired new verbal distinctions (the Noncommittal and Intentional moods) and a new mechanism for VB combination. But the changes in Qashqay cannot similarly be described as "supplementary", since many involve the loss of structures or their reduction in status. Perhaps, the linguistic structures adopted by the recipient language could be regarded as having some advantageous property, such as "explicitness" in the form-to-meaning relationship, but again this characterization hardly seems appropriate for the changes in Qashqay, particularly for the loss of verb serialization, as opposed to its acquisition in Tajik. And as was pointed out earlier in this chapter, the changes in the Tajik and Qashqay verb paradigms do not indicate that there is an inherent linguistic property that makes one donor-language paradigm more advantageous than another in this respect. Nevertheless, there does appear to be an overall direction which the changes brought about by cross-language influence have taken, namely, towards minimizing the syntactic differences between the two languages involved. Whether new items or distinctions have been adopted or whether original structures have been lost, the result has been that the recipient language has come to resemble the donor language more closely. This point is an obvious one, but it is worth emphasizing, because in cataloguing the types of changes involved, the investigator may lose sight of what the consequences of the changes are. It is also worth noting how extraordinarily close the syntactic convergence between the two languages can become.
There is, of course, nothing requiring that this be so. It is conceivable that in a bilingual community (or in a bilingual individual, for that matter), the two languages could be kept distinct and compartmentalized, so that there would be no "interference" from either (Weinreich's term seems quite appropriate here). Both languages could develop as if in a monolingual community. But this has not happened in the case of Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay or in linguistic areas outside of the Turkic/Iranian-speaking region. Apparently, in the Tajik- and Qashqay-speaking communities, an accommodation between the mother tongue and the nonindigenous language was sought, and a remarkable degree of convergence was achieved.

Notice that ascribing the changes brought about by cross-language influence to an attempt by the Tajik and Qashqay communities to minimize the differences between the languages involved amounts to a teleological account of these changes. Ordinarily, a great deal of skepticism must be exercised when teleological explanations are adduced for linguistic phenomena, but if there is any type of linguistic behavior that may plausibly be accounted for in teleological terms (outside of conscious language planning), then cross-language influence on the scale being discussed here is surely of that type. It is apparently not a conscious activity, but it does have a kind of functionally beneficial consequence, namely, it appears to facilitate the use (and acquisition?) of both languages. Hence, it would not seem unreasonable to attribute a general direction to the changes that have taken place under these circumstances.

......
Not only do the data from the Tajik and Qashqay verb systems provide insights into the nature loan syntax, but they also raise questions of broader interest, questions pertaining to linguistic theory in general. One such issue concerns the abstract structures posited by the linguist to represent certain linguistic phenomena and their status within a grammatical model. In this investigation notions such as the "simplex verb paradigm", "verb serialization", and "verb system" have been used for descriptive purposes, but is there a justification, based on the data, for granting them a position in a formal theory of grammar, or are they artifacts of the analyst's attempt to present the data in an orderly fashion?

Consider the notion of "verb serialization". It has been presented here as a unitary mechanism covering a number of grammatical phenomena--adverbial modification of a Main Verb, VB coordination, auxiliary modification of a Main Verb, and lexicalized verbal compounds. But this unitary treatment raises questions about formal representation in a grammar, namely, should verb serialization be represented as a single process in some way, or do rules needed in the representation of other grammatical structures also generate what is encompassed by the term "verb serialization"? If the latter more accurately reflects the status of verb serialization in a formal grammar, the concept of verb serialization itself would more properly be regarded as an artifact of the analyst's methodology and not as an attempt to represent what belongs in a formal grammar of a language that reflects a speaker's linguistic knowledge. Presumably, this is an empirical issue, which
appropriate data would elucidate, and therefore the investigator would need to determine what data is "appropriate".

What is the evidence in the languages being discussed here with regard to the status of verb serialization? Uzbek has the original Turkic serialization mechanism, and it is not readily apparent what light the Uzbek data could shed on this issue. A more promising line of investigation would be to examine what has happened to this Turkic mechanism in other languages under the conditions of extensive cross-language influence. If only certain aspects of verb serialization, for instance, only constructions with auxiliaries and directionals or only VB coordination, were transferred in the course of this influence, the evidence might indicate that a rule encompassing only those aspects had been transferred, and not the process of verb serialization as a whole. Or, since it has been shown that the loss of grammatical distinctions and mechanisms is possible under cross-language influence, the loss of certain elements of verb serialization, perhaps in combination with the loss of other grammatical structures not directly associated with serialization, may indicate how those particular aspects are to be represented formally in a grammar. But as is clear from the discussion here, this has not been the case. Tajik has acquired verb serialization from Uzbek virtually as a whole, and Qashqay has lost this Turkic mechanism virtually in its entirety. If the evidence from these two languages indicates anything, it is that verb serialization is treated as a unitary mechanism capable of being acquired or lost as a whole. Admittedly, other Tajik dialects as well as Oghuz languages related to Qashqay, i.e., those speech varieties that
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have not undergone such extensive external influence, may exhibit the partial acquisition or loss of verb serialization, but the question is, why don't Northern Tajik and Qashqay do likewise, that is, exhibit only a partial acquisition or loss? The suspicion is that the mechanism of verb serialization is a coherent linguistic process subject to total transfer or total loss under the proper conditions of cross-language influence.

If verb serialization is to be considered a unitary grammatical mechanism, what form should it assume in a grammar? In recent years, much attention has been focused on representing the foremost object of linguistic investigation, Universal Grammar, in terms of a principles-and-parameters model, a model that is sometimes called "government-binding theory" [see, for instance, Chomsky 1981/1982, 1982, and 1986; van Riemsdijk, Williams 1986]. This model contains a small number of general principles, which are refined and elaborated upon in various ways by a set of specific parameters in the grammar of a particular language. Although it is not clear from earlier research how verb serialization should be treated in this framework, it is reasonable to suppose that it could be represented as a parameter of some sort, in a subsystem concerned with phrase-structure representation. It would specify a particular method by which VB's are combined in subordination and coordination. And thus, the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay would suggest that there exists some sort of "verb serialization" parameter as such, and not as the product of some other mechanism.

Suppose that, despite the vagueness and incompleteness of these remarks, the general line of argumentation is accepted and verb
serialization is regarded as some kind of parameter on the basis of the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay. The question then arises, isn't the evidence from these two languages just as solid in favor of positing the existence of a unitary set of tense/aspect/mood distinctions, the simplex verb paradigm? After all, the verb paradigms of Uzbek and Persian were adopted virtually in their entirety, just as Tajik acquired the Uzbek verb serialization mechanism virtually in its entirety. A case might be made that the distinction between, say, the Indicative and the Noncommittal or between the Imperfective and the Perfective is a kind of parameter in the Inflectional category, and that the borrowing here involves changes in these parameters. However, as was pointed out above, it is not just a verbal distinction or two that was acquired by the recipient language, but rather the entire paradigm, along with many of its idiosyncratic properties. The problem is that the verbal paradigm (as well as the nominal paradigm) has generally not been recognized by linguists as the kind of abstract structure that should be represented in a grammar separately. And yet the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay that supports the representation of verb serialization in a grammar also supports the representation of the verb paradigm in a grammar.

Several possibilities for the resolution of this problem suggest themselves at this point.

(i) Perhaps there are substantive differences between the acquisition (or loss) of verb serialization and the acquisition of the verb paradigm, which are not readily apparent but which would indicate that verb serialization should be treated as a legitimate linguistic
structure in a grammar but that the paradigm should not be accorded such a status.

(ii) Perhaps the evidence from the cross-language influence in Tajik and Qashqay is inappropriate for a consideration of this issue, and nothing significant can be said about the status of either verb serialization or the verb paradigm in a grammar.

(iii) Perhaps the evidence is convincing, and both serialization and the paradigm can be accepted as full-fledged linguistic structures in a grammar.

In the last-mentioned case, the paradigm would obviously need to be incorporated into a grammar of a language in some way. A morphological subcomponent might be established outside the syntactic component, in the lexicon or perhaps in the phonological component, and the paradigm as such might be an appropriate linguistic structure in that subcomponent. Since the lexicon is considered a catalogue of individual items, it may be natural for this cataloguing to take the form of a set of oppositions like the paradigm.

This idea may have some merit, but it may also have some unfortunate consequences. The elimination of the inflectional morphological processes expressed by the paradigm from the syntactic component and their inclusion in the lexicon may simplify elements of the syntax, but this merely increases the complexity of the lexicon. The systematic character of the paradigm would still need to be accounted for by the linguist, and the same analytical problems would still need to be resolved. Notice, moreover, that a framework in which the verb paradigm belongs to the lexicon and verb serialization to the
syntactic component differs significantly from the framework adopted here, one in which the paradigm and serialization are encompassed by the concept of the "verb system", implicitly a structure in the syntactic component. It may be desirable for various reasons to separate formally the verb paradigm from verb serialization, but in such a case it would become more difficult to explain why in Uzbek and Tajik the expression of certain verb distinctions through verb forms in the paradigm. It would become more difficult to explain why drawing a boundary between CVC's and simplex verbs seems to be arbitrary in some cases (compare the comments in connection with examples (211) and (212) in Chapter 2).

Obviously, the evidence from Tajik and Qashqay by itself cannot be expected to provide a resolution to the issue of how to represent certain abstract structures in a grammar. Rather, it compels the analyst to approach the issue head-on and to pose the relevant questions in a more knowledgeable way. That, along with the insights into the nature of loan syntax provided by the evidence, makes the study of the Tajik, Uzbek, and Qashqay verb systems of value.
1. Any determination of what constitutes the "indigenous population" of Central Asia is subject to criticism. For the calculation of the 86-89% figure certain borderline decisions had to be made. It is relatively clear that Europeans (Russians, Ukrainians, Germans, Baltic peoples, etc.), Caucasian nationalities (Azerbaijanis, Armenians, etc.), and the Koreans should not be included in the set of indigenous peoples. It would also have been desirable to exclude the Crimean Tatars and to include the Central Asian Jews who have inhabited the region for generations, but since the census figures provide no breakdown for these two groups, it was decided to include all the Tatars but exclude the Jews from the determination of the indigenous population. The Tatars, as well as the Bashkirs, Uighurs, and Dungans, are incorporated into the indigenous population for the purposes here because they share linguistic or cultural (religious) affinities with the rest of the population. The calculation of 86-89% was made on the basis of the 1979 census, published in the journal Vestnik statistiki, No. 7, pp. 41-43; No. 9, pp. 61-70; No. 10, pp. 72-73; No. 11, pp. 60-67 -- all from 1980. The number of Turkic-speaking peoples in Central Asia was calculated to be 23,998,095. The amounts for the Karakalpaks, Uighurs, and Bashkirs were arrived at by using the percentage for each of these nationalities that was living in Central Asia at the time of the 1970 census, for which fuller information on the small minorities is available [Kollektiv 1973]. The total 1979 population of the five Central Asian republics was 40,167,390, of which slightly more than 30% can be classified as "nonindigenous".

2. The problems inherent in any census with regard to determining societal bilingualism are well-known (cf., Fasold 1984:113-124; Lieberson 1966/1981:281-303), but each census has some shortcomings peculiar to it. In the case of the 1979 data on second-language proficiency in Uzbekistan, there is a genuine suspicion that the figures were intentionally inflated in the favor of Russian. For instance, in 1970, 37,818 Tajiks in the Uzbek SSR claimed fluent knowledge of Russian as a second language, while nine years later, for the census of 1979, that figure had risen to 206,636, in other words a 446.4% increase.
Compare that to the situation in Tajikistan itself; the increase in Russian-language fluency was from 270,015 to 622,015, that is, 130.4%. Similarly extraordinary increases were reported for other nationalities in Uzbekistan (for example, 453.4% for the Uzbeks), but nowhere else in the Soviet Union were such astonishing results obtained. In addition, the proportion of those Tajiks in Uzbekistan claiming Uzbek as a second language as opposed to Russian underwent a dramatic change in just nine years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>in Uzbek</th>
<th>in Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>8.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>34.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Above data drawn from Vestnik statistiki, No. 9, 1980, p. 61; No. 11, 1980, p. 60; and Kollektiv 1973:202, 295.]

Since 1984 there have been accusations of large-scale corruption and other serious irregularities in Uzbekistan under the former Communist Party First Secretary Sharaf Rashidov, including allegations of systematic padding of economic indicators. It is therefore possible that the results of the 1979 census, which was conducted while Rashidov was in office, were influenced by a desire on the part of those in charge in Uzbekistan to produce good figures on the acquisition of Russian as a second language. The problem here is that this practice would probably have reduced the percentage of Tajiks who would have been recorded as knowing Uzbek. Thus the 1979 census data can be used only as an indication of wide-spread Tajik-Uzbek bilingualism, but not as a valid measure of that bilingualism.

3. This is not to deny that other social factors are involved in producing the kinds of cross-language influence observed. No doubt the "elite" status enjoyed by certain groups within the speech community plays a role, but the identification of the "elite" is, at least in the case of the Central Asian sedentary population, a highly complex matter. The discussion here is mainly concerned with examining a neglected social factor, rural-centered language diffusion, and with suggesting how it might have contributed to the type of cross-language influence observed in Tajik and Uzbek.
4. This is not true of the nationality that is called "Tajik". Speakers of the Pamir languages and Yaghnabi, languages recognized as being distinct from the Tajik language, are nonetheless classified as belonging to the "Tajik" nationality. It is hardly at issue here whether the establishment of the Uzbek and Tajik nationalities were realistic reflections of the ethnic circumstances, but it should be noted that these essentially political determinations had an effect upon the development of the literary languages.

5. For the Tajik morphological examples, the verb ṭāftān 'to go', present stem ṭāv- and past stem ṭāft-, will be used. The third person singular will be the cited form unless otherwise specified. An exemplar verb is used because morphemic boundaries are not as clear-cut in Tajik as they are in Uzbek and other Turkic languages.

6. These examples are not used in the sense 'pretend to ...', a possible meaning for -gān bol- in some Turkic languages.

7. One clear difference between the use of the Perfect in English and its use in the Turkic languages can be found in expressions meaning 'live/be somewhere for a certain period of time up to the present'. In the Turkic languages, a tense used ordinarily for the present can occur in such a context, see example (169) in this chapter. Of course, the main point here is not how a Perfect in one language compares with the verb form labeled the Perfect in another language, but how it fits into the set of oppositions within its own paradigm.

8. It is clear from the morphology that bargān is paired with another form, one with a past-time reference, bargān(i)di. Therefore, the feature [+PAST], required elsewhere in the paradigm, can be utilized to represent the opposition in the Perfect, despite the fact that bargān, apparently, does not conform to the range of temporal meanings possible with other Nonpast forms. Clearly, the /y form can be used to refer to the future, but it is unlikely that bargān can do likewise and mean 'he will have gone'. But there would be little gain in establishing another feature, such as [+PRESENT] to specify more accurately the temporal reference points of the two Perfect forms.

9. The native speakers of Ferghana Valley Uzbek from whom these sentences were elicited were all educated, and thus there may have been some interference from the Literary Uzbek they were exposed to. However, even if literary
forms were given, it does not seem likely that they would alter in any crucial way the points being made here. There are also degrees of informality; for instance, in the Namangan dialect either mən 'I' or a less formal variant with a nasalized vowel and compensatory lengthening, məːn, may be used. Some phonetic detail has been omitted, and no attempt has been made to differentiate between phonetic [æ] and [a] (the central low vowel), which are both allophones of phonemic /a/ in most of the Uzbek dialects considered in this investigation.

10. In the Namangan dialect, there is some vowel raising before high vowels, ü → ɨ, ə → o̞, o → u̞; hence qerĩ-, instead of qɜrũ-, qamẽdi instead of qamũdi, oliwalay instead of aliwalay, utur- instead of otur-. Although apparently o̞ ≠ o and u̞ ≠ u phonetically, the latter symbols are used in (34) and (35) exclusively.

11. The term "situation", taken from Comrie 1976:13, is a cover term for "states", "events", "processes", etc.

12. It is a peculiarity of the history of Uzbek (and Uighur) that the SbS marker which functions in this capacity is derived from gũn, on the auxiliary tur- [Kononov 1960:238], and hence ends in gũn or γan. In some other Turkic languages, this marker would be (u) r or a related form. For instance, in Karachay, sentences similar to (45-48) would be marked with (V)r, lik, (V)rik, while sentences like (49) would have (u)wán. However, the use of (u)r as an attributive marker has become restricted to certain set expressions in Uzbek, ex., aqũr suw 'flowing/ running water'. Since CVC's provide for additional aspectual and modal distinctions in the Uzbek verb system, it is not unexpected that contractions of former CVC's have yielded present-day (y)atkuũn and õdugan. This is only one type of evidence suggesting that the differentiation between simplex verbs and CVC's is not clear-cut. The ability of CVC auxiliaries to mark aspect is merely an extension of the ability of the simplex verb paradigm to make similar distinctions.

13. This does not mean that oylũ- can never occur with gũn. The verb also means 'think about', and although there are no such examples readily available, it seems likely that a nominalized relative clause can serve as an object of oylũ-: 'I thought about what you said', 3Hyt-gũn-in-ni oylũdım, where what = that which, cf., example (80). But in this case the SbS is not a complement S.

14. Assuming that the Noncommittal distinction in SbS's is an indigenous Turkic pattern, it is conceivable
that Tajik influence could have led to a weakening of the distinction, but much more research would be required before any such explanation could be accepted.

15. This behavior of habituals with respect to simultaneous situations, as in (94) and (95) vs. similar anterior situations, might explain why biLûn can occur with both (i)š and gûn, but this possibility will not be further pursued here.

16. This list of verbs is derived from various sources: for Colloquial Uzbek, from field notes and from the folk tales in Reshetov, Shahbdürûmanov 1962:253-280; for Literary Uzbek, from field notes, the folk tale collection Chûlpûk yaqqûn kun, Kononov 1960:332, Abdûrûmanov 1958, and the dictionaries Borovkov 1959 and Mâ'ïrubov 1981. Unfortunately, linguistic studies of Uzbek generally neglect the use of dep as a complementizer.

17. The linguistic and philosophical literature on the topic of presupposition is vast -- see, for instance, the bibliography in Oh and Dinneen 1979:389-493. However, since most of the issues covered in this literature are of little direct relevance to the discussion here, a summary presentation of the notion, that found in Levinson 1983, will suffice as a basis for comparison with speaker non-commitment.

18. In contemporary Uzbek, there are quite a number of sentential adverbs, but they are all (or nearly all?) borrowings from Arabic via Tajik, or from Tajik itself, or are calques -- for a list of sentential adverbs in Literary Uzbek, see Kollektiv 1975:582-590.

19. Palmer 1986 deals with mood and modality from a universalist perspective and offers a framework within which modal categories can be represented in a grammar of a language. Although Palmer refers to speaker commitment to the truth of an utterance as a typical element of modality in the languages of the world, and although he discusses the evidential and the degree of speaker (un)certainty, he does not adopt something similar to the notion of noncommitment as it was presented here. The Noncommittal is a broad term encompassing various modal concepts, such as evidentiality, inference, quotative, dubitiveness, etc., and it may be that in certain languages only the feature [+NONCOMMITTAL] stands in opposition to the Indicative, while in other languages modality, in this semantic area, can be differentiated further, into more specific "noncommittal-type" oppositions, such as
evidential, quotative, dubitative, etc.

20. I have had access only to the journal version of Grigor'yev's work, which does not contain his grammatical survey, and thus his observations on the relationship between Tajik and Uzbek grammatical forms cannot be discussed here.

21. Polivanov is somewhat confusing with regard to these three forms. The Tajik meräftäm (in the 1st person singular) is identified with the Uzbek baräydim, which is in fact the contracted form of (б)r(i)di+ım in the Samar-kand dialect. But the form meräftäm budäm is then equated with the noncontracted barär edim. Perhaps this means that meräft and meräftäm bud are synonyms in the Samar-kand dialect.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1. This opinion is by no means unanimous. For instance, Füttah Abdullâyev, a doctor of philology in Tashkent, stated at a recent Turkology conference, "The explanation of such a large-scale phonetic phenomenon as the loss of vowel harmony by just external factors without taking into account language-internal changes seems to us not very convincing" [Abdullâyev 1985:28]. He then went on to discuss variations in the Arabic-script representation of the low vowels in the classical literary language Chagatay. However, he does not explain how this variation could have contributed to the loss of the nonlow vowels ü, ө, and ı as phonemes or to the loss of vowel harmony in general. At the same conference Ālibek Rustâmov, also a doctor of philology in Tashkent, identified as one of the shortcomings in Uzbek historical phonology the assumption that the orthographic representation in classical texts reflects the actual sounds of the language. As an example, he discussed the representation of the low vowels and questioned whether variation in the orthographic symbols indicated a violation of vowel harmony. In other contexts, he argued against the position of Abdullâyev, which suggests that he was interested mainly in refuting that scholar's claims [Rustâmov 1985:57-59]. Generally speaking, when certain scholars question the validity of cross-language influence as the causative factor in a historical change, they do not explain how the changes could have occurred in the absence of this influence. They refer to a linguistic feature in the historical record that bears some resemblance to the current state of affairs, but do not attempt to trace the particular developments as they might have occurred. Thus, according to Abdullâyev's position, a violation of vowel harmony in suffixes containing low vowels, presumably an internally motivated change, resulted in the total loss of the phenomenon, but there is no indication of what intermediate stages there were.

2. Even Abdullâyev (see above note) characterizes the position of Uzbek in the following terms: "As a result of the loss of vowel harmony, Uzbek stands out as a distinctive island in the Turkic world" [Abdullâyev 1985:28]. Violations of vowel harmony constraints are also characteristic of those Turkic dialects spoken in the Caucasus
area in the vicinity of non-Turkic languages [Gadzhiyeva 1979:156].

3. On the integration of ki into the grammars of some Turkic languages, see Kuruoğlu 1980. There appears to be some confusion among the speakers of these languages over whether ki should be regarded as Str-I or Str-F, or even Str-Sec, and thus it may be misleading to claim, as she does, that "in certain sentences it has been totally assimilated into the syntactic structures of the Turkic languages, and often is used differently from the Persian ki" (p. 47). As an example of this point, she maintains that ke in Persian is not used at the end of a sentence, in contrast to the Turkish ki, which can occur in that position. In fact, Persian ke can occur in sentence-final position, apparently as a feature of the colloquial language [Lazard 1957a:252]. However, it may still be valid to maintain that ki, in some Turkic languages, can be used like a Turkic Str-F GM.

4. The use of ki in Afghan Uzbek is quite common, see Reichl 1983. Moreover, as in the Uzbek spoken in the Soviet Union, the Conditional corresponds to the Iranian Subjunctive in SbS's, ex.

```
men xa(h)le-y-mān bu ketab-di satip al-sū-m
I want-NnP-1SG this book-ACC buy-CND-1SG
```

'I want to buy this book' [ibid., p. 488]

Reichl points out the existence a similar construction in other Turkic languages that have experienced Iranian influence, in particular, Azerbaijani, but he does not mention the difference in the verb form used -- a true Subjunctive in Azerbaijani as opposed to the Conditional in Uzbek. Menges 1946-1949:695 also notes the use of the Conditional as the counterpart of the Iranian Subjunctive in Afghan Uzbek.

5. The forms expressing certainty, doubt, or probability in these sentences are all of Arabic origin, borrowed through Persian.

6. Compare the example (92a) to the Uzbek sentence (73b) in Chapter 2; note that because dep or deyū does not occur as a complementizer in Qashqay, the pattern in (73a) is impossible in Qashqay.
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